
DIFFERENTIAL TOPOLOGY 

by C. T.C. Wall 

Introduction 

These notes are based on a seminar held in Cambridge 1960-61. 

In writing up, it has seemed desirable to elaborate the roundations 

considerably beyond the point rrom which the lectures started, and 

the notes have expanded accordingly; this is only the rirst set. 

It is divided into three parts: 0, on analytical roundations, I,on 

geometrical roundations, and 11, on theorems or transversality and 

general position. (No index is included since numeration and pagina

tion are by chapters). We hope to have given a th0rough treatment or 

the basic theorems or use in investigating smooth manirolds; the only 

others to my knowledge are a paper by J. Cerr (Bull. Soc. Math. 

France 89, pp.,227-380 (1961)) and a rorthcoming book by S. Lang (on 

unbounded manirolds only). It is intended that subsequent parts or 

these notes shall be as rollows: imbeddings and immersions, cobordism 

theory, the h-cobordism theorem, and surgery; however, this is 

somewhat optimistic. 

It is perhaps appropriate to comment here on a rew points which 

were only noticed when the notes were typed out. Part 0, 4.2 (the 

Implicit Function Theorem) is not needed; a proor can be given as in 

1.2.2. Proors or 0, 4.1 and 0, 4.4 can be round in any good book 

on analysis. The proor or I, 4.5 is cooked: I should have extended 

the method or pro or of I, 4.2. The proofs in I, 5 of uniqueness of 

tubular nbds can be used to give a local piecing 'together, and honce 

prove existence also: this avoids the difficulties in I, 6.2, and is 

the method adopted by Cerr and Lang. I have used a more direct 

geometrical construction by prererence; the other method is, however, 

stronger, and removes the restriction to compact submanifolds, thus 

answering, ror example, the problem of I, 7.1. By an oversight, the 

existence part of the proof or I, 6.h was omitted - it is very Simple, 

the reader will easily supply it for himself. 
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I am indebted to all the Cambridge topology research students 

of last year for participating in the seminar; in particular to 

P. Baxandall for taking notes on the first 6 seminars 9 and to Steve 

Gersten for doing the rest, and for considerable assistance in 

writing up. 

NOTATIONS. etc. 

We assume known a certain amount of analysis, and a few terms 

and results from analytical topology - for example 9 Ifnbd" means 

neighbourhood, If <f If denotes a metric, and a paracompact space is 
J 

defined by the property that any open covering admits a locally 

finite refinement. The word "smooth" is always used to mean 

C
Oo 

"infinitely differentiable ll
, i.e. 

We use fR to denote the real numbers, IR'h. for the vector 

space of 1L-tuples, with its usual metric and topological structure, 

ff~'~ ,fR~-"t for the subsets with the first, or first two terms 

nonnegati ve. For X [R~ 1><- I 
andU (x Y' ) :::: ['I: I Y - X I ( t'"' } 

is the root square sum of the terms, 

GC L t71; (rr<.) is the group of non-
D 'r'v.. r:.. L + ( ro) Singular linear transformations of 11\ 1 Wlth subgroups UL ~ ,H' 

(with positive determinant), the orthogonal group O~ (preserving 

the metric ! X I ), and SO.,'\,. , their intersection. The interval I 
( 'D '" 'Vl, S n -'j is the subset 0 ~ x. ,,1 of JI'\ , and.!J, are the subsets 

I X 1 ~ 1 ) I X I :::: 1 of fR '/\. • 
We denote set membership by C and set incluSion by c 

of the domain is t Ix. The restriction of a map t- to a subset X 

CompOSition of maps is (usually) denoted by a circle, as}o,. ,and 

The image of a map f is I'M-f· 
If X) Y are sets, X)< Y is the set of pairs [(x..'~J..): x E.. 'f.. ,;; [. y}, 
and fj(X) is the diagonal subset of X x X , with pairs l(:x:)x):~[X}. 

is written in the illogical order. 

Finally, the conclusion of a proof is Signalled by: ~ 
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1.1 

PART 0 

Chapter 1 Definitions 

,1-1 
A smooth m-!!lanifold M is a paracoopact Haus dorff space with 

• ....., '-.$ 

a family ~t ~ ~I~ of continuous real-valued functions defined on 

,M and satisfying the following conditions: 

has 

and 

i) J is local. If J ," I'" ~1~2 is such that each point of 1'1 

then f .;1. 
'" J I ' ••• ,J I~ £ 'J ' 

a nbd 

ii) :f 
,.I 

in which 
\..1 

agrees with a function of 'j 

F is a 

is differentiably closed. If 

soooth function on If< ""- , then ,=- ! f :'" ·' .... t 
')/;"'tf..-,jt ... . 

iii )(1'''''. ,)) is locally Euclidean. For each point e t ,vI, 

there are j"Y; fUnctions If ' ... ,~,., t -':f such that q-)(j,(q), ,.,JIT,(Q'V 
gives a hO!!leomorphisffi of a nbd;A of P onto an open subset \I 

, '-.+- I 

Every function j i. i coincides on /;1 wi th F'J, \ ' " J rn) f f flJJli o ; '\ • 

where ,:: is a smooth function on \/ • 

We call functions .f ~,j S:J.1ooth functions on r-I) ,and the 

( set I,,' ) mapping defined in iii) or, by abuse of language, the ,a 

co-ordinate neighbourhood, or C.N. of 
,'~ 

~ - ; It follows from ii) 

that sums, products, and constant wultiples of smooth functions 

are also s~ooth. 

The first tool we need, to wo~k with the above definition, is 
< 

_, I 

a bump function. Define first a function "/- on rk' by: 

(":) 7. ::"i :'l/:X:" (:s:. - \)} 

= 0 otherwise. 

Then ~'..J> is srJ.ooth, nonnegative, and differs from zero whenO<x< 1. 

Since 

r' I, 
The bump function t-Sf (,X-) is now given by 

f~ I) (x. \ = \ )r. "J.' ;' i- ') ,/+ I i\' 1 ~ I, (4 \ l, t', 
'~ I ! ..J r',.. ," ! r v). - . 

\:1 ,. 0 I 

"'fj (y. ') is smooth, so is L ':- ('.>l:.')' • 
\, / I ' 

(i, I [' v'\ -, 0' ;f - r './-'j - .L 

Also, 

)C. ,/ .'''' 
~ .... ) 

n.f.. H ("') ~ 1 -r , - f " .. ,- ..... if ()<y~<1 

TheseJare the essential properties of the bU!!lp function? any other 

function with them would serve the same purpose. We now have 

Prop 1.1. Let CP'U -", be a C.N. of r' (:. '1, and let F be a smooth 

function on V Then there is a function f t J , agreeing 

in a nbd of P , and zero outside 



Proof 

1.~ 

Without' loss OI generality. let 'f/p)~O. 

of 0 ,we can find t'"' ::: 0 with 'u (0 ,=~t") CV. 

then 0 C"r:. ')' .:: 'I for I x I 0( ,'" , Q (' X')' =: 'J for 

Since V is. a nbd 

~ ,-

Define ~ (x.-}~ 6,.(:.> ':) 

;::.c,[ ~ 2.,.. , and ~ is 
~(~ n 

a smooth function on ,,,. ,hence also on V ,since tSe is smooth, 

and IXI is smooth except at 0 . Then F (~ is also smooth on V, 

and ;=(x .. )~(.:y.::Oif ~>:.i~ It- • 
f (1'.)) :: F rf. ~ LP (i~ _ r I 

We define a function f on M by: 

P . ',j if ;.:. ·)1 

"::" 0 otherwise. 

Then, by condition ii), J fJ, and J agrees wi th ' ,) <r in 

~-lf.lf:IX.l$t-} . J 
This proposition enables us to observe that the above 

defini ti-on of smooth manifold coincides with the definition 
in terms of an open covering {1I a( J -of 1'1 , each ''U,.,c;. provided with 

.,"'\ If" 

a homeomorphism ~~ onto an open subset of 11'; I, such that in the 

intersectiontl,.( {i\){i, we have a smooth change of co-ordinates. 

Indeed, the only real difference between this definition and D 1 

is that t'l requires tr~ .. : to be defined by functions which extend to 

smooth functions on the whole of {'~ But since the proof of 

Prop 1 is equally valid for the other definition, we see that any 

locally smooth functions, provided we allow their range to be 

slightly restricted, extend s oothly to all of i'1 . 

We now give some Simple examples of smooth manifolds. 

O. The empty set is a smooth m-manifold (the definition is 

vacuously satisfied). 

1. 
"'ill t:, , with smooth functions taken in the ordinary sense, is a 

smooth m-manifold. Condition i) is trivial, ii) follows 

from the rule for differentiating a function of a function, 

and for iii), since the co-ordinate functions are smooth, 

we take the identity map. 

2. The discrete union of an arbitrary set of smooth m-manifolds 

is another. Define a function to be smooth if the induced 

function on each summand is so; the conditions are then all 

trivial. 

3. Let (/\ be a smooth m-manifold, ;) an open subset of 1\,.1 
I \ • 

Wri te -':;t (.' for the restrictions to ,J Of functions ofi 
" /',' 

'10 fo'r the localisation of ~ I,) , i.e., the set of functions 
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-P' 
locally agreeing with a function of "~,,. Then it is clear, 

since 0 is open in 1',1 , that (°
1 
i ,,\) satisfies conditions 

i), iii);(O,'Jo} satisfies them and also condition i1). So 

in this way, the structure of smooth m-manifold on 1'1 
naturally induces such a structure on 0 

an open submahifold of M . 

We call 0 

IT' I "r" 
Let I~ ~ V be smooth manifolds. Then the topological 

product r.,J {l,,.. .- :=. iV ! 11, )C.. V ',,;~ has a natural structure of smooth 

manifold. For let IT ,/i. denote proj ections on the factors. 
I i.. 

Then for J L J M , }- ~, '} v ' we define J '.) ill ' '} I) iT l.. to 

belong to ) N ; any smooth functions of a finite set of these; 

and any function locally agreeing with one of these functions. 

This definition ensures that conditions i) and ii) are 

satisfied. But so is iii), for it now follows that if 

(f)' U I ,-) if rn , ·,:~_·u ~fRl" \,- are C.N.s in JV\ and V 
if . 't"'.l 2.-

then (n x (f) .1)/ )( 'CL ~ I;) NI +- v~ can be taken as a C. N. in I'~" V • TI ';ye" ~ (..' ,". I' 

D3 Let JVI {\ V \;- be smooth manifolds. A mapping cp : 1"'1 ~ V 

is called smooth if for ,each J 'i. 1v, f 0 't'tJ M. 

Note that in view of condition iii) this is equivalent to 

the requirement that each transformation of co-ordinates induced 

by (L) between C.N. s in 1\1\ and in 1/ be smooth in the usual 
I 

sense. However, the above definition is much more convenient. 

Prop 1.2 If (P,' /\1/ -j f"l~, and y,_: I vI;:.. -;' IV!.3 are smooth, then so is 

,':~ v'i';' , }"'I-) M -Vi.. I I '.$ 
For if 1 [. ':f 't' 04', ~ 'J' ~ ~ , and so r u 4-) () <.{:I ,[ "t 

f "3 . 'L '-. ~ 'r... • I \. I Jb 
Prop 1.3 If ('. is an open submanifold of 1"'.'1 , 'j..' O~- I'~ is smooth. 

. .- ''-f ! ': ,- j; c~" 
For if J .~ T 1,,\ '-:;;: t :.. 'J- no ' J ~ 

These two propositions merely assert the consistency of our 

defini t ions. To conclude this chapter, we define the equivalence 

relation which classifies manifolds. 

D4 A (1-1) correspondence (f). l'vi '" -; VII; between two smooth 
. _1 

manifolds is a diffeOClorphism if both (+'~ and q: are smooth. 

(" V n, ["\ and are called diffeot:1orphic. 



Thus a diffeom.orphisG1 defines a (1-J) corrcspoi. 

the two G1anifolds, under which SG100th functions corres~ 

Differential geoG1etry and topology each consist of the stu y 

(froG1 different points of view) of those properties of smooth 

G1anifolds which are invariant under diffeomorphisms. 



Chapter 2. Analytic Topology 

We collect in this chapter, for purposes of reference, most of 

the results from analytic topology of which we will later make use. 

The reader desiring continuity should read up to Prop 2.5 and then 

go on to Chapter 3, referring back later when necessary. We 

first elucidate the condition of paracompactness in D1. 

Theorem 2.1 We can find a set of C.N. s o/~.:!J!>( ~ 11 (0,3-) for 1V\ m such 

that i) The sets 0-
1
(1.1 /0 1)) cover M. ii) Each Pt M has 

Proof 

1-'>1( \.,. 

a nbd in IVi which meets only a finite number of sets t4.:)( i. e. , 

the t( oX are locally finite. Moreover, the covering by the 'U C>( 

may be chosen to refine any given covering of f1 . 
. 0 ,,",ITI (VI First take any set of C.N. s .'f,,<..,: f ~ 1K for' ,such that 

the O~1 cover M and refine the given cov'9ring. Since M is 

f.} (;' paracompact, there is a locally finite refinement "Wp of {OpJ, 

still covering ~1 • If we now prove the result for ~~ , the 
I 

union of all such C.N.s for the various ~, satisfies the same 

conditions. But ·f/i defines a diffeomorphism of WfS on an open 

subl:1anifold of jf2m • So we can suppose that 1'1 is an open sub-

manifold of fRl1# • 
• I I >,;- ) For each positive integer t, take all the open sets ;.: \X) '.Vi 

which are contained in 1'1 (actually, since we use Prop 1 to say 

that a C.N. in h/.:j above is also one in M above, say: whose 
I 

closures are contained in ~), and such that 1.~ has integral 

co-ordinates. Suppose V t. M ; then some 'U (Y, b ) C 1'1 Choose 

t ) trJrtyb' Then some X with ·lX integral is within a distance 

-I;:, / ~ of y, and '1.4 (:X, Jfo;j t)C tI (y) I,../(" /;,) c. l~ 1,~) C I"\. 

Thus :the corresponding setsl.! (x .;;;; /1.) cover /''''. Delete 
, .I 

any of these which is contained in another. Then the remaining 

}I\(I • ones still cover We say also, that the corresponding 

tJ.. (X, ~/(i; /1.) are locally finite. Now Y has a neighbourhood 

of the forn \\\X . ../;7>t); chose S such that l..f(Y.2~)C H(x,/frl/i). 
Then if j > 3 r;'Y) I 2.-, ,and lA (t. 3.r:n / j ') meets tl (YJ ?» it is 

contained in 'L~ (V, 2. b), and so in lA (.r., ../fr,/ i) , so it was one 

of the nbds which we discarded. Thus 't'\ ~ Y
J 
\,) only meets sets 
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t). (z /';J/i"!j) with j ~ 3J;rr! ~ ,a.nd hence only a f'inite number -of 
~'i 

such sets. ~ 

Corollary 2.1.1. Let .f be a continuous positive function on /""1 • 

Then we can find a smooth function '! 
a~ , wi th I) < ~} (e) (f (p) 

for all PE M. 
r 

Proof With the notation of the TheoreD, choose 6 > 0 less than 
,~ 

the infimu~ of f on the compact set et; 1 (u (0.2. ) ) Set 

T,--< (r) ~ 6(' (2.. -I x. I ) if P E. tC-< , <p:.( (e) == X 

: 0 otherwise; 

as in the proof of Prop 1.1, P:x. (,..-:) is st:looth. The functions ct~ 
have the properties: i) For each [0 L j"'\ , there is an o¥ , with 

co, 
ii) Each I ~j in !VI has a nbd on which all but a 

finite nUDber of functions (~'( vanish. These, in fact, translate 

properties i), ii) of the Theorem. By ii), the function 

~ ,,,. i~'>( i..f::) :::: I. (p) can be defined, and is everywhere smooth; 

we set "1>;>( (P) P ~ (P) Il. (p) Again using ii), we can 

define 

since ) .~;. (F\) == 1, this is a weighted mean of nUl7lbers ~,l( all 
I~: .L =l(' ... ~ 

less than .t (e') , hence also 
, I , 

is, and it is positive, as all b:'>( > 0 

and so is sooe 'fr, ; (P"\ • 
- >( ) 

Cooplement 2.1.2. We can find a countable set of pairs of disjoint 

co-ordinate discs (H< ~ V ... J such that the 'd >(" ~ V~ cover all of 

f"1, x t\ except the diagonal (points (.:>c. I X ) • 

Proof As above, we easily reduce' this to a probleCl in Euclidean 

if> 

space, and there the disjoint pairs of l{(x ... /'rl/t), (where t.}. has 

integer co-ordinates) will clearly do what we want. 

D5 A set of nonnega.tive soooth functions "l''K.. on 1"\ is called 

a partition of unity if the sets H -"(;. t f~: ·t:~ (P') > o} form a 

locally finite covering of ""\ , and L ..... p ...... (P) ':::::, 1, 

The functions '~'- . .)( above had this property, and, in addition, 

tha t the closures of the 'U were compact. 
,>( 

Our next investigation of smooth manifolds concerns 

connectedness. 



D6 A sm.ooth oap "",' : R ~ M is called a path in M . Two pOints 

~ Q in J"1 are called connected in M if there is a path in M 

whose image contains P !),nd ~ • 

Ler:J.r:J.a 2.2 Connectedness in ""\ is an equivalence relation. 

Proof By definition, the relation is symcetric. It is reflexive, 

since a constant m.ap is a path. To prove transitivity, let o<,ff, 
be paths with images containing (f?Q) ( Q \ R) and suppos e without 

10s8 of generality 0((-1)-=p'<.>((O)=QI f3(o)~q, and /S(1) :: R. · 
Let <p: 1I-? \/ be a C. N. of Q such that V is convex. Since 

r,.;..( is continuous, for sooe £. > 0 and <. 1 , I t I < f.. -) 0< (t J f 'L\. 
Similarly for (3 ; let's suppose that E., will do for both. 

Now define by ~ (t) :::: ,~ (1:-) t ( - £ 

,=(J-A)x(t,)+A,B(t) -i~t-~f 

=:JS(t) t->~ 
where the linear combination is taken in V, and ;~ is a smoothing 

function which is C near 1: -::: - l.. and 1 near t;:: ~ , e.g. 

'>- ( t) :: b f (t.~ - ~ ) 
then Q is clearly sm09th, and its image contains P and R . ~ 

Ler:J.I:J.a 2.3 Each equivalence class is open in 1"1. 
Proof If 9 ~ 1..1? V is a C.N. of P such that V is convex, 

every point of vI can be joined to e using the path corresponding 

to the straight line in V (suit3.bly par:loetrised) • 

Corollary 2.3.1. Each equivalence class is closed in M, for it is the 

coopleillent of the union of the other equivalence classes. 

Len::J.a 2.4 A subset of 1"1 is open and closed if and only if it is a 

union of equivalence classes. 

Proof Sufficiency follows by LeoDa 2.3 and Corollary. For 

D7 

i 
necessity, observe that since I~ i8 connected, any path which 

neets an open and closed subset is contained in it, so such a 

subset is saturated for the equivalence relation. 

The equivalence classes are called the components of t1. 
~ is connected if it only has one cooponent. 

LenBa 2.4 shows that this is taking cooponents in their 

$ 

usual sense. CODparing with D6, we note that for snooth manifolds, 



oonnection and connection by" smooth paths n1:'O equivalent. A 

component of ~ ,being open, is an open submanifold; and ,~ 

is the discrete union of all its components. Thus to study 1"'\ 

up to diffeomorphism, it suffices to take the components 

separately; we shall frequently do this. 
m 

Prop 2.5 A connected smooth oanifold ~ has a countable base of open 

Proof 

sets. 
frI 

Since If? has a countable base , it is sufficient to show 

that the set of nbds occurring in Theore~ 2.1 is countable. 
111 

Since f1 is connected, there is a path joining any two points, 
-1 

so between anY two nbds o/x (tA (0,1) there is a finite chain of 

such nbds, each overlapping the next. Now the sets tJ"" are 

locally finite: each point has a nbd meeting only a finite number, 

so each compact set meets only a finite number. Thus each 

~;\1A (0,1)) and so each <p~"(U (0, f) meets only a finite number 

of others. By induction, the number of sets 14 (~1) joined to a 

given one by a chain of length at most ~ is finite; hence their 

total number is at oost countably infinite. 

Corollary 2.5.1. A smooth oanifold r1 rD
iS second countable if and only 

if the set of its components is finite or enumerable. :It 
Lemma 2.6 Let Y be a metric space? X a closed subset. For any 

open nbd 1A of X. in 'I ,there is a positive continuous 

fUnction f on X such that X ~ X , ~ (x, ,) <. f (x) -) ) f tl. 
Proof Define J{x.).: J (X, Y -U): clearly '} (x) - f (-x,) I ~ ~ (x., )l/) , so 

liS continuous: it is nonzero and satisfies the condition. 

Corollary 2.6.1. If X is a compact subset of the metric space Y , 
,any open nbd U of X in Y contains an £. - nbd for some (> 0 , 

Proof Take (= inf J ' where f is given by the Lemma. .( 

Corollary 2.6.2. If X is a metric space, lA a neighbourhood of the 

/ diagonal L1 (X') in X: X , there is a positive continuous function 

} on X such that ~ (:x:,~) < f (x.) ==> (X, i) l. 1.t. 
X 

I. 
Take Y -::: )I X and !1 a product metric in the Lemma., and set 

I, ()C.) =- J ( x.I X) • Since ~ (x. J):: J' «(X, x.), (x. ~)) the result follows. 

$ 

Proof 
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Corollary 2.6.3. If X is compact wetric, U a nfdghbourhood of b.. (X) 

Proof 

LeQQa 

in XxX then for some z:. > 0 ? J (x., ~) < [ ~ (x':I) l. 'lA . 
Take £ = inf Jt' where tl is given by Cor 2.6.2. $ 

2.7 If X is a compact subset of the Cletric space Y , and U 
an open nbd of X x. X in Y x Y , then for SOQe 2: > 0, if V is 

the l: -nbd of X in Y , 'lA. contains V x V. 

Proof Take ~.:: -1: ~ (x)( >t, Y x Y _ tt), which exists since '1)( Y 
is norClal, XxX cOClpact. Then if ~(..r;, X)<f..j(I0.,X)<t we have 

~((l.J,)!.Vzl,x.xX)<.2L='S{Xxx,yl(Y-tl)' so 'LI,XVZ does not lie 

in Yx Y - tL $ 
Corollary 2.7.1. Let X be a compact subspace of the metric space Y , 

j :: Y ~ Z locally hor.1eoo.orphic, and f I X (1 - 1) 0 Then X has a 

nbd 'Lt in Y such that J 11J is a homeooorphisCl. 

Proof Let D:: ((~'lltl7..): ~t:f= ~/'2-)I('1I)-f(~'2..)( c Y )( 'y . By 

hypothesis, D is disjoint f:::-oo. X x X (since i I X is (1-1)). Now 

the closure- D is contained in the closed subset defined by 

J ('1,):::: f( 42..) , so is contained in b u 6 (Y). But by hypothesis, 

~ is a local hOCleoClorphism, so 

hood disjoint fronD . Thus 

each point (~.~) has a neighbour-

15 is disj oint froD. b(1), so 

b is closed. Now apply Lenma 2.7, taking 'tt::: y x Y - D . We 

find V , so that V x. V does not oeet b. Hence J Iv 
so is a honeoClorphisn. 

Lemma 2.8. Let V be locally compact, 1'-1 

onto its image (i -1) map J- : V ~ f\/ 
its image. 

Hausdorff. Then a proper 

is a homeomorphism onto 

Proof Let /'-1 -:::: f (v). 8i~0e f is p:rop"'r onto M it extends 

to a continuous map 01 the oYle--point compactifications 

j ~Vll~' ~ Muc.o-
J is a 1-1 map of a compact set, so a homeomorphism. Hence 

C· J is a homeomorphism. 

Complement 2.8.1. If J : V_ ~ N is proper, then M is closed in N 
For.f then define J : VU (fJ ~ (\1 (J '-"'Q , a homeomorphism into, with 

compact image. Since fVl U ?-_"> is closed in N u DI:::., so is M in N 
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Theorem 2.9. {Baire's Theorem) TJet M be eI. complete met:ric space. 

Proof 

The intersection of a countable family of dense open subsets of 

/"\ is dens e • 

Let the given subsets be t U"t ~, and let V be any nonempty open 

set. Then \In 1" is nonempty and open, and so contains a spherical 

nbd 'Lt (X I ) ( ,) • Next, U 2 () It&, ~\iS non empty and open, so contains 

a tt(X2.' fJ. We can thus construct a decreasing sequence of 

nbds U (X t ' ['l) and clearly t i -1> O. Then (X 1, \ is a Cauchy 

which lies in each 1i (v ~ \ "1" G-{J sequence 1 so has a limit point x., 
(since the later Xj do) and so in each U i and in V. 'I 

Oomplement 2.9.1. If 'VV is open in M, the theorem holds for 

Proof We construct the nbds as above. The limit point X exists 

in 11 (which is complete), and hence by the argument above 

also in W . 
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Chapter 3 Tangent Vectors 

Throughout this chapter, M m- will be a smooth manifold. 

D8a A tangent vector at P [. rv1 is a derivation on '1 to IX. 
More precisely, it is a mapping A : )= ~ IR which satisfie s 

i)1t (A.."C\.L~I'.,f,J2.£ '1, >--(c"J,+-G-.,-j-?)::: CAI}.(f,)-l-~(. '>..(f,) 
ii) If. f" J1. [ 1, )·(f,J ~) -:; A (;,) J1. (p) -I- If (p) A (f2.) . 

We shall discuss the structure of the set of all tangent vectors 

to t1 Note that sums and real multiples of tangent vectors 

at P are also tangent vectors at P , thus these form a vector 

space. 

D8b The tangent space ~1f to ~ at ,0 is the vector space formed 

by all tangent vectors to M at P 
Let Cf' 1.1 ~ V be a C.N. of P , and suppose without loss of 

I 

generality cp(p) = (). Let K'/I""X
rn 

be co-ordinates in fRM. Then 

for each J ['1 , we have JI-o» G) -1 ,a smooth function on V ,so 

there are partial derivatives ~\.f = ~f L. We assert that el" is 

a tangent vector at P . : condition i) \s clear, and ii) follows 

by the rule for differentiating a product. We shall prove that 

these form a basis for {Vlf ; first, however, we need a lemma. 

Lemma 3.1 Let S- be a smooth function on an open convex subset V of 

fR m containing 0 ,and let f (0)= O. Then there exist further 

Proof 

smooth functions f i (1 ~ 1 ~ tn) on V such that -J (-x.) =:: ~;~ifi (X). 
Moreover, if J is a smooth function of additional parameters Cl. j 
we may suppose that the f- also are 

f(~) ~f ex) -f(u) L ~1d t ~1: <) clt 
\- \J 

= \ 
1 L ", x i ~ .. ( 't x.) d t 
O I cl)t' , ~-

= "f rrl X. - \ ll. .. (t :x..) d t 
- I ' 1. ju ';;p: .. 'I. 

Hence we can take 11 (x) ~ S 1 21_ (t x.)d t· The last part also 
o ~)(.'l follows. 

Theorem 3.2. The tangent vectors form a basis for ~f . 

Proof We first remark that a tangent vector is essentially local 

in nature: if j =- J- in a nbd 1,.1, of P , and ).. is a tangent 
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vector at P , then A (f) ;= A (;r). For by Prop 1.1, we can find 

a function (f) on 1'1 ,equal t~ 1 in a nbd of P , and zero 

outside lA Then p f-~ 1?5 ,and so f-J =(j-})( 1 - ~). Thus 

~(J) - ) (})~ i\(t-() = 1\(+--1)( 1- <I ep'))-/- (J (f)-a (P))'A{l- i) 
- o. 

Hence it is sufficient to consider only functions defined and 

smooth in 1.;\ , where 'P: 'U. -4 V is a C. N. of P with V convex; 

it will be simpler to speak directly of functions on V . 
For any smooth fUnction f on V t by Lemma 3.1, we can put 

j (X) :. + (0) +- ~ X ~ f i (X) _ 
For any tangent vector }. at P , then, 

A ( f) = A (1 (0 )) -t- ~ I\. (X ~ J 1, ') 

-== J (0) A(1)+ ~} (x-0 f~(o)+ ~x 1. (0))... (f iJ-
But )..(r) = 1\(1.1)==-1.'A(1)+>-.(1).1::::.Z?-'(1),and so == O. Thus 

~ (f) = 2. A (x~)f~(O) - '., 
In particular dj U) == l. dJ. (X.1-)Ji (o)=:L atjft(o) ~ f j. (0). So 

"A(f) ::: E A (:$. L') d 1. (J) 
and as this is true for .all f ' A:::.: LA (1-,:) J 1... Hence the d1.. 
span {'-'If' Since di.(?~= ~t} , they are linearly independent. 

Hence they form a basis. ~ 

Now 

We shall usually, by abuse of notation, write ~6 _ for d l., 
_ . m ~ Xl 

let ~:I\'I ~ V be a smooth mapping, and let CP(P) = ~. 

The differential of er at P, J q.. :/Y'f ~ V <it is defined 

by: cl er ( X) (f) = X (t 0 <p ') Jv 1" X [ 1\11 r I t ~ 1- v. 

Since J} q; are smooth, so is f 0 er, so the right hand side is 

defined. Then clcp(~iS a derivation since X is. Clearly, 

J 0/ is a linear mapping of fv'r to VQ. . 
If f t J(Ti. ' f: Tv! 1''', -> fR is a smooth mapping, so that if j- (p)= v.., 

we have dJ.1'1 p-PtR cL HJwever, we may identify each fRo..,With fK 
itself in a natural manner: if .)C. is the parameter on IR , 
identify the vector ~~ ~< with the number X. -:: k. By change of 

dX -

parameter ~ =->- K, we have the same identification. [ Similarly, 

we identify tangent spaces to fR 1'\ wi th ~ '(\ i tself ~ Thus for 

fi.1'M.) P(.lvI, we have df:M p -7rR. Since dJ- is linear, 



it is an element of the dual vector space, M/- to 1"1,. Now, 

if ?C, .. ·)Lm are local co-ordinates at P ,we have 

dx..· (3sy...) :. d%. == a~ i 
1. r cJ- J d d 

so the clx.j form the basis of "'1';' dual to the basis ~.x.i. of Mr. 

3.3 

This concludes the discussion of tangent vectors at a single 

point. We now wish to assemble together all tangent vectors: for 

this we need the idea of a fibre bundle. We refer the reader to 

Steenrod's book "Fibre Bundles" for a fuller description; we shall 

recapitulate some definitions here for the sake of continuity of 

argument. 

D10 A map ,,: T ~ M is the proj ection of an 1'"\-vector bundle 

if tJ\ can be covered by open sets 'ttoX' such that 

i) There are homeomorphisms Cf'~: '\A.-.; x. !R'I\ -) iT-
1(1A<><) such tha'j; 

It 0/"< (rn .. I )() == m .. 
ii) For each pair (0<, (3') there is a continuous map 

}><f3 : tt. ""< n 1{ p ~ G- L r~ (,,) 
such that for '-/1, C. H.. 11 Lt IS x. E.. /.P (\ ,.>< f) If', 

cp~ (rn. I X) ;: cp c< (~I J ~ ;9 ( ftt) - X) 
A map X: n-"7 T is called a cross-section if il 0 'A.. =- 1 The 

bundle is smooth i:: the maps }:x.(9 are smooth [G-l h. (IF.) is an open 

submanifold of .ff< 11 ... 4.J. In this case T admits a natural structure 

as smooth (/I\-t'"n.)-manifold, such that the maps CPo<,. are diffeomorphisms 

on open submanifolds. For if we use these to define C.N.s, then 

we have differentiable transformations of co-ordinates on the 

intersections. 

For a general fibre bundle, G.: L" (iR) is replaced by a general 

topological group ~ (we shall only make use of Lie groups) and 

IR '" by a general topological space F (the fibre) on which ex 
operates. The structul'e of the bundle is determined by the maps 

'J .:/ ~; two bundles with the same J-x f3 but different fibres are 

called associated. If theQ~~ all have images in a subgroup 

C~ I of C~ ,we say tha t t~e ';roup of the bundle reduces to Gt I • 

Write T(M):: U(tJlf: Pt:.. M 1 ; the set of all tangent 

vectors to IV). Define 1;; T(tv'l)-? rv} by "~ (1'-'1 f) -::' P 
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Let 1-10.;:: U 0<. ~ 

the 11 ~ covering 

v~ be a set of local co-ordinate· systems, with 

rv1 , and for P [.. t{ V L ~ rn, define (DO( (P V) 
;>( • ""d l' ) 

as the tangent vector at P determined by ~ -y 1. ~ X.i. Then 

'Po( : u.<>< X JR(T)~~-l('L.)iS a (1-1) mapping for each 0( On 

'~ n 11~, denoting the two systems of co-ordinates by >< 0<: X. f3 
we have, by the usual transformation rule 

~x~ = dX)j P % e.< 
. ~ /~'Xi ~.x..} 

so we deflne :J .... (j: ll\.~ f\ 'lA (i -7 G- L,y\ ((K) by 

J,o:.< ~ ( Q') -= (~ X J\ . 
~)(I\ )Q. 

Thend~f3 is a smooth mapping, and satisfies the condition above. 

To conclude that we have a vector bundle, it remains only to 

tOPOIOgiSe-7T(M). But since the maps 9 of.. (3 are sm.ooth, we may as 

above take the ~o( (or rather their inverses) as C.N.s, and thus 

define on7r(fY1) the structure of smooth manifold, which in partic

ular gives ita topology, wi th the CPO(' homeomorphisms • 

D11 lr(M) is the tangent bundle to 1""'1 0 Wri te li:-(M) for the 

zero cross-section, i.e. the set of zero tangent vectors. In 

general, a smooth cross-section of T(M) is called a vector field 

on M Any bundle associated to 7f(N) via a linear representa-

tion of G. Ln UR) is called a tensor bundle (and points of it are 

tensors, whose type is determined by the representation). The 

bundle given by the adjoint representation is the bundle of 
,,11 11) 

differential 1-forms on IVI i 
~~~~~~~~~~ 

its fibre over P is the dual 
~

space Mp to The bundle whose fibre over P is the set 

of all positive definite quadratic forms on ~f is called the 

Riemann bundle, and ar~ cross-section of it a Riemannian structure 

on M .. 
For further discussion of such bundles, we refer the reader 

to Nomizu's book 'Lie Groups and Differential Geometry'. The 

above contains more than we shall need. We now prove the 

fundamental 
f'J1 

Theorem 3.3 Every smooth manifold 11 has a Riemannian structure. 

Proof Let CPa< ~ '!Jl- ~ '\;t (0. s) be the C.N. s constructed in Theorem 2.1 



and let -r <X. be the partition of unity constructed in the Corollary. 

Now \L( c, 3) has the standard Euclidean Riemannian structure: L dx . ~ 

We write d..-6 ~ = L'";,!> \ I r! y- - 0 d (0 \'2. As usual, since the 'Lt are ~ 
_ "'" '- \ ~ ~ 1. T\>( \ 0<.. 

locally finite, the sum is defined. Since a linear combination 

of positive definite quadratic forms is again positive definite, 

d"j'2.. is everywhere positive definite. Thus it defines a 

Riemannian structure on H ('v,. 

Now suppose a Riemannian structure chosen on fv/ rl\. This 

induces an inner product on each f\.~ p, which we use to introduce 

not1ons of length of a tangent vector, etc. We can modify the 

maps 'f~: 11~ X IR l1\ ->; 71 -1 (U",)so as to preserve the inner product 

on the fibres; simply apply the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation 

process. In fact, consider cp:>( as a map (r: !l( (1) -7 iRffi depending 

on certain parameters. We modify 9P by putting 

cp / ( -R_ 1: ') = "~. "} l..J' 'P (e.;) 
4/ 1.. d 

~here the).. 1j with j .t.. i a;e~ chosen to make the 

and )..-1.1...>Oso as to make the cp'(e;)unit vectors. 

also smooth functions of the parameters. 

cr' I (.t t}orthOgOnal , 

Then the ).. ij are 

Thus if a Riemannian structure is chosen on ~M, we can 

always consider orthonormal bases in the fibres, so the group then 

reduces to the orthogonal group OC rh) . The converse: that a 

reduction to o(rn) corresponds to a Riemannian structure, follows 

by reversing the argument. We observe that the choice of an inner 

product on M r allows us to identify Mf with M;-. For a 

Riemannian manifold, we shall usually do this. 

D12 l\.f rn is called orj_entable if the group of the tangent bundle 

is reducible to G:. L -t~<}, oriented if the group is so reduced. 
en 

Since the co-ordinate transformations were given by the matrices 

(d x. U:x. ~ ') the condition is that all the Jacobian determinants 

are positive. The bundle associated to the tangent bundle with 

fibre G-Lrr.((K)/ G-L: (tR)= lLz.. is a double covering of Iv] , called 

the orientation covering. Its projection on ~ , together with 

C.N.s of ~1 , can be taken as C.N.s, so the orientation covering 

is a smooth manifold. By the definition, all the Jacobians 



occurring here are positive, so this manifold is orientable. 

If M is nonorientable, we can find a closed chain of C.N. s, 

each overlapping the next, such that the number of negative 

Jacobians is odd. 

If M has a Riemannian structure 9 the same oonsiderations 

of orientation apply, replacing G L (iR) CL t (fR.)bY Om 'S Om -
rn 'm J 
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Chapter 4 Analysis 

In this chapter, we list a number of standard results from 

analysis which we shall need later. Since a number of the proofs 

are long, we shall omit them, and give references for the less 

accessible results. 

4.1 Inverse Function Theorem. 

Let t , .... f be smooth 
I , rv 

and suppose I aJ 1-1.... 0 at 0 
~ x.. -Ft" 

define a diffeomo/phism of ~ 

functions defined in a nbd of 0 £ IR n. 

Then in some nbd U <1- 0, f" ... ,} .... 
subset of fR /1... on an open 

Corollary 4.1.1. 
m 

Let tv\ be a smooth manifo ld; J,,"" f m smooth 

Proof 

functions on The Ji may be taken as co-ordinate 

functions for a C.N. of 

for M~f" 

p if and only if the ~1 form a basis 

Let cp: tt -'> IR H. be a C.N. of e 
smooth functions on a nbd of q(p) Z. u\ n; 

, _1 
Then the Ji. 0 er are 

by the theorem, they 

define a diffeomorphism of some such nbd if and only if the 

I d(f~O(f)-1)1· Jacobian .~L.x. f I*,-O at er (p). But the elements of this 

matrix are J*t the coefficients in the d J\ of basis elements 

dXj of JV1 r . $ 
.• 2 Implicit Function Theorem. 

Let J l I - -. I f r~ be smooth functions defined in a nbd of 

OL IR I'""+S and suppose the determinant formed by their partial 

derivatives with respect to ')(" ... ,x.". is nonzero at O. Then 

there are r-- smooth functions? I •.•.• J .... defined in a nbd of 

o [ rR S such that within some nbd of 0 E fR Y"'+S , a point satisfies 

!i. (p):z: 0 (1 ~'1 ~ .... ) if a:nd only if it satisfies x..: :: <i i ()f. ~ ''', 'Y- ) 
J . 'I.. if r"+ 1 ""+5 
(1~i..~r'). 

,3 Whitney's Extension Theorem 

Let J be a smooth function defined on the open set ~1 > 0 

of [Rn , and suppose that f and all its partial derivatives 

extend to continuous functions on ~~. Then there is a smooth 

function J on \Rn which agrees with f in its range of definition. 

Whitney's proof, which establishes results of much greater 

generality, can be found e.g. in his paper: Analytic extensions 
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of differentiable functions defined on closed sets, in the Trans. 

Amer. Math. Soc. 36 (1934) pp. 63-89. 

We next consider Picard's existence theorem for differential 

equations. It is convenient to use the following terms. Let 'lJL 
be an open subset of 1/\ 'i l ., k a compact subset of tt . 

Existence Theorem for Ordinary TIifferential Equations 4.4 

TI13 

Given a system of equations d X _ 

dt 
cp(x) 

where er is a smooth function on 'lA. to ro Yl { 
11'\ ,then for some c... > 0 

there exists a unique smooth function X = d (Xo \ t) on k. )( E 

to U. (where E is the set; I t j <: E. ) satisfying the equation, 

and such that )( - c (x 0) o -;/ 0 • 

We shall use this to develop the connection between vector 

1 r" fields on a smooth manifold 1\; and 1-parameter groups of diffeo-

morphisms of )V) • 

A family [er 'l : 't E.. (I<} of mappings of ~ into itself is 

called a , -parameter group- of diffeomorphisms of M if 

i) The mapping q : M )( lR 4 "/1 .x (R defined by er( iYl, 1: )=( q:\ .. (f\J).-1:) 
is a diffeomorphism 

ii) For all S t E. IR (0 (1) - er 
I I '1'S '"rt ~ 5-1- t . 

We observe that the first condition implies that each Cf
t 

is 

in fact a diffeomorphisITl. Now suppose f CR 1 does satisfy these 

conditions. Then we define a vector field X on fv1 as follows. 

For f [tM (l. M , we set 

Xp(S) =- If'u~ J- ((f't(P)) -J (p) = dd~ -J (err, (P))/'L'::O 
1:: -~o ~ 1:. L-

It is clear that 'Xf is a tangent vector to NI at f. The fact 

that Xf varies smoothly with .p , so that X is a vector field, 

now follows from i). 

Our present aim is to obtain a partial converse to this 

result. 
()1 

Theorem 4.5 Let ~ be a smooth manifold, X a vector field on tJ\ , tl 
K. Then we can find an open set in J'-1 with compact closure 

£ > 0 , and for each l with ft. I < C ,a map crt. of 1A in M , 
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such that 

i) The map cp: tt X E ~ [',1 x!R (defined a.S above) is a diffeomorphism 

onto an open submanifold. 

ii) If I sI , I t I ' and I s+- t I are less than £. 
in -lA. , then 

4'srl)t(p)= CPStt(P). 
. I d 

iii) For each Pl: U IS£. JM, Xp (f) = dt s-( q\ (p)) It ~ O. 

The map cP is uniquely determined by these conditions. 

Proof Cover K by a finite number of compact sets k' ()( , each 

contained in the interior of Vc.( , where HCIo{: \/!J{ -) tlr< is a C.N. 

We shall now interpret our conditions in~. First, however, 

note that if ~ (. "f) ft SCcr-t (P))lt~5 = d~ J (fs+ t (p))l t ~ <.) 

'" J : Her t (cp.; (p»))It '0 ~ X1J
s 

(P) ~) (1) 

Now in t~ write X = 2. 1
1
', f 1. ~x.1. ~ and consider the system 

d :)('1 = t ·'fx.. J 
dt 

We shall apply 4.4, taking ~to( for 11. , and H (I<.P( ) for k . 
Since X is smooth, the J 1 are smooth, and the result does apply: 

we find £..~ , and a smooth function X.:: d (X 0 \ t) for Y. 0 l kO( ,I t\ < [~. 
uniquely determined by the equation. We write (()t.(XJ = 'J (XOlt) 
or rather define CPt- in M by this relation in lIe< . If 

E.. = min £. 0( , cP t is now defined on the required range: the fact 

that the functions defined by different C.N.s agree on the inter

section follows by the uniqueness, and the fact that the equations 

solved are simply derived from each other by change of variables. 

We note that the functions (PS _-I- t- (p) ~ ~ (Xo ,S + 1:) 
satisfy the same equation, with initial value ~(tOI))' By 

the uniqueness, ~ (x 0 I 5 + t).:= d ({ (Xo' s) Il:) J(.. 1>5+ f: ()(J:::: ~t qJS (X
o
) 

in the common range of definition. Thus CP-t is an inverse of 4>t ' 
so each ~ t is a diffeomorphism (over a smaller set than K , 

initially - but we could have enlarged k in the first place), 

and since er is smooth, it too is a diffeomorphism. ~ 

Corollary 4.5.1 If fv'f rn is compact, each vector field generates a 

l-parameter group of diffeomorphisms of /VI, • 



Proof We can now take k = 1A. :::: fv1 in the theorem, and find 

But the definition of f can be extended 

over the whole of fR using the functional equation <:Ps q/t = ~s+ t I 

since this is satisfied in I t I < [. _ 
In general, a vector field on ~ is called complete if it 

generates a 1 -parameter group of diffeomorphisms of M 
Corollary 4.5.2. If X is complete, and Y agrees with X outside 

Proof 

a compact subset of M , then Y is also complete. 

Outside a neighbourhood of such a subset, ~ can be defined 

for by hypothesis, since it can for X But such a 

neighbourhood is compact, so inside it er can also be defined for 

I t ( < l.. ,by the Theorem. 

Corollary. 

The conclusion follows as for the first 

We observe that in!R the constant vector field d~ X is 

complete; indeed, we then have er t (x.) =- 1:. + X More 
A 1"\ -

generally, in the :Jroduct f\'f x 11-< , '~he field which we may call 

~ /.; which maps to zer'o on the first factor and to the standard 

field on the second is also complete; here we have 

C(t()(,S)-= ()(,5+t). 

These results are our first j-:lstification of the use of the 

term tangent in tcmgent vectors, since we now see that such vectors 

correspond to displacement along the manifold. 
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1.1 

PART I 

Chapter 1 Geodesics 

",,1\\ In this chapter, we shall suppose that IV\ has a fixed 
'L 

Riemannian structure Jz ,expressed in local co-ordinates by 

cl---,) 2. -:J'~ d.x.i, d~' ,where ~ k is a positive definite quadratic 

form. Let p '- fK '~JVl be a path (smooth map). We define the 

the derivatives being 
, 

taken along the path. We define a distance function on IV! by 

J (P, Q) = i-j- (&> '): /" 
Thus J(~Q) is defined if and only if p~ are in the same 

component of ~ in fact we suppose r1 connected for the 

remainder of this chapter. We note that at a point, by changing 

d 2. "t\.. ~J 2. co-ordinates, we can diagonalise ~ .... L I a.. i. u.)(.. i , and it 

is then clear that at this point, and so in a nbd, its ratio to 

the Euclidean metric is bounded above and below by positive 

numbers. Hence the metric induces the given topology on I~ 

we call it the Riemannian metric. 

1{ /lA (D1) A geodesic is a smooth path F ~ / -) M ( VI open in ", 

giving an extremal value to the energy between any two of its 

pOints. 

By Schwarz' inequality 

[ {( J> ) ) ~ ~ [S ~ d ~ 4 t d t J 2 ~ S: cl t ~: (d"% t Y- d t 

:= (b - C~) ~ ~ ( d%) 2-eLt 7: E (r) ) 
Q/A/ 

with equality if and only if (de is constant, so that the curve 

is parametrised proportionately to arc length. If it is not, 

we clearly do not have an extremal value, as a first order change 

in parametrisation, making it more even, will give a first order 
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decrease in f . Since any curve can be p~rametrised by arc length, 

the geodesic gives an extremal value also to the length of the path. 

Prop.1.1. In local co-ordinates, geodesics are defined by the equations 

Proof 

i.e. 

d'5c t + /.i. dXj dxk. = 0 
dt'- Jk dt" cl I; 

Euler's equation for the variational problem is 

dj-/~Xt = ~t (~j'/d~ 1. ') ) where 

~ 3 j-k. l~j d.:~.1,< 
clX-L dt d.t 

= d (2 CL., cl-x-j) 
d.t (~c:Lt . 

= 2. q.. o'2:;Lj -+- 2 ~~ cl. X:j d ?(.k 
() 'J dt'2- d :£./~ dt cl-t 

== 2 d-" d~J + cl~i c1x.k. (~d B + ~3t.l) 
.' ~. cit"f dt. d....t ~i t<.. ~.x j 

If ~ lJ is the in~erse to ~ ~ , multiply by ~ t and reduce; 

dL:Jct +- 1: ~ tl.(~j-~ + cl~~k - d~"k) d:x..j dXk .0 
d t 1- C>.x.~ cl x. i d X -\. c:L-t cL.t _ { 

The coefficient of the last term is usually abbreviated to I j k $ 
Theorem 1.2 Let ~ V -> tit be a C. N. in fV\ ,K <\.. compact subs et. Then 

there exists £. > 0 such that for P L k ,-YE JV1 p , and }\t'1 ~ £. , 

there is a unique geodesic p(l:) with f (0) = p) ~f(t)lt&:'o;::; V'; 

this is define d for I t 1<2... , stays in 1.{ ,and depends smoothly 

Proof 

on PI '1/", t- . 
We shall apply the Existence theorem for Differential 

Equations (4.4 of Part 
d)(-i.. 
<:Lt 
~t. 
d.:t 

whe re x£.1;( ) Y ~ ~ 3 

0). Consider the system 

: -~t (x) 'jj 'j ~ } 
corresponds to the 1A. of that theorem, 

and X [. k I y I ~?... to its k. Then for some (. > 0 ,we 

find a unique solution X :::; f (Xo ,10 l t ') ,depending smooth~~ on 

all its arguments, and lying in tt Lifting to V by ~ , 

this gives a geodesic in ~. To deduce the theorem, we need 
, '2. 

only change parameter by t ~ (t ; this has the effect of 

multiplying the initialit r(~) by the inverse factor, and so 

altering the conditionl-al~ 2. to lvJ ~ £ 
Remark that the condition v =-~ p(t)!t=o means that 
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for }(1) V(f') = ~t: +( p(1:.»)/ 1;::>0. We shall refer to 'V as 

the direction of to at P . 
D16 Let P [M , "f L Hr, and suppose that the geodesic with 

direction V- at P can be defined for I t I { 1. Then e)(,p (~1J) 
is the point at t- =-1 on the geodesic. eXf is called the exponential 

map. We also write 

E ><f (P, Y) = (p, €.xf (p, v)). 
Note that the local existence and uniqueness of geodesics of 

Theorem 1.2 does not imply global existence, but does imply 

uniqueness in the whole range of existence (by applying the result 

to a sequence of pOints along the geodesic) given the initial point 

and direction. 

Corollary 1.2.1. €..->I...f: V -) M) Exp '. V -;) M x M are smooth maps defined 

on a nbd V of lr 0 CM) in r (M) . 
For by Theorem 1.2, each point of 11,) (M) has a nbd on which 

they are defined. 

Prop 1.3 The Jacobian determinant of Exp is nonzero on 1: (M) . 

Proof For Pc:. M , let tp ~l:l ~iR. m be a C.N., and choose Xh .. , ) x ~ 
as co-ordinates in M ,dX1 1'" J dXrn as co-ordinates in the 

fibres M (0; wri te the latter as Vi) , .. )~, , and write co-ordinates 

in MxM as ~f""IX(i\) 2 1 ] '" I Zm' Then we have EXf()(;V"')~(X,Z.») 
so it remains to compute the partial derivatives of the Zi at 0 . 

Now L is the point at t = 1 on the solution of the equation 
dz. 
~ =., with initial condition 2:::::'}{J Y-:::\)o i.e. at the 

point Co on the solution with initial condition 'Z::x, Y::. -V~:. v. 
Hence 'Z = X +t V + smaller terms (when t is small, V fixed) f and 

o c 

GO to find ~z..~ ,set<v~t=to8~j; then 
c/Vj roZt~::: ~Z.il:VO)1 = ~1.j 

dV'J '01:..0 to:: 0 

This proves the re8ult: for later reference note also 

~~j= ~1j (clear) $ 
Corollary 1.3.1 To(M}has a nbd VI in If(M) on which t:'Xf is defined, 

and is a local diffeomorphism. 

Corollary 1.3.2 Ifr-1 is compact, ~(M)ha8 a nbd V" in -r(M) on which 

Exp is defined, and is a diffeomorphism. 
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Proof 1.3.1 follows from the Proposition and the Tnverse Function 

Theorem (4.1 of Part 0). 

Corollary 2.7.1 of Part o. 
1.3.2. follows from 1.3.1, using 

However, the result of the last corollary can also be obtained, 

in a stronger form, without the assumption of compactness. 

Theorem 1.4 There is a nbd V,j of d(JV\) in fJt)( M such that if (x"J~) t W, 
there is a unique geodesic from X to "1 of length j (-:r.. ''1). 
Hence Exp defines a diffeomorphism of Exp - "(W )onto \IV . 

Proof For P £. (\;1 , by Corollary 1.3. 1, let 'lA. be a nbd of P 
such that £xp -1 defines a diffeomorphism of t.{x 11\. on a nbd of Tu ('\.it) i 
and let er: 'lA ~ fR ""be a C. N. of P . Then if 'lA.. 1 is a sufficiently 

small nbd of P , each pair of points in \{1 is joined by a unique 

geodesic lying in ~,and each geodesic going outside 1) is longer. 

We say it is obvious that this geodesic gives a minimum length for 

curves in tl joining the two points, by comparison with the 

Euclidean problem (in the technical language of Calculus of Variations, 

since the metric is positive definite, the problem is regular, and 

we have constructed a semi-field of extremals, passing though a 

point and covering a nbd). Hence it gives the global minimum, 

which we defined as the distance y(y./!") . Thus Exp -1 is a 

diffeomorphism on'U I x,'/;( ,: we take VV' as the union of such nbds. $ 
We recall that a metric space is complete if each fundamental 

sequence of points converges to a limit point, or equivalently, if 

each bounded closed subset is compact. With this concept, we can 

give the global forms of the above theorems. 

Theorem 1.5 ~ is complete if and only if geodesics may be indefinitely 

produced, i.e. if exp and Exp are definable on-n-(~\). Any two 

points in a complete manifold may be joined by geodesics: the 

length of at least one such is the distance between them. 

Proof Suppose first M complete, and f) (t-) a geodesic which 

exi ts only for 1: < ~. Then its points form a fundamental 

sequence: since ~ is complete, these havo a limit point ~ 
But by Theorem 1.2, P has a compact nbd K such that any geodesic 

within k may be produced a distance E.. • This give a contradiction. 
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Now suppose exp globally definahle. bnt. that there are pairs of 

points (P, et') not joined by a geodesic of length r(P/t y. Let -y- be 

the greatest lower bound of the distances of such points G2 from P 
. (by Theorem 1.411"')0), let k.1::::1V£Mf '·Iv\ ~ -v--}) and let 

J< = e:A.f (k I)' Then k I is compact, hence so i 6 k ,by definition 

of i'"' , K contains all points at distance less than l"" from P • 
Choose Lt. < "'" as the number [ in Corollary 1 .4.1, and choose Q.. 
such thatj (P,Q..)-:;~<l""+£' but P and Q. are not joined by a geodesic 

of length J(~Q..). Now let Pi be a smooth path from P to Q.. of 

length at most ~ t- X , and let R \. be the point on it at distance 

V"'- [: from P. The R. lie in the compact set I~ . let ~ be a 
~ , 

cluster point. Then 

j (p. R ') ~ li"" &"'(' J (p, ~;.) ~ 1'- - E:. '3 (R., Q..) ~ lCM sy J (Ri ,<~.) =r,.-1"+( 

so by the triangle inequality we have J(~ R) 'l: 't'"'- (. j (R) Q)= I~ - 1-" +-t: . 

By the defini tLons of r-- ,£.. ; P can be joined to R by a geodesic 

of length t~- t ; R. to C\ by one of length ,-)'" + £ . If these met 
() 

at an angle at G( , by cutting a corner, we could find a shorter path; 

a contradiction. Hence they have the same direction at Q. ' so by the 

uniqueness theorem form part of the same geodesic. Thus P is joined 

to G{ by a geodesic of length j (F: Q..): a contradiction. 

Finally, suppose exp M 0 ::: fV\ • Then a bounded set lies within 
I 

a finite distance from P , so is contained in the image of a closed 

and bounded, hence compact, subset of JV1 f . 
is also compact, so the result follows. 

But the image of this set 

it 
Theorem 1.6. Any connected manifold has a Riemannian metric in which it 

is complete 

Proof. We make a slight refinement of the proof of Theorem 3.3 in 

Part 0, asserting the existence of Riemannian structures. Let 

~;)(:'U.o( -) 1,\ (Q)3) be the C.N.s constructed in Theorem 2.1, Part 0, 

and define ~c:( t.. ~i by 

~~(p) = Bp (y-L -\ xl) if P E.. tlo(, <Pb((P)=K 
=- 0 if P 4 1A.L>(. 

Then wri te d~ 2.. = L.p ,,<. (~dx.. t)o <t>.x.' As in the earlier proof, we 

see that this is a metric. In ep;1 (tt( 0 " {)) ,it dominates the 
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Euclidean metric 1 so the set of points at (listance ~ i from 0/; Yit(o, 1)) 
is a closed subset orcp;1(tl(O,2.») ,so is compact. As in Theorem 

1.59 it follows that all geodesics from a point Ofq>;1(u.(O)1)), and 

hence from any point of M , may be produced a distance at least S. 
Thus they can all be produced indefinitely. 



I.2.1. 

Chapter 2 Submanifolds and Tubular Nbds 

M Tv', N(h 
D 17 A subset of a smooth manifold is a submanifold (of 

D 18 

dimension -(Y\, 9 codimension ~ -1n) if for each point P (. fv'\ , there is 

a C.N. 0/: 'U -7/R 1tof P in N such that "tit (\ 1'-'1 = ~ -1 ( fR.1n). 
Note that by Part 0, Corollary 4.1.1. this is equivalent to the 

requirement that in a nbd of each point of ~1, ~\ is defined by the 

vanishing Of0\-nt)runctions with linearly independent differentials. 

For in the case above, JV\ is defined by the vanishing of the last 

Cl". -~) coordinate functions; while by that corollary 9 any set of 

functions with linearly independent differentials can be taken as 

functions of a C.N. If fVl is a closed subset of tJ , we call ita 

closed submanifold. 
1\.1I'lY\.. 

With this definition, IV, has a natural structure of smooth 

f'\(l't- manifold, given by the restrictions to JV1 of the functions of 1-N; 
the existence of C.N.s for ~ follows immediately from the definition. 

We call thi s the induced structure on M . 
A map J: V -) N between two smooth manifolds will be called 

an imbedding if J CV) is a submanifold )V1 of '" , and t induces a 

diffeomorphism of V on M , where M has the induced structure. 

Vv- ')'1'\,. 

Lemma 2.1 If a smooth map f : ~/~ is an imbedding then for each 

Q. t. V , if :f (a) = P , dJ', V Q.. -7 tJ F has rank V- • 

Proof We know t is an imbedding. Choose a C.N. at P as above, 

and let X) ''') ~'h.. be the co-ordinate functions on N. By definition 

of the induced structure, X 0 r"", ) X b r define a C.N. of Q in V ,J iI"Jd 
say 1J..1.= 'Xi et . But then elf (9s~ J-=t'x.tnd so dt has rank "Ir 

at Q, . <$ 
D.19 A map r:Vv.:.,N"t'\...between two smooth manifolds is called an 

immersion if t is smooth, and for all q (. V , writing t (Q.) = ~ 
thendJ:-VQ..~ Np has rank ", 

Thus Lemma 2.1 states that an imbedding is always an immersion. 

The converse is of course false (the 'figure of 8' curve in the plane 

shows that), but we can prove a partial converse, which is the first 

step in constructing imbeddings - one of our main objects. 
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Lemma 2.2 An immersion is an imbedding if' and only jf it is a homeomorphism 

into. 
'If" "r'\... 

Proof Let J-; V -~ N be an immersion which is a homeomorphism onto 

its image rv1. Let Qt..V)f(Q.):::P, and choose a CoN.cp: 'U...-,rR'}\..ofP 

in N such that c:Jj- >t:(d.x..,\" ',d}*(dx-v) form a basis for 'IQ - thi~ is 

possible since f is an immersion. Wri te"j1 =~of : then since 

dl~, I '" ).dJ-v- form a basis for V Q. by Part 0, Corollary 4.1.1 '/1) , .. ~ I\.f'" 
may be taken as co-ordinates in a nbd of Q.. Since the other ~ \, are 

smooth functions, by the definition of smooth manifold we can write 

~ 1. = C;;" (:Jt ) ... I ~ V ) 

in a nbd of Q in V. since.f is a homeomorphism into, we have 

':1'...1.. -::::':J-1.. (XI) , , .) Xv ') in a nbd of P in IV! 0 Thus'" is locally 

defined by the vanishing of the1'L-V smooth functions 

)(. i - J ~ (?C, , ... ) Xv') 
which clearly have linearly independent differentials. So 1"'\ is a 

submanifold, and it is now clear that ~ defines a diffeomorphism of 

V on M • $ 
Corollary 2.2.1 An immersion of a compact manifold is an imbedding if and 

only if it is (1- ~ . 
For a (1-1) continuous map of a compact space is a homeomorphism. 

$ 
Corollary.2.2.2 An immersion is an irnbedding if and only if it ie (1-1) 

and a proper map onto its image. 

For an imbedding is clearly (1-1) and proper onto its image, and 

if j- is(1-1) and proper onto its image, then by Part 0, Lemma 2.8 

it is a homeomorphism into, and by the Lemma, it is then an imbedding.1$ 

Corollary 2.2.3 An immersion is an imbedding as a closed eubmanifold if 

D 20 

and only if it is (1-1)and proper. 

We now return to our consideration 

manifold N1'\... If P <: fV1 the inclusion 

of a submanifold M l\tV\.of a 

i : M -? N induces 
... to.! ~ M~ 

of rank 1'Yl, hence the adjoint map cL;, ~ ''', ~ f 
and its kernel has rank ('Yl.. - 0. 
of rLt: 1'1/: ---fIN; is called the normal space to M 

in N at P. The union of the normal spaces is the normal bundle 

als 0 has rank 'Yl1. , 

The kernel 

r~ (tV/M) of M in N . 
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We must check that the normal bundle is indeed a vector bundle 

over M. Let 4': 1{ ~ rR'n- be a C.N. of P in N withU/\ M=~-(IR..~); 
then in 1Jl () M we may takecix ) .,. d'K as a basis for the normal 

'11-\+ 1 l\... 

space. These give the local product maps cp~ required of a fibre 

bundle; as with the tangent bundle, the maps JC>( f3 come from Jacobians 

on ~hange of co-ordinates. 

We usually suppose a Riemannian structure chosen on N ,which 

also induces one on rv\. The distinction between N; and Np disappears l 

and in this case we can regard 1Nl (N.I,\i) as a sub-bundle of the res

triction T(N)I M of 1I( N) to I'll. We refer the reader again to 

Steenrod for definitions concerning bundles: the Whitney sum of two 

vector hundles over ~ may be roughly described by taking the direct 

sum of the fibres over each point. 

Prop. 2.3 If(N)IM is the Whitney sum of 1Nl (N!M)andlr(0. 

Proof Since all the above bundles are defined, and the latter two are 

sub-bundler of the first, it is sufficient to verify that at each point 

the fibre of the first is the direct sum of the latter two. Since we 

have a positive definite inner product, it will be sufficient to verify 

that the fibre \/p of /N1(f'I/M') over P is the orthogonal complement 

of the fibre Mp of 1I(T'<"1) in the fibre Nf of T(N) , or, that it is the 

annihilator ~_f Mf in N
f
"¥-. But since elL i(... is adjoint to clt. ' the 

kernel of di, is certainly the annihilator of the image of d1.. • $ 
We now apply the results of Chapter 1. 

Prop. 2.4 The Jacobian of exp: I'NI (tfM] -7 N on 1: (M) is nonzero. 

Proof Let PE. M , and let cp: 1A -)/R'Yl. be a C.N. of P in N such 
- '\ tI 'ri't\ (() 'Y\. 

that lA" M = q> \. rR Jo Then if:X:, )'" I X'Y\,.. are co-ordinates in 11" , 

We can take as local co-ordinates in rNJ(N!t-I) ::c". ') x.~ (co-ordinates 

in ,,~ ) and V---+-1 } ... / ~ (co-ordinates in the fibre) where v: ::dX:" 
~ . ~ ~ 

Now refer back to Prop 1.2, where we showed that if e.xp(')f..,"V)=-ZJ 
~Zi cl2.1. 6" then - -= -- = 1.1 so that with respect to our co-ordinates, the 
'dx.j ~1)j J 

Jacobian matrix is the unit matrix, so its determinant is nonzero. 

Corollary 2.4.1 e_x.p: fNt(NIM) ~ N is a local diffeomorphism at1,{M}. 

Proof This follows from the Inverse Function Theorem (Part 0, 4.1) ~ 
Corollary 2.4.2 If l'1ie compact,lfo(M)hao 0. nbd in/Nl(rJIM) on which exp 

is a diffe~omorphism to a nbd of M in N • 
Proof Use the above corollary and Part 0, Corollary 2.7.1. 

In fact, we can both ctrengthen the 12ct corollary, and remove 



the assumption of' compactness. so wi11 now do so. 

Theorem 2.5 M has a nbd 1A. in N such that each point 

joined to IV\ by a unique geodesic of length Cf(P, M) ; 
-1 0 

orthogonally. Thus ~f defines a diffcomorphism of 

P of 'lA. 1s 

this meets M 
'Vt.. on a nbd 

ofDa(M) in 1Nl (i'/f,Vl ). 
Proof Let QC N , and let 1\., C 1\. be nbds of Q as in the proof of 

Theorem 1.4: any two points in 1A1 are joined by a unique geodesic of' 

minimal length, and this lies in ~O. We may clearly also suppose 

that any path joining a point of tt, to a point outside ~o is longer 

than the diameter of 'lA, (simply take 'lA., Emaller). Then for P£.11 p 

the closest point to P in M lies in 'U" t'l f'I\ (such a point exists by 

local compactness of 1\1 , if we assume, say, 11 compact - the mini-o 
mising point cannot lie outside 1A. ). If tl" stands in the relation 

"0 "-
to "U. t that tt, does to 't{ 0 9 then for l E tt'Z,.., the closest point to 

P in M lies in lA f) M, so is joined to P by a unique shortest 
I 

geodesic, lying in t{. This, then, is the shortest curve joining P 
o 

to a point of M ; we say it meets M orthogonally. For if not, by 

a small modification near where it meets f1 , we could make it shorter 

(take a path orthogonal to ~ , and smooth off the corner). If we take 

'Lt as the union of the sets it '2...' the first part of the theorem is 
-1 

proved. Taking ~ e to be defined by the shortest geodesic, this, with 

Corollary 2.4.1, proves the second part. $ 
With this preparation, we are ready for the main results of this 

chapter, which give a preliminary description of the way in which a 

submanifold lies in a manifold by describing the structure of a nbd 

of' the submanifold. With the extra precision which will be given in 

Chapter 4, this constitutes one of our main tools for getting at the 

structure of manifolds. 

N 11- is still a manifold, with a Riemannian structure. M 1\-\ is 

a submanifold, with normal bundle /NI ( IV/M) - this has group0'l'\.._'!M.' 

Let us write 6 for the associated disc bundle: precisely, & 
consists of vectors of 1Nl (N/M) of at most unit length. 

D 21 A tubular nbd of M in N is an imbedding y " B -) N 
(as Bubmanifold with boundary, see D 24 for exact definition): 

extending the diffeomorphism Of~ (M) on M induced by projection. 
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As with C.N.s, the actual nbdlJ(B) is the mere geometrical 

concept, but the mapping ~ is more convenient to work with. The 

above definition appp.ars to involve the Riemannian structure; however, 

if w"= exte~d it by letting B be any (11..-h\)-diSC bundle over M , we 

shall sec ir. Chapter h that. this gives no extra generality; in fact we 

prove there a theorem of uniqueness for tubular nbds. Here, we only 

obtain existence. 

Theorem 2.6 There exists a tubular nbd of ~ in ~ • 

Proof Let W be a nbd of Tt: ( M') in 1Nl (N~", ) mapped diffeomorphically 

by exp: ~_to existence is guaranteed by Theorem 2.4. Using Part 0, 

Le:-G:1:.9. 2.,(, let f- be [1 positive continuol::: function on M such that 

vectors in (Nt;v,) p , of length less thant\e), are contained in W . 
By Part 0, Corollary 2.1.1, we can find a positive smooth function 

} on M such that 0 < } (P) <. 1- (p) for all P (. M. We 

now define a diffeomorphir~m '"t. For each f (, f'/t. , ....J" t(N/M)p) set 

.-r(p,. -V-) ~ e>< p (p, 1'(P) V- ') . 

Mul tiplication by ~ (p; in the fibl'e is possible since ~ (f) =F 0, and 

we have I 'll} ~ I ~ J I (p) 'if I ~ f (P) ~t(p)~ (p, d' (P>v)E \rI. .$ 





Chapter 3 Boundaries 

We now extend the notion of manifolde by considering manifolds 

wi th boundary. In the sequel these will play as much part as mani-

folds; we have merely deferred the definition till thi8 point to help 

concentrate ideas. 
IV 

D 22 N is a smooth manifold with boundary (or bounded manifold) if 

D 23 

D 24 

it satisfies all the defining conditions of a smooth manifold, with the 

exception that we allow C.N.s to map onto open sets in ~: (as well 

aB tR i
\.). 

'l'he images of points on X -::: 0 are called boundary points of N ; , 
it is clear that thi8 property i8 prese:rvp.d on change of C.N. Their 

union is the boundary of N which we always denote by Cl N. We 
0)-

wri te N::;. '" - ~ f\I 1 the 'interior' of N. By defining this as 

an open submanifold, it may be considered as a manifold. 

There are variouE' corresponding extensions of the notion of 

submanifold. 

A subset I~ of a manifold with boundary ~ is a submanifold 

if it 8atisfies the same conditione as when N is not bounded, except 

that the C.N. er may map 'lit t. fR'Y\.or fR.: ' and if M 1\ dN=Mt"df\1. 
ThuE in a nbd of a point of)V} 1 the pair (N) M') is locally 

like (fR'V\.) iR 'l"l)or(lR: ) fR. :-). Geometrically, we can say that M 
meets d N transversely (for precise definition of this, see Part 11). 

~ has an induced structure of manifold with boundary, just a8 

above 1 and we observe that "6 M;::. Nil d N. In a particular case, "M is empty, and I'V\ die joint from d N; but then M is a sub
o 

manifold of T'f • 
If N'rL is a manifold 

m 
(Wi thout boundary), we define M to be 

'Y,- /I. A Yl'I. 
a submanifold with boundary of N 1 if ;"'/ satisfies the defining 

condi tion8 for a submanifold 1 weakened to allow IU. f"\ ("1 = f-
1 
( ~ :-) 

11 .. IVI r{) - 1 (11) 1Y\.) . as an alternative possibility to V~ A ~ I ,~ 

In this case, in a nbd of a point 

is locally like (fR'Yl) g ~\) or (1T{11., 11'\ :5. 
structure of manifold with boundary. 

of (VI 1 the pair (J\I J M) 
Again 1 M has the induced 



To the new kinds of sUbmanif'old OOT'I'flRpOnd new klnfts o~ imbenn:ing. 

No changes need to be made in D 18; to distinguish cases we speak of 

imbedding \I as a submanifold 9 or, as a submnnifold with boundary. 

We have still not defined sufficiently many types of manifold, 

and must next discuss corners. For example y the unit interval I is 

a manifold with boundary, but the product 1)( I is a square, so has 

corners, and is a new kind of object. 

D 25 N n is a smooth manifold with corner if it satisfies the 

D 26 

defining conditions of a smooth manifold, except that C.N.s may map 

into open sets in any of fR ~ fR: and fR:: i- ' 

Points corresponding to X. = 0 (in the second case) or to 

X, X'2. -::: 0 (in the third) form the boundary d tJ; topologically (as 

opposed to differentiably), i'J is a manifold with boundary, and d N 
the boundary. Points correeponding to XI -= X

2 
~ 0 (in the third 

case) form the corner, 1\ N , which is a smooth manifold of dimension 

"YL - 2. • 

Now if M/)M2.. are manifolds with boundary, products of C.N.s 

of 1'\) M 2.. give C.N.s in M,XI't?-WhiCh (up to a permutation of co-

ordinates) are appropriate for a manifold ~ with corner. We observe 

that "d(/'0,x M 2 )= dM,)( M2, U JVJ,Xd Mz..and/\(M,x M~-;:;JM,XdM2..' 
In this, as most other important cases; /\ N separates a N into two 

parts; of course this is always true locally. 

We only introduce one more kind of submanifold, as we are not 

really interested in corners, except in so 
'I'Y\.. M is a submanifold with boundary 

boundary f\I ')1.. if M ('\a N :;:- M" cl Nand at each 

far as they occur naturally. 

of the manifold with 

point of M a C.N. may 

be found mapping the pair on an open set in one of (rR ~ JR 'rh. '\ 

(fKll~ IR :'-)) ()R~) (R~) (lR:;: I ~ ~ ). 
Such an M has an induced structure of manifold with corner, 

o 
and f\ 1'1 separates"dM into two parts, one a 1'11"1 N and the closure of 

the other d 1'11'\ d N = 1"1 " d N . We now give generalisations of the 

notion of tubular nbd. 

Let M be a manifold wi th boundary, 'iY', B4/'1the projection 

of a disc bundle, ~ the boundary sphere-bundle of g ,and 
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-1 ~ 

C=II (-aM). It is then clear that t3 hflB the structure of a 

smooth manifold with corner~ and /\13 =L () C separates aB into two 

parts$ with closures Land C (If M has no boundary, C, is 

empty, and 5 a manifold with boundary: this was already assumed 

in- D 21). 

.... I 'n.. M ""'. Now suppose I~ a manifold with boundary, a Bubmanifold, 

and 8 an (n .. -m.)-disc bundle over M . 

D 27 A tubular nbd of M in N is an imbedding "f1 : f3~ N as 

D 28 

submanifold with boundary, extending the diffeomorphism of the zero 

cross-section on M induc e d by projection. 

It is easy to see that "t (c.) =- d!'ln "'f (rs) in this case. 

Of course, such imbeddings may not exist for every disc-bundl~ t3 
or indeed for any at all: we will show, however, that for some e> 
they do. 

A tubular nbd of d tI in N is an irnbedding "f : aN >( T ~N 
as submanifold with boundary, extending the projection of d~ X () 

on d N. 

We define this separately, since we do not call d IV a 

submanifold of N . This completes our list of definitions; we 

now survey how the results of the two preceding chapters extend to 

boundaries. Let N be a smooth manifold with boundary. Then N 
has a Riemannian metric - the proof is the same as before. The 

discussion of geodeSics at non-boundary points is also the same as 

before. At boundary pointe P , we must distinguish between 

inward- and outward-pointing tangent vectors; in terms of a C.N. of 

fV ,these are vectors,lAi ~x\.. with ~,)O resp. 1\,<0. 
If)...,:: 0 , we call the vector tangent to the boundary; indeed, 

if i : d '" ~ ," is the inclusion map, such vectors f'orm the image 

of di.. , so do come from tangent vectors of d N • It is now clear, 

from the differential equations, that local geodesics can be con

structed f'or all inward-pointing tangent vectors and for no outward-

pointing ones. It is not determinate in general what happens to 

those tangent to the boundary; as examples, the reader may consider 
2. (;)t 2-

1) and the closure of }~-D , each with the usual metric. The 



results o~ Chapter 1, up to and inclnding Prop 1.3 now follow, in 

suitably modi~ied ~orms (the remainder are mostly ~alse in general). 

Prop.3.1 There exists a tubular nbd o~ '"d N in /'I • 

Proo~ We can identi~y d N x I with the set o~ inward-pointing normal 

vectors to ~N , o~ length at most 1 (including those o~ zero length), 

~or as there is only one normal direction at a point o~cltJ , a normal 

vector there is determined by its length. The proo~ o~ Theorems ~.4 

and 2.5 now carries over to this case. 

This Proposition enables us in most cases, when discussing 

mani~olds with boundary, to avoid special di~~iculties arising at the 

boundary. Our ~irst illustration o~ this is with geodesics. 

D 29 A Riemannian metric on)~ is adapted to the boundary i~ cl N 

is totally geodesic, i.e. i~ construction in ~ o~ geodesics ~or 

vectors tangent to ~ N is locally possible, and i~ such geodesics are 

completely contained in ""d N . 
Lennna 3.2 

- VI 'l'I'l 
Let h be closed, with a Riemannian metric. Then the product 

metric 
CJ '1 

~or N ~ M X '''' + is adapted to the boundary. 

Proo~ Let :::Lt J ' " ) X /)IV\.. be local co-ordinates in M , and ::Xo the 

co-ordinate in IR : • Then ~or the metric I- i.j we have ~ oj = ~ 0 j . 
Hence one o~ the de~ining equations ~or geodesics is simply cl ~t2.=O. 

dx ... o/ 
Thus i~ ini tinlly Xc.; = I'de = 0 , we have Xa = 0 all along the 

geodesic, which thus stays in '"cl N - as indeed one would expect. $ 
PJ;'op 3.3 Every mani~old with boundary has a Riemannian metric adapted 

to the boundary. 

Proo~ By Prop 3.1, i~ N is the mani~old, d N has a tubular nbd 

't d N X -1-' N N 
I 

-::... Let :r be a metric on :r the 
'" 

product o~ some metric on dN with the standard metric o~ I We 

de~ine a metric :f I1 

by outside the image of 

(J~!I) Bp (3t--.1) 
:r' =:r 

=J'+ 
The latter agrees with J in a nbd o~ 1:::0; 1 , so is smooth everywhere; 

it is a Riemannian structure, as a positive linear combination of 

positive de~inite forms is another, and it agrees with ~I 

t. = 0 , so by Lemma 3.2, it is adapted to d N . 

near 
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Using a metric adapted to the boundary. we oould go on to find 

analogues of all the results in Chapter 1 except Theorem 1.5. We are 

more interested in generalising the results of Chapter 2. First note 

that a submanifold M of N meets d)\/ orthogonally if the normal 

vectors to M and d N at each point of ~ M are perpendicular. 

Lermna 3.4 Let N be a manifold with boundary, M a submanifold. Then 

N has a Riemannian metric in which M meets d N orthogonally. 

Proof We construct a metric just as in Part 0, Theorem 3.3; the only 

point to watch is that M meets ~ N orthogonally in each of the 

partial metrics to be fitted together. But since £''\ is a Bubmanifold, 

at a point of d lYJ , there is a co-ordinate map of an open set of(N)M) 

to (IR:) IR :-), and the Euclidean metric will do. Now when we fit 

these together, M continues to meet d N orthogonally. ;ft; 
Corollary 3.4.1 "I has a metric adapted to the boundary in which /VI 

meets)N orthogonally. 

Proof We take the metric of Lermna 3.4, and construct a corresponding 

tubular nbd of ~ N in N. Since for P £. ~ M, a vector at P 
normal to d N is tangent to /V\ , 1 t is a 'generator' of such a tube. 

Hence using this tubular nbd in Prop. 3.3, ~ continues orthogonal 

to?JN in the metric there constructed. 

Theorem 3.5 If N is a manifold with boundary, M a submanifold, then 

there exists a tubu.lar nbd of tv\ in N • 

Proof The arguments of' Prop 2.4 and Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 can now 

be carried through in this case: to avoid overloading this chapter, 

we shall leave the details to the reader. ~ 
We shall need one further theorem involving tubular nbds and 

boundaries. We retain the hypotheses of Theorem 3.5. 

Theorem 3.6 There is a tubular nbd 1: d 1\/ x. I ~ N of d N in N 

such that ~ Id 1'-"\ x I is a tubular nbd of'dM in (VI • 

Proof Let q;: B ~ N be a tubular nbd of M in N (with notations 

as above). 

structure. 

Give r1 a Riemannian structure, and B the product 

As ~ is locally a product, we can do this locally, 

and as the group of the bundle 13 is the orthogonal group, which 

preserves the standard Riemannian structure in the fibre, these local 

structures agree on their intersections, and define a global structure. 
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Now as in Prop 3.3~ we modify the Riemannian structure on ~ 

so as to agree with the above structure on 6 in a nbd of 1"1 (using 

the bump function to smooth off. Then construct a tubular nbd~ for 

d ~ as in Prop. 3.1. We assert ~ has the required property; 

indeed 9 since in a nbd of f1 the metric is the product constructed 

above 9 geodesics tangent to M are contained in M 9 as in 

Lemma 3.2. 

Our tubular nbds give a global form to one's vague idea that a 

submanifold is imbedded nicely in a manifold 9 in that they describe 

the topology of a whole nbd of the submanifold. We wish to obtain 

also uniqueness theorems for tubular nbds; for this we need some 

rather different methods. 
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Chapter 4 Diffeotopy Extension Theorem 

M 1\0\. It'\... 
Let ,f\ be smooth manifolds, possibly with boundary. 

A weak diffeotop¥ of M in N is an imbedding (possibly as 

submanifold with boundary) 

{: f'1 x fR -) N X fR 
which is level-preserving, i.e. we can write 

-( (m. ) t) = (i t ( ~) 1 't) '1'Yl £. M > 4: c.. ~. 
It folloWB that each -( t is also an imbedding. -h. is called 

normalised if f.v c = fuo when t ~ 0 , and ~1; = f...; 1 when 1:: ~ 1 J 

and is then also called a weak diffeotopy between ~ and( • 
o 1 

A diffeotopy of N is a diffeomorphism k of N X lR which is 

level-preserving, thus in particular it is a weak diffeotopy of ~I in 

N It is called normalised if *t =1 when t ~O and ~ t - ~'\ 
when t ~ 1 . 

The diffeotopy k. of N covers the weak diffeotopy Z of M 
in N if 

for f~'t (1v o (In.») = -( 1: ('YYl) 
A weak diffeotopy covered by a diffeotopy of N is called a strong 

diffeotopy. 

It is desirable to prove that weak diffeotopies are strong, 

for the following reason. It frequently happens that we are able to 

construct a weak diffeotopy - for example, if ~~ is small compared 

to ~ (see next part), between two imbeddings. If the diffeotopy 

is strong, there is a diffeomorphism ({. 1 ) of N carrying one 

imbedding into the other, so that up to diffeomorphism the imbeddings 

are the same. The diffeotopy extension theorem asserts that under 

certain conditions, this is possible; it may thus be looked on as 

a uniqueness theorem. As to these conditions, we refer the reader 

to Milnor's notes on Diff3rentiable Structures for spectacular 

counterexnmples which occur when they are removed. 

A weak diffeotopy often occurs in the following form: we are 

gi ven a level preserving imbedd ing it ~ M X I ~ N x.. T. We 

cannot immediately extend this to a normalised weak diffeotopy in the 

above sense, but if we define H ~ IVJx IR ~ JY.x. IR by 

H ('YV\. , 1:') = (t-/ t (I)'\\. ') 1 't ) where Ht = ,t'5p('t) 
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H is clearly level-preserving, normAlised~ and all imbedding. 

Lemma 4.1 Weak diffeotopy is an equivalence relation. 

Proof The definition ~ (1YL /,r ) = (~o (c) It) gives a weak diffeotopy 
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between -( 0 and itself. If {' gives one between (0 and ev 1 ' then 

(" , where .-( // (tr'\. I 1:):;0: ~ I(:n; ., - t) gives a weak diffeotopy between 

~~I and {o. Finally, let fv' ,f.. 1# be normalised weak diffeotopies 

between ha and ~, and between 1< I and K2. . Then set 

-( ~/ (rn ') = 1..I3 1: ( IJ'\t\ ) if 1; ~ ~ ) 
= {1c-- 2Jrn, ') if 1 ~ -i; 

D I .p 1I 
h and ~ are so, and we have this is a smooth imbedding, since 

..p UI = 0 j, < 1.1. ~ 
-~ t 1v 1 for 3 , l ~ ~ , so that the two parts of the definition fit 

4J; smoothly. 

One of our main objectives will be to determine the set of 

equivalence claeses; in some simple cases this is accomplished in 

Part IIL 

The sU12120rt of a diffeomorphism JZ of a smooth manifold J\j 
is the closure of the set of points P w:l.th ((p)=l= P 

The support of a weak diffeotopy {, of M in N is the 

closure of the set of points P~M such that R (p) is not 
t 

independent of t • 

Theorem 4.2 Let M, N be smooth manifolds, perhaps with boundary 9 and 

let ~: M x fR ~ N )<. rR be a weak diffeotopy of f"" in N Suppose 
o 

K of ~ is compact, and contained in ~ support Then that the 

there is of N , whose support is compact and 

contained 

a diffeotopy -k 
o 

in j\J , which covers ~ ; in particular, ~ is strong. 

We shall refer to this as the Diffeotopy Extension Theorem. 
o 

Proof Since J-<. is contained in N ,we can ignore the boundary 

of N , and suppose simply that N is a smooth manifold, for if 

the result is proved in this case, the diffeotopy k of N which 

we obtain, having compact support, equals the identity on a nbd of 

a N)( fK, and can therefore be extended to the boundary as the 

identity. 

We shall prove the result by applying Part 0, Theorem 4.5 

on 1-parameter groups of diffeomorphisms. In fact, let ~ be a 

diffeotopy of N X fK , with compact support. Then ~ defines a 



vector field on :for if' X is the o 

vector field which projects to 0 on N and to ~J on fR we 

define an associated vector field X~ to { as d-R.(Xo) ; since k 
is a diffeomorphism, this is a one-valued vector field on N X fR . 
Since A is level-preserving , its projection on the second factor 

is still ~ t. Also, as k has compact support, Xk = Xo except 

at some points of a compact set. 

Oonversely, suppose given a vector field X (- Xk.:) with these 

properties, that its projection on IR is ~ t ,and that it agrees 

with X c outside a compact set; we assert that ~~ can be recovered. 

In fact, referring to Part 0, Theorem 4.5, note that)( is complete o 
(as remarked after that theorem), hence also X ,by Oorollary 4.5.2. 

Thus there is a 1-parameter group ~\) of diffeomorphisms of N X fR. 
We set Lp t (rn., 0) =({~.('h.)J 1:) ~ ~/('l'\..) 1) ; that the second com-

ponent is t:: follows from our assumption on X We now say 
1 _ i. I 

that -y.(. - R, this in fact follows from the local uniqueness in 

Part 0, Theorem 4.4, for 1t ~I each satisfy 
J 

~ Xi (k (WL, t;)) = )(i (fz (~) tl) 

where the Xi are local co-ordinates in N , and the Xi the com

ponents of )( in these co-ordinates. 

We conclude that to construct the diffeotopy, it is sufficlent 

to construct the vector field X By the proof that it -=< {I , we 

see that the necessary and sufficient condition that ~ covers Jt 
is that on R.(f'IIx/K), X-==dhC~l:). Thus the problem is reduced 

to the construction of a vector field X on N X rR satisfying 

i) X -= Xo outside a compact set. 

ii) The projection of X on 1R is everywhere '%t . 
iii) On {,(N)( fR), X = JR.~). 

It is possible to carry out this construction more or less 

explicitly, using tubular nbds, but to include the case of boundaries, 

we use rather more general method, already used above in proving 

existence of Riemannian structures. First, for convenience, let 

us give N a Riemannian metric and'" X rR the product metric. 



Now condition ii) determines the component of X in the direction 

of fR (in a fashion compatible with i), iii); we must find the 

component in the direction of N. We assert that if we can do 

this in a nbd of each point of .J<..0'1x fRy, X can be constructed. 

For such nbds, together with the complement of {. (M x./R), form an 

open covering of f'J X fR. By Theorem 2.1 of Part 0, we can find 

C.N. s crQ(': 'lAo( ~ 1A. (0,3) refining this covering, and by the proof 

of its Corollary 2.1.1, a corresponding partition of unity l"f 0<.) • 
If, then, a function XC>( can be constructed in each set ttCl(' to 

satisfy conditions i) - iii); we can define simply x.~ ~~Ytl() 

which will satisfy all the conditions. 

Now l (M x. fR.) is a submanifold of N X fR , hence in a 
ID '1'\.+ 1 

nbd of any point of it we can find a C.N. q: tl ~ ,I..... wi th 

'lA (\ I\"Y\-h..=c.p - (IR 'm+~ say for simplicity that the image of 'lA is 

tU(o~ 1). Then cl cp(cJR.<~l:-)) =La.\.t~i in1A.(O, 1) in fR~+l 
- +1 

we define X by taking the same formula in {R'I'\. (i. e. by taking 

the Q. independent of the last""" - m co-ordinates). In the case 
1.. (i) /)'}\ + 1 

of boundaries, the Cl;, are only defined on the set in 11\ + 
But by Whitney's Extension Theorem (4.3 of Part 0), they can be 

( ) fR M+-i 
extended to smooth functions on tt 0,1 in , and then extended 

to !R n+l as above. This completes the proof of the result. $ 
Corollary 4.2.1 If N is a smooth manifold, M a compact submanifold 

(perhaps with boundary), then any weak diffeotopy of the inclusion 

1 : /'1 C N is strong. 

Corollary 4.2.2 If N is a smooth manifold with boundary, any weak 

Proof 

o 
diffeotopy of a compact submanifold (perhaps with boundary) of ~ 

is covered by a diffeotopy of N· o 

By the Theorem, it is covered by a diffeotopy of IV with 
o 

compact support. Thus d N has a nbd in N left fixed by the 

diffeotopy, which can thus be extended to N 
fixed on d N . 

, defining it to be 

=$ 
Prop 4.3 Any diffeotopy of d N is covered by a diffeotopy of N . 
Proof We shall suppose the diffeotopy Rt of ~ N. normalised so 

that \.= 1 for 1: ~ 1 and ~t = ~1 fort ~ ~. Let 

'"f\ aN )< I -7 N be a tubular nbd of aN in N (such exist by 
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Prop 3.1). Then we define n covering dif'f'eotopy R..
t 

ot: N by 

f<.t =: 1 outside l 'M. -r ; k t '+ (~ s) ~ -+ (~tS (p)) S) 
where k (p)::P for S ~ 't =- R.. (p) for t~s 

ts 0 j/ 1: -5 '2. j,., (pi\ 
Thus ~~r S -; 0 , J\. tsagrees with "-t ' and for S ~ '3) ~t.s ) = p. ;0 
that'~ is everywhere smooth 9 and does cover ~ ~ 

Theorem 4.5 Let N be a manifold with boundary, M a submanifold (perhaps 

wi th boundary). Any weak diffeotopy of M in N with compact support 

is covered by a diffeotopy ofN with compact support. 

Proof First suppose 1'1 a submanifold. Let ,,~ M X fR. ~ N X fR be 

the weak diffeotopy. BY' Theorem 3.6, let ~ '.dN'X{j\ X r -7/'1 x. fR be 

a tubular nbd of the boundary of N X. iF.. whose restriction to Itn.-l 
gives a tubular nbd of the boundary of that. Now by Theorem 4.2, the 

weak diffeotopy of') M can be covered by one of d N. By Prop 4.3, 

this is covered by a diffeotopy of ~ moreover, by the construction 

of this diffeotopy, it covers the diffeotopy of M not only at d M , 
but in a nbd~ and has compact support. 

This still fails to cover the diffeotopy of M , but only on 
o 

a set of compact support, contained in ~ and the methods of 

Theorem 4.2 now apply to complete the proof. 

If ~ is a submanifold with boundary, there is a similar 

proof, using instead Corollary 6.2.1. 

We shall need one or two further kinds of diffeotopy extenSion, 

when we come to consider corners, but feel that by now proofs may be 

left to the reader. We mention one immediate application of our 

results. 
~ ~ 

Prop 4.6 Let N be a manifold (perhaps with boundary), M a compact 

submanifold with boundary. There there is a submanifold tl~ of N'n 
/)'Y\. 

containing 1"" . 
Proof First suppose that 1'\1 has no boundary. Let 1': d M x T -7 M 

be a tubular nbd of d M in M. We define a weak diffeotopy of M 

-h (P') = P P 4 I'M Lp 
t-

by 

he ~(P,'lA) = cp (p) 1 (t)'U.» 

where f is 

J (t )0) > 0 

chosen with} (t) to =- tl for "lA. > I-C} J (0, 'U ') =. 1A.) 

, for 0 < t , and "df,{ 'lA'> 0 everywhere; so that 
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the diffeotopy 'pushes' the boundary a 11 ttle way into 1'1 • e. g. we 

can take 
t(t,~) = 1A+ gp(c-0 

provided 1.: ~ -k , where in this range & f ( 1:') <. 1. 

Now h
t 

is weak, so strong ( M being compact), and covered by H -t ' 

say, hk.(l''\) c- M , so we can take 1.t -::::: 1-+ ~ 1 ( M ). 
If tJ is bounded, we argue similarly, using that part of tne 

boundary of M not contained in ~ M • $ 
This result has the effect that to describe a nbd of r1 in N 

we can use tubular nbds of 1A; tubes round J
V

, do not give nbds~ 
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D 33 An imbedding c.p : f ~ ,--J as open submanifold, extending the 

projection of Eo on 1'1 , is a weak tul'ular nbd of M in N . 
Lemma £.1 Any tubular nbd ~ : B ~ N can be extended to a weak tubular 

nbd 4>: 1= ~ N. 

Remember that we are assuming that ~ is compact. 

Proof We define a weak di:feotopy of ~ as follows. Recall that 

over each nbd in 1"1 , f5 is a product of 1'1 with a vector space: 

in the sequel, we permit ourselves to form sums and products by scalars 

in these vector spaces, usir.g the standard notation. Then our weak 

diffeotopy is 'Pt ("(\1\.,11) = 'P ( '\11\ , 'CV') for -'2: ~ t ~ 1 (where 

'1Y\. E.. M, v- [. b 'VI., -'1~ tile fibre). Since M , and so also 13 , is 

compact, the weak diffeotopy ie strong: say it is covered by the 

diffeoto~ It t of N. But 1J{ can be extended to a weak tubular nbd, 

e.g. by<P : 

f (7Y\. ,')),) ;: er ( 11\.'- ) 

where Y i8 smooth, '6(t) =1 t for () ~ t ~ ~ ,.~ '( t ) > 0 , and 

¥ (t') < 1 Such n '( may eaSily be constructed by using bump 

functions, e.g. t [ .:\ \. 
y (t-) = -U ~ i ~,(~ -"-1) 6 p (JL - I) \ d)(.. 

We can now define tD = k.J... 0 cp-, 
"'1 -1 2-

Lemma 5.2 Let 4'; f ~ N ) {r' : E I -) N be weak tubular nbds of M in N 

Proof 

such that 1,,\ er c. 1)'\'\ cp I. Then for some bundle map ~ . E -) E') 

there is a weak diffeotopy of qJ on cp J "A. which is fixed on go' 
-1-1 - I 

Let f :::: <P 0 If : E _ 'l E ,then f is an imbedding. Consider 

the mappings j-t" {t:(€.')-:::t ~ ete.) for D<t~1 , e.., c. E ; where the 

mul tiplications by t -1, t are again scalar multiplications in the 

fibre. ClearlY}, = J we shall show that the def~ni tio/~ of J t can 

be extended to t = 0 , and that (() can be taken as 1-- : f J't will 

then give the required weak diffeotopy of cP -= iF J on 2f1 i ; it is 

clearly'fixed on rso . 

Take local co-ordinates )( = (-x '" >" ') in (Vi, and let Y) 2 
p 1V\. I 

be Euclidean co-ordinates in the fibres of E E • Then setting , 
jJ.x,Y') =(p<.(Y-,Y), ~(~j 'I)) we have 

}I:(-,(JY) ~ (c< ()(It: Y)j ~-l~(Xj4:Y»_ 
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Chapter 5 Tubular Neighbourhood Theorem 

We 6hall now use our results on diffeotopy extension to oomplete 

the discussion in Chapters 2 and 3 of tubular nbds by showing that 

these are, essentially, unique. This enables us to pass from know-
I\''\\. \ I n,. 

ledge of the structure of a compact submanifold /'1 of a manifold /'\1 
to knowledge of a nlJd of M trY\. : 
the only extra piece of information needed is the structure of the 

normal bundleJN((~). Thus our considerations help with the general 

problem of building up global results from merely local ones. 

We recall the definition. If B is an(Il-11A)-diSC bundle 

over M , with group O('YL -1v\.), and central cross-section Bo , then 

a tubular nbd of }VI in N is an imbedding ~ " g -) N , as submanifold 

wi th boundary, extending the projection of &0 on M . 
D 32 Two tubular nbds cp: is ~ Nand 4": g' -~ N are eaui valent 

if there is a bundle map 1--', IS -> 1$' over the identity map of M , 
and a strong diffeotopy of cp on er ~ -x.. which is fixed on 13

0 
• 

Our object 1s to show that any two tubular nbds are equivalent. 

Since we shall uee the results of Chapter 4, we shall have to assume 

that I'~ is compact. One would expect that this assumption was 

unnecessary; however, it cannot be simply omitted. 

~&; Ti8~~:(;_J~f~~~} 
and the projection of T on (i<..l is defined by straight lines through 

Clearly this gives a tubular nbd, equally clearly non-

standard. 

For applications in later parts, we shall usually assume all manifolds 

compact anyway. 

Let CP" is ~ N be a tubular nbd for M in N. We 
- Q fD 1\. -14l 

consider the bundle t.. associated to D but with fibre 11'\ , and 

correspondingly extend the group to Gc L ("Y\. -l\'~. B is a submanifold 

with boundary of t:. For the tubular nbds of Chapter 2, t: 1s simply 

the normal bundle NI(~). 



carries the zero cross-section of t: 
, 

onto that of t , so 

Now by Part 0, Lemma 3.1 f appl::ej to (3 (regarded as a function of Y 
with )( as a parame'ter), there are smooth functions ~L with 

(3 (x, V) ~ L d- L rB ~ (X ) y) 
Then 1: -1 ~ (X) t Y) =- L J \. Pi. (x )ty), so we can write jt in the form 

jt; (XI Y') = (c.< (X, t.1\ E ~ i. ~i (X,t y) 
where the left hand side is a smooth function also at t= O. This 

- - I shows that we have a smooth map J ; E x.l. ~ E >< I defined by 

the/t ; to have a weak diffeotopy, we must check that the Jacobian 

is everywhere nonzero. This is clear fori:;f-O, since j is a 

diffeomorphic imbedding, and multiplication by t- or t -1 gives a 

diffeomorphism. Now d ~ 
to (X IY) =(X, ~ ~i.~i( X/oS) = (X, ~'J~ ~i I y:::.<;>) 

induces a linear map of each fibre, with matrix C'/lj!cl',li) = (dZ~'J) 
which is also'the matrix of pal-tial derivatives of j on go . Since 

J is an imbedding, tcis is nonzero. So J 0 is a fibre map, with 

each fibre mapped isomorI-hically, so is a homeomorphism; since the 

Jacobians are nonzero, it is a diffeomorphism (Lemma 2.2), and we 

can take'( -=jo . We have also verified by the same token that ~ 

is a weak diffeotopy. $ 
Corollary 5.2.1 The re8~lt holds also without the assumption I,\,\\, er c J ')')\ ? I 

- - - -I 
For l'h\. er".1."(l'\. cp i 8 a nbd 

-/I 
hence also a weak one qD , 

of [VI , which thus has a tubular nbd, 

wi th I'rI-\. er 1/ c... T 'YY' er " ..L~ (j/ I. Then 

there are bundle maps modulo which qDh is weakly diffeotopic both to 
-I ~ er and to ~ ,whence the result follows. :.:tP 

Lemma 5.3 Let £p: E -) N) if> ';E
I 

-) I'" be weak tubular nbds of M in N 
where the bundles El El have group O(n-tv\.). Then the conclusion of 

Lemma 5.2 holds, Witht an o (?1-1'l-\)-bUndle map. 
" Proof It suffices to show that any~ : E -=-; E which is a bundle 

map when the group is extended to GLf/\_1v...(fR}iS weakly diffeotopic to 

an O('l'I-Jn)-bundle map. As above, in co-ordinates, ~ is given by 

't (X) y) - (X) z.) where 

Zi :=. LD...~) (x) 'Ij Now since the group is the orthogonal group, 

we can speak of the length of a vector in the fibre (cf Part 0,Chap.3). 
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By' the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation process, take the vectors 6-
'l. 

with components Qij , and write b-i::: ~'L~t),1j ej, where the e-:'
l 

are 

orthonormal, and each A..: .. 1. >0. If €..;L has components e'Lj , consider 

now the weak diffeotopy 

~ t C~I 'Y) =(X J Lt') , wheT'e 

(z ), = ?.' L (l- A 'LJ' + ( 1 - t) ~ i.J' ) C j k J k 
t 1.. J,"-

That this is a weak diffeotopy follows as no matrix (tr\:.j +\'1- t)~i. j) 
is singular (for the matrix is tl'iangular, with nonzero diagonal 

terms); k 1 is the given n.a-r: ~ , and f<..o takes 

base to another, so is ano(h-~bundle map. 

one orthonormal it 
Corollary 5.3.1 Let q>; e->{\/ , cp': g' ~ N be tubular nbds of M in N 

Then there is a bundle map "}v: & -7 &1 ,wi th ~/o-X weakly diffeo-

topic to tf • 

Proof I -- I 
By Lennna 5.1, 'P, er extend to weak tubular nbds ~ ,<p ; by - , 

Lemma 5.3, there is a bundle ma-p 1- : E -7 E with the corresponding 

property. Then f... maps g into IS' , and so -,ve can take "- as 

$; its restriction. 
1 

Corollary 5.3.2 Under these condi~ions, ~ and g are equivalent bundles. 

For!l is a bundle isomorphism. ~ 
~/~ m 

Theorem 5.4 (Tubular Nbd Theorem) I" a smooth manifold, M a compact 

submanifold. Then 8.Ily two tubular nbds of M in N are equivalent. 

Proof This follO'ii's f'rom Corollary 5.3.1 since, by Theorem 4.2, the 

weak diffeotopy we have constructed is in fact strong. 

As a first corolla~y, we obtain a useful little result. 

Theorem 5.5 (Disc Theorem) Let N be a connected manifold (perhaps with 

boundary ),1-,,f ,,'. bt(\ ~ '" imbeddingS as submanifold with boundary. Then 

f I andtz. are strongly diffeotopic unless N is orientable and 

J,J~ have oppOSite orientations. 

Proof Let Pi -::::.t-i (0) (1.:::. 1. '2..). Since N is connected, by D 7 there 

ie a smooth path connecting PI and P'2.. in N ,i.e. a weak diffeotopy 

of P, to P 1- ' considered as submanifolds of zero dimension. By 

the diffeotopy extension theorem, there is a strong diffeotopy. Hence 

we may suppose ~ = P7- = P • NOW], ,J'2- are tubular nbdB of P , BO 

by Theorem 5.4, there is an orthogonal transformation 1. of 1) t\. , 



such that S, and}': 1.. ar'3 strongly diffeotopic. 

NoVl if1-[ 50('\1.)' then c]earl;r t'Z.. is weakly, BO alBo strongly 

diffeotopic to t"2.- o"X- , so tr.e result follows. If not 9 and N is 

orientable, we have the case excluded by the theorem. If N is non-

orientable, there is an orisntation reversing smooth path (of the 

discussion after D 12), and if we take P on a strong diffeotopy 

round such a path, the sign of the determinant of Il will change~ $ 
We shall use numerous ext6m3ionB of Theorem 5.4 in the sequel; 

let us indicate one or two briefly here. The definition of 

equivalence remains the Barns. 

Prop 5.6 Any two tubuldr nbds of dN in 1\1 are equivalent 9 if"dN is 

compact. 

Proof Follow the above closely. The analogues of 5.1 and of 5.2 

follow as before. In 5.3, note only that our group is not 

G L 1 (fR.') or 0 (1) , 1ut simply G-L: (IR), or So (1) - the trivial 

This makes for a slight simplification in the argument. ~ 
The result of Theorem 5.4 holds also if N has a boundary. 

group. 

Prop 5.7 

We note that in proving uniqueness of tubular nbds, in contrast 

to the case where we had to prove existence in Chapter 3, no extra 

difficulties arise in the case where we pave boundaries. 

I 
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Chapte":' 6 Corners and Straightening 

In this chapter we shall pay a Ilttle more attention to mani

folds with a corner~ and give a process ef straightening this~ so as 

to have simply a manifold with boundary. This will be very useful 

later on, where any corners which occur may be ignored by the results 

of this chapter. 

We first need existence and uniqueness theorems for a lot of 

new kinds of tubular nbd. Let ~ be a manifold with corner A ~ . 
A Riemannian structure on ~\ is defined as before, with the extra 

condi tion that the two parts of") M at a point of 11 M meet orthogonally 

(i.e. the vectors normal te them are perpendicular). A tubular nbd 

ofdM is defined as before. However 9dM>< I. does not have the 

structure of a smooth manifold (of any kind) on A M X I ,so we 

must interpret "imbedding" to mean 3. homeomorphism into, which is a 

diffeomorphism except on A l"1 J( 1- , and with all partial derivatives 

continuous at J1 M)( I from each side. 

Lennna 6.1 There exists a tubular nbd of '"d,....~ in M ? if ') M is compact. 

Proof First define inWard-pointing vectors on ~ M; except on;1 M 

these are, as usual, vectors ZAi ~)(i withAl> 0, in terms of a 

C.N. OnJlM, we reqUirel--,>O,A,z..> 0 We observe that at 

each point, the space of inward-pointing vectors is convex. Now 

construct on d/~a smooth field of inward-pointing vectors: we 

first do this everywhere locally, and piece together with a partition 

of unity (of Part 0, proof of Theorem 3.3). The exponential map 

applied to this field now gives a local diffeomorphism, and from 

this we deduce a tubular nbd as usual, using Part 0, Cor 2.7.1 

and Lemma 2.6. 

(We could do without compactness, but the result is not of sufficient 

importance to make it worth the trouble). Our next object is to 

obtain a tubular nbd of ~ M in M ; this is of no li ttle difficulty, 

and our first suggested proofs were fallacious. We hope the 

following is not. The tubular nbd is as usual an imbedding of a fibre 

bundle. The choice of the fibre is of no great importance, provided 

we do get a nbd; we obtain a set of the from 1x..1 ~ ~ ~ 1 in fR l., 
wi th group ~ t... operating by reflection in the'J -axis. This is 
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somewhat more conve!lient than co-ordinatee Y X. • "(0) , 

1.6.2 

Theorem 6.2 I:f 11 M is compact, there exists a tubular nbd o:f ~ M in M . 
Proo:f We :first suppose P. Riemannian structure given on M , and take 

the :fector field on~~ consisting of th~t normal vector inclined at 

~ to each part o:fdf1. As in Lemma 6.1, we apply the exponential 

map to such vectors (prov~jed they are inward-pointing}, and :for 

su:fficiently small ones obtain a diffoomorphic imbedding of;1 M X I ' 
Next we construct geodesi~a normal to this subset, until they 

meet the boundary d 1'1. ObsE.rve that by the usual arguments, every 

point o:f a 6u:f:ficiently small nbd of~~1 lies on just one such geodesic. 

We use this to de:fine a map o:f such a nbd into fR 2.. • A point P in 

the image of;1 /'V/ X T , at 'iistdnce >. £ :from J1 M (where E.. is the 

"sufficiently small" distanct>,) is mapped. to (O,},). A point in a 

normal geodeSic o:f P , at distanc er f. from it, is mapped to 

(:~I~) .. Here, the chojce of sign is ind~terminate, but can be ~ade 
coherently locally. 

By the usual srg--1IIlents, our mapp::'ngs are smooth (they come from 

the exponential map.) The prod~ct map to A 1'1 X (KZ is thus also 

smooth, and has Jacobian 1 on 1\ 1'1 , BO is a local homeomorphism, and 

if [ is small enough, a di:ffeomorphism. Here I have been imprecise: 

as the map to ~2 was only defineo up to a re:flection, my map really 

goes on to an/K'l..-bur.d.:e overJ/M, in general non-trivial. 

The image in JR l. is de:fined by equations of the type 

- h (r')! ~ X- ~ ?- (if ) ~ ) 0 ~ 1J ~ 1 
wheref .. (o)=d(O)=1 (since the angle is right) and h. 'J are positive 

in the range under consideration, and depend also on the point o:f ~ • 

To simpli:fy this, we de:fine a new co-ordinate ~ by 

2x = Ld-("if) + ~(~)} 1tJ +-1 [,(1) - f((1)}'lU~j 
provided ~ is small enough (for the last time!) this de:fines as 

an increasing :function of X, restricted only by -~~rw-~'J 
Reflection in the d-axiS interchanges I and ~ and changes 

the sign o:f )(,. Thus it also changes the sign o:f 'tAr , and our 

bundle has a well-determined fibre and group_ Finally, the new 

co-ordinate is also smooth; indeed, this is quite clear :from the 
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definition above. 
~ We have left out moet of the details in this proof to make the 

ideas clearer. The only other ?roof to my knowledge is in Cerf's 

thesis. 

In the corollaries w~ ~hall suppose, for simplicity, that we 

can write aM -= d M ud2. /YI } 111'1 =d MAd /VI ~dd,N= Jd M ; so 
I . ,~ a 

that 11 M separates d M into parts with closures d, M, d'l-M • This 

is the case for all the corners that we actually need. A tubular 

nbd Ofdl~ is defined in the usual way; the image contains a nbd 

of/)i'1. 

Corollary 6.2.1 There exists a tubular nbd of aiMin M . 
"'(\;-'oof As in- the proof of Prop 3.3, we can use the tubular nbd of 

/} 1'1 in M to construct a metric adapteri to each of d, M)d'l. M in 

a nbd of It ·/'1 • The construction of the tubular nbd now proceeds 

as usual. 

Corollary 6.2.2 There exists a meti'ic adapted to d M . 
F:roof We use the tubula'!' nbds of the above Corollary and the method 

of Prop 3.3. Note that the produqt metrice given by these tubular 

nbds near the corner agree with the metric we have already (which was 

constructed using a tubular nbd of Jl M ); thus' near 1\ M the metric is 

unaltered by this process. 

We observ.e that tubular nbdtheorems for the tubular nbds 

constructed 1n 6.2 and 6.2.1 follow without difficulty by the methods 

'of Chapter 5; . in contrast. to the existence problem, we need no ne~ 

ideas here. We now turn to the main topic of the chapte.r. Let 1'1 
be a manifold with compact corner. 

Theorem 6 • 3 There exist manifolds with boundary N such that there 1s 

Proof 

a homeomorphism f...: M -) N which is a· diffeomorphism except on !I M 
Moreover, there 1s a ·construction of such an ~. which gives a result 

unique up to diffeomorphism. 

Our construction is as follows. N wil+ be M itself, with a 

different differential structure,deflned by a new set of C.N.s. At 

points of M-AM, the differential structure and C.N.s are. unchanged. 

Let <p ~ IS -~ M be a tubular nbd for J1 M , where f3 is a bundle 

whose fibre ie the set Ix I ~ d- ~ 1 Then a C.N. for!\ M , 
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with co-ordinates X
3

, ... }X~ determines one for 5 
I.6.4 

and so M 
wi th additional co-ordinates 'X..) J-' We define N by the same mapping 9 

instead of ~I Z=J2.._;::;c1.. The followed by taking the new co-ordinate 

C.N. is then defined locally by z.~ 0 , 

manifold with boundary. ~ == Ji."'-+ 2i6 

which is of the right form for a 

a smooth function of z.. except 

on A~, so the differential structure is unchanged elsewhere. Finally, 

as these C.N.s all come from a single tubular nbd of A ~ , the 

differential structure so defined is clearly consistent. 

The uniqueness up to diffeomorphism of such tJ follows at once 

from the tubular nbd theorem for A M in /"1 $ 
D 34 N is said to be derived from M by straightening the corner. 

i 

We reserve this term for the constructed N ,not for any N whic:t.'l has 

an K-: 1"1 ~ N, a homeomorphlsm, diffeomorphic except onA M . Such 

N are in fact unique, but a proof of this would lie much deeper, 

since this allows arbitrary singulari ties of ~ on Ii M. . We mention 

that the popular definition of straightening uses the same process, but 

replaces (~}~)bY(2'X~}"j2-~)instead Of(')(.}I?._~1..). The reason for 

our choice will soon be apparent. 

Tp.eorem 6.4 Let tp : d {VI )( I -) M be a nice tubular nbd for d M inN 

Let c:o( : d N ~(O\ 1) be a map, smooth except on;1 M , and suppose 

i :dl'.J\ -) M defined by j_ (P) = tp (Plo( (P; ) such that ~he 
image of -f is a smuoth submanifold d N • Such e>( exist, and if N 
is the interior ofdN , i.e. the closure Gf that residual component 

of d N in M which does not contain a M ,N is derived from M by 

straightening the corner. 

Remark We need ~ to be well-behaved near /11'1. It will suffice if 

er 1s derived from a metric defined using a tubular nbd of Il M · 
Proof We shall first construct a homeomorphism~ 

of tJ onto ~ , and then prove that it carries 

C.N.s for N onto those for M with the 

corner straightened. 

Let us refer to the paths er (Px.. T') as orbits. { will keep 

points outside II'M. 17 fixed; those inside are moved along the orbi ts 

in such a way that a nbd of ~(PX.l) is fixed, while CP~Xo«(P»)iS mapped 
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to 'f ( p x 0). ThiE' may be effected as usual, using burn p functions; 

the map can be made smooth away from Il M • 

Near 11 JV1 we take co-ord::.nateS(")(/~ \:.(3 J'" , XIY\'\.) as for a tubular 

nbd. By assumption ov c:p ,the orbits are obtained by letting 1j 
vary. Let X:::. (:t::.; 0, X 1 } .... ) X 'YlI\..,) be the ~orresponding point on the 

boundary. Then for X c~ose to AM and. Z small, we write 

{ ( Cp ( X) C(' ( X ) + 2.)) -== er (X I J~ 2. + -z. ') 
and use the bump function to pasu si.1oothly from this to the other values 

of ~ Observe that the co-ordinate )(. is well-determined up to 

sign referring to the tubular' nbd of J1 M . Finally, if I\..{ == Jx. t+ Z. ) 
2- 1. if 

2 =;; -)I... is indeed the co-ordinate introduced to straighten the 

$ corner. 

This theorem is very useful in reconciling the definition of 

straightening with "'.he applications. For example, we have now 

Corollary 6.4.1 b V-+ S is derived from DY'" xbS 
by straightening the corner. 

Proof We can take the tubular nbd of del) ~]) 5), where D r-x:D.s is 
fi) r--..,- S 

imbedded in the stancaru way in,~ , to be defined by orbits which 

are straight lines through 0 
. 

Then the image of ( can be taken 

$ as a sphere with centre at the origin. 

So far we have discussed straighteni.ng corners. We may also 

consider the converse process, the introduction of corners. For given 

a manifold with bour.db.ry N . and a submanifold L of dN of 

co-dimension 1 , we can construct a tubular nbd of L in N ,and 

redefine the differentia1:le structure to introduce a corner along L . 

The resulting ~ is unique up to diffeomorphism, and if we straighten 

the corner, we return to N The proofs of these results are 

parallel to those above, but are much easier. 

Prop 6.5 If L is a submanifold of d '" of co-dimension 1, we can 

introduce a corner on L in an essentially unique way. If we 

straighten it, we recover L- • 
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Charter 7 Cutting and Glueing 

Cutting and glueing are simplu geometrical constructions which, 

given some smooth manifolds (probably w~th boundaries and corners) 

and additional data where necessary, give rise to new manifolds. On 

account of their p~rspic~it~r, the88 methods were much used in the 

days of topology of surfaces, and they remain a very powerful tool. 

We fir~t discuss the simpleet case of glueing. Let f\\ (i::;"ll 2..) 
be manifolds with boundary, cl M. -:::: Q ~ ,and suppose given a diffeo-

. 1. .... 

morphism ~: Q., -? Q '2... (the neCE'ssary additional data). We now 

form a smooth manifold. Take M, u Nz. (disjoint), and identify 

points corresponding undel' 1(. This gives a topological space 

N , and identification map 1r; "", v M'2- -> N • Now take tubular 

nbds er i " Q.-i. X. I ~ Ni. . 
er (~ ,t) ~ Ii 4>1 ('t, It) 

These d~fine a map 

if t~o 

if t.{ 0 ~ 1/ 412. (h.(~), t) 
these agree on 4: =0 since G( 1 3nd Q 1.. were identified using i . 
It is clear that er is (1-1); in fact, a homeomorph1sm into. Now 

define a function t on N to be smooth provided f 0" is a smooth 

function on "'\ u 1"42, and fa cp a smooth function on Q, X b 1 • The 

axioms defining a smooth manifold are now clearly satisfied: C.~s in 

M"Q,xD" and, in M-z..giVe rise to C.N.s in 1''' ,and whert=~ these 

overlap, they agree. 

We have really not made full use of the ass~ption d ~\. -= Q. \. 1 

and none of the above argument is affected if d M 1. is the disjoint 

union of a certain set of components, and et\. the union of a subset 

of these components. In this case, the remaining boundary components 

form the boundary of N . 
N is obtained by glueing M, to M2 by t. (or, alongQ,). 

Prop 7.1 The manifold defined by glueing M to N by ~ is determined 
, '2-

up to diffeomorphism, provided G(, is compact. 

Proof The only arbitrary element in the definition was the choice of 

the tubular n~d8 Q. 1. • By the tubular nbd theorem, these are 

unique up to d1ffeomorphisms of ~i ' so the result follows. 
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It is unclea~ whether compactness o~ t(, is essential here. 

Certainly, glueing by inequivalent tubular nbds can give the same 

mani~old as ~or example gluei!lg two copies o~ fR~ , we always obtain 

a contractible 2-mani~01d, and any such is known to be di~~eomorphic 

to rR 2. i tsel~. 

D 37 If N is obtained by glueing M to itself, via 1: a M -) d M) 
we say it is defined by doubling 1'1 • 

This particular case is uSdf~l in some contexts. 

The inverse operatiotL to glueing is.mtting. Again, we discuss 
'Y\.. '1\. -1 

the simplest case first. let N have Q as Bubmanifold, and 

suppose that N -Q has just two components, with closures M and M" -, ... 
so that d JV1 = Cl:: d M It is innnediate that each 1\1\. is a s,ub-

I '1.... 2.. • '\.. 

manifold with boundary o~ I~ , and ha~ the induced structure of a 

smooth mani~old. The M 1.. are uni1uely determined by (N, Q.) and N 
may have a boundary. No compactness is needed. 

Prop 7.2 If r\1 is defined by glueing 1'''\ to M 2. along Q. t ' and we cut 

N alOng1t'(Q), we recover N, and fV12.... Conversely, ifN~nd its 

Proof 

submanifold Q.,')'\-'are connected, Q.. separates N with parts M, ap.d r-.\~ 
and we glue M I to 1'12. along Q. ' then if et is compact, we 

recover ,'-I • 
The first part is innnediate from the definition of glueing. 

For the converse, 1f the above conditions are satisfied, we obtain 

M I and M 2..' Now if 4': Q. ~ b 14 N is a tubular nbd of Q.. in I\}, 

cP defines by restriction tubular nbds of Q in N, ) M 2. • If 

these are used in the glueing process, we clearly recover rv. The 

second part of the result now follows from Proposition 7.1. ~ 
Thus cutting and glueing are inverse operations. We now 

discuss cutting in a more general context. We continue to suppose 
I)t. 

that N is a smooth manifold (without boundary), Q. a submanifold 

of unit codimension. However,.we no longer suppose that ~ 

separates N , or even that it separates a nbd of Q ; thus in 

general, when we cut N along Q. ' it will not fall into two pieces. 

There are two quick ways of defining cutting. One is to let 

~ be a complete metric on N , and define M as the metric 
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completion of N-Q." A somewhat preferable procedure is to define M 
by deleting from N the interio!' of a tubular nbd of Q. ; thie 

has the advantage that ~ has a natural induced structure as sub-

manifold with boundary. However it, like the first proposal, makes 

use of additional structure - the tub'llar:lbd - which is not essential, 

and obscures the problem 0f uniqueness of the result; so we shall 

proceed differently. 

Observe that, if i : Q -) N is the inclusion, and P E.. Q I 

then cl i( Q,0 is El subspace vf Np of unit codimension, and so 

separates this real vector space into two components. We define a 

manifold M as follows Its points are those of N - et, together 

with two for each point P of ~ , one associated with each com

plementary component of d:i.. (Q.r1in I'J f cr, as we shall say, ~ of Q 
in N . There is thus a natural -;;:>rojection Ii: M -') N. We 

take for C.N.s in M those ind-u.ced by Ir from C.N.s in N-Ei; 

in addition, for each C.N. f: 1L. -~ R')\. with J--1 (1R'tt-')-=- 'Lt" Q. 
two C .N. s in fV\; incuced by /J froE the restrictions of f to 

D'Y\..- 1\ 
the inverse images of (1,\ +- and IR _ (in the latter case, we must change 

the Sign of the first co-ordinate to obtain a C.N. of standard tyve). 

Here, of course, the points of 1\1 corresponding to a certain sid~ at et 

N of Ip-n.- i in (;) "1'\.,. in are mapped by tha C.N. for the cOrresponding side 1\ ~ 

sinc~ dfiS non~in~l~r, it prenerves the distinction between Sides. 

D38 I"'" is obtained by cutting N along Q . 
We note that a M is a dO".lble covering of Q. • In fact, it ls easy 

to determine which covering. 

Prop 7.3 Let G(""--'be a submanifold of J\j~ er: g -:> N a tubular 

nbd which extends to a weak tubular nbd, M' the closure of N -I~?, 
and 1"1 obtained by cutting N along ~. Then 1'1 is diffeo

morphic to N J , and hence ~ M to dB, the normal covering of Q 
in N . 

Proof Cut D along Q (the zero croBs-section). Then we obtain 

simply ~ 13 >< I; this is clear, since the whole is a bundle over <Q 
wi th group Z . Hence cP induces a tubular nbd of the boundary 

2 I 

of M , the complement of which is 1\11 It is now clear that M I 
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is diffeomorphic to ~ j indeed? using the weak extension of ~ , 
I 

we can define a diffeotopy of tr-e identity map of N to a diffeo-

morphism onto 1'1 (cf proof ef Lemma 5.1). The result follows. :It 
The corresponding extension of Prop 7.2 for the present 

definition of cutting now follows. However, cutting is more general 

than simply the inverse of glueing as is clear, for example, when 

the normal covering of G( in ~ is non-trivial. 

We shall need further geLera1isatione of cutting and glueing 

which involve corners. If N is a illanifo1d with boundary, ~ a 

submanifo1d, we may define the manifold M obtained by cutting 

along Q, precisely as above: the only new feature is that 1"1 has a 

corner at points corresponding dQ.; this divides dMinto two 

parts, corresponding respectively to d N and to Q. 
Likewise, let Ni. (L -;:: 1) 2..) be manifoldS with corners, and let 

t( '- be part of the boundary of M-\, with a Q., .::AM i... Let 

(: G-,-7Ql,.. be a diffeomorphism. Since the ~\ have tubular nbds 

by Corollary 6.2.1, we can define a manifold N by glueing MI to Nz. 
by ~ precisely as before; again the tubular nbd theorem shows that 

it Q I is compact" the result is unique. The generalisations of 

Prop 7.2 and Prop 7.3 to the present case now present no difficulty. 

Finally we remark that it is sometimes desirable to glue 

together two parts of the boundary of the same manifold. If the 

parts are disjoint, ,we can use disjoint tubular nbds to effect thiS. 

If not, since it is usually the case that we are interested only in 

obtaining a result up to diffeomorphism, we can usually imitate the 

following trick. Let 7J:d M -) Q be a double covering and 

suppose we wish to glue toget,her points of d M lying above the same 

point of Q. Now the mapping cylinder 13 of 'Yr is a disc-bundle 

over G( , and so a smooth manifold with boundary, and the same 

resu1 t can be effected by glueing M to ~ by the identity map of 

the boundary; that it ia the same follows by Prop 7.3. 

As an important application of cutting, we mention the 

following. 

Let "'~ 1)'1.\ 1\;\ ~e connected smooth manifolds, r ,1. " t,y),\. -?; M 7'" 
I' ''2- {" '" 
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imbeddings. Delp,te the interiors of the images of the ti ' and 

glue the results along the bOUndarY£.t(SIM_1)bytl..t~1. The result is 

called the connected scm, wr::' tten M ~ M. (It is obvious that it 
I 2.. 

is connected). 

Theorem 7.4 ~ ~~ is determiced up to diffeJmorphism by the summands, 
, 2.. 

unless these are both orlentable, when there are two determinations. 

Proof By the Disc Theorem 5.5, the imbeddings t i are unique up to 

strong diffeotopy, and a possible change of orientation. By Prop 

7.1, the result of the glueing, given J ( andJ 2.. ,is unique up to 

diffeomorphism. Hence tb~ result follows, except for considerations 

of orientation. Note that if } I ,tl- are replaced by J, (,) r, t'L. 0 t', where 

, is a reflection, the coru18cted sum ie unaltered. Now if neither 

~, is orientable, the result is trl\lal: if only I~ is orientable, 
~ 2 

using the above passibility of simultaneous reversal, uniqueness 

again fOllows. If both are orientable, the result now has two 

possible casee. ~ 
To make the z'esul t precise in tl:.e orientab1e case, we suppose 

the M 1. both oriented, and that one of the t i preserves, the other 

reverses orientation. The result is then again unique, and has a 

canonical orientation inducing the given ones of the M 1, • 

The connected sum is also defined for manifolds with boundaries 

and corners; we Eimp1y suppose that theJ~ map into the interior. 

However, in this case we also have a different sum operation. Let 
IM. IM. 

us suppose that M ,~ are connected manifolds with connected , 2-r "",-1", ",.,IW.. boundaries. Let [1., ~ D -) c:J IVI i. be an imbedding. Introduce a 

corner alOngJ;: (s /)1\..\-2). We may now glue the]" (D 1)\.\-1) 
together by f2 .. .t,-\ 

D 40 The result is called the sum M, + M2.. of M I and 1"1'l.... 

Prop 7.5 "", + M'2..iS determined up to diffeomorphism by M I and rvtL 

unless a J\..t and a fV1 are both orientable, when there are two sums. , 1-

Proof This follows by the disc theorem exactly as for Theorem 7.4. ~ 
We conclude by summing up the simple properties of these operations. 
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Prop 7.6 M 1"1\. ~ 5 'n'\. r"./ fVI iYVl, fVl IVV\.+- ]) tW\.. 1'\/ M 'W..) 

"d(M ,+ M 1J =. d rv1; ».< "dM2..' 
Proof' 1\.\ 'T\\. S 'YY\. JVl""" To f'orm Pi 5« we simply delete one disc f'rom , and 

replace it by another, equally good one. 
tM.. 

The second result may be seen as follows. b is obtained from 
tM-1 D x I by straighGening the corner. Derive ~ from ~ by intro-

r fr· 1Y\.-2\ "1\ It," -1 
ducing a corner along 1'\) Jas above; then glueing on !J x I 
does not affect N 0 cher than by a diffeomorphism (as t( I)~ -') has 

a tubular nbd by Cor 6.2.1, and we have the usual deformation 

argument) • The result follows by straightening the corners. 

The last part is merely an observation of what happens to the 

boundary, for the sum operation; the proof is immediate. ~ 
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II.O.1 
PART II 

Chapter 0 Nul Sets 

We now n~ed a few standard facts about nul sets (i.e. sets of 

Lebesgue measure zero) which will be very useful in the sequel. 

D 41 A subset A of /T<, n.. is ID!! ::.i for each E. > 0 , it can be 

enclosed in a countaLle union of balle ef total volume < t, 
It is trivial that a countable union of nul sets is nul. 

Also that a nul set hde 110 interio~: its complement is everywhere 

dense. 

Lemma 0.1 Suppose t\ 

Then J.( A) is nul. 

~ 
open in :R1\., t" tl~ R smooth, and Ac..U nul. 

Proof Let 'K be a compact sub set of tt • Then in K the partial 

derivati vea of t of first order are l:ounded, eo infini teeimal 

lengthe are multiplied by a bounded factor: let ~ be a bound. 

Then the' image of a ball of l'adiue r- is contained in a ball of 

radius N to-; thus ~.f B is co~tained ln a number of balls in k 
of total volume les8 than <.. , + (g) is contained in a ~.ln10n of balls 

of total volume le'ee than N ""!.. 
Now as in Part 0, 2.1, we may find a countable set of diecs 

fA()(-t)- 2> i ') contained in 11\.. , with the 1-i.. (x 1. '~'i)cover1ng 1A, 
Then if A1. ::: fir) "\A, (x-i..', ~ -i..) ,. we can cover A~ by ballS contain~d 
in 1A.(x.1. ) 1.. a-\.) of total volume less than Ci; hence by the 

above, t(A",) by bails of total. volUme less than "'~ l~ • Thus 

f (A;J is nul, and aois the coun~le unionJ(A). $ 
Corollary 0.1.1 SupposeU open in rR , 1\.\ <. \It , f " it ~ fR').\' 

smooth. Then f.(1A.) ia nul. 

Proof Define F: "il x /R'h. -1\'4 fR.1\. by F (x., Y) == t (X) . Then 

J-( «. ')::: F (U )(0) I but clearly 1,( I( 0 is nul in lR 1\. • '$ 
" I 'I'\, \ 

D 41 a /\1 a smooth manifold. he'" is ill!! if for each C.N. 

er :lIl ~ JR 1)'1.) <p (1.A t\ A') i8 nul. 

Since by the lemma, nul sets are preserved by smooth maps, 

it is sufficient to verify the cond1 t10n for a set (t{~ , 'Po<. ') of 

C.N.8 with the 1A..~ covering N . 
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Prop 0.2 
'I\. ~ I~ n. 

Suppose A c.. f'J J nul, f: /\J I -4 N 'l. smooth .. 

11.0.2 

Theni0) is nul. 

Proof' The result f'ollows at on~e f'r0m Lemma 0.1 and the 

def'inition. ~ 
Corollary 0.2.1 Suppose 1))<. n, t '. M 'YI.\~ N'V\.. smooth. Then f (,1\1) is nul. 

$> Proof' As f'or Corollary 0.1.1. 

These give the basic properties of' nul sete: we now go on 

to the deeper result which we shall need. 

D 42 Let J. M 'VII\.. -? V V be smooth. A point P L M is a 

regular point of t if df : f'J\ f ~ V 1'(P) has rank 'Y' • Otherwise 

P is a critical poi1Lt, andJ(P')a critical value of' f . 
Theorem 0.3 (Sard' s theorem). Let t : M -l'\I\ -=) V Y' be a smooth 

map. Then the set of' critical values of' ~ ie nul. 

Proof' We observe that it !s suf'ficient +'0 consider values in a 

C.N. of' V ,and further that, since M is a countable union of' 

C.N.s, we may also restrict attention to a C.N. of M. This 

reduces t~e proof to the case V -=!R v, M an open subset of IR 1'\.\. • 

Now f'or'7ll\(V, the result follOWS by Corollary 0.1.1. 

We give the proof' here only for 'M ': V. For ,,'" >\1'" , we 

refer the reader to the paper by A. Sard, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. 

48 (1942) pp.883-891. 

Let P be a critical point.. Since ~ =- '\T, the Jacobian 

determinant of' J Yanishee at P ,so given C> ,we can find a 

ball containing P with J(f)<' 6 in the ball. Hence the volume of 

the image is (~x volume of original ball: it can be contained in 

balls of' at most twice this total volume. 
ID I)'l..\.. A 

If k 1s a compact eubmanifold of It, , the set of' 

critical points in K , we enclose these in small balls of total 

volume less than 2, ... ~ (k), say. Then +(A') can be enclosed in balls 

of total volume lese thsn4- b~, (K.). But b is arbitrarily small, 

so J ( A') is nul. The set of' critical values is a countable union 

of' sets J (A) ,hence also nul. -$ 
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II.1 .1 

Chapter 1 Whitney's Imbedding Theorem 

We open our ciscussion of the deeper properties of smooth 

manifolds with Whitney's imbedding theo~em for two reasons. The 

first ie historical: smooth manifolds were originally considered 

as eubmanifolds of Euclidean space, and this theorem reconciled this 

approach with the abHtract form of defiliition which we prefer. 

Secondly, the proof is quite simple, and opens the way to our later 

discussion of the general transversality theorem. 

'" Theorem 1.1 Any compact manifold ~ (perhaps with boundary) can be 

Proof 

imbedded in a Euclidean space. 

If the manifold is bounded, double up: any imbedding of the 

double restricts to give an imbedding of the original manifold. 

Now let (j)-t" tl\. ~U(O, S) be the C.N.s constructed in 2.1, 

Part 0: since they are locally finite, and t1 compact, there are 

only a finite number. Also as in 2.1.1, Part 0, let 

~i(P)-=5f(2..-k:Pi (PJJ) for P in the range of (J)-\., 0 otherwise. 

Now define functions t,,-j by . 

J ~o (p) = ~ i r p) 
J~j (,0') = li. (p) Xj.( rp, (p)) P in range of <Pi 

::::: 0 otherwise. 

Olearly, the J"-l- are all smooth functions of P ; if the range of 

1.. is l~i ~ N ,there are(M .... ,) N of them, eo they define a 

smooth map 10 (m + 1) N 
F M 'tI\. ~ 11'" 

We assert that f ie an imbedding: by 2.2.1, Part I, it is suf

ficient to pro~e F (1- 1) and an immersion ( M being compact). 
-1 

First, since the Cf>" (1-t (0/1)) cover M , each 

• 



II.1 .2 

co-ordinates - since these have the same values for P and ~ 
then P=Q . Thus F is also (-1 - 1) • 

This is the first of Whitney's theorems: the proof is veI7 

simple, but the rei:3ult is rather weak. We shall now obtain a 

stronger version, with a bound on the dimension of the Euclidean 

space, and an approximation clause. It is also possible by similar 

methods to give a proof for non-compact manifolds; for us, it will 

be more convenient to defer thi8 extension till we have the trans-

versality theorem. 
'Y\. 

Each vector in ~ determir-es the parallel unit vector from 

S 4't.-.1 the origin, and hence its end-point, which lies on 

Lemma 1.2 Let f : M 1/H"-j /R n. be an imbedding. Then the set of points 
n-1 ~ 

of S whose vectors are parallel to a tangent of IVI ie nul, if 

%.. 3 2. 1l'\. +- 1 , and the set whose vectors are parallel to a chord is 

nul f if 7l ~ 2 1'\1\.- +- 7.. . 
- 'I1'\. 

Proof Any tangent of ~ ie parallel to a unit tangent. Let 

Then be the sub-bundle of7r(fV0consisting of unit vectors. 

cl] -.T(M) ~ T(R'\")defines c:Jj- '.13 -? 1i(fR '1'\..) ,and since all tangl3nt 

spaces to fRY\.. have been identified with fR. 'l'\", there is a smooth map 

lT~ T(rR~) -) rR 'h. Moreover, since g coneists of unit 

vectors, TT 0 cl j. maps (2 CI'Y\-1 1'\ 1 
l) in ~ • Hence the eet of points in S -

whose vectors are p8rallel to a tangent of M is the imago of 8 
under a smooth map. Since D has dimension lm - 1 , the first 

result follows from Corollary 0.2.1. 

For chords we proceed similarly. Let M)( M be the product 

manifold, a(M )the diagonal, and consider c....,. M ~ IV\ -/). (M): this 

is also a smooth manifold. Since J is an imbedding9 any two 

distinct points have distinct images, so if we ddfine J I : C. ~ iR 1'\. 

by J I (P, ex. ') -= 1- (p) - t ( Q..) (vector subtraction), the 

image does not contain (). Thus we can normalise the image and 

r / 1'\-1 t fit define \[2... : C ~ ":;:) • Again we see that the se 0 po n s 

of S 1)1\-1 whose vectors are parallel to a chord of M is the image 

under a smooth map; this time of C. 

the result follows as before. 

Since C hae dimension 2!M ~ 

$: 
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II.1.3 
1)'\1\ 

Theorem 1.3 (Whitney's Imbedding Theorem). Let ~1 be a smooth 
. -\M ,Q 2/)\+-1 

compact manifold. Any map of M to tI'\ may be approximated 

arbitrarily closely by an irrbedding. 

Since we have not yet discussed topologies for mapping 

spaces (see Chapter 3 belo'v), approximation is here to be understood 

in the sense of pointwiee convergence. 

f fV\ tv\ fi<. 'L'lIl. T- I ~ 'W\ ID 1\1 
Proof Let I'. --7 . be the given map, T'l..: M ~ I~ 

Borne imbedding (which exists by Theorem 1.1). Consider the product 
r M t\1 ~ fR 2.1W\ +-1 -t- 'h. . r 

map -r;, ~ -, : this is an imbeddi ng. For B ince j l-

is'an immersion and(1-1),so i8t3. Now by Lemma 1.2, the set e. 
S2A~+1I\.. . 

of points of whose vector is parallel to a tangent or chord 

is nul, thus its eomplement is everyw~ere dense. We choose a point 

)( , close to the unit poL1t on the last axis, and not in C. Now 

(
.) 2m.+-h. 

project];, M in the direction X to JR ,. Clearly the first 

2. ~~. 1 co-ordinates of the' projected map fit differ from those 

of t-.3 ' and 'hence of -t-l ,by an amount which can be made arbitrarily 

small by choice of X • 

We say that t4 is an imbedding. For since '" is parallel 

to no chord of J:3 (M 1'\01), no two distinct points of fV\ have the 

same image under + it ; and since X is parallel to no tangent 

vector, there is no tangent vec~or which le mapped to zero by df~ . 
Thus -tLt is an inrnersion nnd(1-1), hence an imbedding. 

We may now repeat the projection process a further(11-1)times, 
(,)2..1'-' t-1 . 

obtaining ultimately an imbedding inn\. . with co-ordinates 

differing by arbitrarily little from those of t . ~ 
• If\\. ID Z 1\\. T 1 

Theorem 1.4 Any map of a compact ~ to'~ may be approximated 

Proof 

by an immersion. 
1P1t~+ 1 

As for Theorem 1 .3, we obtain an irnbedding in 11'\ , and 

S'l..""-
then choose>< E.... t arbitrarily close to the unit point on the 

last axiS, and parallel to no tangent vector (which is possible, 

as before, using Lemma 1.2). 

obtain the desired immerSion. 

Projecting parallel to X , we 

• 
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Chapter 2 Existence of Nondegenerate Functions 

At a later stage in these &eminars we shall give a method 

for describing compact manifolds up to diffeomorphism. The method 

consiets in defining a smooth function J: M t1IA. -7 IR ; and then 

we can regard N\ as "fil tered" by the subset J _1(_0.:., ~] a8 

increases. In order to carry out this process in detail, it is 

necessary to suppose £. nondegenerate. 

Let .f be a smooth funct.i.on on M , and P a critical 

point of f . Ba that dJ-(M/, ') = o. If W""T" local co-ordinate. 

with P ae origin, we have f(O') -= 0 and d)Et vanishes at 0 
for1 ~-L ~ nt. It is now natural to consider the Hessian matrix 
"d'-,f 

dX,(dX} of second derivatives of f at 0 • 

as a symmetric bilinear fvrm H(f)~ Mf xMf~fR ,where 

We regard the Hessian 

D 43 

H rt) 1[. d )" b L \ - ~ A..' b' ~ 1-J 
\} \ a..{ ~x i" - i eX.;.' - L 1. J- ~~Xj 

Abstractly, if ~.V£ ~f' we extend Y in local 'co-ordinatea. 

to a vector field V defined (at least) in a nbd of P ; then 

H Cr ) ( AA. I V ') -==. ~~ (~({-)) . 
(Recall that a tangent vector is a mapping of functions on ~ to 

the reals, and hence a vector field maps functions to functions). 

This ~s independeflt of the extension V of v' (since P is a 

critical point), and is clearly the same as the definition by 

co-ordinates. 

f> is a degenerate (nondegenerate) critical point of J if 

H(f) is a singular (nonsingular) bilinear form, f is nondegenerate 

if it has no degenerate critical point. 

Now suppose given an iIIibedding i : M --~ rR 1'\,. Then 

since we identify T(fR'tL) with t\'Y\.X ~ 'h.., we may identify IN (fK'r\jM) 
with the submanifold of O\~x fK'I\. given by pairs tCP.V): PE.. M, '\r 

orthogonal to d.\. (,,~ p)}. Recall that the exponential map is 

given by up (p' --r) =- P+ V- (vector addition). 

D 44 Let M be a aubmanifold of the complete Riemann manifold N. 
Then a critical value of exp:1NI(N!I\1)-1 N is called a focuB of M; 
if the corresponding critical point is a vector at J) ,it ia 

a focus of M at P. 

• 
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We' observe that by Sard's theorem, the set o~ ~oci o~ ~ in 

N (or in tR 1\.) is nul. It is then clear that the existence o~ 
nondegenerate functions wil: rollow from the theorem below. For 

Pt:..(fRlt'l - M') ,define L r : M -? IR 1 byLp(G.)=IP-Q\' 

Theorem 2.1 Lp has a critical point at b( E M iff PQ is normal to 1\1\ 
G2 is a degen0rate critical point if~ P is a focus of ~ 

Proof 

at Q. • 
at G?, 

The first statement is clear. Far the second, first 

suppose M a ourve 1nffi~ Then a focus must be a point of inter

section of consecutive normale, i.e. a centre of curvature. But 

Lp has a degenerate critical point at ~ iff I p- X( is constant 

to the second order at '/-.. = Q , i. e. again if and only if f is the 

centre of curvature of ~ at ~ • 

For genere.l M , the argt!ment is a little more complicated. 

Suppose that P :::.Q.+ V- is a focus, i.e. a singular point of e~p, 

at(Q;v-). 'Then for a consecutive pOint(~+bQ,"V+bV) in 

some direction, the difference bQ -{- 8....,; is of the second order 

of small quanti ties. Now since P 1s on a normal at ~ , L j 
has a critical point at Q. ' so d L" . fV\ Q ~ fR 1 1s zero. 

But at Q.. +,,~ , to the first order P again lies on the normal, 

and d L~ ~ Ma,+-aGt. _~(K1is zero. Thus if Vt is the tangent vector 

at Q corresponding to 6 ~, ~y. (Lf)) ::.Qat 6{ for any V [. M Q.. 

i. e. H (Lr) (lA/ V) = 0 for all V , and H (Lr) is singular on M ~ I 

so Q is a degenerate :::ri tical point of I-r • 
If we suppose conversely that G( is degenerate, we can 

reverse the argument. Since H(Lp) is Singular, there exists 'lA. 

withH(~:»(\A,V)::Ofor all vc. MQ., so eLL,'> : I'1Q+-~Q. -) (1<..1' 

vanishes to the first order if we move in the direction ~ , so 

to that order, P also lies on a normal at Q. + ~ Q , and hence P 
is a focus of M at Q · i; 

Corollary 2.1.1. Any compact manifold "It. adroi ts nondegenerate 

functions. 

Proof By Theorem 1.1, ~ can be imbedded in Euclidean space, 

by Bard's theorem, the set of foci (critical values of a smooth 
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map) is nul, so we can choose P4 ~ not a focus, and then by 

the Theorem, Lp is a nondegenerate function. :$> 
We remark that compactness is inessential, and also that 

using the approximation clause in Theorem 1.3, we could obtain one 

here. Also the condition'PfM ie ~rrelavant; however, we should 

replace Lf = I p - Q.. ( by I P-Q I'L in this caoe; P itself will 

then be a nondegenerate critical point. We shall obtain very 

precise forms of this corollary later, even specifying the needed 

number of critical pOints. 

I 
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Chapter 3 Jet spaces and function spaces 

We now approach the general t~anversality theorem; for this 

we need a number of preliminary notiOl~s. We first discuss jets. 
.... 11'\ 

Lemma 3.1 Let f : fK -::., fK be a smooth map such that f and all 1 t~ 

partial derivatives of orders ~ r- vanish at O. Let <P, i be 
() v Q 1"- ,r 

diffeomorphisms of jl\ ,11\ keeping 0 fixed. Then ""'t<P has all 

partial derivatives of orders ~ V" zero at 0 • 

Proof The result is au 1mmediata consequence of the chain rules 

for differentiating "e. function of El function". 

Clearly, also, the result holdS if the maps are only locally 

defined, and writing t -= 1 -r~ , holds also if we speak of 1, ~ 
having equal derivatives rather than of ~ having zero ones. 

D 45 Let d ,~. V ~M ~e smooth maps, and let P E. V. Then 

d~"""-- at Pif, w.r.t. some local co-ordinates at P and't(P)1 

we have ~ (p) = J( (p) , a .. ld all partial derivatives of order ~ '/"' 

of rand h at P agree. 

By the lemma. this is indepenuent of the chosen co-ordinate 

system. Clearly,"""' ..... is an equivalence relation for maps defined 

on a nbd of f An equivalence class is called an r-jet of maps 

from V to IV'\ at p. The set of all jets of maps of V to M 1s 

the jet space T I"" ( V J IV\). 

Each jet ls a jet of a map at some PE. V , so there 1s a 

natural projection 1)'1: Jt-(VJ N\) ~ V. Similarly (since .... ~ 0 ), 

since two functions ~~tWith the s~me '''''-jet at P , have ,(p)=-{(p) 
there is another projection 1I:z.: J ('1/) M) -7 M. In fact it is 

clear that for i~O (when derivatives do not come in to it) we 

have J 0 (V
J 
fV~::: V)( ;V\ ; here we· may define a topology and the 

structure of a smooth manifold on the jet space using that on the 

product. 

of P 
~~)re generally, consider ~ -jets of functions 1- on a nbd 

wi th!(P')= ~ • Wi th respect to local co-ordinates at P, Q I 

since two functions with the same partial derivatives define the 

same jet, we may take such partial derivatives as co-ordinates in 

• 
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.Jt-( V, M). We need a streamlined notation. Let :x:... 0::::. (x-, ) ".} x. v) 
be a set of local co-ordinates at P , ~ = (/' l ", ) 'J "M..) local 

co-ordinates at Q., We write W =-0.J I I .,. , lA.) v ) for an 
w WI tu" 

arbi trary eet of non-negative itltegere; :x... fen. ~ , ---X" , 

Q'k) ,.. (d~l~ W1
, , ·~\v) IAJ

V , /wJ : L'; Ii- ••. + (AJ V ,and 

fA)! -= (,v, I. , • • IAJ \I ! Then if t- ie a function on a nbd 

of P ,j-(p)=q, its partial derivatives of order ~ ~ are simply 

the numbers 1)..w1j = df,v li (0 ~ \wl ~r"l 1 ~ ~ ~~) , thue 

these values determine the ~-jet of ~ at P. Oonversely, given 

a set of numbers QbJ)j (where the point (£:lo.j-) must lie in the 

prescribed nbd of ~), there exists a corresponding function - in 

fact, the polynomial 
_ 2- 0-..." i- X. I.J / lv I 

'3 withlf,(S)=P, ~(~) ~ Q Hence the set of ~-jets 

to a Euc1idean spa~e. 

1s isomorphic 

If we now take QC" ,'lA W,},) as local co-ordinate system in 

T'(V, M)- which we have seen to be possible - it is easy to convince 

oneself that the co-ordinate changes are smooth (they exhibit, 

again, the chain rule for partial differentials); we shall spare 

the reader a detailed exhibition of the-m. 

rV-CV/M) is a smooth manifold. 

We conclude that 

We now observe that the projections~ and ,,~ are smooth 

maps. Also, let!: V ~ M be a smooth map. Then at 

each PE... V the equivalence class of J- ie our !,,-jet at P ,so 

& defines a cross-section J ~ Y -> Jt'- (V, M) , which is 

smooth since J- (and hence all its partial 1erivatives) is. Here 

it is useful to really restrict ourselves to infinitely differenti

able maps - the condition was not essential in the preceding 

chapters. In the case t ... ::: 0 , of course, f is just the graph 

of ~; we may consider our case as generalised from this. 

We now use the jet space terminology to discuss spaces 

of maps. Wri te M v for the set of smooth maps of Y in M 
we wish to give this set a topology. First suppose V compact. 

• 
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Now each jet BPaceJr~(V)~) is a smooth manifold, eo admits a 
'I~ 

complete R1emannian metric S : we shall replace by the non-

Riemannian metric.rl"-'=il\}(i"") 1) , which gives the same topology. 

Then if f \ I- '. Y -) fVI are smooth maps, we define 

~~G)l) -= Su.fpE-V t"'a(tJ\~(p)) (this is finite sinceVis cortlp3cl;) 
r' 

If we used j to def~ne a topology, we should obtain the topology 

of uniform convergence of f (with its first I'" derivatives). 

Instead, we take j(f-)}} := ~,..:L- t-S~ (f) 1') to define a topology -

here, convergence is eq~ivalent to simultaneous convergence Of~ 
with all derivatives. Hence we may reasonably call it the 

smooth topology. 

If V is not compac+, (in fact in general), we define 
V 

The smooth topology: on N\ ie the topology of uniform 

convergence of all derivatives on compact subsets. 

Lemma 3.2 The, smooth topology is metric. 

Proof We know this is so if \( is compact. If not, write 

V ==U
DO 

V- as a conntable union of compact submanifolds (with 
1.:.1 '\, 

boundary, but that is irrelevant) - say discs. Then the topology 
v' 

for M 'I. iSeodefi~ed by a metric Si ' bounded by 1 • Hence the 

metric ~::: ,L 2--1. S i. defines the product topology on lT~ M vt 
1."%.'\ V k 

and hence the required topology on the subset M . :::JP 
Theorem 3.3 With the smooth topology, r1 V is a complete metric 

space. 

Proof We have just established that this topology is metrisable. 

Now again first suppose V compact. A Cauchy sequence in M V 

must a fortiori be Cau:hy with the metric j r' :. Since J'r-(V
J 
M) 

i 1 t th r to n limit .t r- hi h i s comp e e, e maps" 1. converge <.4 ,,' W C s 

continuous, since the convergence was uniform. 

Now for the J:t. ' the Co-o;dinatee 1..l~j are the partial 

derivatives of the Hot" Let W be derived from LJ by increasing 
I ~t4. . 

t.J1.. by unity, and lw' I ~ IN: then ltw!f ::c ~)~'F and 

Is the indefinite integral with respect to Xi Oftlw~j': 

t10n commutes with uniform limits, so the same holde for 

so Uw,~ 
Integra
-r--
J · 

I 
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-\r--- ~ 

We deduce that for J ' u.w')j. :; d~1AWI L again, so that the'U. .::. '\f. are 
U a ~,t dl 

v- times continuously different;.able" But this shows that f~ is 

the graph of an ~-times differentiable function f- ' clearly independent 

of r , 80 .f is smooth, and is the limit of the sequence. 

If \J is not compact, we write \J-=UVi,., and then NVas a 
- 'vI. 

closed subset of the complate 11 '" M ,. is also complete. 

Mv 
It follows that Baire's theorem applies to the space 

(2.9, Part 0). 

Corollary 3.3.1 The intersecticn of a countal-Ie family of dense open 
V 

subsets of M ie still dense. 

This is an exceedingly useful result. 
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ChaFter 4 The Tranevereality Theorem 

Let V~ 1'1 N\Il be smooth manifolds, and let N'r\. be a sub manifold 

of M "Mo. Let f ~ V -7 /VI be a smooth map. 

D 47 The map t is trar..sve.ree to N if for every P £.... V with 

J(P)=Q.E N, d f (V{,)+ NQ.. -=. N ~. 
This may also be interpreted as stating that df induces an 

epimorphism of Vp on MQ../NG(.' or equivalently, if N~ is the 
t../ "K 

normal space to N at Q. (the annihilator of IV Q in M ~ - see D 20), 

that elf induces a monomorphism of N~ into V;. 
If dim V < codim N , the above condition connot be satisfied: 

in that case transversali ty requires f (v) to, be disjoint from 1'1 
The following result gives some indication of the geometrical 

meaning of the condition. 

Lermna 4.0 Let J: V -7 M be transverse to a submanifold N of M . 
ThenS-YN}:'W ie a submanifold of V , whose codimens10n equals 

that of N in M . 
~roof Let Pt V 'f(P)~G([N, and let' N be locally defined at Q. 

by x.. .. _ •. :")( = 0 ,where the X - have linearly independent 
( .' C '. '~ 

differen~ia18 at G2. , and C=-Coc.!U-\....N. Then by transversality, the 

functions .x.,~ J ) ." J X-(. o} hav~ linearly' independent differentials at 

P ,and clearly their vanishing defines IN near P ~ The result 

follows by the proof of 2.2, Part I (using 4.1.1, Part 0). 

We extend the concept as follows. Let ~ be a submanifold 

of Jt-' (V) M),. Then we say thatf ' is transverse to tJ if £ is 

so. Then roughly speaking, the transversality theorem states that 

almost any map is transverse to N . This is very general, so we 

need a lot of apparatus: we develop all the local results in a 

lermna. 
\I ty\.. *F 'V - t'-( \ 

Lermna 4.1 Letf:V -l>M be a smooth map with graph t : V ~J V)M), 

and let N be a submanifold of :rV'-( V J M) ~f codimension p. Let 

J (p') ;:Q£ N. Then we can find 

i) a C. N. ~l, of 

iii) an open nbd 

P inV, 

\rJ of :f 

I 
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df.J~, r (tt (le '\1.2-
For every If..,Vv', there are maps I" arbitrarily close to 'I in M'I 
such that~I\A1 is tpansve~se to ~ • 

a) For 

b) 

Proof We first choose a C.N. inT .... (V)fv\)at ~ , within which N is 

gi ven by equations H)., = 0 (1 ~ ')) ~ ~) , where the H A are smooth 

functions with linearly 1ndependent differentials. Hence we can find 

a subset fZr: 1 "r ~ F") of the co-ordinates:(. ,M. . at Q s'Uch 
"dH '\.. w)( 

that I YdZr J -=1= 0 at Q 0 ' say w.l.o.g p it is positive. 

Now, having fixed in &dvance the local co-oz.dinates at P and 

Q ' we may take for 112.. any nbd of Q. within which N is defined 

by the equations ~\....;:O, and IdHX \>D)O. We chooseVl't such 
_ (,_1 or~·\. . 

that S \,U. f) c.. 'U.. 2.. : theoe will nearly be the nbds i), 1:t) of 

the lenma. It will be con~enient to wri~e (without loss of genera~tv) 

Z. A = X X (1 ~.~ ~ 9) 'Z).. -:::. tiw).., t ).. (1.. ( A.. ~ pJ. 
In order to ob~ain the result, we must now take a map t ' with 

~(a:) c. '\AL.' and attempt to deform ~ to be transverse to N. We 

shall define the deformation locally; it may be extended to the ~est 

of the manifold by using bump functions. We define Gc- : V ~ M by 

&~ (-.,:" '" ,X\T'!/'''' ,c.p)::::. tj(X'+ Lt) """1+ [~.X~~7J"·JX p)-t- t:o~)o.c.:p' E.. A. X W"-
IJ ~. ,.. , 

where the '-).. are cor:.stanto to be determined. We s1i:ailf-calculate the 

partial derivatives of the}..l~&.) with respect to the ~).. at E. =-0. 

if ;- 4::.. er ) 

1 

if 

if 

( w;})*"(w?",jr) 
(~,j ):=:(wr·ff') 
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~~~ .. - ~ ~~(&) v.~~) 
~XJ - ~x.r 

(1">1) 

~ HA. (&: ) at x; £ ::. 0 .. 

oZ/"'-
We are now ready to complete the proof of the lemma. For any 

I (_ I I defined (':,.t least) on a nbd of 'lA, , with f 'lA. t) c. U'2! we define 

) I ~~f-(&)l -I 

I«~/£:' ) £. r' ~ this is a function on Vtl ' and we have checked 

that at P we have k(},O) > b > 0 . • Now cho-ose b , and 

then 1A I ' such that on ~, ' we have k (f, ~) > ~ ]) , provided 

1(1 ~ S. Then V-J is the set of maps ~ with r (it,) c..:u~ and 

1-< (<j, {.) > ~}) on t<.. , provided /(.1 ~ §: this clearly defines an open 
I . V 

set in M • 

In particular, for t [ W , k('j-) is nonzero on' 1,( I • 

Implicit Function Theorem (4.2, Part 0), the eq~ations 

W>- (G.-(:x..", .. ,XV,L" ." }tr)) =0 

By the 

define Gi ' '" J(f as smooth functions of X, I .... \ XV' wi thf£1 < b, in 

an open subset of ?A, (points whose images under ,are close to N ). 
. .' 9 

By Sard' s theorem, Wl.. can find arbitrarily small regular values ~ 

of this map. But at a regular value, d£l I • " I cl t.. F are linearly 

independent func'J;iona of ch: .. " " . ) cl. X 'V" ; and since f-«(~ 1(.°) Is 

nonzero, d I-l I •• " d Hr are linearly independent functions of these. 
I 1 ~ 

Hence the induced map f:.. .. om N C J (which admi te the cl ~ A as 

basis) to V*i8 monomorphic on tt, for &..(x, [0), i.e. &.. (x, (<J)fu , 
;e ( :)a~ve re eta N • Taki ng ,<-. emall, it aleo approxima tee { 

It is now eaey to prove the, general theorem: 

Theorem 4.2 LetN be a submanifold OfJ'''''(V,M). The set of malte 

1-: V -) M transverse to N is dense in M V • 

Proof First let K be a compact subset of Y.. Then K can 
. ",Cl( 

be covered by a finite number of the nbds ~, of the lemma. The 

intersection of the corresponding sets N is an open nbd Of.f. ' 

i 



and the subset of ~ of 

is dense, by the lemma. 

wi th !I K transverse t.o 

T.1.4.4 

functions ~ with d )1A;- transverse to N 
By Baire's theorem 3.3.1, the subset of d 
~ is also dense (Baire's theorem applies 

to an open subset of a complete metric space - see 2.9.1, Part 0), 

and is open, being defined by mapping a compact subset of V to 

an open subset of a jet space. 

Since t was arbitrary, we now see that the set of j with 

transverse to N is a dense open set. The reeul t follows 

by a second application of Baire t s tl~eorem 3.3.1. 

Complement 4.2.1 If V is compact, the set of f', V-) M transverse 

to N is also open in ~V. 
This wae established in the proof of the above theorem. ~ 
In general, the set of f is a dence ~& set; by further 

applications of Baire's theorem, we see that the set of ~ satis

fying a finite, or even countable, number of conditions of the above 

type is still dense. 

We now derive a number of extensions of the above theorem: 

these are rather more ~seful than the result in its original fo~. 

Prop 4.3 If F is closed in V and J \ F ie transverse to N , then f 
can be approximated by J ' transverse to N ,and with ,I F =. f f F. 

Proof ConSider the subspace of J~V of functions agreeing with dl 
on \I. Since, if ~ is such a function, ~ is tx-ansverse to "J 
above an open nbd of \I, , we can apply Baire'~ theorem as in the 

$ proof of 4.2 (the spac~ is clearly still complete). 

Prop 4.4 Let N be a cell-complex contained in J ~ (V, M), with 

codim N '>di,"V. Then the set of f- WithJ (v) disjoint from 

is dense in M V • 

N 

Proof by induction on dim N. Suppose proved for dimension t- 1, 

Then any ~ ca~ be approximated by ~ with f (V) die joint from 

N 1.-1 
the skeleton • But now any ~ ,,-1 
avoids N , and we can apply 

sufficiently close to t>, als,o 
~ 1-1 

the theorem to the manifold N "-N 
to make ( transverse to (and so avoiding) that. 

• 
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Corollary 4.4.1 Let "le.. rev, N) have a eubcomplex K whose codimension 

(in J) is > dIM V, and with N - k a manifold. The set of f 
J (V) disjoint from k "l.nd trar .. sverse to N-I<iS dense. 

with 

Proof AE' for 4.4, an~T t- may be approximated by ~ avoiding 1-< 

and then apply the theorenl (taking an approximation close enough 

still to avoid k ). We obtain fv , as desired. $; 
Prop 4.5 Let N be a submanifold of J'r'" (VI /,,1,) )< Jt~( V'2.. J "",' .. J. Then the 

" V V - -
set of (J-I .f'2-) E.- M,' X "\. l- such that J I 'X t 1- is transverse to N 
is dense in 1\/\ V,,, M Vl-

I v I j" 'l... 

Proof Follow the proof of Lemma 4.1: we there found variations [, 

say of j I ' and [2. "'1 tz.. · Taking these as a simultaneous variation, 

the remainder of the proof ca~ be comp~eted without essential 

change. $ 
Prop 4.6 Let N be a subtlanifold of J t-(v, "/1) )( J ~(V, M') ,J) an 

open nbd of the diagcnal b. (V) in Vx V , C::= VxV -'h. Then the set 

of f £. M V such that (fxf) le is trflnsverse tu N is dense in MY. 

Proof By 2.1.2, Pa~t ~, we may cover C by a countable union of 
'H~ 'LA.~ -1 A O< I:>(' 

products of discs (JL/ x '?. where 1I1../,11'2- are ~isj~int. By Prop 4.5, 

the set of pairs t I : (\"t~ -1 N, +-1-: '\\.: ~ N\ wi th tl )( + L transverse to '" 

is a dense open eet. It follows (from definition of topology on~V) 
-, to( - t:< 

that the set of J.: V ~ M Withf iU, )( t 11,.t..l- transverse to N is a 

dense open set. The require1 set is the intersection of all these, 

so by Baire's theorem (2.9, Part 0) is still aense. ~ 

Corollary 4.6.1 Let N be a submanifold of Jr-- (V) M)J( JI--(V,f\1), f-: V~ M 

such that (f X f ) ( .1') does not meet N. Then we can approximate 

t- by a map J. ' transverse to N , and_ Wi_th(1 )(~) II dis joint from N. 
Proof Since N is closed, some nbd of (f )(.f) /:). also avoids N: we may 

take the inverse image of a smaller nbd as b in the above. But for 

any sufficiently close approximation J. to f ' (jxj)J)iS still diSjoint 

from N • $ 
There are of course numerous results which can be obtained 

by a judicious combination of these extensions, but it does not seem 

worth attempting to formulate a common generalisation of them all. 

• 



II. 5.1 

Chapter 5 Applications 

~ ~ ~ 
Theort.m 5.1 Let I'A be a smooth manifold, N a submani:fold, V a manifold 

wi th boundary. Then any f: Y -4 M can be approximated by maps ~ 
transverse to N , and if J I~V is transverse to N , we may suppose 

,lclV=fldV. 
Eroot Apply Theorero 4.2 with r:::Q, and considering the submanifold 

V...,.." N Y\. of V"'-x MfYL_- Jr:>(V) "J\ • ~ ~ ,~) The last clause follows from 

Prop. 4.3. 
This wae an early form of the traneversality theorem, and ie 

useful for applications to cobordiem theory. 

,Theorem 5.2 Suppose 'm. ~ 2 "". Then immersions of V in JV\ are dense in MV. 
Proof Consider the subset '" of J '\ (V) M') consisting of singular$ 

jets; i.e. of jets where the matrix (tti}) h~s rank <~.. This ie 

defined by the vanishing of (-m. -V" + ') determinants in general, so is 

a simplicial complex of codimension at least IM.-V+-1 ~ "V+ 1, 

By Prop 4.4, the set of maps f- .. V '-~ M with J (V) disjoint from 

dense. But these are just the immerSions. 

Theorem 5.3 Suppos e 1'1''1.,. ~2V'" + 1. Then imbeddings of V in M are dense 

If not, imbeddings as closed 
! 

in 1'-1 V, provided V is compact. 

submanifolds are dense in the set of propermapB. 

Vroof First suppose V compact: then any (1 - 1) immersion is an 

imbedding. Now' any?" V ~ M can be approximated by an immersion j , 

by Theorem 5.2. Since ~ is an immerSion, for some nbd 'h, of.6( V) 

in V ~ V, no' distinct pair of points in b, have a coumon image under 

~. We shall now apply Corollary 4.6.1, taking ~ C hi and N as 

the set of pairs of jets in JI.>(V;M) X 'To (V) I'v\) with the same image 

~f.e~yl( Vx 6. (M). This hae codimension '7\-'", so sinc:.. 1V\ >l-v-: 
( x f... is transverse to IV on C =: Vx.. V -]) only if (i...,.. ~ ')( c.. ) 

is disjoint from N. But if ( approximates closely enough to ~., 
by 4.2.1, fv is still an immersion, and h will not identify pairs of 

points which lie in ']). Then ~ is (1- 1), and so an imbedding. 

For V non-compact, we express it ao a 

union of compact subsets \/_ • 

"" 
By the above, 

countable increasing 

the set Oft with flvi 

• 
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an imbedding is a dense open eet, hence the intersection or all these 

is still dense. Since the modirication on ~ to be an imbedding on 

each V~ can be made smalier as we move further out, we may rind such 

an approximation to any proper map which is another one. 

then rollows by 2.2.3, Part I. 

The result 

Even this is not the final form or Whitney's theorem - a rurther 

argument along the same lines proves 

Compilement 5.3.1 If ')'\-\ ~ 2 v- + 1 , and t : V ~ M ia proper onto t (v) , 
then f can be approximated by an imbedding. 

We will not go into the details, since the argument really 

uses a dirferent topology on M V from that considered above. Now 

we can similarly improve the results of Chapter 2. 

Theorem 5.4 Nondegenerate functions are dense in ~V • 

Proof (cf. 5.2 above). Let N be the subset of Singular jets in 
i 

J '\ (V) fK): this is given in local co-ordinates by the equations 

Ut. :::. 0, so is a submanifold. By theorem 4.2, the set of functions 

f which are transverse to N is dense. 

We now say that ~ is transverse to N if an~ only if f is 

nondegenerate. P is a critical point of J when J (P) ;: Q £.. N. 
Taking local co-ordinates as usual at P G( we must calculate 

d J ( %x·) ::: ~~)(,' +- ~~)(' ~;~ + 2. ~1f~)(i ~]C.j. ~U· 
d c ~ ~~~ +- LJ ~j{y,'<l>Xf 'tj r 

since at Q , %'x::: 0 • But the tangent space to N is spanned by 
~ ~1. . a ~ and the ~)(i (since N is defined by the equations 1A.1.. :::0), and 

these with the above span J Q.. if and only if the matrix 'd%i~)(' 
l' • r dt 1s nonsingular, i.e. ~ is a nondegenerate critical point or Jr tp 

In fact one can make this a little more precise yet. If f~1 

are the critical pOints of ~ , recall thnttt(P~)1 are the critical 

values. 

Prop 5.5 Nondegenerate functions with all critical values distinct 

are dense. 

Proof Let N be the submanifold or JI(V,lR;-.. JI (V, IK) gtven by 

pairs of singular jets with the same image (i.e. value). This has 

codimension 2-V-4- 1 (as N in Theorem 5.4 has codimension V). By 

• 
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that theorem, any t can be approximated by } with only nondegenerate 

critical points. Since these e.re all isolated, there is a nbd D 
of' i1LV) in VxVcontaining r.o pair of' critical (f'or~) points; 

a f'Ortiori'1(D)avoidS N. By Corollary 4.6.1, we can approximate 

J by 'a map ~ ... transverse to (and so a'voiding) N everywhere - of course, 

l can still be taken nondegenerate. ~ 
Such functions are called generic. In general , given 'v, tyl, 

VV'" "M-
a generic map of to ~ is to be thought of' ~s one which satisfi~s 

all the transversali ty conditions which can be stated in terms of' V~ , 
alone (using no special facts about VI~)' To find a satisfactorY 

general definition of the word "generic" in this context is still an 

unsolved problem . The above ie the case ?'I!\ =:.1, and Theorem 5.3 

is the case ~'\. ~ 2.. V- + 1 

name 1 y when 2. 'V\I\.. ') ~ V 

We now discuss a very general caee, 

we Shall use the results later, f'or 

Haefliger's imb'edding theorem. 

We need to make, in all, six applications of the transversality 

theorem, First, let N, be the subvariety Of'r f (VJM)consistin$ of 

jets with rank ~ V-.... 2.. (here, we uee "variety" to denote a manifold 

with singularities - for our purposes this may be defined as a 

countable, ' f'ini te-dimansi onal C W-complex). For a. (v- )( 'YYI.\matrix to 

have rank '\f - 2., imposes some conditions: now in an open subset of 

the space of such matrices, the f'irst\(-2 columns are linearly 

independent, and the condition ie then that ther~maining (m -\i-t- 2-) 
, v-

lie in a subspace of ~ of' codimension l. Hence the codimension 

of this set of matrices, hence of N) , ie L(~-'\r+~, which ie ' 

g:eater than'\!" if'.l'n'\.~3'\J""-3, so by Prop 4.4, the set of f with 

J (\() disjoint from N'I is a dense lis-set. 

Next, let N'Z,. be' the subvariety ofJ
1
(V,MJconsisting of' 

singular jets (i. e. of rank ~ "If" -1 ). Then by Corollary 4.4.1, we may 

suppose f transverse to N2. (since the singularities of' Nl.. all lie 

on N
1

). Hence, by Lemma 4.0,t -'("'2)i8 a submanif'old of'V , 

whose codimension is that of N2 ' namely(-M-V+ 1). We call this 

the l!!.,ngular manifold 2. of f: at each point of L , Jf has rank 

(v-- 1). The dimension of L is (2. v- ... ?l-\.. -1). 

• 
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Now let rl3 be the subvariety Of~(~~) consisting of singular 

jets of rank V-l of a function at P such that keA.(Jf-Jrc ~f ,and 

jets of rank ~ Ir-'l.. Since L has cOdimension(W\.-V-+ 1) , the 

condition l<eA (dt)rC 'i-p imposes('l\\.-'"\r+1)further conditions, and IV], 
has codimension 2-0' -V" +- 1) • By ProJ: 4.4, provided this exceeds '\r 

i.e.l1h..~3V - 1 , we ma~' suppose thatS(V) avoids NJ • Observe 

that this means that at each point of L ,df ("CA. dS-) is not tangent 

to~~. We now phrase these three normalisations in terms of 

analysis. First take co-ordinates in \1 and~, and the usual 

co-ordinates in the jet space Tt(V) M). Then we have 
- d ) d) '. . <cl "(j'Ld j,/ ~ elf (~"-i = ~)(i. ~ ~/1A."f ~~J.. +4.1<. ~):i';):rk ~Ur.,j. 

where, we recall, t( ij:: ~J la J(..1. • Now by the first normalisation, 

at each critical point P , dJ has rank '\f - 1. We suppose co-ordinates 

chosen so ~a t at P • ¥x, spans f<.,. (~f) ~ thus at p. 0 = df ( 'dIg J<. J '" 
= r f 'lA 1 'j ;.,;; ~j. i :. e • 0 =:: 1A t I i- (1 ~} ~ ~), 

Then at Q -::;j. (p~ N 1.. may be locally described as the set of 

jets such that the first row Of( 'tA . .)18 a linear combination of 
"-I} V- , 

the rest, i.e. for suitable Cl., 1'{t1j- = 'E'2- [~ '\A."JI t ~ for a~ t · 
Hence the tangent space to N 2. at Q has as basis the ~:X.-l. I ~~ ~ I 
%U1- l j (i #:1)and ~[1." where Y~Ei -= Lj. 'U1..-j ~1A~):. Now the 

cond1tion that J' 1s transverse to 1'12. • 1.e. JJ(Vr1+ (N,J~= J"~ 
~ 'e 

states that the space spanned by the Y"'U. , L is also spanned by the 
~ 01 )a ~ . 

~ ~ '\.l1 ,} ~ 'lit, J} (from(N l-) et), and the Lj. ~ "dj /dY.. t~:i..k d~'\-t1 If 
(from df l V p') ). Also, the condition that J- is transverse to ('/3 

1. e. d J (~~) is not tangent to N'Z. ' now states that t11e first of 

the last set of vectors is linearly independent of the first set 

(they are linearly independent of each other since elf has rank V - 1- ). 

To simplify this, first choose the co-ordinates in \/ so that 

the <cl~)( i ('rn. - v-+ 1. !; 'l ~ v-) span ~p', then the cl 1 (~x) correspond ing 
I d'2. . SJ.u: t) 

lie in(N )f:). The matrix whose rows are( ~Jh~~~(~,Jj~x' 2~t\.~'\rand 
~' 2~ ~ 

( 'Y~X1~){~L~i~1h..-'Vt1i8 now nonsingular: we make a linear trans-

formation of the ~j to reduce it to the unit matrix. Then by 

I 
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Taylor's theorem, 

J 1 ::;:--t X-~ + Q '\ ( X'2. . . • )~ ')... ", . . . 

for2~J~'\T, '1f~Xj + Q.i (X1) ... x.v;t- . ,. .. . ') 
2 I ~ 'LP 1 '\.f. = :){., .x. - 1- I"'. , ,(x." / ... )"'Xv + 

and for '::'t. ~'l"\''\.-'''+-' J'\.+V-1 I 't "='I'.t.+v--1 .. 

where the Q. j are quadratic, and dots represent terms of higher order. 

Finally, put X:j -:'Xj+~·(X11"'I~\":1/1=:~1-Qf(~1.1"" '1v)) and 

,'i,+V-1 ::. ~1,+V-1 - Q; ..... '\I-1 (~l.l·'·/ 'J v) - clearly all allowable 

changes - and the quadratic terms drop out too, eo that module terms 

of the third and higher orders, t is described in a nbd of P by 

1\.4 j.. 'V 2. '\A. - X' 1\/ :X.. x. 
fit:' 2. -"-1) df -- J I rli+....r-l-== 1 -\.. (1 ) 

We shall see later that by further co-ordinate transformations, t 
may be seen to take exact:!.y this form. 

Our further normalisatione are concerned w1~h double points, 

rather than singu13r pOints, of t. Next let N4-be the subvariety 

of J' 1(V, M) X J" 1 (\t) 1\1\) consieting of pairs of jets with the 

same image, one of which (say the first) is singular. We wish to 

apply Corollarl 4.6.1. Now certainly in a nbd of (p, P) t.. V)( VI 
the image of J. avoids IV 4- if P is not a eingular point. Suppose 

then PE-cL.. Then in, a nbd of P , the functi~n.f is describ~d 
by the equations abova. If 1\ Of 0, ... 0) -::: t.(X1IX1..' ,. ,I Xy-) I for small 

X" then to the second order in them, Xi. ~ (:) (4 'j ,{. v) ,equating 
"\. .J- 2. " 

the porresponding "'1· , and 2..?L 1 == 0 ,equating the corresponding'VI1' ()J' '- - d 
Hence all the JC'i vanish. So in some nbd of (P, P) f >( t does 

avoid N4-(except on fJ (~). Since N4 has codimension 7l\+(11-1-'V--I-V, 

greater than 2. IT if "zth ~ 3,\)"', by Corollary 4.6.1, we can approximate 

t by a map (let us again call it f. ) such that J avoids Nit-' 
Now let NS- be the subvariety of TO ~ JO consisting of pairs 

of jets with the same image. Again, before we apply the theorem, 

we must investigate the nbd of a critical point P . We shall 

use equations (1) as exact - the error will always be small; and 

we suppose ')(, not of a smaller order of magnitude than the other Xi. 

(otherwise, refer co-ordinates to a different point P I on [ ). 

Then clearly two points (;t.., I .'" ~ ) (x.~ I , .. I )L;) have the same image 

• 
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only if 
y..' -.:: ± x. )l~;. XJ' (1 ~j' \ 'lY\.) )(.~ x./i, (,:: ~ JC.;..) =: X,X-i, (2. ~{~11t -'\1"+ 1) , ~ ) r I 

I I (. • ,\ I so for distinct points,:x.,:::-X a~.x., -=:x,.,=O 2..~1..~'Yl1...-"\J'+1;)' .x..=~ 
1 '\. '\. " 'I. 

( ""'" -4\1" + 2.. ~ '" ~ '\r). Now we ha ve 
~ \ ~ \r~-'\r+1 d . 

dt ( ~)(1 ) ::;- X, Va'V I + L 2. X 1. ~'4 ;'+'\1"- 1 ) 
1 ~ ~ d ~ 

for '1 ~ ~ ~ 'l'Y\. - '\1"+ 1) cl 1- ( ~)C.i. ') == d'd" + x'1 Y9'l1\..+V-1 
"d J 

and for ?\\ - V+ ~ ~ i "V-I dJ.. ( ~~)(.1.) - ~ "11.. 
and for the other point, change the sign of X

1
, Then since X,,:$' 0, 

it is clear that these vectors span the tangent space to ~ at 

the common image of the two points. 

Now to say that I ~~ iE transverse to rJS is the same as to 

say that whenJ(P)=j.(PI)~q, thenJf(VpJ+-JS-CVp1=MEi, We check 

this near the diagonal: if two adjacent ~oints have a common image, 

they are adjacent to a c~itical point, and we have just checked the 

condition in the nbd of a critical point. Hence we can apply 

Corollary 4.6.1, and suppose! xj tra!lsverse to NS (except on AV) 

where the condition does not make sense). Thus the inverse imag~ 

of N'5 in V)( Y is a submanifold: this ie not tangent to (say) the 

first factor V (except at a critical point), so its projection in 

the second factor V is 

double points L1 of j. . 
an immersion. The image 1s the set of 

Finally let Nb be the 8ubvariety of JO X JO)( IQ consisting 

of triples of jets with the same image. We again apply Corollary 

4.6.1 strengthened for t~iples (instead of pairs). First check 

that three points of \I , of which two are neighbouring, cannot have 

the same image under 'f now the' neighbouring ones must be near a 

cri tical point 'P , and a point distant from P has a distant image 

(by the fourth step), and from the details above, we see that three 

points close to P cannot have a common image. Hence we can make 

.t transverse to N,; since this has codimension 2.m.. , we can 

avoid triple points if 2 i)1I\. '/ 3 "Ir. 
~ v M 

Theorem fi,6 Let M J V be smooth manifolds, .2.'m>3-v. Then any t ~ V~ 

may be approximated by an ~ , which is an imbedding except ae 

follows. There are double points, forming a submanifold t1 of 

I 
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dimension 2-V-'YYl, and singular points, forming a submanifold L of 

codimension 1 in .6. Near Z ,J is given locallY by (1). Hence 

D :f (6.) is a submanifold of M with boundary S::: f (L), 
Proof We have seen that L\ is an immersed submanifold; when 

there are no triple points it is imbe·jded. That 6 remains a 

manifold near ~ , with ~ as submanifold, follows from the equations 

above: 6, is simply &,i ven by X.-i. ::. 0 (2. ~ 1.. ~ IJ\\ - ·V + 1) (modulo higher 

terms). Moreover f( 6) is also clearly a submanifold, except 

perhaps near J (L) bu~ there it is :L.ocally given by d I ~ 0 , 
'j f -= 0 (2.. ~} ~ 'lYl- 'V" + 1 and 11"'+ 1 ~ j ~m.) which makes the matter 

quite clear. 
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Part IV-

DIFFERENTIAL TOPOLCG" 

by 

C. T. C. '1ALL 

Theory of handle decompositions 

Preface 

These notes are a continuation of Parts 0 (analytical foundations), 
I (geometrical foundations) and II (transversality and general position), 
issu~d in Cambridge/in 1962 (copies available on request from the Department 
of Pure Mathematics). They are based on lectuxes given in OXford (Oct-Dec.1962) 
and Cambridge (Jan-March 1964), __ and on various seminars held in Cambridge. 
Thanks are due to large-numbers of research students for attending lectures and 
giving seminars, to Charles Thomas for lending me his notes on my lectures, and 
particularly to Denis Barden, ~mose research on the s-cobordism theorem enabled 
me to understand. the non-simply-connected case, and the theorems stated by 
Barry Nazur in his blue bool: (Pub!. Hath. I.rI.2. S. 1'Jo.15). 

It is intended that further parts shall be as follows: III (immersions 
and embeddings) - a few enigmatic references to III are needed in IV - V 
(cob9rdism), and VI (surger,y); these will probably appear at about yearly 
intervals (though I hope sooneT). Suggestions for improvements in presentation 
will be welcomE?d, in anticipation of attempts to rewrite the notes more 
comprehensibly. 
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Chapter Existence 

Definitions 

manifolds with union a \'1. T~en the pair ,(~iL'2l,:..i'!) is a cobordism. We call 

the p,air (VT t 6+\r) the dual cobordism. 1'Te also call V a cobordism of d_ "1 to 

~+ y, ahd s.ay'~ha.t 6_'" ,~+ '\', arc cobo~. If vr is a manifold with corn&i', 

, and d_W, 6c l'rt '(}+ Ware parts of the boi.l.iJ.darysuch tha.t ~-..:-''1 and Q+Ware 

''le shall usually denote a cobordism by 11 singh lGtter and o:ften just call 

ita manifold. For example, ",e usually regarc a product N x 1 as a cobordism, 

w:lih6~(M x 1)= !VI x 0, d+ (f!.. x 1) = ~i x. 1; if ~~ has boundary, write 

" d c(~J x 1) =';:1 E x 1. "Our manifolds will be: compa.ct unless otherwise statejd. 
, .lll a cobordism';' SL-1 Dm- r \ ~ , Suppose IVj f : x --, + M an imbedding. 

Introduce a corner (1,6.5) along r (Sr-1 x m-:r-1 ) S • Now glue Dr x Dm- r to 

M by f (1,7). We know this gives a result unique up to diffeomorphism. 

r This is described as M with an r-handle attached by f, or as MUfh , and f as 

the attaching map of the handle. \':e call r the d.imension of the handle. We 

define ~+ (rvlDhr ) = (i"i - Imf) (') (Dr x Sm-r-1). If we have a sequence of 

attached handles: 

we describe this as a handle Rresentation of i,T on Lvi; if the maps fi are 

not specified, as a handle decomposition. In particular, if M = Q x I, we 

speak of a. handle decomposition of l'J with base Q (here, Q may be empty). 

Observe the similarity of this definition to that of a C.W.-complex: one 

of our main objects will be to show how the theory parallels that of finite 

c.W.-complexes. The purpose of this chapter is to prove the existence of 

handle decompositions for compact manifolds: in the next few chapters we 

will show how to reduce such a decomposition (under some hypotheses) to 

its simplest form. 

To prove existence, we shall use nondegenerate functions. 

• 



Lemma 1.3 Any cobordism U achni ts a nondegenerate function f, with all 

cri tical values distinct, attaining an absolute minimum on 6_ '" only, 

and an absolute maximum on ~ + "I only. 

~ Let b _W x I, d+i'l x I be tubular neighbourhoods of d_ \i, (;+ W which 

are disjoint (1,3.1). Define g:W~[-1,2] by: 

for x E.. 6_ 1:1, 

x E :\ V, 

g(x,t) == t-1 

g(x ,t) 2-t 

and some extension to a continuous function talcLng only values between 

o and 1 else"There: this is possible since l1 is normal. Approximate g 

4 by a smooth function h, agreeing with g near ~W (use a partition of unity, 

, 1 
,j 

; 
I 

as in 0,2.1.1). NO"\-l approximate h by a nondegenerate function f with distinct 

critical values (II,5.5) agreeing with h, and so g, near "6W - which is 

possible (11,4.3) since g and h have no critical points in a neighbourhood 

of dv!. 

Complement 1.1.1 ''le may suppose that for x close to ~\,1, f is defined by 

the formula (t). 

HO"T give 11 a Riemannian structure (0,3.3) adapted to the boundary 

(D29); for convenience we suppose it as in (1,3.3) - that is, a product 

metric in some neighbourhood of 6W. 7hen the differential l-form df 

-le ' 
induces at each PE:1'1 an element dfp of lip; using tpe Rj.emannian structure, 

this is identified with 2-U element of ~'lp"': i.e. El. tangent vector. Thus df 

gives a vector field, 'l'Thich lle call V f. 
o 

InVT, ''le can use (0,4.5) to integrate'f and obtain orbitspt(P), each 

defined for a certain range of values of, P. l~ear ,a poin:t.of 'd .;.-W, we can 

take coordinates xl"· .,x
n 

such that'f is nefined by Xl ~ 0, Xl is the 

t-coordinate in the tubular neighbourhood, so that f(x) == Xl --1, and the 

Riemannian structure is of the form , 2 " n 'd)C1 + L.. . 2 
1, J== 

Hence V f agrees with d 9$xl in such a neighbourhood, and orbits are of 

the form 

" 

Each of them meets '0_ 1,11 in just one point, and 'bogether they fill out a 

neighbourhood of '0_ '" in a ('1-1) manner. Similarly for d+ ,.,. 
, 

If wc regard i)t(P) as a function of t,it is smooth, and we have a 

metric, so can speak of speed. 

........ ~ . 

• 



Lemma 1.2 

(a) 

-3-

(b) 

d~ f(~t(p»lt=o = \7f(f}/p 

= df(\'7f}1 
P 

=<df df ~. 
p' p' 

by ~efinition of ~ 

in the Riemannianinn,er . pr o.duct on W p' since this defined V f • 

(~), Take coordinates. (xl , •.. 0' xn) at peso that P has coordinates 

(0, •..• ,0» such that atP the Riemannian Qetric agrees with the st.andard 

t · . mn me r1C 1n m. 0 

Thus, at P, 

Let df = 2:a.dx. : then 
1 . 1: 

V f = Z::ai d/dx. 

a. 
1 

1 

(at p) 

so the speed of ~t(P} at P is just (~a~}t = \dr \. 
1 P 

Now sup~ose PE: fjj, and that the maximum range of t in which ,0t (p) 

is defined is (a,b). 

Lemma 1.3 Suppose 1'1 compact. Then either a is finite and as t---} a, 

j) (p) 'tends to a p~int on '~t 11, or EL = - 00, and the closure of each 
t _ 

i(i)t(P} :' t ~ -i}) contains a critical point of f. (Similarly for b). 

~ If a is finite, by LeImna 1.2 (b),- the points ~t (p) fdrm a Cauchy 

sequence as t --7a (Since \'T i~ compact, J Clf I is bounded); since 'v is 
p 

complete, they tend to a limit point Q. If Q was interior to 'v, it 

would follow that Q was on the orbit, which could then be extended: 

thus Q is on ~ If ~ Since by Lemma 1.2 (~), f increases along each orbit, 

f(Q) <: :P{P), so Qis on"O.:'~T. 

Now let a = -~. Then by Lemma 1.2 (a), 

.' 1~,' df~t (p)/2 dt 

converges. So I df~ (P)/ has infiiinim'zero as t....-? -00.' 'Outside 'any 

open neighbo~hoOd 0; the set of critic~l points, fdfl is nonzero, and 

attains its lower bound (by compELctness)~ so ~t(P}meets any such 

neighbourhood. Dut the set of critical points is compact, and'so meets 

the closure of the orbit. 

I 

j, ".1.' 
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We are now ready to analyse the function f. For.!.~, write 

wa = {P E.. W f(P) S; a} 

Ma = {PE W f(P) = a}; 

thus for £1.<-1 va 
= 95 

£1.=-1 W
a 

= ~~ 11 

£1.=[-1 WE:. = 0 _ W x [0, £ ] 

a = 2-£ 

, \ 

Ea = 95 

. Ma = d_ W' 

I_la = ~t"\>T x E 

provided that £. is so small tha.t 'drl'V x [0,£] (,~C +,-) are contained in 

the neighbourhoods described earlier. Clearly, for £1.< b, Wa C Wb ; we 

want to describe how Vb is formed from Wa • 

Theorem 1.4 Suppose that for a ~ cS b, c is not a critical value of f. 

Then (a) 
1 . I I .: : 

f- [a.,b] is diffeomorphic to Ma. x [a,b]~ 

(b) Wb is diffeomorphic to 118. 
..... -.'* --"--'~ ._-•.•. 

. Remark Since a,b are not critical values, Ma, Nb and f-1[a~~] are sub-

manifolds by (II,4~O). 

(a) Let a~ f(P) ~ b. The orbit through P must terminate (at th~ 

lower end) at a critical point or at ~_~, by Lemma 1.3. In either case it 

meets Ma, for we have assumed the absence of critical points in between. 

Similarly it meets Mb. Since f' increases along orbits, the _ orbi t D0ets 1i
n and 

Mb in just one point each. 

Define a map -1[] a. [ ] h : f . a,b ~ M x a,b as foll<?ws. 

a ~ f(P)~ b, the first component of h(P) is the unique point where the 

orbit through P meets Ma. The second component is f(P)". h is (1-1), 

for if h(P) = h(Q), then P and Q lie on the same orbit, and have the same 

value of f; since f increases s~rictly along orbits, P=Q. Also:h is onto, 

for if R €oNa, we knoW "hat the orbit through R meets Mb , so if a ~ t~ b , 

there is ~n& (and only onE!) point P on thE: orbit with f{l')=t,and so 

h(P) = (R,t). Farther. h is smooth, for if h(P) = (~ t(P),f(P», f is + . 
. ~ .. 

smooth, and "-t(p) a smooth function of t and P (0,4.,) and since 

df~tifll is nonzero on the orbit, t is a sm~oth function of P,fuat(P», 
. -1 

and f:O defines t as a smooth function of P. Finally h is smooth by a 

similar argument. 
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(b) It follows from (a) that ~'lb is obtained from W·e. by glueing on 

Ma x I along~. The result now follows easily: using a tubular 

neighbourhood of Ma in 'fa and the bump function, we could produce an 

explicit diffeomorphism, and even a weak diffeotopy of it with the 

identity map of Mb. 

Complement 1.4.1 If V is El. compact submanifold of W, containing no 

cri tical point, and with Vf nowhere tangent to ))V, and d...: V is the set 

of points of '6 V at which \}f points into V, then V -;: ~ _ V x I. 

The proof needs only inessential changes. 

The above shows that "as long as ~ does not pass through a critical 
a . 

value, the diffeomorphism type of W remains constant". We now have to 

investigate the critical value. 

Morse lemma Let f be a smooth function on a neighbourhood of ° in }Rn 

with Taylor expansion 

Then there is e smooth co~rdinate change y=y(x) such that 

y(O)=o, 

~ We have f(O)=O, so by (0,3.1) there exist near ° smooth functions 

f. with f{x) =2...x.f.·(x). Also, f.{O} = ~f = 0, so we can apply the ~ \ . 

1 1 1 1 OXi 0 

result again to obtain h .. with f.{x} =Lx.h .. (x). Write 
1J 1 J 1J 

g .. {x} = Hh .. (x) + h .. (x». \'le think. of f(x} =L.g . . (x) x.x. as a 
1J 1J . J 1 1J 1 J 

quadratic form, and diagonalise. Note that t 
\ 

0 i~ =1= j 
giJ'(O} = t ?J2f = -1 i = j~ A 

1 dX.~X. 1 i=j>--", 
-'2 1 JO 1'\/ 

Set Y1 = (: g11{xl) {~~=1 g1jXj}, where. the sign is that of g11(0). 

Then ~ \ =! 1, ..2..Y1 \ = 0 if i >1, 
OX1 0 '0 Xi 0 

anc. 

f(x) =!y~ + r:~,j=2g;j(x) x.x .• 
1 J 

We now repeat the reduction, observing only that although g'ij(X) 

depends on Xl we can express Xl by Y1' and the dependence is smooth. 

Eventually we obtain the required result. 

• 
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Theorem 1.5 Suppose that for a $" f (p) "S b there, is just 

critical point, 0', which is nondegenerate anci. Y1~h 

Wb 
is diffeoIDo:rphic' to "!;Ta with a handle attached. 

Then 

Proof Our discussion of orbits in Theorem 1.4 remain&~ valid except 

for those orbih with 0 as • limit point. We runst th.{efor. investigate 

a neighbourhoo~ of 0, Take coordinates Y1" •• 'Yn' Wit~ 0 as origin: 

then in a n(dghbourhood bf ° ve can expand .. ~ 
f(y) = c -I- La .. y.y. 

~J ~ J 
(a .. ==a .. ). 

J~ ~J 

Here (a .. ) is the matrix of the Hessian of f a,t 0; 
~J 

is nonsingular. Making an appropriate change of 

dia.gonalise this quadratic' form, and write 

f{x) 2 
= c - x'1 

. 2 
-.oa-XI + 

.... 
2 

x"A+1 + ... 2 
+ x n 

Theinte~er A is called the ~ of the "':essian, 

point O. By the Morse lemma, we may su~pose that 

absent. It "Till be convenient to suppose that the 

assumption, this 

we, ca.n 

the critical 

structoe 

coordI'L .te system 

-1 1 
showi 'v and \f • 

f' 

agrees with the Euclidean structure .in this 

certainly possible to find such a metric. 

'- .... 

//~ 
~!'~ . ./, 

".( /1/1 / V "/, 

a 2 2. 
In this case the curves jVi are hyperbols.e w'i th asymptotes y ==x, 

except for MO which is this line-pair, and as a increases up to zero, 

wa increE/-ses without essential change, but it engulfs the origin when--·-

a==O. 

Choo~e £ so small that for Ixl +',~ ~'s E , the abo~e formulae 

are-vali.d. HO"T consider the following modifications: 

iI 
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This ShOllS how to imitate 1'/ £. • Ji'ormally, lTri te x = (5' ' ~, where 

S =. (xl,···'XA)'\~ (xA+1 ,···,xn ), f(x) = c _1$\2 + /"([, a.nd 

consl.der the tube 11(1:s €.} \S (-::s S : this is the handle. 

Let V be a'smooth manifold with corner which 

(i) Coincides with I'll ~ t. \~; I> F 
_\. I \\;..-- ~ 

the corner I} 1,-;; ).,.~ =. i.. 
Coincides with W-£ when Ixl (H) 

near I ~ \ == S. This includes 
\ 
-.I 

+ I YI~ 5 f., and contains \'1- E; • 

(Ht) :r=as ~V everywhere, transverse to the orbits. 

This may' qe found using a bump function. 

Then by (1,6.4) M- £. is ql:>tained from V by straightening the corner - or 

equivalently, (1,6.5), V from M- E by introducing one. 

Now I ~ I ~ ~ 11-'1 f ~E, defines a 
J t \.' 

product D /\ x Dn- >- , which meets V in 

A -10.0-;l. _ . 
S x D on thel.r common boundary. the set t 1 f ; ~ I I t( ~ E~.' an 

Since the union U is evidently smooth, and V and- D A x Dn- A e.redefined 

by cutting it ~long S 'A-1 ~'Dn-A, by (1,7.2) (in the extended form), 

U il:l obtained by glueing these. IlTow we observe that U is a smooth manifold., 

transverse to the orbits, 'nth no cri tice.l pointc between' i t'-and Mb; thus 

, , by complement 1.4.1, we find 'ib diffeomorphic to U. But U consists of vf 

wi th a A -handle attached. 

Complement 1~ If the Hessian of f at 0 has index A., we attach a 

A-handle. 

Complement 1.5..2 If there are several nondegenerate critical points at 

level c, we attach several handles. Indeed, we can apply the above 

argument in a neighbourhood of each. 

Corollary 1,5.3 W has a handle deeomposition on l~. 

It is also possible to proceed in the opposite direction. 
, '"., 

Theorem 1,6 Given a handle decompositi-On of W on ~_W, there is a 

nondegenerate function f on ''1 (I1S in Lemma 1.1) with just one' critical 

point of index ~ for each A-handle. 

The result is proved by induction on the number of handles: if 

there are none, VI --;; ~_-W x I, and we take f as the pro j ecti on on 1. Now 

let 'V,-be d~fined by attaching all but the last handle: by the induction 

hypothesis, f can be defined Oil V, constant on ~+ V. So if we can 
-, 

define f on (a + V x I) U h:.\ , we ~an glue back (using collar 

• 
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neighbourhoods of ~-V on which f reduces to a projection) to make 

f smooth. =::ence 'we may suppose that i-I has only one handle. 

Ho", let g : S.A-1 x 'Dn-~ ~W be the attaching map of a 

~-handle. Let R be the closure of the complement of the image. 

>- n-A .-
Consider the set n cm x "it. - . dehned by 

~<:H by /x/
2

Iy/2:;:; 2. 
).. -1 n- A '... 

Define G : S x D ~ 0- H by 
o 

/
2 t G(u,v) :;:;-.L{l +Jv ) u,v): this is easily seen to be a diffeomorphism. 

Define "2:E~[-1,1J by Fb;c,y):;:; _\xt2 +l y I2. i'Jow we attach H to .--------

i: H ~ S A -1 x sn- A x [-1,1 J, where 

c //~_ 
R I H ']RI H .J~t-'I R"""""'" 

R x [-1,1J to f9rm \V' byG: 

G(x,y) = (I~I ' ~, F(x,y». 

Define f:W
/-'l[-1,1J by flh = F, f'R:;:; projection. This is clearly a 

smooth function, whose only critical point is the nondegenerate one in 

H. 6_1'l'is d:Lffeomorphic to ?J.W: tab> the identity on R x -1, and 

-1 '\ extend by g oG on 0_ ti. 
o 

Finally, this proces's gives a manifold 

diffeomorphic to that obtained by attaching a handl,e by g: tf we use 

the construction of Theorem 1. 5", it suffices (by a ,re'mark in, ,1ihe next 

chapter) to observe that we have the same attaching sphere and nQrmal 

framing. 

• 
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Cha.pter 2 Normalisation 

We could now proceed immediately to make various deductions about 

smooth manifolds fro,m the existence of a hand.le decomposition. First, 

however, it is convenient to normalise a presentation. Recall that 

M U hr l' s d f' , b tt h' Dr Lm- r t --, , bd' f e 1neo_ y a ac 1ng . x' 0 1'1 uS1ng an 1m ed 1ng 

f' Sr-1 _m-r '- "" • x.u ---;. 0+ 1'1. 

It follows at once from the diffeotopy extension theorem that this is 

determined up to diffeomorphism by the diffeotopy class of f, for if g 

is a diffeomorphism of ~l, g induces a diffeomcrphism of I\'IUfhr with 

r MUgfh. By the tubular neighbourhood theorem, it is even determined by 

, - \ r-1 the diffeotopy class of f = f S x 0 together with EL homotopy class of 

( r-1 
normal framings of f S x 0) in . a+ N. 

Definition 

(or a-sphe~) of li<.:-is thE; sphere f(Sr-1 x C) in ~+11i. The belt sphere , , ' 

.-.--~ ... ---
(or b-sphere) is thG sphere 

disc Lr 
x O. 

The .£..2ll i sthe 

Lemma 2.1 "Let r ~ s. Then (t1\Jfhs) Ug h
r 

may be obtained from It! by 

attaching the handles simultanGously, or in the rE-verse order. 

~ Let m = dim M, Q' = d +(lVf:ufh s) • Then we have in Id the a-sphere 

r 1 r m-s-1 s S - of h' and the b-sphere S of h. Si~ce (r-1) + (m-s-1) = 

( ) 
r-1 . 

m-1-(s+1-r)~ m-1 ; dim Q, by II,5.1 , S may be approximated by a 

m-s-1 sphere not meeting S 
1 

if the approximation is (C -) close enough, 

we still have an imbedded sphere,diffcotopic to the Jld one. By further 

diffeotopies, we may make Sr-1 avoid the tubular neighbourhood 

DS x Sm-s-1 (using the diffeotopy extension theorem, and the obvious 

I , t Sr-1) and fact that the tubular neighbourhood may be shrunk 0 avoi~ 

r-1 m-r shrink the tubular neighbourhood S x D se that this, too, avoids 

DS x Sm-s-1. But now the attaching map of the r-handle is disjoint from 

the s-handle: its image lies in }M, and the handles may clearly be 

added in either order. 

Corollary 2.1.1 Any 'I}" has El. handle decomposi ti on on () _ W with the 

handles arranged in increasing order of dimension. 

Follows at once by induction. 

• 
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From now on we shall generally assume that handles have been ----

arranged in order of increasing dimension. Next, we consider handles 

of consecutive dimensions. To clarify the exposition we describe 

only the case \.f-+1 ufhr Ughr+1: wri te ~f1 for d+ (''f~fhr). In ~ we 

have the r r+1 m-r r a-sphere S of h and the b-sphere S of h • These have 

complementary dimensions. 

By (11,5.1) the imbedding of Sr may be approximated by a map transverse 

to Sm-r; if the approximation is close enough, we have merely altered 

the imbedding by a diffeotopy. Now since the dimensions are complementary, 

and the map transverse, intersections are isolated points; since Sr is 

compact, there are only finitely many. 

We now tcl~e an intersection P of Sr ~nth Sm-r and normalise 

sr x Dm- r in the neighbourhood Dr x Sm-r of P in M. m-r Regard P as in S , 

so the point is 0 x P. First we will deform part of Sr near P to lie 

r 
along D x P; -indeed, by the implicit function theorem (0,4.2), the 

projection of f(Sr) in Dr x Sm-r to Dr x P is locally a diffeomorphism 

m-r at 0 x P, and there is an obvious diffeotopy along great circles in S • 

It is easy to extend this diffeotopy to Sr, without introducing any new 

intersections with ~-r. iText we observe that the tubular neighbourhood 

r m-r m-r D x S of 0 x S can be shrunk, by a diffeotopy, to a smaller 

concentric tube Dr x Sm-r intersecting Sr in a subset of the Dr x P above. 

We can extend this diffeotopy (by the D.E.T.) to one of M, and, if we 

prefer, apply the inverse diffeotopy to f(Sr); this has the effect of 

stretching out the part where Sr lies along Dr x P to the whole of Dr. 

Finally, choose a tubUlar neighbourhood T of P in Sm-r; then Dr x T and 

Dr x Dm- r are two tubular neighbourhoods of Dr in M, and so diffeotopic 

(b th T -r T ) d' ff t t th' b dd' of Sr x Dm- r 
ye.£- •• ; use a ~ eo opy 0 move e ~m e ~ng 

so that they coincide. 

The same process can be done for any intersection other than P. 

Definition 

all intersections of Dr Sm-r and Sr x Dm- r r m-r x are of the form D. x D. , 
~ ~ 

r m-r r Sm-r by the identity on the first whe~ D. x D. ~ D x is given 
~ ~ 

factor and an imb9dding (those for separate val~es of i disjoint) on the 

second factor, and taking the product; and similarly for 

I 
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Then the argument above p~oves 

Theorem 2.2 .Any handle presentation of (''', d -vl) may be modified 

by diffeotopies so that. 

(i) The· handles are arranged in incpeasing order of dimension, 

(ii) .Any two handles of consecutive dimensions are,in normal 

PlJsition. 
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Chapter 3 The homology and homotopY of handles 

It follows from the definition that there is a deformation 

r (r n-r ) . (r ) retraction of MlJfh = M.f. D . x D . on MVI D x 0 , so that up to 

homotopy, attaching a handle is the s~e as attaching a cell (its core). 

r n-r .. 
In fact, it is clear that, D x D deformation retracts on 

Sr-1 x D
n- r u Dr x O. This gives a very close connection between ha.ndle 

decompositions and cell complexes. In particular, we deduce the following 

from Corollary 2.1.1. 

Proposition 3.1 If W is closed, it has the homotopy type of a finite 

C'j' complex. In general, (\v, ~_ W) has .the homotopy type of a f ini te C. W. 

pair. 

E£22! The first statement follows by taking a normalised handle 

decomposition of Wand rep;Lacing each handle by an equivalent cell. In: 

fact it would not be difficult to show (using the methods of Chapter 1) 

that in this case W is even homeomorphic to an appropriate finite C.W. 

complex. 

For the second statement, note that by the first, we can regard d_~·J· 

as a finite cell complex, and again apply Corollary 2.1.1. 

We now discuss duality. Observe that with f, -f is also nondegenerate. 

Its critical points coincide ,dth those of f, but if f has index Aat 0, it 

has locally the form 

f(x) 2 2 2 
- ••• - x). + x.::l. +1 + ••• + xn 

and -f has index n- A. Using the corre~pondence (Theorems 1.5 and 1.6) 

between nondegeuerate functions and handle decompositions, we find the 

following. 

Proposition 2.2 Suppose \v ha~ a handle decom~osi tion on ~-W with 

"'-r r-handles for 0 ~ r ~ n. 'rhen it also has one on )+ ·"1, with 

0( r (n-:r }-handles. 

If we ignore corners, we may identify the handles in the two cases, 

and observe that iu the reversal, a.- and b-spheres are interchanged. 

Now up to homotopy we may replace handles by cells. For homology, we 

have chain g~oups 

Z+ /Z+ ••• +2 (O(r times); 

• 
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we must calculate the boundtU:Y .. ~ClI!!'?~rphis)Jl. . 
"-- .,._- ~~ ... - ......... '.-.~ ...... -.. - .... ..-.,-- ... : .. -~-.. -- ..... . 

d: Cr +1 (i'1, ~_-1'l) ~Cr ('i, d_W). 

This is determined by incidence numbers, cne for each r- and (r+1) -handle. 

. 1'+1 r W' 
Lemma 3.3 The incidence number of handles hand h equals the 

intersection number of the a-sphere Sr of hr +1 and the b-sphere 

Sn-r-1 of hr, 

Proof Here .,,7e shall write "Tr+! = (J_W xI)V all s-handies'for s~r, 

and M = "'+w 1 o r+'2 the llTterocoti.on nll", .... "l" is t;U"en in M, where we use 

Lemma 2.1 and add all r-handles simultaneously. A word about aigns: the 

cells in the cell-complex (D
r x 0) c.re arbi trari'ly oriented; this-i.nduces ........ . 

r-1 orientations of their bounding a-spheres S and of 'the'normal bundles of 

their b-spheres. r n-r-1 If an a-sphere S and ab-sphere S meet transversely· 

at a point, we take the sign + or - according as the orientation of Sr does .. _ 

or does not agree with that in the normal bundle of Sn-r-1 thus 

orientability of IV is irrelevant. If, though, 1;[ (and hence M) .ll oriented, 

orienting the normal bundle of a belt sphere is equivalent to orienting the 

sphere, and we can count multiplicities in the usual way. 

r n-r-1 . Now we may suppose that S meets S transversely: then the 

inter~ection number agrees with the (local) degree of the projection 6f 

Sr on the nor!Ilal disc Dr; but this degree is the required incidence number. 

Theorem 3.4 (Duality Theorem) 

E!:.22! By Proposition 2.2 '1TC can identify the chain groups of (W,d_ W) with 

the chain or cochain groups~f '(l'l,d+W). By Lemma 2:3, the incidence 

numbers ~re the same ~p to sign (only a-spheres and b-spheres are inter-

changed) and the isomorphism identifies the one boundary with the other 

coboundary. 

Corollary 3.4.1 

Corollary 3.4.2 

(Poincar6 DUality) 

(Lefschetz Duality) 

If ~\v =~, H (W) -;;If1-r (W). 
r . . ................ __ ._ ... . 

H N) ~. E n
-:

r (\i, a \'1) 
r 

Hr ('\'1) ';;{ B ("1, ~ "1) .. 
n-r 

The proof above is surprisingly reminiscent of the earliest proofs 

of the result, but of course is only valid for compact smooth manifolds. 

As a special case of homology groups, we mention connectivity. 

We retain the notation of Lemma 2.3. 
-1 Observe that the a-sphere S of 

a O-handle is the empty set;" . 'in fact a O-handle consists precisely of 
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an n-disc, disjoint from ~ _1'1 x I. Now the a-sphere SO of a 1-b.a.ndle is 

a pair of points: . these mayor may not be in the same component of W!. 

If not, the l-handle connec~s the two components; but if they are, the 

corresponding he.ndle·doesnot affect connectivity. 

If "d-ll is nonorientable then so, of course, is ll. If, however, 

~ ·.:.W 'is orientable, so is tJt , since adding a' disj oint set of discs has 

no effect. rTor does adding a set of 1-handles which connect different 
.1 

components of V2 (we are thinking of l-handles as being added in turn, 

not simultaneously). ilO'l>TeVer, the attaching map for a l-handle is a map 

of SO x Dn-l _ i.e. of a pair of discs. If these are mapped into the 
.1 

same component of W2 with opposite orientations, then the orientation of 
.1 

W2 can be extended over the handle; but if with the same orientation, . 
.1 w1! is nonorientable. Thus if, say, W2 is connected and orientable, we 

may speak of orientable and of nonorientable l-handles. It is now easy to 

see that r-b.a.n4les for r t ldo not affect orientability; for they 

introduce no new (potentially orientation-reversing) elements of the 

fundamental group. 

This illustrates how the addition of handles affects W; we next 

discuss what happens to the boundary on addition of a handle. 

Definition Let iYf-1 be a manifold, f : Sr-1 x: Dn- r -+M an iobedding. The 

operation of removing the interior of the image of f, and attaching' 

Dr x 8n- r - 1 to the result by flsr - 1 x Sn-r-1 is called a spherical. 

modification of M, of type (r,n-r). 

We observe the following: 

(Sl) The effect of a spherical modification is determined by f - even 

by the diffeotopy class of f (by (1,4.2». 
, 

(S2) The modification gives a manifold M with the same boundary as M: 
, 

in particular, if M is closed so is M • 

(83) The manifold \f (with corner, if M has a 

boundary) thus has M, M' as d -1'1, ~ +\'/. ; "Te may call it the·supporting 

manifold of the modification. Also, d W = dM x I. c 

(84) If M'is obtained from M by a spherical modification of type 

(r,n-r), "Te can obtain M from N'by ode' of typ~ (n-r,r). This is 

essentially the remark that we -ma.de above in discussing duali ty.We 
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have the same supporting manifold for both modifications. 

We recall that if a cobordism W has J.vi = ~ W, H = ~ W, M and N 
- -=+-

are called cobordant. 

If ;v,n-1 . .,n-1 
11 , 1) are oriented, they arc cobordant in the oriented sense 

if ~ is oriented, and vT induces the given orientation of N, and the 

negative of. the given one on jJ - this is usually written as d1'l = MU (-N). 

Proposition 3.5 ,.11-1 ·f-1 
M , 1 are cobordant if and only if one may be 

obtained from the other by a series of spherical modifications; if 

oriented, they are cobordant in the oriented sense if and only if, in 

addition, the modifications of types (1,n-1) and (n-1,1) all correspond to 

l-handles of the orientable type. 

The first .statement is an immediate consequence of (S3) and 

Corollary 1.5.2; the second follows from that and the discussion of 

orientability above. 

Finally let M'be obtained from M by an (r,n-r)-modification: we wish 

to discuss homology and homotopy. There are two approaches: to use the 

supporting mani:fold "r = (~{ x I) Ufhr or the intersection X = M 1"1 M' • For, 

up to homotopy, if is obtained from M by attaching an r-cell, and from Jvl' 

by attaching an (n.,-r )-cell. .On the other hand, ]Vi is obtaine.~ from X by 

attaching an (:a-r)- and an (n-1 )-cell, anc. ivj'from X by attaching an r-

and an (n-1)-cell. 

Proposition 3.6 Let r -::s n-r. Then M and. i-i'have the same (r-2.}-+,vpe 

(in particular, if r ~ 3, the same fundamental group). If r" n-r, 
ana -... -.. ---

" x, j 
r-l 

are the homology and homotopy classes of the a-sphere f(S x 0) 

in M, then 

(i) H
r

_
1 

(M') is the quotient of ::;r-1 (N) by the subgroup genere:ted by x. 

(ii) If r=2, 111 (£1;') is the quotient of '1\-'1 (i1) by the normal subgroup 

generated by J 
(iii) If.~~.:.JL.-,-.:-"-)M') is the quotient of 'ltr(JVl) by the 'Ti1(M)-submodule 

generated by ~ • 

These all follow from standard properties of cell complexes. We 

can express the homology ,relations by a single diagram, as follows. 

Observe that th8 inclusions (ril' ,X) C (W,M x I) J (I'l,rvr) induce isomorphisms 

of relative homology groups in dim8nsions ~ n-1. Indeed, excising most of 
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( r n-r-1 r-1 n-r-1) (r n-r r-1 n-r) X, they become D x S ,S x S ~- C D x D., I:? . x D 

and both relative groups vanish except in dimensions r,n-1; in dimension 

r we have an isomorphism. 

Proposition 3.7 We have exact sequences 

~~ 
H.

t1 
(M) ~ E. 1 (''',!VI') H. (M') H. (W,M) 

1. . 1.+ 1. 1. 

/~ /' ~!/~/ 
H. 1 (X) E. 1 (''T) L (X) H. (W) 

1.+ 1.+ 1. 1. 

~ :~. 1 (lVI') / ~H. 1 (\t,M) /' ~H. (M) / ~H. (W,M') 
1.+ '----../ 1.+ ~ 1. ~ 1. 

for i < n-2. 

Identify H.(M',X) = H.(W,M) (j ~ n-2) and Il.(M,X) = H.(W,M'), dually. 
J J J J 

Then write out the exact homology sequences of the four pairs (N,X), (M' ,X), 

(W,M), and (,v,M'). 
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··.::C;;:h:;:.a::..lp::;.;t::.:e~-r~4~ __ I:.;vl~0.;:;d_i_f"-ln~·=ng dl:1c ompositi ons -

In this chapteT we discuss several modifications that can be 

made to handle decompositions: introduction or cancellation of a 

complementary pair of handles; addition of handles; replacement of 

a handle by one in s different dimension. Th~se 1rill be used below to 

obtain a minimal form of handle decomposition. 

As the .. simplest case, 1-le first discuss O-hs,::lcles. 'Ve may suppose ,. .' 

that,W is connected. jJm'l if 1'1 has d. i-handles, "le know that 
1 

1 

,.(2 ~ d-vT x I To this "re add 1-handles, which must make it 

connected; moreov&:r, a 1-hand10 ::,ffects connectivity only if its a-sphere 
. . .. . 

SO has the two poin'~~ in G.iff0rent components of \f~. Rearrange the 1-handles 

, " .1.: 
(Lemma '2;1) 'such that the first fEm each connect c.ifferent components of ,,/2';' 

till it is connectec. Observe that for one of these, we have two manifolds 

w'i th boundary, SinG. s, disc imbecc,ed in the boundary of each. Att:1ching 

nn-1 x I is thE; s::.me (1.7) :;"s glu0ing along the (n-1)-discs-i.c., formi.ng 

( ) () f ' ld..n ,.n 1 n ....... ,..n the sum D40. iv~or eover, by 1,7.6, or any m:1nlf 0 ,:r-,!~ + = iJ • 

So the O-handles ::.re just c~ncelled out, ane the v~rious components of 

d-\I x I add0c'. tOiSether. 

froposition 4.1 \(2 :::.dmi ts a h::..ndle present::..iiou of the following kind. 

If d-W = ~ , there is one O-he;ndle 1
n

, and:::. :lumber of 1-handles. 

If a -,~ is cOIE.ecte::', there :::.r;:; no O-handles, but a number of 1-handles. 

If ~-''l hn,s components iVi(i) , 1~, i~k, there !1re 110 O-handles, then 

(k-1) 1-h[mdles cO:J.aecting the components to give H(1) x I + ••• + M(k) x I, 

then a further number of 1-h:1ndles. 

Corolll1ry The nE:\'l presentatio11 h.":.s, if d -\.] = rj; , one O-handle and 

( a(, - 01'0+1) 1-handles; if 2)-11 :j: ~, no O-ho.ndle o.ud (d...
1

- ol... ) 1-handles. 
. 0 

For each use of if! +D
n 

-;:; iP to simplify the ~Gcomposi tion removes 

just one O-handle ~nd one 1-huuQle. 

We next 1dsh to discuss c2.ncellation of h:-:.ndles. We first prove the 

simplest case. 

Lemma 4.2 '" n-r-1,,, '-r Let I,.LJ: D --; n-- be the imbedding, by stereographic , 
projection from (0, ••• ,0,-1), on thE: boundary of the upper hemisphere, 

mh Sr Dn- r U hr + 1 'C:! DU 1 en x • (i) -. 
I xl 
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Proof We first give the proo·f for l' = 0, n 2. Let E be the 

ellipse lx 
2 2 = 1 and th" confocal hyperbola 2x 2 2y 2 

1 • Write + y ,-. = 

lnt and Ext for the (closed) inter.ior and e::.':ierior. \'/" E: shall show that 

lnt E n Int E is obtained from SO x D2 by i~troducing a corner along 

SO x D1; that IntE ~ Ext ~ is diffeomorphic to D1 x D1, and that the 

attaching map 1 x,0 becomes the identity. It follows that the required 

manifold is diffeomorphic to lnt E, which is evidently diffeomorphic to 

222 D (e.g. use the function x + y and apply eomplement 1.4.1). 
I 

component of' lnt E f\ lnt H in. x >0; it has the focus ~~ H 

Consider the 

(1,0) as interior point. Rays through thE: focus define a vector field 

everywhere transverse to the boundary, which may therefore be used for 

straightening the corner. A smooth cross-section is given by 

2 2 + (x-1) + y = t, which meets the rays through the corner in (l,-t). 

Thus the component is obtained from a disc by introducing corners at 

oppositE: ends of a diameter, as stated. 

In lnt E" Ext H we use confocal coordinates. Each point (x,y) of 

the plane loTHh x:y =1= ° lies on just two of 

*+1 + ~ = 1; 

one hyperbola, given by -1 < A1 < 0, and one ellipse, given by 0<1--2, 

However, these -two meet in 4 points. So ~Te write r 2 = 1 + :>"1' V 2 = A 2' ---
and obtain 

x = .J-<';; + " 

y = V)1 _f2 
where the positive square roots are to be taken, and -1 <~ ~ 1 • It 

is easy to verify that this transformation is smooth, with nonzero 

2 
Jacobian~ (1-1 ) onto the whole plane except for y = 0, x ~ 1. 

Hence, in particular, it induces £1 diffeomorphism of the rectll.ngle 

1\7/ ~ 1 onto Int E ~ Ext H, as required. 

Now return to ,the case of general l' and n, which is obtained by 

rotating the figures ll.bou~ x- and y-axes. Write 

x = (X1'···,Xr +1 ) y = (Yl""'y ,) n-r-

r <t1'··· 'fr+1) tt = (Yl'···' V 1 ) n-r-

and IxJ2 ,1'+1 2 
etc. Then the transformation given by =L-1 Xi' 



induces a diffeomorphism ""of the D:"+1 x Dn- r - 1 given by 

1)11 2 ~ i;" \V\2 ~ 1 OIlJ~O the intE':'section 
2 ;2 "" 

2H -21yl ~L 

Likevdse ir: -::'he "~L:."'<J::cection ~Ixli +IYI2 ~1, 2\x\2 _ 21yt2~ 1, 

conside:- the field fo:;.-med by r2.yc - hTough the =~sphere y::o, I xl = 1 

and perpendiculr":..- to it, (a:ld not p: )duced beyond their intersection 

,rith =0) . This certaillly is a Vel-,OI' fielCl. (except on t:le sphere and 
' .. ' ... 

on x=O) , and ~'Te e:>:.sily see that it ~:' transverse to the boundary~ so can 

be used for r01.lliiing the corner o Rc mding it, we obtain the manifold 

( I x I - 1) 2 +~ y12:; "* j lT2e:':'6 -the coner is to be introduced along 

Consider S=- x :;n-r C 1E:r":-i x ':fi.n- r -"1 x 1R 1 .ri th coordinates 

(U,H,t), so lu',.: 1~ Iwl2 + I tl 2 ~ -'0 \'I"e Cl.efine inverse diffeomorphisms 

be'~,,;een this a:Jd the manifoJ_Cl. above b;.· 
-, .. , 

11-· 
, 'lxl 

x = u(1+t-t) 

,'r ~ 2y 

y -" t-.. 
2( Ixl 1) 

Note that I x/ i3 12o;;:18re zero, so it ',nd its inverse are smooth. We 

also note that "::'he <::C:::18r hel ~ 1, \ y \ t becomes the locU$ Iw! = 1, t = O. 

Finally ~"re OllSi; ideniify the attacLng: map 0 The "sphere Sr x' 0 gi-tren 

b I II 12 '1 -) 6 ( ." ". ~ . . )" '"t "" ," 12 1 
Y r = Z~ v= maps Vla. :::i =r-i o.x = 2~ Y = 0, then rounding 

1 "' 
the corner mt'::' tipli8S :\ by 2-z and lee.:' &s y at O. Finally we obtain 

xl. fJ·/ 
u = Ixl = Ill.l.l ar:d v = hr;';:') == (09--1);mo(ulo the obvious identifications~ 

in fact, ,ye have the idenJ"i -':.y map. The e ·,taching map is El. tubular 

beighbot:rhood" of this, anC!. \Ve note that. , normal dir"e"ction maps 

to some positi7e millt~_pl~ of usi!.g the tubular neighbou:hrood", 

theorem, it follo;rs that J0he attaching me) is, up to a diffeotopy, as 

stated. 

Note that if c1.iffeomorphisfn is repl8. ~ed by homeomorphism, this 

(and the next lernm~) become much' easier to)rove;- it was the'necessity 

of rounding the corners 9ystem'a~l:.ic'ally which ~ed us to the formalae 

above. . t • • ~ ': 
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Lemma 4.3 Suppose that for DnUfhrUghr+1, the a-sphere of 

r+1 r h meets the bo","sphere of h transversely in one pOint. 
.... ~- .. '"--'.~-~'-'- ....... _-

Then 

(ii) The diffeomorphism .·.il f can be so chosen that g becomes the map 

1 x 0 .of Lemma 4.20 and so Dnu h r hr +1 
r-.J Dn 

, f' \Jg =. 

~ vTe first normalise (Tb,eorem 2.2) so that we can write 

r n~r-1 .:--.. n 
g (D :.: D ) r"~D 0 

,- nr x Dn- r - 1 ~ Dr x Sn-r-1 .dow g+: + ~ is of the - - """"" 
-1 

form ~r x 0 (in normal position, g is a pro .. duct map; it is 
n-r-1 

isotopic to the particular form shown, by the Disc Theorem). Also by the , 

( r n-r-1) disc theoreU), g~ D_ x D is isotopic 

to any other imbedding with the same 

orientat.ioil (for this manifold with . , .- - ~ ,. " 

corner is contained in ~ slightly larger 

di se, which cail be c onstr.tic-ted , using a· tubular neighbourhood of the corner 

( r-1 n-r-1 ) and we use the uniquehess of thai!' disc). ~bis determines,g+ S . x D, 

( '" r ( n-r •. 1» hence alsu·f oD x ~n-r-1 D , which may thus be put in a standard 

posi tion. Applying the tubular neighbourhood theorem to. this, we see that 

f, too, is esseniiallyunique o Thus to prove (i), the.exi::;tenqe of an 

f with the requiTed p'roperty "Till suffice: ""e introdJlc.e a. corner on D
n 

to 

. r :p.-r f 'Dr Dn- r 
make 1 t D x D ,and take for f the inclusion 0 o. x~ .. , The result 

is Sr x DD.--r -; and g can be -D-aken as 1 x 0.. iTo"" (ii) follows, also. since 

the pa:ir (f·,g) was essentially unique. 
; f :',-a 

Theorem 4.4. S · .... ..... ~ ... n hr hr +1 th h f hr+1 t , uppos ~ .. ,,., .. 1: 0r 1'1 U
f 

U I! ' e a-sp ere 0 mee .s 

the b-sphere of h
r 

transversely in one point< Then we can suppose ~M 

·iJ.-1 
contains a disc D . to:which both handles are added. Thus we can. write 

M
n 

-;;; i.f1 + D
n

, with-the handles added to D
n

, aild so 

M
n hr h r +1 - .,n (Dn hr. ' r+1) -"y ,.D Dn ,.v .. n DO ==h + 0 an :::~. + =1"1. 

First normalise as for. ·Lemma' 4.1~_.!~en ~e, _~a~: of g-, is 
.~:--- . ....:;.: .. ----.~. 

contained in a; disc (as before); and simill3:rly the ima~e of f is 

contained' 'in a tubular neighbourhood 'of the boundary of t,his d~sc, 

which merely €xtend::; i tto a larger .. disc. The rest follows from the 

lemma. 

Definition A pair of handles of consecutive dimensions, with the 
.. ~ 

a-sphere of the s8conL:. mee'!;ing the b-sphero of the first- transversely 
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in one point, is called a complementary pair. 

We can thus paraphrase Theorem 4.4 briefly by saying that a 

complementary pair of handles may always be cancelled. The converse 

result is now trivial. 

Theorem 4.5 At any point of a handle decomposition of a manifold, 

a complementary pair of handles can be introduced. 

"At any point" means ~lhen we have constructed some lI&Ilifold M, 

say. Now M: -;;i IV/ + D' by Prop 1,7.5, and by Lemma 4.2, we can add a 

complementary' pair' of handle's to D, hence also to N. 

\-re observe that adding t,.TO: complementary handles in succession to 

M has the effect o~V ;:~ .'M of performing consecutively. spherical 
+ .. 

modifications of th>es (r ,~-r) - leading to ;'T, say - and (r+1,.n-r...,1) 

ret~niiig to V."'tieversing' the second of these shows that we can also 

go fro~:V to vT by~ m~dificatioI;l of type (n-r-1, r+1f. The condition 

on the first modification necessary for this replacement to be possible 

was the existence of·~ compL)mentary handle; arguing as in Lemma: 4.3,' 
: ,1'(0 

we see that thii fs' eq~ivalent to reqJiring the a-s'phere to span an 

r-disc in V, su~h 'th~t the inward normal vector to the' sphere in the disc 

agrees with the first vector of the ch:o~e:b.n6rnial framing of the a-sphere. 

We now discuss I'addi tion" of handles - this is to be understood in 

a homotopy sense~ Since ~ H need iiot be simply-coruiected, an (r-1)
+ 

sphere in it does not necGssarily have a .J.t:ll-determinedhomotopy class. 

This ambiguity may be rE:soived by introducing as further structure -a .. 

base-point *' in' '?)' M, and for each handle vi th attachiIigmap 
+ 

f: ";JDr ' x Dm.;.r~ ~ M a pa=th in ~+ ~I from * to f (1 x 0): the homotopy 

class of f may then be definea in an obvious way. Of course we shall 

look for results which do not depend much on thechoice~of-' path. 

Theorem 4.6 (Eandle addition theorein) Suppon d+ ·1'1 == N connected, 

2 ~ r ~ m-2. Let f ,g: "'() Dr .~ Din
-

r -7 !vi b,.; disjoint imbeddings, 

determining'homoto'py classes ,;,(, f E- 11 r-1 (lVi); let J E. 4'f, (M). 

j. 

Then there are imbeddings h ,h: .~ Dr x Lm-
r 

---) M, disj oint from f, 
+ -

and determining p +ci!, r-.cl E. -((r-1 (M), such that 

W hr hr ..,.., '1 hr.. hr (for i) 
\If Vg. =, .:' 1)1' u_h1 • f.. = .. 

..:j 



~ We observe that d... injects to zero, in "Tufhr ; the idea of the 

proof is to deform the second handle 'across' the first, by a diffeotopy 

of the attaching map in ~ + (Mufh
r
) ; we know that this will not affect the 

. -- .. _ .. _.-_.-

diffeomorphism class of the Tesu~t. 

We have supposed H connected, so there is a path). joining f(1 x 1) 

and g(1 x 1). l'Totice that this path may be taken in any homotopy class. 

By general position arguments (11, Chapter 4), we can make the p~th an 

imbedding, disj oint from the; images of f and g; l>TG can c:i~oose it to start 

along the outward norma.ls to lrr,:f und lm 5, und finally we can deform it off 

tubular neighbourhoods of Im: f a.nd Im G, so that it meets Im:f and lr •• g only at 

its ends. Choose two normal framings e1 , ••• ,em_2 for A so that e1 , •• "er _1 

give the standard orientation of g(Sr-1 x 1) at g(1 x 1) and both possible 

orientation::; of f(Sr-.1 x 1) :1t f(1 x 1): this is possible since r ~ m-2: 

and choose a Riemannian metric in which f(Sr-1 x 1) and g(Sr-1 x 1) are 

totally geodesic (see 1,3.6)0 Then exponentiating normal vectors to ;\ gives 

b G'\ (' '0 I ., nr - 1 "iv '( r-1) C (r-1 ) an im edding r J. ---;, li l>Ji th ~ 0 x n g S x 1 , 

~'(1 x nr - 1 ) ~ f(Sr-1 x 1). Extend?\ bY:1 diameter of nr x 1 in 

'2J)ND
f

hr ), and ~'correspondingly to an imbedding \i): [0,2] x Dr-~ d+(Mofhr ). 

We now define an isotopy of g by 

..L ( r-1 ) if x ~ Cp 0 x n 

gt ~(O,y) = 9 (2t Bp (1 -I~ )~ y) 

1 
J 

the properties of the bump function ensure that these fit to give a smooth 

diffeotopy. This 'pulls' the cell 9) (0 x nr -.1 ) C g(Sr-1 x 1) across part 

r ( r~ of the disc n x 1, covering the central point. Since g S x 0) is 

( r-1 ) -diffeotopic to g S x 1 , we also obtain a diffeotopy of g, which we 

can extend to one of g such that the final imbedding h is disjoint from 

but we can think of the (f-) handle as shrunk to a small 

neighbourhood of this b-sphere (c,f. proof of 2.2), so h(Sr-1 x nn-r) 

lies in N again. 

Since our diffeotopy has (clearly) degre;e 1 on the attached cell, 

the homology class of h is that of g plus or minus that of f, the sign 

depending on an orientation chosen earlier. The same applies to homotopy, 

except for consideration of base points. But freedom of choice of 
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homotopy class of A is equivalent to the freedom of choice of 21 
in the Theorem. 

RemarK We could nlso discuss the homotopyclasses in 

1'"( (W'''fhr u hr ,'\'1) represented by the handles;' these also are 
r g 

added, in the same way. 
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Chapter 5 Simnlifving decompositions 

In the last chapter we gavG a method of simplifying handle 

decompositions under geomet.:;;::'G assumptions •. "Te shall now,pbtain 

some correspond.ing results lli"ie+ afgfbraic hypotheses: this will 

enable us, to operat.e with ha:.dles using only homotopy data. There are 
'f 

several ways of applying th cancellation theorem 4.4: we start with 

the most direct. It is int~rosting to note that this closely resembles 

a technique of \fuitehead, "ith C.,v.-complexes. 

Theorem 5.1 Suppose n.~ 2r + 3, ''In = Ivi x Iuhr 
\J thr +1 

and 1T' (W,M) = O. . r 

Then \f -;; lvj x I v thr +1 hr+-:':: v • 

... 
~ The case r=O foEows from 4.1 ; otherwise we may suppose M 

. . ..... 
connected. 

'We identify hr with D
r x Dm-r. Sinc" "1. ~ 2r+~, we can perform a diffeot'~y 

to-ynsur~ .;that--the attaching maps of th" 
. '. ' 

r+1 r r 
h . aV2:id D x t:. The disc D x 1 

determines an element of TT': (1v ,M), whin is zero by hypothesis. Hence this 
r 

disc is homotopic in 'v (relative to it!: bo~dary) to one in N; i.e. there 

is a 
~ r r 

map F:D ---1\0[, which takes the ulper hemisphere of S onto IJ' "xf 

and the lower into M. Sinc~ ::l::::.2r-+ 3, re may suppose that IoF is disjoint 

from the cores of the handles (of dimens ons rand (r+1». \'ie ~a~' therefore 

also deform it off tubular neighbourhoods of the cores, so that eventually 

IoFC Cl "T. "1'1& may suppose F(Sr an imbedcing of Sr in d W: this 
+ + 

imbedding is ho~otopic to zero~ hence alsc diffeotopic -(we again' use 

n>2r+2). So b:~r Theorem 4.5, we can USE: F for 'the a-sphere of the first .... 
r+1' r 2 ' r+1 

of a complementary pair of handles hA I h3' ,where hA is disjoint 

from the other i r +1 • But h~+1 
\'1' ';" N x r,)I/ ':1thr +1 

U (h~+1 

" r 
is also comple.entary to h 

y ~+2) (Thc;c,l'em 4.5) 

-;; M ;\. I (hr hr+1) thr +1 h:+2 
o. Cl A- 0 , ~ jj 

-;{~. x I .\J .thr +1, u h:+~. 
b 

(Theor e:n 4.4). 

, so 

Corollary 5.1.1 \"e' can roplace M x I in the theo:-em by V, pr'ov~ded 

Set :LVi
1
_ = o+V; we may suppose \f = Va (M

1 
x I) o handles; 

'ITite W
1 

for the closure of I1-V. Then it is ei1.ough to show that 
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and if r ~ 2, by the liure"ricz theorem, 

(the universal co.ets of W"V,M1 are induced from that of W, since Under 

our assumptions, the fundamental groups map isomorphically), and we can 

now use excision. 

r r+1 r...J,( )' Corollary 5.'.2 If W = Vu kh \01 R.h , 11 vT,V = 0, , r 
,..." ('" ' )',-.j ".....l () > ~ r+ 1 r+2 
11, .+V = It, V , n /"2r+3, then W = Vu!h IJ kh • 

Since 'j"( (VT ,V) and IT' , (V, , V) vanish, 
r r-

so does 

$0 -r;'(N,) ';:1l"', (V,) if n~r+3. For a general V, we use van Kampen~s theorem, 

as above, to deduce 11,"< ~ + V1 ) ~ 1r, V, • 'r b 5'" have' W ~_, 'V', ., ~'hr+:t- r+2., I' ow y • • , we ~... ',' ~ 

the result follows by induction on k. 
~. 

Corollary 5.'.3 Suppose ('1 ,V) r-connected, 

n~2r+,3. Then 1'1 has a handle decomposition on V with no' i-handles for i~ r. 

~, Use 5.1.2 repeatedly to replace i-handles by (i+2)-handles for 

id)",.~,.,r. 

Remark We can tighten up the proof of Theorem 5.' to cover also the case 

n = 2r+2, r ~ 1. (In fa~t the only point to be watched is the deformation 

of F orf the cores' of the hr +1.) but we obtain a more general resul~ 

below, by a different method, for r 2 2. To introduce this method, we 

first consider a simple special case' (the first, historically, too - due 

to S. Smale): we o~erve that we succeed in cancelling handles, not 

merely replacing some by others. 

Theorem 5.2 Suppose () r simply-connected, r ~ 3, (n':'r) ;;:~4. Let 
+ 

W = V v hr 
\oJ khr +1 and H (vT ,V) =0. Then W ~ V v (k-' )hr +1 • 

r 

E.!:.2.2! Let nf' ••.• '~ be, the intersection numb~rs, of the a-spheres of ' 

the (r+1 )-handles with the b-sphere of h
r

« By.,Theorem 4.6, we can 
-, ' 

'add' or 'subtract' the handles; hence if n.,n. are nonzero, say 
~ J 

r~ence by induction on ~~In/c~, 



we may suppose all the 11i zero except one - say n1 • By Lemma 3.3, the 

assumption E (1'T,V) 
r 

o now implies n, = ! 1. 

l~ow use Theorem 202 to normalise the handle decomposition. 

Then the a-sphere of h~+1 £onO. the b--sphere of :or, bo-(,h of dimension at 

least 3, meet transversely and :--re intersection number !, in ~+(V ... hr), 

which b;r Prop 3.6 is sicply.-co=ected since d +V is o Hence by{III) 

we can ~erform a diifeoto~~T to reduce the number of intersections to one. 

But theL h
r - hr+1 

anc:. " 
I 

ere complementa.ry, S'1 can be cancelled by Theorem 4.4. 

We :ow consider t~e gel'. _78.:1. ca;:;e and, in particular, abandon simple- -----

connecti-ityc Thi~ is 80re technical; and we shall eventually refer to the 

notions c siIilple hOiiloto;:y theory. '''e firsi state the general conditions 

which we _eed. J00 aSSr.Jl8 o 

~'I_::l _ ,,n 1.1-. r I oh r +' , --, U .'-11 ."J .. - ; 

Ive have r __ 2,. ~"l";'r ~ 4; 

" r-M = CJ (V v,-h ), - + 

or r >_ 3;_ n-r =- 3, and /( (~ vI) ~ 11' (In. 
- 1 + ---, 

Set, 

The r:"J.g /\ cor.s:L~ts of fini t8 (fo "mal) linear combinations, with 

integer coe ,'ficiel1ts, of eleme:J.ts of 'IT', with the obvious multi_plication. 

(note if r=: that ou::- hypothesis implies 'IT'1 (V) ";; '1(, (W» and the 

isomorphism are induced by inclusion map'" \'le use tilde for all universal 

---' 
covering SP,"'9S. ~y -the Hurevicz theorem 'T,' (v,, -IT) ~ i-: (W, V), so our 

r r 

hypothesis g 7es soine :i_nfo-,.'Iila-i;ion about t:1G chain map in the universal 

covering spa '3 0 To use this~ "re need. thE lemma below; first, however, 

we need someotaiion, 

Let * be ~ base point in V n -;j Ij (h- -,co in 11) ~ join by paths in 
+ 

r+1 r 
M to the a-spl' Jres of J~he h and the h-spheres of the h: all of 

these lie in :" Hm; to eaC~l inte"""Gct,ic'l_ F of thE b-sphere of an 

r-handle h~ wi tll the :::'_;:;j?'-.c--:,? of h~+' we aSE:ign "he element gp£ 'f( 

represented by th& path from * to the a-spher0, :ound this to P, 

along -the 'b-sphere, and back by the chosen path of thE: b-sphere. IVE: 

also set E7 = ~1 according as thE. o;:,ientations agree or differ 

(c.f. Lemma 3.3). 
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.v '" 

Label the·ha.ndles h
j 
(1~j$k), h~+1 (1~i~.t); let h;, h~+1 

,....I 
be the handles above them in W, determined by some lifting of *,·and 

. , ..... r --'1'+1 
lifting the chosen paths, an~ let e., e. be the corresponding chains 

J 1 

"-',.,J 

of (W,V). We note that a.ll the handles of (1V,V) are of the form 

~r -r+1 
gh., gh. for various g ~ 11; these are all distinct, 

J 1 
since we took 

-' ,.., r.::! ".., -
the universal cover; so that C (1'l,V) and C 1 ~\'1,V) are 

A...,odul" with basG' the 0~J. {~~+1} :+ 
the free 

Lemma 5.4 (i) " c .... r '- p , j l.-p g pe j' where the sum is over 

intersections Pof the a-sphere of h~+1 with the b-sphere of h~. 
1 . J 

(ii) If th ff " t f --1' . ~r+ 1 . +1 f d . ff t e coe 1C1en 0 e. 1n e. 1S - , we can per arm a 1 eo opy 
J 1 

to make h:+
1 

complementary to h~. 
1 J 

~ (i) If P is the poi~t of 'h.:+
1 

lying over P, it represents the 
1 

intersection of the a-sphere of h~+1 wi th the b-sphere of some g ~~. 
1 J 

If we lift the defining path of ~, we see .that g'=I%>. The result now 

follows from Lemma 3.3 (which did not use compactness). 

(ii) It follm'Tsfrbm the assumption that, lrith one exception, we can 

collect intersections of the t,vo spheres into pairs (p ,Q) with gp=gcl' 

~ =- E. The result will follow if we ShOlT how to remove the intersections 
p Q 

P d Q Ob th t th h Sr d Sn-r-1 h t an • serve a e sp eres - say a an b - ave complemen ary 

dimension in M, and each has dimension~ 2. If we join P to Q by an arc 

in Sa and one in Sb we obtain a cirol&; moreover since gp=gQ' this circle 

is nullhomot'opic in M (which is of dimension ~ 5) and so it bounds a disc. 

If we can make this disc disjoint from Sa and Sb' the usual method of 

removing intersections (due to Whitney; See Ill) applies, and we carn 

remove P and Q; this can certainly be achieved if the codimensionsr and 

n-r-1 are ~ 3. 

Now consider the case 1'=2, n-r > 3. Rere the disc may be supposed 

disjoint from S; also we note that the process of constructing the disc 
El. 

gives first (-!,7hen ~=- t-Q) an annulus which pushes the circle off Sa ... Sb· 

So the result "rill follow if We show 111 (i.I'1 - Sb) --;1r
1 

(M). The proof of 

this is sufficiently illustrated by the case k=1; here we may identify 

M-S
b 

with () + v-S 
1

, where S 
1 

is the e.-sphere of h
2

• 



So 'if'1(M - Sb} -;; 111 ( d+V - S1) -;;-i11(~+V) ~ 1I1 (iVi) (for the 

codimension of S1 is~4)f If r =n-3, r>2, there is c. similar 

argument using the hypothesis, 111 (d+W) -;; :-rf
1

(1;T). The proof bre:1ks 

down completely if r=2, n=5. 

Remark 5.4.1 The same argument ena~les us to extend Theorem 5.2 

to the cases r=2, r=n-3. 

Theorem 5.5 Theor:~ 5.1 (~nd its corollaries) hold whenever n~ r+4; 

'" --' 
Since i-~r ("\'/ 1 V) = 0, :;:c 1 (W;Y) ---1 c (W,V) is onto, so we CD.n 

r+ r 

,,(,", -r+1) _ ""'-' o It- "-. e. - e • 
1 1 

solve By Theorem 4.5 ',re c~n introduce a complementary 

. f h '1 hr +1 palr 0 ana. es . 
11. 

~+2; by applying Theorem 4.6 repeatedly, we can 

I add I to the a-sphere of hr+1 any A -lineo.r combinr.:.tion of "he a,-spheres 
11. 

of the other hr+l. So we may suppose Now by Lemma 5 .4( ii) , 

wc can perform Q. diffeotopy to ma,ke h~+1 complementary to h-, and by Theorem 

4.4, we can then cancel these two handles. 

Theorem 5.6 Assume 5,3, ana tho.t the inclusion of V in W is a simple 

homotopy equivalence (so k=t). Then vi ~ V. 

Proof "le shall not discuss here the definition of simplE! homotopy type, 

nor the equivalence of definitions via, triangul:1tions and handle decompositions, 

but instecQ assume tDdt our hypothesis is equi v:1lent to D:3suming 
~.-..J .-.J-.J 

;:':C 1 (1-I,V) ~ C ,"I,V) a simple isomorphism (that it is an isomorphism 
c.J r+ T 

follows if the indusion is o.ny homo':'opy equivalence). Hence the matrix 

of ~ can be redu~ed to a unit matrix by a sequence of movo of the 

following kinds: 

(i) Add some muJt;:::-~_e of a row to another rm,. 

(ii) Hultiply sone ro~r by o.n element of It, or by -1. 

(iii) Take the cirect sum of the matrix ~th (1). 

But each 0= these can be induced by a change of the handle 

decomposition! (i) by handle addition (Theorem 4.6), (ii) by changing 

the path fron * to an a-sphere, or the orientation of a cell, and 

(iii) by i~3erting a complementary pair of handles (Theorem 4.5). Thus 

th t th t · .0"'\' th ., t . t d"'- ..... r+ 1 
we may as';1JJ}e a e ma rlX or 0 1 S e :to-en 1 y ~ an cJ C i 

Now by L~mma 5.4(ii)l we co.n perform a diffeotopy on the a-sphere of 

h~+1 (i~aving other handles fixed) to oake h~+1 complementary to h~. 
1 :t 1 
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But then the hendlGs are complementar~ in pairs,and can all be 

cancelled, by TheorGm 4.4. 

We observe that the proof of 5.2 shows that, in the simply

connected case, any matrix of deterDinant :1 can be reduced to the 

identi ty by moves (i) and (ii), sr that if t( = {1 } , a. homotopy 

equivalence is a. simple homotopy d~uivalencb. The same is also 

known to hoid if 11;;;' //2' 723, 224' or if It is free or free 

abelian, or an elcIilcnt:?xy 2-grou;. 



Definition Let W b8 a cobordism. If the melusions of ~_ W, ~+W in 

Ware homotopy ec.uivJ..J_ences,. Iv is _called an h-cobordism; if they are 

simple homotopy G ,'ui-valE:nce':J ~ U is ~alled an s-cobordism. 

TheorE:m 6.1 

equivalence 

Ass\,ne -~hat -thE; inclusion of ';:l' "'If in ,yn is a homotopy 

thE: inclusioil of'"), fl induc'J3 .an isomorphism of '. + 

fundamental group::. Thea 

(i) The inclusio,'. of Cl 'J is a homotopy equivalence 
+ 

(ii) If either in;lusion is a simple homotopy equivalence, so is the 

other ~ and if D. ~ 11 is diffeomorphic to d 1'T x I. 

By Cor-011E I 5,1 c,2, IT has :-, haTldle decomposition on -0 W with no 
+ 

0- or 1-handIes (n, _ 5). Take the dual-decomposition and apply Theorem 5.4: 

" this says ve may Cc' eel -':.he 'r-,handles for r:S ,n-4~ and leaves only those with 

r=n-3, n-2. Also, -., elementary homology theory, there must be the same~ 

number k of handles )f these tw'o dimensions, n.nd the chain complex of the 

universal cover cons sts of a single isomorphism d :Cn_2~: C
n

_
3

._ So W 

has 11 handle decompC' ition on ') IT with only 2- and 3-hai:J.dles (the 2-handles 
+ 

attached trivially): ~md for this the matrix of )*:C
3 

---7 C
2 

is th: __ ~r~~.spose 

conjugat0 (via g ~", :1£ 1I) of" -chat 9f d- , -s6 ~ * is alsQ an isomorphism. 

. ',,- "'; 
Thus all H. (1 if , ?;.~ O~ all -·iT. (\'1., ~ ''1) :=: 0 bythe-Hurewicz the.orem and 

1· 1 + 

(1) follows ~ -:'T t~ ~ WhitGhec,d tbsorem, [For n~ 4- ve can use 11 more direct 

proof which is 2 "my", valid]n 

Now h·t th inclusion of) IV be a siltJp10 equi'l7c.lence. -.. ThE:n ~ i~ a 

simple isomorpb3m. If n~ 6: by Theorem 5.5, :111 handles may. be cancelled, 

'-

Corollary 6~. 011-''Pose !-T
n (n~ 6; a simply-connecteri h~cobordism. 

The same r,rgument" will give us some'¥rhc t mor;? ge:leral :results - " 

if we relax the compac-".:less condj -i:,icin. For example, _et V. be a 

submanifold of 'IT such th-,t thcr'c is a diffeomorphism~:V~ ~-V x I. , 

Then, as in Lermn:1 ':" 1, we c an find a nondegenerate. fUJlCtion .on W whose 

restriction to- V has no 'cri tir;al points; the proof 0:: (1.1) is only. 

changed by --.', ':'!g the g~_ven pl'O'u~t st:C'uc-ture to define ~ near V. 'vG 
". 

can now carry out all the hc,nd} - decomposi-~ion and cancellation arguments 
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in W-V. Vri te IT for a tubular neighbourhood of V in W, § for its 

o 
interior, X = vi - Nand r = l'TI'"\ X = d N = d X. c c 

Theorem 6.2 'Vi th the above notations, suppose X an s-cobordism. TheJl cp~ 

can be ex:tended to a diffeomorphism of W on d}l x I. 

For, as in 6.1, we can cancel all the handles in X. 

Lemma 6.3 With the above notations, suppose f~,yn-c h-cobordisms, and 

c ~3. "" Then X is an h-cobordism. 

Since c ':3. 3 is the '!odimension of V in if (and of d_V in d _W, 

;2) V in d "T), removing V ,does not alter the fundamental group. So it 
+ + 

is enough to check that cl_x :: X induces isomorphisms of homology in the 

universal cover, by Whitehead's theorem. This reduces the problem to the 

case when "'11 is simply-connect~4. 

Now since d V is a defor~ation retract of V, and N is a disc bundle, 
, -

by excision. 

But ° = n* (Ii, d _,V), sp using tl;le homology exact sequence of the triple 

d _''i C X \Jd_~'TC W, "re d:educe Q = H*(XlJ~_W, d _1'1) -;;; H*(X, d _X) by 

excision. The result fol~ows. 

Corollary 6.3.1 Suppose \~ a si:nply-connected h-cobordism, n ~ 6, yn-c 

For since l:T-V is simply-conne~ted, the lemma shows that 6.2 applies. 

Corollary 6.3.2 ( n+c n) Two h-cobordant ~airs of homotopy spheres T. ,T. 
1. 1. 

(i=O,1) with n~ 5, c~3 are diffeQIlorphic. 

By 6.1.1,' the h-cobordiBnl of the T~ is a product, so the result 

follows from 6.3.1. 

We also have a alight generalisatio! of 6.1. 

Theorem 6.4 Suppose ~ C "'1,0 a simple homotop:¥ equivalence, that n~ 6, .3y: .d:-"! • 

and that ~ V CV, d W CW induce il'!Omorphisms of fundamental groups. 
+ + 

Then W = Vw~+VxI. 

Let M = a V, 
+ 

X be the closU!'~ of W-V. Then 

'. :!TInl ): '·?''lT I (Y):"1T~ 0') TTI (\1) ? 1Tl (X) • 

By Corollary 5.1.2, X has a handiedecomposition on ~+W with no 0-

or 1-handles~' So W ha.s one on V with no (n-1)- or h-bAndlQ,l;I. Al),l)lying 

Theorem 5.5 repeatedly, we can got :t'ifl. of i.-h~,ndles for i< n-3. The 



resul t now fo:.::"..0\<18 f}:om Theorem 5 0 6, 

Corollary 6<~ (Disc.~~leth~E;2!..5:!:1), Suppose lli
n

-
c 

a submanifold of 

,.,-n, ~~I = ~, c ~ 3, 11~6, NC 1,j a siml-lle homo"vcpy equ.ivalence~ and 

ai' . :ero cross-::oec"l;ioD.< 

,....:~ ('"".::>. V) ......... ~d' {--,. '-. 3 (.... 1 1 n 1 2) "1 ~ + = \1; V) Gl.::lce ~ -:/ 1 ~ C[c:J. ~ so lappen. ror c=, • 

n 
If T is n. homctopy sphere, n)/ 6, 

then .,n may he ob·t.ai::ec. ajssc to~ether along the boundary. 

Thus 

'v is omc-':.cpic to (Tu._poi.nt) ~ so is simp:,y,-ccilllected, and its reduced 

'homol gy grou?~ van:'.s~. so \'T is co::-:';::e.cJ.:;ible, 'Dy 6 0 4.2, ,,,nd)n. The la;:;t 

!l-·1 ( rem1o'.:"S f()llows since a::lY hO;l18omorph~.sm 01 S can be extended taking the 

cone 

The re;:ml-t follo~'!s froIT: ~c,1 if n;S 2, and. holds if n=5, when we 

c r 

she.l sbo\T late::- 'i:,ha;t ~c:W T-' bOl'llds [, ,~on"v':actible \'1°" The cases n=3, 

n=' are unsolved o 

(r:. ]:'oi::-:') and '~he result is trivial. 

1\ w let c?, 3 c 

~hen by Haefliger' s ~b.eo::-em (.n), '\>le can appr~)}::imate f by an imbedding 

"If 1'1
1 

in 1';~ x DC 
~ 

The' :ul-b nO',l follo'loTs from +'1:1(' Th;;orem. 

Corollar: l' .. 4; • .2 Suppo,,: in aa.di ti on that c~ m+1 and f* (T!v! +1) --;;; Tw' +1. 
r 2 f!1 

Then M1 x IJ= :/"2 :;.: .lJ 

For under these condi tio::.1.s t!." normal bundle of g (Ivi1) in H2 x, DC is 

stably trivial and stable~ henc trivial. 

Let T
n

.
c 

be '1 homo·i.; ")Y sphere in Sn (n?, 6, c :;: 3), N a 

tubular neighbourhood, V the clo::;ure -;' i t,g complement. Then V is 

c., .. 1 ::J. .. -c+1 
diffeomorphic to S x D • 

. , 
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P f L t -r' b 1 t· t b n
C f b Sc-1 ....!:22- e 1· e a arger concen r~c u 6,.JJ a i re, its bound~ry. 

c-1 c Since S . bound.s the contractible D , its normal bundle is trivial. We 

assert that the inclusion of Sc-1 in V is a homotopy equivalence; indeed, 

both are simply-connected (V since SO is and c ~ 3, so S-T is also) and the 

complement of V 1:;1 DC is the interior of N_Dc, a cell bundle over a cell and 

so contractible. ~y duality, V~ DC is contractible, and 0 = H (V. DC ,DC) = r . 

H Cv V Dc ) ~ t -Vn DC . l' th Sc-1 f . r' , n • DU ~s an annu us w~ as de ormat~on retract, 

( c-1) ~enrii H V,S = o. 
r 

If c ::j: n-1, dV = dN is simply-connected, and n-c+1 ~ 3, so the result 

follows from Theorem 6.4. If c = n-1, T is a 6ircle, and unknots, so the 

result is trivial. 

Theorem 6.6 Suppose wn (n "'l6) such that d if, ~ ,'r and II are simply-- .~+ 

connected. Let ~cI. (-:"T, d '1) ~ F + T f where F is a free abelian group of rank 
l -

i:> ; and T is a finite group with t. 1 generators. Then \'l has a handle F .L 1+"2 

de c'omposi tion on Cl _'v with T. 1 + 3. + T. " i-handles for ea.ch i. 
~-2 ~ ~+':' 

Proof. By Corollary 5.1.2, ther~ is a handle decomposition with no 0-

or 1-handles. Similarly, we can dispense with (n-1)- and n-handles. This' 

gives a chain~complex of free abelian groups whose homology is that of 

H*(W,d_W). \'Ie put this chain-co!l!plex into normal form; then it is a 

direct sum of elementary subcomplexes, each with rank 1 or 2, and differential 

either 

or 
B 

0--') Z -) 7L~ o. 

Now the ohange of base neeG."d to put -t,he chain complex in normal form 

can be induoed by n sequence of alementary automorphisms of the chain 

groups, and by Theorem 4.6, e~ct of these can be induced by a change in 

handle decomposition. It remains only to remove the elementary subcomplexes 

with~= 1. But Theorem 5.2 (ext~nded by Remark 5.4.1) assures us that such 

pai,rs. of handles may be cancel1e~. 

It does not seem to be easy ,0 obtain a reasonable theorem of this 

kind without assuming simple-connectivity. The best known· are 7.4 and 

7.5 below. 
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Chapter 7- Simple IJeighbourhoods 

'fIe shall n011 give a very brief._discussion of l'iasur 1 s concept 

of simple neighbour~oods; hm·rever, we make no attempt to give complete 

proofs •. The.:Cletails would be comparat~vely trivial to supply if we were 

discussing combinatorial manifolds, so .the reader may prefer to think of 

these (nearly all the P!oofs in Part IV remain valid, only the details 

are much easier, on !,-ccount of corners). 

Let I<f1 be a compact manifold, I~ a finite complex. ''le call an 

imbedding f of X in £;1 ~ if Iv; is covered by coordinate neighbourhood 

(Ud.. C N
m

, 9'{7'....:. Uo<. --"/JR
m

) such that each ~~ of: f-
1 

(V",) -7 tR
m 

is linear 

on each simplex. 

Definition A submanifold is n simple .neighbourhood of f(K) if 
o 

KC U, the inclusion KC U is ,11 simple homotopy equivalence, and 

11 ( d U) ?( 11 (U - K). 
1 '1 . 

For examp18, :i:t:.K is a 8ubmanifold, 0., tubular neighbourhood is a 

simple neighbourhood •. 

Proposition 7.1 A smooth regular neighbourhood is a simple neighbourhood. 

This follows .almost at once from the definitions; as to the last clause, 

we observe that E U is a regular neighbourhood, there is a map ~U---=' K 

such that U is the mapping cylinder. So U - K?: dUx [0,1). 

Proposition 7.2 A smooth regular neighbourhood has a handle decomposition 

wi th one hi corresponding to each simplex et i of K. 

This must be proved by induction over simplex8s of K; in fact, the 

handle is simply obtained by thickening the simplex •. 

Remark Conversely, any handle decomposition may be lunthickened 1 to the 

cores of the handles to give a corresponding CI'T complex K. 

Theorem 7.3 Simule neighbourhood theorem Let m1. 6, codim K>" 3. Then 

if U
1

, U2 are simple nei ghbourhoods of K, there is a diffeotopy of M, 

constant near K and away from U
1 

u U
2

, which moves U
1 

to U2 • 
0 0 

f!:.22i Let U bE a smooth rEgular neighbourhood of K in U
1 

n U
2

• 
0 

For i 1,2 we shall show that U. = U v(::)UoxI): the result then 
1- 0 

follows at once. Since for j=1,2,O, d U. C. u. =:> U, - K induce 
J J J 

isomorphisms of fundamental groups, we can apply 6.4, and the result 

follows. 

" <. 

" 

S .: • f .~ 
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Remark Suppose the condition 1f, {1t.:..t.n~. ~(lJ=-~)_iIl._!-.~e..~~f~~tion 

strengthened to state that dUe U-K is a homotopy equivalence. Then 

in the above, we could prove the closure of U.-U an h-cobordism. but 
10' 

it would still not i~ general follow that it was an s-cobordism, if the 

codimension of K "las 1 or 2. This does work, though, if 1'; (dU) ~ O,AS 'or Ii.. 

Theorem 7.4 (i'Jon":'stable nei/:!'hbourhood theorem) ., Let K,K
1 

be finite 

c.w .-complexes a~d.· &:K -7 K., Ii simple homo-~opy eqUivalence. Suppose 
..L 

~ ~ K by unthicke:aing, and :;:':,:2:
1 

have dimension ~n-3,n ~ 6. Then 

~ has a handle decompositioD.17hich mimics the cell decomposition of K,. 
By a theoTem of 1-lhi tehead, (improv'ed), we can gO"ffOm 1\ to K1 

by a sequence of "formal moves" of dimens'ion ~ (n-2). (Note n:;; 6). We' 

can imitate each of these by a change in handle decomposition: an' 

elementary expansion byin'tfoChicing a complementary pair of ~andles 

(Theorem 4.5), and [,n 'elementary collapse by El. hand16 oance:!.~ation 

(Theorem 4.4). FOT this last, 1'le must check the necessary !ohditions. 

If the collapsed cells have dimensions 0,", ve can tisc~Pro~ 4.1; 'if . their 

dimensions are r,r+1 where 2~T~n-3, we observe that 5.3 .s satisffedand 

....., ·...,r+1 '",r I . 

that Cle. = e., and apply Lemma 5.4(ii). If the dimen'ions are 112, ........ -"-
~ J 

" 1 
check that the attaching S of the 2-handle is homotopic, hence isotopic, 

to a circle which meets the Ab_sphere of the 1-handle on 1: once. In 

principle, this co~pletes the proof~ 

The same arguments lead also to 

Theorem 7.3 (Relative non-stable neighbourhood theorerr Suppose i-t- has 

a handle decomposition on V vith no i-handles fOT i) n,·2. Assume 

1/1(d +V) ~ ~1(V)®"1('\n ';;'·~(C>+W), n~6. Let C:,V) be a C.W.

pair with no i-cell~ outside V for i"> n-2 and f:K -;, 1,'1 ). simple honiotopy 

equivalence reI -re / Then' vr ha~ a handle decomposition based on V with 

cells correspondi~~ to those "of X mod V.··· .... -~ .. --.. -- ..... 
i . 

This is s"aijed in a very sharp form (I hope not too sharp to' be 

true), and Ye .S~,,· not g;ve the proof. 

(\' I 
•• ~ . ',:.,)t ,\.i:"{.''j 

,j J,) 
,\!1t.,-& n".:,-, 

1''-· 

L i 
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Types of cobordism 

Vie have already said that ':Then W. is a compact manifold with aw a 

disjoint union of closed sets a '.v u a Vi, -;v is called a cobordism of 
- + -------

a W to a Vi, 
+ 

are culled cobordant. This concept is of great 

generali~, and there is a wide varie~ of possible generalisations and 

restrictions. Our policy here will be to indicate the different kinds of 

alteration that may be made to the definition, eaoh in the simplest possible 

oase: these may then artenvards be combined ad lib. We establish a 

convention th~t each ty~e of cobordisill relation is specified by a description 

of the properties of a 'FT vlhich are relevant, and there is then a corresponding 

set of properties of the \If which t1re permitted for the cobordisms: these will 

be made preCise in this chapter for each new idea, but the convention will be 

in force subsequently. Nnte that it is always essential that the manifolds be 

compact; otherwise the trivial relation V = a(v x [0, 1) shows that 

everything is a boundary. 

Oriented cobordism 

We consider only oriented manifolds M. Then the cobordisms ?f must 

also be oriented. We call the oriented manifold W an oriented cobordism 

between the oriented manif olds a 'V and a W if at each x E a W (resp. a 71"), 
+ + 

the arientation of a VI (a w) followed by the immrd (outward) normal at x 
+ 

induces the orientation of W. In terms of homology classes, this becomes 

a [wJ 
>I< 

[a w] 
+ 

[a w]. 

Cobordism with a given structure group. 

group 

In the first instance, the tangent bundle To of· M has structure 
m 

GL OR) 
m 

an orientation is a reduction of this group to 8L OR). We 
m 

generalise this now by letting G be any topological group (usually, but not 

always oompact) and ~ G -7 GL OR) a homomorphism. Then a G-struoture on 
m 

M is a reduction of the group of T to G. 
m 

If ~ is the inclusion of a 

closed su~group, we can define this as a cross-section of the bundle associated 

to T with fibre GL OR)/G. In general, we form the olussifying space B(G), 
m m 

so ~ induces a vector bundle eG over B(G): then a reduction of the group 
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of T is a pair (e, f), where f: 11 -+ BCG) is a map and e 
m 

a bundle isomorphism: two reductions are equivalent if there is a reduction 

of the induced bundle ever M x I which induces them at the two ends. 

The natural definition of 8. cobordism IV now demc..nds a reduction of 

the structure group TW. However, T [air ~ T" 6l e
l 

w uW 
(we shall use er to 

denote the trivial vector bundle Gf dimension r), so the induced structure 

on the boundary is Cl reduction of the group of rather than of 

itself. We can base an adequute definition on thiS, noting only thut a 

convention about the choioe of isomorphisms of 
1 

Tw l aw on Taw 6l e is 

necessary: viz. that the pcsitive vector 
1 

E: is to be identified with the 

inward normal to a W in W, but with the outlvurd normal on a W 
+ 

(this is 

neoessary to obtain an equivalenoe relation: see below). 

However, the most satisf<:.ctory general theoI7 uses 0. further Heakening 

of the concept, and some preliminary notation is necessary. Suppose given a 

commututive diaGram of groups and homomorphisms 

G -n-l 

J;n-l 

5.. 
n-l . __ .} 

G n 

GL QR) 
n 

G 
n+l 

(in the lower row we have the nutural inclusions); then we say we have a 

stuble group G. A weuk G--structure on M is prescribed by choosing an 

integer and reduction (e, f) of the group of 
r r T 6l e t~ G . 

m m+r' 

(r, e, f) and (r' , e', f') are equivalent if the reductions (e, f) and 

(e', fl) of 
s 

for . I 
T 6l e are so some s ~ r, r • Then if a cobordism m 

W has u weru( G--structure, it induces woak G--structures on a 'N, a VI 
- + 

(using 

the abo:ve convention to identify Tw l aw Vii th Taw 6l e-
1

): we call it u 

oobordism between these manifolds with the induced structures. 

CobordiSlJ1 er Pr.irs 

Let M be a sul:munif~ld of N-, then we call (N, M) a pair. If 

(',1, V) . is a pair of mUr.:U'clds with' bo\4ldary, o.nd W is a eobordism .f 

a '7 to a W, we se~ a v = v n a Wand i V = V n a Vi. Our definition of 
+ + + 

subman:Lfold \:hen implies that V is a .ol:-orr.ii~m ef ~ V to a V, a:ad we shc.ll 
+ 

cell the puir e.If, V)· a oobordi~m of the pc..ir CC' _'.7, a_v) to the p::.d.r 

(a w, a V). 
+ + 
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We can also restriot the structure groups of the tangent bundles of W 

and V separately; more important, how8ver, is to consider the normal bundle 

of V in '17, ·ahich has group GL (JR) 
q 

if q is the codimension of V in 

W. Given CPq : G ~ GL (m.) , a reduction to G of the group of the normal 
Cl q q 

bundle of V in Vi can be oalled a normal G -structure of V in W: it 
Cl 

induces normal G -structures of a V in a Wand of a V in a W. Note 
Cl + + 

that here there is no need to speak of weak structL~es and of identifications: 

the definition is more natural than the one above, and we have the notion of 

cobordism of p~irs with normal G -structure. 
q 

A map means a oontinuous (or, if preferred, smooth) map f 

of oompact smooth manifolds. If V and ';[ are cobordisms, and F: V ~ Vi 

defines by restriction maps F o V ~ 0 '.7 and F 
+ 

o V ~ a (l, we 0 all F 
+ + 

a oobordism of F to F. In particular, a homotopy of f is a cobordism. 
+ 

Since (c.f. proof of 0, 2.1.1) every map is homotopiC to a smooth map, and 

homotopiC smoo.th maps are smoothly homotopic, the restriction to smooth maps 

f ma.kes no difference. The speoial case when f is an embedding gives 

cobordism of pairs above: we Qould also restrict f to be an immersion. Also 

sinoe (11, 5.3) if n > 2m, any map is homotopic to an embedding, and if 

n > 2m + 1, homotopiC embeddings are isotopic, all these theories agree in 

such a stable range. It is also possible to replace f by an embedding in 

2m 
N x]JI , and restrict:; the group of +;he normal bundle. 

Cobordism of Bounded Manifolds 

Let If be a manifold w'ith corner; suppose the closed parts into which 

AW divides aWare separated into three, with disjoint interiors: a 'if a W _, c 

and. a w, where a ',"T and a if{ are disjOint, and the manifolds 0 'IV U a W 
+ + + 

and a '!W have common bOUlldary AW. Then Vle call W a cobordism of 0 W to 

o+W. We also write A Vi = AW (\ a if{ = ao Vi and A+71 == AW (\ a+w = aa+w, &0 

ocW is a cobordism of A W to A ':ff. 
+ 

By itself, this definition gives nothing: any manifold M with 

boundary is cobordant to the empty set by the manifold '.V obtained from 

M X I by rounding corners at !vi x;t. So the interesting cases are those in 

which an extra oondition is imposed on the cobordism a w. c 
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Cobordislfl with a cohomology classL.30rdism 

First consider pairs (M, et) with et E If(M; G). Then (W, et) is 

acobordiSn1of (a_'IV,{3) to (o+W,y) il a restricts to {3 on aW 

and to Y on a W. 
+ 

Now the functor If ( ; G) is representable by the 

Rilenberg-MacLane complex K = K(G, r), so we can equally regard q as 

a homotopy class of maps M ~ K. 

More generally, let K be any space and oonsider pairs (1II, a) 

where et is a map 11 ~ K. The definition of cobordism is the same as 

above. Note that if S: !Vi X I ~ K is a homotopy of a to et I, (M x I, 8) 

oan be regarded as a oobordism "f (111,- a) to (M, al). We shall later 

consider the dependence of the notion on K (rather than M), and will 

then say that (M, a) determines a bordism class of K. 

If L is a subspace of K, we shall also consider the oobordism 

relation for manifolds with boundar<J, where (ill, et) is a pair consisting 

of a manifold M with boundary and a map of pairs et: CM, aM) ~ (K, L): 

a cobordism will be a pair, (w, (3) 

to the given maps of 

Equivariant oobordism 

where {3: (w, a w) ~ (K, L) 
o 

(a w, 1l. w). 
+ + 

restricts 

Let G be a Lie group, which it is "onvenient to assume compact. We 

consider pairs (M, 9) where iIi is a manifold and cp: 111 x G ~ 11 defines a 

smooth action of G on M. This induces a G-action 0n aM. Then if W is 

a oobordism, with G-action 9, c.', cf» 
, 
is an equivariant cobordisID of 

+,0 (a +W , if) if cf> _, et> +' are G-act~ons induce:i 1::y 9. A'variant is obtained 

:if' Vie restrict the isotropy grcups of if; to li~ in an assigned cj.ass of 

subgr~ups of G - fQr example, if we have fixed-point-free actions. 

The remaining examples involve oonne cti vi ty, and we will se e in Chapter 

2 that they are of a slightly dilferent nature: we shall oall them all lof 

type (C) I. 

Conneoted cobordism 

Here we oonsider only connected (hence, in particular, non-empty) 

manifolds M. The oobordisms are restricted by the requirement that a _w, 

a w, and W all be conneoted. A natural extension of this is 
+ 

k-oonneoted cobordism 

We noy, require M to be k-oonnected, for some integer k ~ 1. In this 

case, of oourse, M is orientable: we make the further ccnvention that M is 
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oriented. The corresponding kind of cobordism is an oriented cobordism W, 

will later play a s~)ecial role. Also if dim 1-1 ~ 2k, then M must be a 

homotopy sphere. 

h-colordism 

The natural way to fit this into our present context seems to be to 

fix a space X, and insist that each manifold lJ under consideration be 

provided vli th a homotopy equivalence ~: M -t X. A cobordism W must then 

satisfy the condition that hw extends the maps and ha VI: this 
+ 

implies that the inch_sion maps of a Vi, a W into 
- + 

w are homotopy equivalences. 

It is usually more convenient in this case also to restrict to Qriented oobordism. 

The only case to be singled out later is when X is a sphere. 

I-cob o rdi sm 

Here, X is a fixed closed manifold, and we consider only pairs (M, 

where hll is a diffeomorphism of M on X. A cobordism is a pair (W, b.:7) 

where W is a diffeomorphism of '.1 on X x I inducing the diff eomorphisms 

ha 1!l x 0, ha If x 1 on the boundary. Naturally, this again is a trivial 
+ 

~), 

thoor-.f -.·;~l:'ch -:;;;,; .v::'ll onl:; use in conjunction with others: we usually indicate 

its application when X is a sphere 
n 

S (the comnlonGst case) by referring 

simply to 'cobordism of Sn,. 

Ooncordance 

X is a fixed finite simplicial com;,>lex, and we consider pairs (M, ~) 

where hI![: X -t M is a smooth triangulation of !vI by a (linear) subdivision 

of X. Oobordisms must be triangulated by X x I. We shall not give the theory, 

nor full definitions for these notions, but mention them for completeness. The 

word 'concordance-' is sometimes also used for I-cobordism. 

Oobordism "/ith a hOlllOtopy _~lass 

Consider pairs (M, a), where NfU is simply-connected (so that base 

points are irrelevant) and a E ~ (M). We call (W, a) a cobordism of 
r 

Ca}f, f3) to (a+w, y) if the inclusion maps send f3 and y to a. We 

can also replace homotopy by homology, or the sphere Sr by anoth0r 

space K (and in some cases weaken the requirement of silllple-conncctivity). 

We will later need the restriction n - 2 ~ r (or dim K). 

Theorem 1.1 In all cas':...sJ the relation "if! is cobordant to hI'lI is an 

equivalence relation. 
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Definition The equivalence classes are called ~oboI'Cli~c:..~. 

Proof We use 1\; x I to provide a cobordiSHl of Iv! to itself. 

In each case, any additiona.l structt:.re on M automaticaily defines one on 

l{ x I 'i,hich extends it: for the natural proje,;tion 1T on ;\f is a homotopy 

conditions extend., 
;;c 1 

and equivalenoe, so the homotopy 1T T e e == 'WlXI' 
a 

m 

G-action on M defines one on M x I by the formula Cm, t)g = Vg, t). 

That M x I provides a cobordisill of IvI to itself is now trivial except in 

the case of cobordisIl1 '"ith a structur8 group, -.7here we must use our 

convention about orientation. 

Let 
w 

W be a cobordism &f 

interchange their roles to call it a cobordism of 

a 71 to 

a W to 

a '.1: 
+ 
a '1. 
+ 

we Wish to 

This again 

is trivial in every case except that of cobordism with a structure grou ... ~, 

where we must chr,nge the (weak) G-struoture of W to 'interchange the ends'. 

We change it by observing that one weak structure induces another, using the 

identification of 
r TW ~ e with itself induced by reflection in one of the 

line bundles co.nstitutirlg 
r 

e • The induced structure on differs 

from the desired one by reflections in uvo line bundles: the product of two 

reflections is hOHlotopic to the iienti ty, so the inducecl structure' is 

equivalent to the ono required.. 

Transitivity Let I'll' W be cob ordisms with r~ == 8 Vi 
2 0 - l' 

1~ a +Wl = a _w2, N2 = a +w2' To obtain a oobordism of M to N
2

, we wi+l 
1 0 

glue 1[1 
1 

to W
2 

along NI (c.f. I, 7). This works without difficulty for 

cobordism with a structure STOup (our oonvention is natural here) and for most 

of the others. In fa:)t, we need only take care with the glueingfor cobordism 

of pairs and for equivariaht cobordism. 

In the oase of pairs, let (NI' IS.) = a + (lr7l , VI) = a Jcv 2' V2). l'le 

choose collar neighbourhoods of· NI' in 1'1'1 and in W
2 

which respect the 

submanifolds and this is possible by I, Theorem 3.6. If we now 

glue, VI U V
2 

beoomes a smooth submanifold. 

For G-oobordism, we first observe that every G-wanifold has an equivariant 

Rlemannian structure, obtained by taking an;y such structure, looking at its 

transforms by elellients of G, and integrating with respect to Haar measure on 

G (which is legitimate since the RiemanIlian structures form 11 convex subset of 

a Banach space). The construction of I, Prop 3.1 now gives equivariant collar 

neighbourhoods of the boundaI}Tj glueing as in I, 7.1 we see that the action of 

G remains differentiaple. The proof of the theorem is no'" complete. 
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Chapter 2 Cobordism groups and rings. 

We next investigate the various possible structures that can be put 

on the sets of cobordism classes: here the two key remarks are that disjoint 

union will (in most cases) define a sum operation making the set of classes 

an additive abelian group, and that Cartesian product induces various 

multiplicative structures. A few more delicate operations will be defined 

latel:' on. 

Lemma 2.1 Disjoint union defines an addition which turns the set of 

cobordism classes (of a given dimension) into an abelian group, except 

for cobordisms of type (c). 

Proof The other kinds ef structure pass at once to the disjoint union. 

Union is compatible with oobordism: if V, Ware cobordisms of a V to a V, 
+ 

a w to a W, then the disjoint union V, W is a cobordism of a V u a Vi 
+ 

to a V u a ?V. Thus we have a binary operation on the set of cobordism classes, 
+ + 

which is corunutative and associative since disjoint unions are. The empty 

manifold aots as zero. 

We obtain an inverse to M whenever Iv! x I may be regarded as a 

cobordism of the disjoint union ~; x 0 \j Ivi x 1 to the empty set (the induced 

structure on 11 x 0 must Coincide with that on !vi on M x 1 it can be 

different). This is illllilediate in each case except cobordism with a given 

structure grou~" where we have an orientation-reversal on M x 1 (as in the 

proof of symmetry in Theorem 1.1). 

In the cases where connecGivity is important, we will use connected sum 

instead of disjoint union. For h-cobordism and I-cobordism we need to take 

X as a sphere for this to give a group structure: in other cases it gives a 

map relating three different cobordism sets (of and 

indeed did disjoint union. 

Lemma 2 .. 2 In all cases except,...?obordism of maps and equivariant cobordism2.. 

connected sum of connected manifolds of dimension > 0 is a commutative 

associative operation Yfith ~~, compatible with cobordism. The set of 

equivalence classes thus acquires an abelian group structure, provided for 

h- and 1- cobordism we take X as a sphere. In cases where disjoint union 

and connected sum both define a group structure on cobordism classes, the~ 

structures are the same. 
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Proo:f 'Ne :first check that connected sum can be made compu.tible with all the 

extra structures except a G-ac-cion. If' L~ and }:I
2 

are k-connected, so is 

:']' :W M2 - except in the trivial case when (so the M. 
l 

c ontrac tible, and have boundaries). For 11-cobordism, He have maps 

are 

h. 
l 

M. -+ X. , 
l l 

where the can be taken as manif)lds. It is then simple to adjust the 

h. by homotopies to respect the discs used to de:fine 
l 

and thus obtain a 

hOIDotopy equivalence Ml~: M2 -+ is. ~ X
2

• The corresponding assertion :for 

I-cobordism is trivial. We rue G-structures can be defined near the discs 

f. (ifl) c M. by :frarnine;s, induced by the :f. from the standard fra;aing 
l l l 

If' em+l 
is the extra basis element when we add a trivial 

line bundle to Tm' vre change the :framing on DID as :follows: at 
m 

IJ E D , 

re:fleot in the hyperplane perpendioular to e
m

+
l 

- IJ, then in the one 

perpendicular to e
m

+
l

• This can be achieved by a hOIDotopy (DID is contractible). 

Ir~ the new f'rarning is e '1' ... , e I ID+l' then e I m+l is the inward normal veotor 

m-I ID ill.Jll 
to S in D. Thus the weak G-struc'cures on lIS. - f'l (D) and lil2 - f 2(lJ ) 

f'i t together along 
m-I 

S af'ter changing the Sign of I 
e m+l' For cobordism o:f 

connected pairs, we glue both manif'olds Simultaneously, using imbeddings 

n m 
f. : (D , D ) -+ (N, M) - the theory of this operation is essentially the same 

l 

as :for ordinary connected sum. With homotopy classes, we consider pairs 

(M~, 0:.), CX. E 1T
r

(M
i
). Here we need r ~ m - 2. Then a. determines a 

l l l l 

homotopy class in we add the 

resulting classes. With cohomology classes, we f'irst adjust the maps 

CX. M. -+ K by homotopies so that cx.:f. has image the base point: we then 
l l l l 

have a natural induced map o:f ~\ ~ M
2

• 

In each o:f these oases, the operation is clearly commutative and 

associative, and the sphere ~ (aSSOCiated to the weak :framing induced 

by that of IR
m

+
l

, and zero homotopy and cohomology classes) acts as unit -

this needs a moments thought in the case of' a structural group. 

We must next check that the operation is compatible with cobordism. First, 

there is a question of' orientation: but if any condition on structural groups 

provides an orientation of the manifold, the connected sum is unique: if not 

(but the manifolds are still orientable) we can take a further conneoted sum 

with a nonorientable mani:fold, and orientation becomes irreleva.nt, and we then 

add the inverse of the mani:t'old (see below). 
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[Note here the use of an earlier oonvention that if other conditions on a 

manifold require orientabili ty, we add an orientation to the specifications]. 

Next, let V and W be connected cobordisms, of dimension n + 1, and 

f (similarly f , g , g+) 
+ -

be used to define the connected sums 

a V ~ a w, a V ~~ a w. As above, we SUj)pose either that all manifolds are 
- - + + 

oriented or that V, 'Y are mnorientable. Then we can join f (0) to f (0) 
- + 

by an arc a in V, and thicken to obtain an imbedding F: D
n 

x I -t V with 

f = FIDn x 0 and f = FIDn x 1 
+ 

(if orientations do not fit at the first 

attempt, V is by hypothesis nonorientable, and we compose the homotopy class 

of IX with an orientation-reversing loop). The hypothesis n ~ 2 is needed 

to use general position to get the arc iwbedded, but if n = 1, a more direct 

oonstruction suffices. Simi12,rly define G: D
n 

x I -t 'If. Now delete the 

interiors of the images of F and G anci glue the boundaries, and we have a 

cobordism of a V ~t a W to aV~,aYf. The verific&tion that this construction 
+ + 

is compatible with extra structures is the same as f r ;$', itself, except in 

the case of simple-connectivity. Here, if n > 2, general position shows that 

the complement of an arc in V is simply-cormected if V is, so we consider 

only the case n = 2. The only simply-connected closed 2-manifold is 

2 
and if S ::: a V, observe that rrl(V - a) is generated by conjugates of a loop 

encircling a, which can be taken in S2 but is then already mullhomotopic i~ 

S2 _ f_(D2) (a contractible set). So V - IX is simply-connected in this case also. 

It remains to obtain inverses. 

n Dn+l. structures on S all extend to 

Note that' Sn bounds Dn+l and the zero , 

Conversely, let W be a connected 

cobordism with a W ::: ,po Then we assert that a W is cobordant to the zero 
+ 

class. For deleting the interior of an imbedded disc from W, we obtain a W' 

with a W ::: a 'N', a Yf' = Sn. The verification that a structure on W inluces 
- + 

one on W' is again the same as for ~, and the induced structure on 3
n 

extends to D
n

+
l

, hence is the Z8ro structure. 

The inverse is nor, obtained by change of orientation, us usual: say 

M gives rise to I',i'; together they bou,'1d ivi x 1. Now take an imbedding 

f D
m 

-t M: this extends to f xl: D
m 

x I -t ~,1 x I. Delete the interior of 

the image and round the corners: this gives g with aw::: M ~; lii'. But now 

arw structure on !vI induces one on M x I and (again by the same argument as 

for ,';:) on Vi. Thus !vI' is indeed inverse to M. Note that in the 0 ases of 

1- and h- cobordism with X = Sn, this construction gi'J'es Vi diffeomorphic 
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(resp. homotopy equivalent) to Dn+l. then deleting an imbedded diso gives 

'J' diffeomorphic (or howotolJY equivalent) to Sn x 1. 

The last assertion of the lewwa is checked by oonstructing a cobordism 

of M U ij' to IvI:If Id': for this we take Ij x I U E' x I and attach a 

I-handle to join l,j x 1 and JvP x 1. Then for a structure group, a pair, 

or a cohowology class (the three rewaiaing cases), we note that we can 

use a framing over the added handle, add a handle-~)air (with trivial normal 

bundle), or map the handle to the base ~oint. 

This concludes Ol~ disclicsion of additive structure. There is less 

to say about multiplicative structure in generil which is not obvious: the 

general rule is thac the natural ('external') product is a little too preCise, 

and -.7e must -;reaken its induced structure to obtain a more useful wultil,lication. 

First, products are compatible vIi th cobol'dism: if ',7 is a cobordism 

from a '.If to a"'J , then '.1 x !vI is a cob ordism from a I] x M to a 'T x M. 
+ + 

Also, products are aSSOCiative, and distributive over disjOint union. (though 

not over connected sum), and there is a natural dif1'eoruorphism of Id' x M on 

M X M', ',7hich gives rise in most cases to some sort of cOIilIDutativity of 

multiplication. 

Next, let us examine cases in a little illore detail. If M
l

, M2 have 

weak G
l 

resp. G
2
-structures, then I). x ll12 has a natural induced weak 

G
l 

x G
2 

-structure, and hence also G
3
-structure if vie have amorphism t/J 

(see next chapter for definitions) this includes oriented oobordism, for example., 

If (I.'s.., VI) and (M
2

, ·.J
2

) are 'pairs, the natural produot is a set of 

4 manifolds. Here, the most IJlseful notion is to multiply a pair (L!, V) by a 

manifold 10'1'. Note that the group of the normal bundle is unaltered, 

Again, it 1.S unwise to multiply t-ii'O manifolds ;7i th boundary - the 

resulting structure is so cowplice.ted - and it is more likely to be profitable 

to multiply manifolds with bOlL.'1dary by closed manifolds. 

:&;tuivariant cobordism has a natural exterm~ product: actions of G on 

l'i and of H on ]\I induce a.n cotion of G x H on If! x N hence of an;y 

subgroup. IT, in particular, G = H, we have a di2.gonal action of G. 

The one rewaining case (since we exclude connected cobordisws, af'ter our 

failure to obtain distributivity) is cobordisw vlith a cohowology class. Given 

two pairs and a : I.I -t X., 
i i l 

the exterior produot 

is the pair (M
1 

x 11
2

, a
1 

xa a
2

). -.ve will usually have a map f: JS. x X
2 

-t Xy 

and replaoe a
l 

x a
2 

by foCal x a2 ), to obtain a bordiSill class of X
3

• 
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This seeIDS the IDoSt appropriate plaoe to mention a eeneral method of 

oonstructing exact sequenoes, several. illustrations of '"hich will appear later. 

Here we will not be too precise. 

Suppose two kinds of struoture specified, called an a-structure and a 

j3-struoture, with the latter stronger than the former. For example, we may 

consider struoture grou~)s a:::d or maps to spaces ~ and 

or actions of groups and or kl-connectivity and 

k
2

(> kl)-conneotiVity. 

By Oa and if we denote the cobordism grou1S of maaifolds vii th 
n n 

a-(resp. j3-)structure; and by the cobordism group of bounded manifolds 

with a-struc ~ure, whose boundaries have a j3-structure induoing the given 

a-structure. 

rP ---+ 'Ja ---+ Ill. ,{J 
n n n 

---+ if 1 ---+ (ja 1 ••• 
n- n-

Proof (sketch) The first two maps are the obvious ones; the third is 

induced by taking the boundc:u:r. Exaotness at 
3 cl 
a-I 

is iiilwediate. It is olear 

that the composite of two maps in the sequence is zero. If M is bounded, and 

(H~ (as a /S'-manifold) bmlllds V, we oan g::"ue I': to V along a 1,1 to obtain a 

olosed manifold !.if nith a-s-'cructw.'e. A oobordism W of LT' to lJ is 

obtained from M' x I by introduoing a oorner at al·; x 0, and setting 

8 W == M x 0, a '.7 . c hi' x:r. :finally, if t1:le closed'a4manifold 
+ 

M lS trivial as a botmded (a,~)-manifold, the oorresponding cobordism W 

and so a W a closed j3-manifold, a-oobordant to Iv!. 
c 

:rh some oases, any manifold ;ri th a-structure then has a j3-structure exoept 

on a closed subcoraplex or submaa:ifold. Then Oa ,j3 can be calculated differently, 
n 

for if NI is a bounded (a, j3)-manifold, le c Int lil the exceptional subcomplex 

and 1 a r smooth regular neighbourhood' or tubular neighbourhood of K, then M 

is (a, ,B)-cobordC<.nt to 1 by VI, obtained from 1'; x I by rounding the corner 

at aM x 1 and introducing one at a1 x 1. An analogous remark a9plies to 

oobordisms. 
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Chapter 3 Ex:amples 

Bei'ore we prooeed with the theor'J, ':;e give here a number of eXaIilples 

v/inoh show how the different variants on the simple oobordism relation, as 

listed in Chapter 1, mny be oombined in useful ':rays. -;1e also tllice the 

OPPOl"tUni ty of introduoing the notation for those gToups to whioh we will 

refer later, and of making olear the applioation of the results of Ghallter 2 

to the oases whioh arise (though we shall not repe,-,-t the proofs). 

The simplest oase of ell is unrestrioted oobordisw of olosed n-manifolds. 

-.7e obtain a group, olassioally denoted by ~l : -'n 
but whioh (to fit into a 

systematio notation) we shall write as rP. 
n 

Mul tiplioation gives a oommutative 

° ° ° and assooiative produot 0 x 0 4 0 , and a point aots as unit. '.7e thus 
m n m+n 

have a comwutative graded ring 0°. Eaoh element is jts own additive inverse, 
* 

so we oan consider 0° as an algebra over ZCJ. 
* "'-

Next we have oriented 00 b ordism, giving a group (formerly 

Ylri tten 0). Mul tiplioation gives a graded ring, as before, whioh is 
n 

commutative in the graded sense, an~ has a ~~t: we write 0
80

• 
* 

More generally, let G- be any stable group~ We consider the cobordism 

groups of manifolds with weak G-struoture on the stable tangent bundle - say 

provisionally Then we oan obtain a bilinear prjduot 

by imposing on G- the axiom. 

(M) ~le have a family of m:"lls tJ; : G- x G -)0 G such that the following 
m,n m n m+n 

diagrams OOTIillute up to oonjugating by an element in the oomponent of the identity: 

t IU 
tJ; 

G x G G G x G -"-+ G G x G _~,n> G 
m n m,n m+n m n m,n m+n m n m+n 

lim x 1 lim+n llxin lim+n lct>mxq)n lct>m+n 

G 1:X G t G 
x c- ~ GL CR) x GL CIR) GL OR) • m+ n m+l,n m+n+l G G 4 

m n+l m,n+l m+n+l m n m+n 

The product becomes associative if Vie impose also the axiom 

(A) The f'ollowing diagram a:;Lso commutes (in the same sense) 

G G 
if;.e mxl 

G G.e x x ._J ____ > G x m n .e+m n 

llxlfi n m, lifi.e+m,n 

Go x G ~.elm+n> G 
'J m+n .e+m+n. 
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The product gives a commutative graded ring if we insist also on the 

diagram 

(c) G x G 
rpm+n ifJ.m n 

GL OR' --.~> 
m n m+n ) 

LT IT' 
G x G 

Pm+n "'n m 
GLm+n (:Ut) , > 

n m 

where T is the natJI'al interchange of factors, and T' means conjugation 

by an element W~ose determinant has sign (_l)ffill. 

We shall also need a stability axiom 

(s) There is a function ~ of n, increasing (in the weru( sense) and 

tending to infinity, such that i is· q .-connected. 
n'--n 

We now show that if (S) hold.s, vie can replace the structure group on 

the sJ~able tangent bundle (,Thich has been a constant source of difficulty 

up to this point) by a structure group on a normal bundle. 

LelJJma 3.1 Suppose given a commutative diagram 

G x G 
r s 

GL QR) x GL OR) 
r s 

G r+s 

such that the map 1/1 : G --l- G induced by '" is c-connected. Let K be o --r-- r+s .....;;;...;;.-.;;.;..~....;.,_'--....J_'---=-,.,;~--.;~=:.-.;;.:;..;;-=--.,;:;;;.;;.,..;._;;.;;...~~ 

a C.W. ?omplex of dimension ~ min (c, r-2), and er
t _Tis vector bundles over 

K, with a G s -structure on 7] s • Then the function f induce~_ r/J from 

r r s 
G -structures on e to G -s~ructures on e e Ti is bijective. 
-r r+s-------------·~~~~· 

Proof Let X. be the classifying space for 
~ 

G. (i = 
~ 

r, s, r + s); E. 
~ 

the 

total space of the princ ipal bundle Hi th fibre GL. (:E.) 
~ 

induced over X. 
~ 

by rp .• 
~ 

Write Ee, En' EeeD for the spaces of the corresponding principal bundles over 

K. ThEn G -structures of e correspond to sections of the bundle over K with 
r 

total space Ee x GL OR) Er; Similarly for e e Ti· 
r 

But the G -structure of Ti 
s 

induces a fib'rewise map 

, and the induced map of fibres is 

oonneoted since x -+ X 
r r+s 

is 

(1) 

"R. -+ E ,which is at least min (c + 1, r - 1)
""1'. r+s 

(o+l)-conneoted and GL OF·) -+ GL (It) r r+s is 

(r-l)-connected. Thus (1) is at least (l+dim K)-connected, so any map of K 

to the second term can be factorised (up to homotopy) through the first, and 

f is surjective; moreover, the result is unique up to homotopy, so f is 
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bijective. ('rye use the well-knmm result - a corollary of the homotopy lifting 

theorem - that sections of a bundle are homotopic only if they are homotopic 

througp sections). 

Corollary 3.1.1 Let IvF C ]lm+N have a weak G-struct1..1re, where the stable 

group G satisfies (l/i) , (A) and (S), and Ci
N 

~ m. Then the norma.+ bundle 

has a GN-structure; conversely, this implies a -.-leak G-structure on M. 

In this case, e El> T) has a standard framing, and hence G-structure. 

We use (A) only to identify the if; 0 of the leHuna '.'li th a composite of maps i . 
n 

Corollary 3.1.2 If G satisfies (1.1) ~ {Ai: and is),, and N ~ m + 2, qN ~ m + 1, 

G . (m+N JIl) then o! m ~ isomorphic to the cobordism gl'OUP of palrs S ,!vi, '\1i th G
N 

as group of the normal bundle. 

j3trictly speaking, this uses the extension of the lemma where we fix a 

G-structure of the restriction of c; to 11 suboomplex of K: the proof is the 

same. It is more oonvenient to use normal than tangent bundles; accordingly, 

by oG we will denote the cobordism group of m-manifolds with a G-structure 
m 

on the stable normal bundle. By (3.1.2), under (M), (A) and (S) we have 

O,G = OG 
m m 

Let us observe, before leaving our general discussion of cobordism with 

a structure group, that if the ~r(Gr) are not all contained in the identity 

components of the groups GL OR), 
r 

then the 'orientation reversal' used in 

Lemma 2.1 to define inverses does not in fact change the G-structure; up to 

homo COpy, we can realise it by conjugating by an eleffient of G. In this case, 

we call G nonorientable z and obseY've that 0; 0an be considered as a71.
2

-module, 

Otherwise, we call G orientable; 

has infinite order. 

then the class of a point in oG clearly 
o 

The iffiportant examples of stable groups G are the classical groups 

0, SO, Spin, U, SU o.nd Sp, and the trivial group fll. Of interest also are the 

c c 
groups Spin, Pin, and Pin of Atiyah, Bott urn Shapiro (Topology 3 supp. 1; 

see esp. pp 7-10). Clearly, there are ffiany ways of inventing more: for example, 

we can take products of the above with each other or with any group of linear 

operators on a finite dimensional vector space. 

71e next consider pairs (.;n+q, rf), where V has a weak G-structure and 

the normal bundle an H -structure. We introduce no notation for this, since 
q 

the oobordism problem here can be reduced to the prvious case. More generally, 

consider the situation C S
m+q+r 

C , where the structure groups of 
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the normal bundles are H G.nd G. Then the normal bundle If c sm+q+r 
q r 

has an H x G -structure. 
q r 

We shall only consider the stable case r > m + q + 1 where the 

imbedding of V in S is irrelevant (we can always find one, and any two 

such are isotopio, by (11, 5.3) ), though this restriction could be somewhat 

weakened. 

Lemma 3.2 Suppose H oompact. 
q 

Then the pair is 

( ) .m+q _Gr,_H
q 

-oobordant to the emp_ty pair if and_~nly if V is G
r

-oob 9rdant 

to zero and ~ is Gr x H -cobordant to zero. 
-q 

Proof The neoessity of the oondition is evident. We shall prove sufficiency 

by establishing a principle of 'extension of cobordisms' (c.f. homotopy extension) 

whioh will frequently be of use v.hen oonsidering oobordism of pairs with 

various restrictions. In this o:;.se, we need a construction to extend a 

G x H - cobordism of ~ to the empty set to a (G x H )-cobordism of 
r q r q 

(V, M) to a pair (V', cp). Since oobordism is an equivalence relation, it 

follows that V' is G -cobordant to 4>, say by '~l'; then (W', 4» is 
r 

the required (G, H )-cobordism of (V',~) to (~, 4». 
r q 

Now since H is com?uct, we can suppose that it acts orthogonally 
q 

on JR
q

• Let rJD+l be the given Gr x Hq -oobordism of M to 4>: then there 

is an induoed bundle over N with fibre whose total spaoe we denote by 

Lm+q+l • N"ote that the restriotion to M of this bundle :Ls the normal bundle 

of M in V; henoe we oan identify a tubular neighbourhood of M in V with 

part of the boundary of L. We form V >< I, and attach L to V >< 1 by this 

identification, giving W. Since L and V x I have G -structures, which 
r 

agree (by hypothesis, N is a oobordism of !.1 'Ni th the G x H struottrr'e 
r q 

induced from· V) 

E x I UN = NI 

ori the part identified, wm+q+l has a G -structure. 
r 

is a submanifold whose nonnal bundle has group H • 
q 

Set V x 0 = a W. Then (W, NI) is a (G , H ) oobordism, and 
r q 

N' (1 a· W == 4>. This comlJletes the proof of the lemma. 
+ 

Corollary 3.2.1 The oobordism group of pairs 

.Also, 

has a weak G-strucctrre and the normal bundle an H -struoture (H comuact) 
---------- q q --~.~--

is isomorphic to 

Proof We have defined a map to the direot sum, and proved it a 

monomorphism; it clearly respeots additive struoture. The map to 

is onto, for given a (G x H )-manifold ~,we oonstruot as above a bundle 
q 
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over M with fibre and can take V as the double of this manifold. 

Finally, the irnc:.ge contains we need only consider pairs vii th Iv! 

empty. 

We observed in Chapter 2 that the collection of the above cobordism 

groups (with m varying) was an module if G- satisfied all the axioms. 

The module structl~e clearly respects the direct sum splitting: thus 

is an 
G-

O -module - as is indeed clear directly. .,. 

a stable group [satisfying (S)J, then so is G- >< H • 
q 

N'Jte that if G- is 

Next, oonsider bordism: we denote the cobordism grou~}s of manifolds 

~.F with weak G--structure and a map H ---+ X by O;CX): thus 

If !vI has a boundary, eX, Y) is a pair, and we have a map 

G- G- . 
o == 0 CiJOlnt). * >le-

(M, aM) ---+ Cx, Y), 

we obtain a group oG- (X, Y). 
* 

It is also possible to use a group other than G-

(but map~)ing into G-) for structure group of Ta M: this extension appears less 

int3resting. If X has a base-point *, the natural maps >I< ---+ X ---+ >I< induoe 

OG ---+ oG eX) ---+ rF which split 
* ~ >I< 

as a direct sum OG ?)G-(X) • * Efl 4 
We will 

consider bordism in morc-detail in Chapter 5. 

For equivariant bordism, we let H be a compact group of operators, 

and A a fa.mily of subgroups of H; G- will continue to denote a stable group_ 

Then the oobordism group of manifolds with G-structure and an action of H 

such that each isotro~y group belongs to A will be denoted by IG- CH; A). 
~ 

Note here that H must act on the G--structure. Since every~isot~opy;group is 

necessarily closed, and since if a given subgroup of H occurs as isotropy 

group, then so do 0,11 its conjugates, 'ire may al,vays suppose that A is a 

union of conjugacy classGs of closed subiSrou"s. Equivariant c:.Jbo:cdism will 

be studied in Chapter 7. 

As to connectGd cobordism, we observe that already in Leilma 2.2. we 

proved that disjoint union was cobordant to connectod sum, so that in 

dimensions ~ 1, the connected cobordism group maps onto the usuo,1 one. The 

map is in fact bijective, since if -,:[ is a cobordism to cp of a connected 

manifold 8_W, then so is the component ~, of 'iif nhich contains 8 "T , . 
There are analogous results for k-connected cobordism, but we postpone these 

until the section on surgery (Part VI). 

By Lemma 2.2, h-cobordislil classes of homotopy n-spheres form a group: 

we denote it bv e. Consider pairs 
v n 

T
n

+
q 

---+ Sn+q and a homotopy equivalence we obtain another group 
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If we frame the norrnnl bundle also, we have a group 'F8
q

• If we replace the 
n 

homotopy equivalenoe T
n 

-+ Sn by a di:ffeomorphism (I-cobordism of pairs), 

we get a group if we also have a framing, we obtain FC
q

• 
n 

If it is 

replaced by a smooth triangulation by a (linearly subdivided) simplex 

boundary, we get groups 
q r , r , Fr 

n n n 

Further groups are obtained by making strong restrictions on the 

boundary. For example, call a manifold rJil almost-closed if a 

homotopy equivalence haM: oM -+ Sm-l is given. The corresponding kind of 

cobordislll is that in which 8 VI is an h-cobordism. We write P for the 
c m 

cobordism groups of framed, almost-olosed m-manifolds; pq for the group of 
m 

( 
m+q-l m 

pairs S , M ), with framed normal bundle and 8M almost-closed, and 

DPq . for the group of pairs (Dm+q >,m) with the SOllle restriotions (here, m ' lH 

rf is a submanifold of 

Sm+q-l) , boundflX1J of 

Ivf1 was a submanifold with 

Chapte~ 8l.vw.Sl.to.have giyeJll.V€xan.t s~qUeAlCeB which relate 

these groups of structures on spheres, but again we postpone fuller discussion 

until Part VIi 

To illustrate the generality of the definitions in Chapter 1, we point 

out that the ordinary homotopy grouk.s appear as a special case of cobordism 

groups: more f'recisely, rr eX) is the group of I-bordism classes of maps 
n 

sn-+ X: our definition of the equivalence relation, and of addition, coinCides 

with one of the traditional definitions. 

'-'fe give no examples of cobordism with a homotopy class: no research 

seems to have been done in this direction. 
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~apter 4 Thom theory 

Let e be a vector bundle with total space and base If we 

assume at least that ~ is numerable (Le. that there is a partition of' unity 

subordinate to an open covering over each set of' which e is trivial), then 

the structure group of' e can be reduced, essentially uniquely, to the 

orthogonal groulJ. We then def'ine the Thom sjJace of' e, denoted by Te by 

taking the subspace Ae of' E of' all vectors of' length ~ 1, e and 

identif'ying to a point (denoted 00) the set Ae of' vectors of' length 1. We 

note that if' Bc; is a C.W. comrlex)-{B.Q is Te;' if' ,Be fs a sltcoth'manifold, 

we can give the structure of' smooth vector bundle, and and 

then also acquire the structure of' smooth manifolds. If is oompact, we 

can giv"e an alternative description of' Te as the one-point compactif'ication 

of' the equivalence of' this with the above f'ollows f'rom the observation 

is homeomorphic to the subbundle of' vectors of' length < 1. 

Novr let 1f1 be a submanif'old of' the compact manifold (perhaps with 

boundary) the normal bundle. Then we can find an imbedding 

h : Ae -+ V defining a tubular neighbourhood ('If 111 in V (1, Theorem 3.5). 

If we now take V, and shrink to a point the complement of' Int h(A .. ), we 
<;; 

thus obtain a spaoe, and h defines a homeomorphism of' Te ont~ that space: 

we have an induced map V -+ Te. This is a preliminary version of the Thom 

construction. 

Next, let B(G) be a classifying space for G, where G is a 

topological group of' orthogonal operators on JR
q

, let w(G): E(G) --* B(G) 

be the universal bundle vrith fibre JR
q

, having subbundles A(G) with f'ibre 

D
q 

and leG) with f'ibre Sq-l. We denote the ThOI!! space by T(G). In the 

sequel, we wish to be able to consider B(G) as a smooth manifold, hence 

must weaken the requirement to being N-classif'ying, f'or some large enough 

integer N. Thus YTe can f'irst rel)lace the original BCG) (given - say - by 

Milnor1s oonstruction) by the (N + l)-skeleton of its singular complex; next 

provided the homotopy groups of' E(G) (or equivalently of' G) are countable, 

by a countable (N + l)-dimensional simplicial complex; then by a locally 

f'inite one, and f'inally imbed this last properly in Euclidean (2N + 3)-space 

and take an open neighbourhood of' which it i3 a def'ormation retract. More 

simply, if' G is a compact Lie group (the only case of' importance in the sequel), 
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we use the orbit space under the diagonal action of G on the join of 

(n + 1) copies of itself. 

F II (_.ID+q, _,m, ) ina y, given a pair v M of compact manifolds, and a 

reduction to G of the group of the normal bundle e, He can find a 
. . 

bundle map e -+ w(G}, which induces a map (A.;' Ae) -+ (A(G), A(G)) and 

hence Te -+ T(G). -Ne say that the composite map yn+q -+ Te -+ T(G) is 

obtai~d by the Thom construction. 

The first significant result in cobordism theory is that the 

construction can, in a sense, be reversed. 

Theorem 4.1 Let G have countable homoto;ey groups. Then the Thom 

construction induces a bijective map of the set of cobordism classes of 

pairs (yn+\ 1f) , with V fixed and G as structure group of the norwal 

bundle, onto the set of homotopy classes [V: T(G)]. If V is a sphere, 

the map is a group isomorphism. 

Proof We must first ShO-if that the map is well-defined. Let (V x I, 1f+l) 

be a cobordism of the appropriate kind, and suppose the construction already 

performed on the pairs and (V x 1, a N). It follows easily from 
+ 

the tubular neighbourhood theorem (I, 5.4) that the chosen tubular neighbourhoods 

of a Nand a N can be extended to one of 
+ 

N in V x I, from which we can 

construct a map V x I -+ Tv (v the normal bundle of N in V x I) extending 

the given maps on V x 0 and V x 1. Again, by the homotopy extension 

theorem, we can find a bundle map v -+ w(G) extending the chosen maps over 

aN. The composite V x 1-+ T '-+ T(G) is nm1 a homotopy between the given 
11 

maps V -+ T(G). Hence we have a -:mll-defined mapping of the cobordisID set into 

the homotopy set, 

-'!le next prove the map onto. Since G has countable homotopy groups, 

we Can suppose B(G) a smooth manifold, and hence also T(G) - [001. We 

identify B(G) with the zero cross-section in E(G), and hence with a smooth 

submanifold, closed in T(G). Observe that when we perform the Thom construction 

on (yn+q,~) to obtain a map f: V-+ ~(G), we have f-l(B(G) = 1f, since 

the construction is induced from a bundle map Ae -+ A(G). Now, conversely, 

suppose given a m[;.p f: V -+ T(G). By (11, 4.2.1), we can approximate f by 

g : V-+ T(G), transverse to the sub manifold B(G): the fact that 00 is a 

singular point of T(G) is irrelevant, since we can tflke g = f in a 

neighbourhood of 
-1 

f (00), by (rI, 4.3). If the approximation is close enough, g ~ f. 



Sinoe g is transverse, by (n, 4.0), rf = g-~(j3(t;.)) ~_£l ~ subraa.nif'Clld of 

. .lll+'1" V Also, by the definition of transversility, g induoes a bundle map 

nf the normal bundle e to 111 in V to the normal bundle of BCG) in 

T(G) which, by definiti_J(i, is none oihor than u;(G). Thus the pair 

(,,+'1, If) defines a GC'lordism class c:' the ri5ht kind. Finally, we show' 

that this coborciisI11 class n;aps to the homotopy class 01' g. We have cl.ready 

said that g induces a rLmdle map .; -+ W (G): if we use this map in the Thom 

construction, then the 1'esultin,s h: V!1+q -+ T(G) agrees with g, together 

with its derivatives, on le. jlJ'ter a small homotopy, then, we Can suppose 

g = h on a neighbourhood of Ill. But the cOlilplement of suoh a neighbourhood 

is mapped, both by g <.nd by h, to T(e,) - B(G), "tThich is contractible, It 

follows that h!:< g, ['.s asserted. 

We must now prove that the map is injective, But this follows by 

almost eXClctly the same arguments. SU~I)ose given 

giving rise by the Thom construction to maps f , 
o 

homotopy F: V x I -+ T(G) betl'l'een fa and f
l

, 

MO C V x 0, If). C V x 1 

fl : V -+ T(G), and a 

By (II, 5,1), we can replace 

F by a homotopy of f 
o 

to which is transverse to B(G). Let 

N = F,-l(B(G». Then N is a submanifcld of V x I, and provi.des a cobordism 

of Mo to Ns... .Also, the nOFwo.l bundle of N is inducGd from llIG-, and so 

adwits structure group G. Final~y, this reduction to G induces the given 

reductions of the norll)L.l bundles of Mo' 11). (since l!" extends fo and f
l

). 

If V is 2.. sjhe·''3 Sm+
q

, (2.2) shqNs tha.t Vie can use connected sum to 

definG addition: we 11",-,i not 00nnect tho s\..:b:i:<J.nif'olds i,! as 'Nell, since we 

have not SU.i.)posed them connected. Thus 'de use discs a.isjoint from the 

neighbourhood of lvi to define addition: these discs are mal='pe'l to co by the 

Thorn construction. If ';10 then remove discs, and gluG tl10 spheres together, we 

obtain the usual SUli! of homotopy classes. 

This completes the proof of the theorem, Although the result is already 

extremely useful, we will go on to some important generalisations. Howe~er, 

these contain little oxtra in concept beyond the original result. The ooncept 

may perhaps best be str.ted in terms of cobc:rc.ism itself (wo have already 

observed that homotopy is a special ccse of cobordism): it is that the extra 

structure defined by a submanifold whose normal bundle has group G is 

equivalent to the extrc. structure consisting of a map to T(G) (at least, 

for oobordism theo~J). 
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Corollary 4.1.1 Let G be a. stable group. Then vIe have an isomorphism 

lim TT N (T ( G
N

) ) • 
lHoo n+ "-

Proof By definition, ,'~'csession of a G-structure is equivalent to having 

a normal GN-struoture in SN+n for some N. If' we fix N, then (by the 

theorem) ":1<, obtain the group TT N (T(G
N
))· We claim that the desired group 

n+ I 

is the direc·t limit of the:e w-:der the obvious injection maps: this again is 

essentially by defini ti01L 

If G satisfies (S), then it is easily seen that TTn+N (T(GN)) 

is independent of N for N large enough (we leave to the reader as ~n 

exercise to ascertain the precise value), so no limiting process is necessary. 

A oase of particular simplicity is G:::' {ll: eaoh G
N 

oonsists only 

of the unit element. For ea"h bundle occurring, then, an isomorphism with a 

tri vial bundle is specified. Such an isomorphism we oall a framing (it amounts 

to speoifying a basis for each fibre ]tN), and we oall the bundle framed. In 

= SN and , 
Corollary 4.1.2 i.e., framed oobordism 

; 

groups are isomorphio·to stable homotopy grc'.lpsof spheres. 

This (due to ?ontrjagin) was the first theorem in the subjeot. 

We next disouss multiplicative structure.' Let G, H be groups of orthpgonal 

operators on :m.q , IRr. Then B(G) x B(H) is a olassifying spaoe for G x H, 

dnq u(G) x w(H) is a un~versal bundle. As to the Thorn space (and this is a 

general remark for proQ.uo t; bundle s), the identifications to be made to A( G x H), 

which is homeomorl,hic to A(G) x A(H), to obtain T(G x H) I i·nQ.lude strictly 

those neoessary tJ form T(G) x T(H): in faot, in this further spaoe, we must 

identify T(G) x 00 U 00 x T(H) to a pOint. If we use 00 as base point in 

T(q.), this gives the "smash produot", so we have 

T(G x H) ::: T(G) A T(H). 

However, we "nly need the ex:i.sc"noo .f' ~ mnr T(e.) ~ T(H) --l' T(G x H) in order 

t. d.ei'1l'lA an external produot 

[v : T(G)] >< [W : T(H)] -> [V x W : T(G) x T(H)]; 

the induoed map to [V 1\ W : T(G) 1\ T(r".)] is useful only in the case when 

V and W are spheres. This O(lse provides 

Ccrollarr 4.1.2. ::Su.:::p£::pt.:0:.:s~e:-.-:t~h:::a::..::t:...--.:::G--,s:::a::t::.l.::..:· s:::f:..::i::e:.::s:.....-~(..:::M:.!.)2.,_t..::h:.:?;i:.:·n~p::.:r:...:o:...:d:.:u:.:C..:.t..:.s-=:;:in:;;.-_n;: 



c.:; 

correspond to the pairings in h::mlOtopy .groups induced by the maps 

T(GM) 1\ T(G
N

) -+ T(Glvl+
N
)' 

We now observe that these results can all be generalised to bordism 

groups. 

Theorem 4.2 If G is a stable group with countable homotopy groups, ____ __ .... ______ ._ ._.~ _____ --t~ __ ~-~ __ n'~ ~ ~ _______ ._~_ ... " ••• ___ • __ 

the Thorn construction induces isomorphisms 

Proof Let NfU be a submanif'old of Sm+N whose normal bundle, e, has 

group G
N

• Now we had a map Ae -+ A(G
N

): we also have a projection Ae -+ M. 

If' we have a map M -+ X, so that M defines a bordism class of X, Vie have 

a composite map Ae -+ !vI -+ X and so, taking products, a map Ae -+ A(G
N

) x X. 

This induces Ae -+ A(G) x X. Now shrink Ae to a point. We obtain maps 

+N Ae A(GN)xX T(GN)xX 
Sm -+ Te == lAe -+ jA(GN)xX == jc:oxX. 

Precisely as in Theorem 4.1, we see that this construction defines a map 

rF(x) -+ 1T N(T(GNJ xX /c:oxX). To check that the map is surjective, we start with m lll+ 

and let K be the inverse image of 00 X X. Then f defines a map of 

Sm+N _ K to (T(G
N

) - [ool) x X. We alter the first component on a compact 

subset of Sm+N - K by asnall homotopy, to make it transverse to B(G
N
). 

This defines also a homotopy of f, say to ft. New set ~ == ft-l(B(G
N

) X X); 

then ft induces a map ~ -+ X, and as before the normal bundle of ~ has 

group reduced to G
N

• It foll~ws, as before, that the bordism class defined by 

M maps to the homotopy class of f. Again, injectivity follows by a similar 

but simpler argument, ani the proof that the bijection preserves groups 

structure is the same as before. The passage to the limit works as before. 

Let us write XO for the disjoint union of X and a point *, which 

we take as base point. Then 

x* u 00 x X 

Thus the above result .an be written more compactly as an isornorljl,ism 

1T N (T(G
N

) 1\ XO). lll+ 
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Note that r A...p = (X X y)O. We now see, as in 4-.1.2, that 

Coro1}.ary 4.2.1 Under the above isomorphism, external products 

m+N 
A similar argument to that of Theorem 4-.2, but replacing S 

by a diso shows 

Lemma 4.3 Wi th the assumptions of' (4-.2), have isomorphisms 



Chapter 5 Bordism as a ho~~ogy theo~. 

We shall suppose throughout this chapter that G is a stable group. 

Then the inclusions i : G- ~ G induce bundle maps w(G) El 1--+ w(G 1)' 
n n n+l n n+ 

and hence maps of Thorn spaces. Rec~ling that the Thoro space of a Cartesian 

product is the smash product of the Thom spaces, we have 

TW(G )e~; Tw(G) A SI = ST(Gn ), the suspension of T(Gn ). Thus we have maps 
n ~ n 

S'l'(G) .-~> T(G 1)' The sequence [T(G), i' 1 is a spect:&"1.lIll: we will denote 
n n+ n n 

it by TCG). If' G satisfies CH) and (..i.), the products tj;m,n: Gm x Gn --+ Gm+n 

similarly induce maps tj;' : T(G) A T(G ) ~ T(G ), and these associate up 
m,n m n m+n 

to homotopy. This provide s 'if( G) with the s true ture of a ring spec trum. 

Now any spectrum U~= LA , i J gives rise to a homology theory on 
n n 

defining 

Hn CX; A) = limJ:'Hco 'IT n+N CAn A JP) 

H Cx, Yj &) = lim_,,~ 'IT u (A A JP, A A fJ) 
n 1..-- n+ ... , n n 

= ~lihl~r_ 'IT N CA A X, A AY), 
L"-- n+. n n 

and clearly if A is a ring spectrum we obtain associative external products. 

Hence the results of Chapter 4 can be summarised by 

Theorem 5.1 The Thom construction i~duces a natural equivalence bett,een -------
the functor 

G . -
0... ~d homolo<:;l the~ with coef'fic_:!:..~'1ts_iE_~h_~ s.Eect:r::na 'T'(G); 

this r~.!?pects~ducts in the mul tiplica ti ve case. 

It follows from this that OG defines a homology theory; however, He 

'" 
prefer to present also a direct proof of ~1is fact. 

Theorem 5.2 

theory. 

Proof We must first define the boul1d<:ry h:Jillomorphism. If f: CM, aM) --+ (x, y) 

gi ves a bordism class of . (X, Y), then f I a~l gives a bordism class of Y. 

If' F: (w, a w) --+ (x, Y) 
c 

is a cobordism, then FIe; W is a cobordism between 
c 

the boundarJ maps of FI a _'17 and Fla W: 
+ 

thus restriction induces a map 

a : OG (x, Y) -+ OG l(Y) 
m m m-

which is compa.tible with disjoint union and. hence a 

homomOrl)hism. 

Also, we have not yet made explicit the functorial dependence of 

OG(X) on X. If f : M~ X represents a class, and c;p : X-+Y is a map, m 

then POf M -+ Y determines a bordism class of Y. Again, it is clear that 

this construction defines a homomorrhism 0 : OGeX) ~ OG(y). We can proceed . * m m 

similarly for pairs. 



The fir s t tvro axioms (tha. t o~ is a funtor), and the third (that 
m 

is a natural transformation) are trivial. The fifth axiom states that 

a 
m 

~ ~ ~ : X ~ Y implies ,)) = ~ Indeed, if f : M~ X represents an 
~O ~l TO* ~l*' 

element of O~(X), and ~: X x I ~ Y is the given homotopy, then 
m 

~o(F x 1
1

) provides the required cobordism. 

The fourth axiom states that if i: Y ~ X and j Cx, 1» ~ Cx, Y) 

are inclusions, the sequence 

~ ••• 0 (Y) 
m 

is exact: we next verify this. It is our first illustration of (2.3). 

Exactness at O~(Y) is formal: a cobordism to the zero class in X can 
m 

be identified with a representative of a class in o~Cx, Y), and vice-versa. 
m 

Since a j;~ takes a representa ti ve g: M ~ Y to the empty class, it is zero; 

conversely, if tLle class of f: (M, a;n ~ (x, Y) is annihilated by 0, 

there is a G-manifold N wi ih boundury MI such that f I a Iv! extends to a 

map e N ~ Y. }<'orm 11' by glueing N to id along au; then e and f 

define fl : lvI~ X, representing a class in o~(x) • 
m 

We say that the linage of 

this under j.~ is the class of (M, f). Indeed, fl xlI: 1:' x I ~ X 

provicLes the required cobordism, if vfe introduce a corner along oM x 0, and 

agree that a (i,P x I) = !j x 0, a (N x I) = N x 0 
c 

and a (;1' x I) = r; 'x l. 
+ 

Similarly, if g : Iv1 ~ Y 

as a cobordiSll1 of jig 

detenuines a clc.ss in O~(y), we can regard 
m 

to zero in OGeX, Y). 
m 

Finally, given an element of 

Ker j.:. and a cobordism 7if of the j ... -image of a reIJresentative to zero, we 

ha ve a + W = if;, A _'.'1 = (P, and f : (,,V, a 'v) ~ (X, y). 
c 

But we now reinterpret 

W' = W but with a Vi I = a _',;r, a +W f a W: then W' is a oobordism of the 
c 

given representative of Ker j* 

image of i • 
* 

to f : a 11f' ~ Y, which is clearly in the 
+ 

'Ve must now chec~~ the excision o.xiom: th[,t if U c X has its closure 

in the interior of Y, then inclusion induces an isomorphism 

O~(X - U, Y - U)~ r?(X, y). To prove surjectivity, we let f : (M, oH) ~ (X, Y) 
* ~ 

represent an element of It is convenient first to alter f 

necessary) by a homotopy on a collar neighbourhood of oil! so that some smaller 

neighbourhood is mallped into Y. and 
-1 

B = oM U f (U) 

have disjoint closures, so we can find s: Iv! ~ I ',ri th s (A) = 0 and sCE) = 1: 

in fact, since Iv! is a compact metric s9[,ce by (I, ll,l.l), Vie can set 

s(p) = pep, A)/ pep, A) + pep, B). We approximate s by a smooth map (as in 

0, 2.1,1) and make it transverse to t by (11, 5.1). Let N = s-l[O, ~J: 
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then N is 0: smooth submanifold of Ill, and fIN determines an element of 

oG(x-U,y_ U). But !IT and !vI determine the same class in OG(X, y): 
m ID 

for a cobordisID W, we use f x 11 MxI~X with a corner introduced 

at aN x 0 and the corner at aM x 0 rounded (I, 6.5 and I, 6.3) -

sinoe (M - ) -1 N Cs' [~, 1], it is disjoint from A, and feM - N) C y, 

so we oan safely adjoin CM - N) x 0 to () W. 
0 

11 x 1 

/ 

/ W aM x I 

N x 0 '(J.l-N) x 0 

The proof of injGctivi~ is sirnilar. If f: (,,'!, () w) ~ (X, y) is a 
c 

cobordisID of a w =~, we first 
+ 

adjust f 
-1 

so that A = f eX - y) and 
-1 ' 

3 = a W U f (U) have disjoint 
c 

closures. Next choose a smooth s A, B) ~ (I, 0, 1), transverse to ~, 

and set V= -1 [ s - 0, ~J. Then V is a cQbordism of a V to zero in 

OG(X - U, Y - U): a cobordism of a V to () 'iT is obtr.ined exactly as above. 
m 

This completes the proof of the the orem. 

Various standard properties of homology noy, follow. 

If (X,!) is a C.·7. ~)e..ir '......9~_IDore generally if it has 

the IDlOOtapy extension ~)roperty , rFex, y) .; r/~:(X/'y, pt) :; ?'F(X/y). 
",.-- '" ' >lI---

For then has the hOlJ1otopy type of X with a cone on Y attached; 

by exoision, this modulo the' cone has the same grours as X modulo Y. 

Corollary f:i.2.2 If 

The first assertion follmvs from the homoto}?y aXiom, the second from the exact 

sequence. 

Corollary 5.2.3 If X' ~ Y ~ Z is a triple, we have an exact sequence 
----.------~-~----------=---

The proof is a standard exercise in diagram chasing. 

Follows by induction from the preceding two. 

Definition 

triad if inclusion induces~somo~)hisms 
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(By Corollary 5.2.1, this holds if all pairs (X, Y.) ::cnd. (Y., Z) have the 
1 1 

homotopy extension property.) 

Corollary 5.2.5 

sequences 

G G G G G 
••• a (z) ~ a (Y

l
) 6 a (Y

2
) ~ a (x) ~ a l(Z) ••• 

m m m m m-

---------------------~------------------------
G G G G G 

a (z) ~ a (x) ~ a (x, Y
l

) 6 a (x, Y~) ~ a l(Z) ••• 
m m m m L m-

These follow by another standard. argument (the same for both). 

if (X v y. X Y) is proper. 
~--~---~,~~,~~~--~~--

Apply the previous oorollary. If Z = </>, we oeltainl~' have Co proper triad. 

Corollary 5.2.7 

aG(x
p 

U Y, X
p

- l U Y) = C (X, Y; a
G 

). 
m p m~ 

By (5.2,1), aG(Xp U Y, Xp- l U Y) = aG(x
P 

/XI)-l U(xp n Y». 
m m 

But 

is a wedge of p-spheres; now apply (5.2.4) and (5.2.6). 

groups 

These oorollCtries all illustrate how wo OLn begin to oalculate the 

aG(X, Y) in terIllS of the OG (the calculation of these is postponed 
m m 

to Part VB). After (5.2.7), we can formalise this process as a spectral 

sequence. 

Let (X, Y) be a C:1. pair. Them there is a first quadrant 

G 
O;~ (!,. Y), whioh starts 

with E2 = H (X, Y; oG). 
--- pq -- p q-

Proof If r < Cl < P WG hctVe, by (5.2.3), the exact bordism sequence of the 

triple (X
p u Y, X

q 
U Y, Xl' U Y): all the ma]Js arG induced by inclusions and 

boundary homoll,orphisms, so all ex-J?8cted diagrams COltllilute. But such 0. collection 

of eXCtct sequencGs always defines a spectral sequence. 'Ife 'ilri te .... lJO r 
A =. X, 

x-'X> = rjJ: then the end term is certainly aG(X, Y). The module structure is 
* 

induoed by natural products OG x OG (Xp u y X
q 

U Y) ~ OG (X
p u Y X

q 
U Y): 

m n ' m+n' 

if i,m is a closed mc.nifold, and f (N, 81';) ---+ (X
p 

U Y, xq u Y), then we 

use the mo.nifold ~I; x N (with induoed G-structure) and the map induced by first 

projeoting on N. 

The g.. 
EL = OG (X

p u Y X
p

-
l U y) '" C (X y. a

G
) by (5.2.7). pq p+q' p , , q 

The boundar'".f 0.
1 

is induced by taking the bounclary of a manifold: we should 



next verify that this coincides I'lith the usual boundar,:,c in the chain complex 

2 'X Y OG) of (X, Y), as it then folloVls that E = 1-1 \. , ~; and hence that we 
pq p q 

have a first quadrant spectrnl sequence (evidently OG = ° 
q 

for q < 0). We 

omit the verification, which is a standard argument in homotopy theory. 

As to convergence, we note that 

OG(X-OO U Y) = OG(X
p U Y) for all p < 0 

n 11 

G 00 = 0 (X U Y) 
n 

for all P > n, 

the first since 
-1 00 

X = if; = X and the sec ond since (by the cellular 

~.pproximation theorem) c.ny map of an n-manifold into X is homotopiC to a 

map into r. These two isoIllorphisms imply strong convergence of the sequence. 

We shall defer eX1Jlici t calculations till Part VB. However, one 

useful retinterprob.tion mc..y be noted here, which r(,duces yet further the 

prohlem of computing cobordiSIil groups of pr.irs. Let G be as above, and 

H a topological group of orthogonal operators on lR
q

• Then Lemma 3.2 
q 

produces the remark thi.ct setting (G x H) = G x H defines a stable 
q n n-q q 

group G x 

Lemma 5.4 

Proof 

Remark 

H , wl-dch satisfies (S) if G does. 
q 

We have OGxHq:::-p (T(H), and more 
n ----- n+q -- q 

OGxHq(X) _ OG (TCH) A XC). 
-n- n+q -- q--

By Theorem 4.2, we have 

~ 1Tn+N(T(G x Hq)N (I 1') 

generally 

~ 1Tn+N(T(GN-q x Hq) A 1') 

Mffi 1Tn+N(T(GN-q) A T(Hq ) A 1') 

OG (T(H) A XC). 
n+q q 

Under favourable conditions, we also have a 'Thorn isomor-ilhism I 

of the last-mentioned group with OG(B(H ) x X). 
n--q-----

We have developed so far only the homology theory associated with the 

spectrum ar(G) and so l7i th the stc,ble group There is also an associated 

cohomology theo~J, defined by 

Since we are not particularly concerned vri th general theory here, we only mention 

~he'50c~etr~c content of the above definition. This arises again by Theorem 4.2; 

this time we note that SNX is not a mc.nifold, oven if X is, bc:t (if Vle take 
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the reduced suspension) has only one 'bad peint', whose complement is ]tN x X. 

Aa we will always map the mad point to ~, this does not matter. Then by 

(4.2), [SNX : T(GN+n)] 

submanii'olds of' ]tN x X 

corresponds bijeotively to cobordism olasses of 

whose normal bundles have group reduced to G . 
N+n 

Theorem 5.5 Let G satisfy Cf.;), CA) and (8) .. __ Let If have a weak 

G-structure. Then OnCH) = OG (1;1, aM). 
G -- m-n ---...:.. 

Proof' In this case, mN 
x J.D- also has a weak G-structure. By Lemma 3.1, 

a G__ -str.uoture on the normal btmdle of y.n--n in mN x un then induces a 
ll!+n 

weak G-struoture on the tangent bundle of V, and conversely if G is large 

6l1.ough. Combinint; this with the remark preceding the lemma, we have a bijective 

oorrespondence bebleen O~(M) and cobordism classes of manifolds vn-n with 

weak G-structure d "b dd" " -roN ",n an an J.iJl e ~ng ~n J.>' x j'jj , for large enough N. But if 

N is large, any N .m map to :ut x III is homotopic to an imbedding, and homotopic 

imbeddings are cobordant, by (11, 5.3). Hence speoifying an imbedding in 

-roNx'.m N .m 
J.>' "Il is- equivalent to specifying a map to JR x IVl or again, a map to 

;in: it remains only to note that if M has boundary, av is imbedded in 

N 
JR x aM, so we must insist that it be mapped to aM. 
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Chapter 6 

The sequenoes to whioh the title of this chapter refel's were originally 

o SO 
devised to relate 0 and 0 , as a means of oalculating the latter. A 

* * 
more abstraot proof was found by Atiya.~ (who invented bordisll1 theory for the 

purpose), and we present a generalisation of an improvement due to Canner 

and Floyd, vrho considered the oase of 

geometrioal proofs too. 

d ,...,SU. an II 
<I< 

We will then give the 

Let G be a stable group, defined by a sequence 

i 
n-l 

i 
G G 

n 
G 

n-l 
-~> --> ... , 

n n+l 

where G flperates 
n 

on lln. Let SG cG be 
n n 

a sequenoe of normal subgroups, 
G 

with i (SG ) c SG l' and suoh that i induoes isomorphisms of n/SG • 
n n n+ n n 

This last oondition oould perhaps be weakened to requiring that eaoh homotopy 

group 'TT (G /SG ) 
r n n 

becomes independent of n, for large 

by Z the quotient group lim G /SG = G/SG, say. 
ll-l'X' n n 

n. We will denote 

'ile will also sUdJose that G satisfies (M), and that the subgroups 

3G are stable under the product maps If. 
n 

The examllles Vle have partioularly in mind are when Z = °1 (:: ,1-
2

) and 

G = C or Pin, SG = SO resp. Spin or when Z = U 1 
(:: SI) and G = U or 

0 
Spin , 

SG = SU resp. Spin. The following is also a useful oonstruotion. Let H be any 

topological group. Then we oan replace G by G x H and SG by SG x H, 

\7here G x H 
n 

n 
operates on JR via its projection on G • 

n 
Note that 

B(G x H) = J3(G ) x B(H), T(G x H) = T(G ) 1\ B(H). In particular, if X 
n n n n 

is any C~ oomplex, the loop space OX is equivalent to a topologioal gTOUp, and 

we have 

This allows us to oonsider only ooefficient groups of h:)[flolog,y theories, and 

later to deduce their general values. 

The orelll 6.1 Let G, SG and Z be as above. Let a be a Gk-bundle over 

G 
BZ who se 0 las sifyinii. map induc e s, v~a BZ ~ BG

k 
--+ BG ~ B (~ • ..!./..:;S;;.;G~):..-~B~Z;J.,_.;..a 

homotopy equivalenoe. Then OG :: GSG (T(a». 
------~--~----~~~------- n ---- n+k -----
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Proof Let X be the classify-ing map of Q. Denote by f N the composite of 

ixX BfJ N k 
B(SG

N
) x BZ -> B(G

N
) x B(G

k
) ~> B(G

N
+

k
). 

These maps are compatible vd th i~;, hence there is a limit map 

f : B(SG) x BZ ---+ BG. We claim that f induces isomorphisms of homotopy 

groups, this is clear from the definition of f, the exact sequenoe 

and the fact that (up to an automorphisw) X~ splits the projeotion 

1T (G) ---+ 1T (Z). 
r r 

Now by definition, f N is covered by a bundle map of the direct 

sum of the universal bundle over B(SG
N

) and a to the universal bundle 

over B(G
N
+
k
). Thus we also have a map 

Since f N induces homoto:py iSOiJlOrphisms in the limit, so does gN. 

-.7e now have 

o~ ~ 1TN+n+k ('f(GN+k )) 

~ 1TN+n+k (~(SGN) 1\ T(a)) 

= ?lSG (T(a)). 
n+k 

The next result is a companion to (6.1), but needs less hypotheses. 

It is related to the Thom isomorphism theorem. 

Theorem 6.2 

space, a a G -bundle over p. 
~--~--- k -

Then OG(P) ~ oG k(T(a). 
--- n . ...:.....-- n+ --

Proof Let X olassify a, fN denote the composite 

Bb 
B( r~I-) x B(G

1
) ~> B(" ) 

- 'i.l: lTN+k ' 

and FN the map B(G
N

) x P ---+ B(G
N
+

k
) x P whose components are f Nand 

projeotion on the second factor. FN is oovered by a bundle maj) of the direot 

sum of w
N 

and a to w
N
+

lc
• Also, B(G

N
) is mapped by the natural injection 

i to B(G
N
+

lc
), and ,"le have a commutative exact diagram 

1T (?) ---+ 0 
r 

11 



Thus is an isomorphism in the limit as 'liTe hc-ve an induced map 

of Thorn space s 

whioh then also in the limit gives homotopy isomorphisms. 

The conclusion of the proof is now as before. 

Corollary 6.2.1 With the h~theses of 6.1, if P. is an SG
k 
-bundl~ 

BZ, we have an isomorphism: 
-~-- --,-~-------

To obtain exact sequences from these results we need some restriction 

on BZ - or rather, on Z. We will now assume that either Z = 01 "'?2 

1 
or Z = U

l 
'" S. Correspondingly, BZ = P (say) is infinite real, resp. complex, 

projective space. Let us write d = 1 in the first case and d = 2 in the 

second. 

'I'he following will be useful for ohecking the hypothesis of (6.1). 

Since BZ is an Eilenberg - Maolane space, a map BZ ~ BZ is a homotopy 

equivalence if and only if it induces an automorphism of the homotopy group 

or equivalently, of the lowest homology group. 

We will mru~e the further assumption that the standard real or complex 

line bundle TJ over P is a G
d 

-bundle, ind.uc ing a homotopy e qui valence (which 

must be, up to Sign, the identity) P ~ P. This is easily verified in each of 

the cases mentioned earlier. In the complex case, the conjugate TJ is then 

also a G
2
-bundle. 7ie now take 0: = (m+l) 1) + mD. Since the first Stiefel

Whitney (resp. Ch ern) class of this is a generator, we can apply Theorem 6.1. 

To compute we note that if the structure group is extend to 
9m+l' 

becomes equivalent to (2m+l)1), and so pO: is homeomorphic to P;P2m' 

where P 2m is the sub-projeotive space of dimension 2m. 

This proves 

Corollar-y 6.1.1 With the above assumptions, 

~SG o 
n+(2m+l)d 

We also apply 6.2.1 '..vith (3 = 2m7), so J!3 = P !P2m_l' to obtain 

SG () "'SG ? 
Corollary 6.2.2 On F - 0n+2md ( !F2m-l) • 

0: 

.Also note that oSG(P) '" OSG(P) El! OSG, and that taking ID = ° in 
n n n 

6.1.1, 

Putting these together, we have 
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Corollary 6.2.3 n G ~ n SG ; OSG (pjP ) 
"n-d. W "n n+2md 2rn-l • 

:re now obtain the exact sequences. 

Theorem 6.3 Let G be a stable group satisfying (I,I), SG a subgroup with 

Gn/SGn ::: 01 ~ Ul for 

tf!.L!' ::: F 00 OR __ ):--_or_P 00 (~) • 

n ~ d (d ::: 1 for Cl' 2 for U
l

), and stable for 

Suppose the standard line bundle ~ over P is a 

exact sequences (where 

(i) -). ... 
~SG 

(P
2

) I)G I)G ~SG 
(P

2
) I) -+ -+ -+ I)n+d_l -40- ••• 

n+d n n-2d CH) 

(iii) I)SG -+ OSG (P
2

) -+ I)SG -+ I)SG 
-). ... 

n n+d n-d n-l 

Proof (i) P
l 

c P is a s.i.Jhere Sd. The sequence of spaces 

Sd -+ P -+ P /PI 

SG 
has an exact homology sequence for I) • Also, we have 

;jI 

o!:a. (Sd) ; I)~G by (5.2.4), O~~ (p) = I)~ by (6.1.1) with m::: 0, 

and o!~ (p /PI) ; 1)~-2d @ fl~:a.. by (6.2.3) with m::: 1. This gives (i). 

(H) Replace PI by P
2 

in the above, and use the fact «6.1.1) with 

mol) that o!~ (P/P2) ; ~-2d' 
(iii) Here we note that 2/p

l 
is a sphere S2d, and use the exact 

rf3G -sequence of 
* 

VIe now turn to tlte 2;eometrlcal,uppro£ch, and will give a secox.d complete 

pro0f, at the snme time giving,~'more precise description of the maps in the 

sequGncea. O~ second proof will illustrate sequence (i) as of the type 

described in (2.3); we will give a full discussion of this, and the rest will 

then follow. We will also improve several details of the theorem. 

Now (2.3) gives us an exact sequence in wlli-ch the third term is the 

cobordism gr::mp 
G 3G 

I)' of bounded G-manifolds with an SG-structure on the 
m 

boundary. We will evaluate this using the .J.rcThru. introduced after (2.3). 

Let us agree, in order to avoid unnecessarily complicated notation 

bel0-.1, that the G-stru.c~ure of a manifold id is specified by the classifying 

map of its stable normal bun:Lle, v : M ~ BG: 
m 

that we have a fibration 

7T 
BSG -+ BG -+ P; and that an SG-structure of M is determined by a nullhomotopy 

of 7T 0 v which is thus covered by a homotopy of v to a map into BSG. 
m m 

We shall also need the G-structure on the standard line bundle over P, 

classified by P l BG
d 

4 BG; here we may assume that 7T 0 Z 0 n i A t.hp 



identity map of P, 1. We write 
p 

(-1) for the negative of the identity; 
p 

in the real case, we can take (-1) = 1 , 
p p 

and in the complex case, define 

(-1) by oomplex conjugation. Nm, P is an H-space, and the diagram 
p 

BG x BG ~> BG 

11TX1T 

P x P -> P 

is homotopy co~~utative; we shall alter (if necessary) our model of BG 

to mw(e it commutative. 

Now if wF is a G-manifold, we consider the map 1TOV: M -l-P. 
m 

.Altering by a homotopy, if ne0essary, we may suppose that this maps M 

to a finite dimensional projective subspace Pk ' By (rr, 4.2.1), we can 

make this map transverse to the submanifold P l' whose preimage will then 
k-

be a smooth sublLi:.nifold .;n-d of ~, '"ith normal bundle induced from 7]. 

MorE;over, if aM has an SG-structure, 1T 0 v is trivial on au (which has 
m 

trivial normal bundle in M) , so ma.y be assumed to avoid 

lies in the interior of lvI, and is closed. 

P l' k-
Thus v 

_.m-d 
We now give V an SG-structure. Indeed, the stable normal bundle 

of V is the sum of the bundles induced from v and from 7]; i.e. is 
m 

induced by 

V c M 
v 
m -> BG lX7T~ BG x P. 

We shall give the second SUIIlilland minus the obvious structure. So the normal 
v 

bundle v is now induced by 

LI Iv 
V _E--> BG 

lx1T --> BG x P 
1 x.:...l 
---> BG x P 

lX7] 
--"'> 

The oomposi te 1T 0 V 
V 

is thus induced by 

v Iv 
V ~-> BG ~ P (1,-1) 

~ ...... -:..> P .x p. -l- P, 

BG x BG ~> 

and if we fix (once for all) a nullhomotopy of the composite m::..p P -l- P, we 

define one for 1T 0 vv' and hence an SG-structure for V, 

BG. 

Now we showed in Chapter 2 that M was (G, SG;)-cobordant to a tubular 

neighbourhood of V. This is a bundle over V, with fibre Dd, associated to 

(1T 0 v I V)*T]; hence its (G, SG)-cobordisw class is deterwined by the class 
m 

of ( -IT, 11" 0 v I V) l' n r"I. SGd(P'). r.1' f " .me orruula which determines it is as follows. 
m m-

Let 7]' be the bundle induced from 77. Then v = v + Ti', where the bar v m 

recalls the sign change above. Thus v + 7]' = v + Ti' + 7]' = v + 2~ v m m 
(e a 

It is clear from this that given any element of OSG (p) 
m-d ' 
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represented say by CV, f), we can take the bundle E with fibre Dd 

associated to f* TT and give it a G-structure. Moreover, the stable nonaal 

bundle v8E of the boundary aE is the restriction of But 

is essentially f, by definition, and is covered by a bundle map over 

V of E to the disc b~mdle associated to TT, and hence of aE to the 

corresponding sphere bundle h. But h is contractible, so we have a 

well defined nullhomotopy of aE -+ h -+ F, and so an SG-structure on aE. 

Since all our constructions can - as in Chapter 4 - be carried over for 

b d· h . h· 0 G, SG co or ~sms, we ave an ~somor~ ~sm m - o~:a (F), 

'Ne now wish to use the remark ll1IDediately preceding (4.1.1) that the 

extra structure provided by a submanifold gives the same cobordism group 

as the extra structure provided by a map to its Thom space; and combine this 

wi th the remarl: that P is homeomorphic to the Thom space of TT. The details 

resemble those above: we have a map (x say), ef V to P, or more 
v 

precisely to P
k

- l , We make this transverse to P
k

- 2, and write B = X~1(Pk_2)' 

Then 

and we use this formula to give BaG-structure. Our constructior. again 

works for cobordisms; since the class of CV, f) detenaines the cobordism 

classes of V and B, we have a homomorjJhism 

OSG Cp) OSG G 
-+ ffi °m_2d' m-d m-d 

In fact this is an isomorphism, for the class of CV, f) is determined by 

that of (V, B, and the map B -+ P inducing the normal bundle of B in V); 

by Corollary (3.2.1) we can separate the two elements of the pair, provided 

the stable norill~l bundle of B is induced by B -+ B(SG) x P and finally, 

by the proof of (6,1), this latter is homotopy equivalent to B(G), 

We have thus obtained sequence (1); to complete the discussion, we 

must determine the boundary map 

As to the first component, we can suppcse B empty and Xv trivial, Then 

the disc bundle is trivial, and has boundary 
d-l 

VxS • This describes it as a 

G-manifold; for the SG-structure VTe must be more careful. All the construction 

it that of a product, hence we obtain multiplication by the class, a say, of 

d-l S with appropriate SG-structure. To determine this, we can take V to be 
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a point and M a diso Dd. Reoall that V was oonstruoted from M by making 

1T 0 v 
m 

by this, 

M --+ P
k 

transverse to P
k

-
l

• Now 

so Sd = M laM is mapped to meet 

G.-I 
aM :: S vvas mapped to a point 

P
k

-
l 

transversely in just one point. 

This ooinoides (up to homotopy)with.the inclusion of a projeotive line P
l

, 

d-l 
So ex is the olass of S , with SG-structure defined by a framing of the 

normal bundle, tWisted in this way. One oan analyse the twisting more in 

general, but it is by now easier to remark that when d:: 1 we have 

and eaoh point has the positive orientation (this twis ts the standard framing 

of aD
l 

by ohanging a sign). Thus in this oase the map OSG- --+ OSG-
m-l m-l 

is 

just multiplicatiJn by 2. In the case d :: 2 we have SI , and the tWisted 

fral11ing differs from the s'candard one. Here elementary homotopy theor::,r tells 

us that 2ex:: O. 

Write for the components Jf the map 
G- SG-' G-

O --+ 0 -Cl e 0 2d' m m m-

so that the image of the class of M by d
l 

resp. d
2 

is determined by V, 

and show that d
l 

0 cp = 0 resp. B. We now construct a map cp : oG- --+ oG-
m-2d m 

and d
2 

0 cp = id. From this, and the exaotness of the sequenoe 

oG-
(d

1
, d

2
) 

OSG- oG-
/xcx, 

OSG-c 
C> e ~> m-d m-2d m-I m 

now roJ.lows that the 'second component (c) of the b uundory map vanishes. 

Suppose then that Bm
-

2d 
is a G--manifold, form (1T 0 vB)' which we 

2d may take as a map B--+P 
le 

for aplJropriate k. Then ~ + ~ can be regarded 

as a real (resp, complex if d = 2) bundle over Pk; we form the associated 

• .lll • .m-d projective bundle ~ and let M be the induced bundle over B, V .1\:+2' 

the subbundle corresponding to 
d 

T) + ~ and identify B itself with the 

subbundle of V corresponding to ~. It is well known that if to 

we add the bundle induced by M --+ B --+ P
k 

from ~, the result is the sum 

of a bundle induc ed by TB 

0.. 
corresponding to ~,~, und 

and three (real or complex) line b~lles, 

d 
~ and all induced from ~, say by maps 

f l , f2 and f2' We give these the F-structures induced by f
l

, ~2 and 

-1 (;- f 2: this defines a G-structure on M, and as the construction applies 

to oobordisms and to disjoint unions, we have defined the desired map cp. 

lIlthough the G-structure itself is somewhat com,c,licated, it is easy to 

see that 1T 0 v
Ifi 

is induced via the bundle map fJ !vi --+ Qk+2 co vering the 

original map B --+ Pk , We will now write dovm a map ~ : Qk+2 --+ P
k

+
2 

which 

is transverse to Pk+
l 

and 

to 
d 

T) +.E' and ~. Since Q 

P 
k' which have preimages the sub-bundles associated 

is explicit, it is easy to see that ~ 0 f3 '" 1T 0 VIi 
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thus M gives rise to V and B in the usuul way. Henoe Vle have 

d2 0 ~ = id. To see ~ 0 ~ = 0, we must find an SG-manifold with 

boundar;y V: in faot, as V is a B, we take the 

assooiated diso bundle: suohexists sinoe the group of the bundle is not 

( d-l) the full projeotive group but only Z = S ,and is topologioally the 

vroduot by I of the mapping oylinder of the principal bundle. Since the 

principal bundle was obtained from rr 0 VB' this has an SG-struoture. 

It remcins to oonstruct s: for this we follow Atiyah. Let 

k=:R or <C in the cases 
o z = S or Sl, and consider the decomposition 

kJt+3 = kK+l e k
2• Then P

K 
2d 

identify the fibre of n + ~ 

is the ~rojoctive space of kK+l , and we oan 

2 
over the line .~ c P

K 
with t @ k , 

and so %+2 with the surspace of IK. x PK+2 of pairs 

2 

et, m) of lines with 

m c .e e le We tu1\:e r as proJ·ection on P . so for ." K+2' 
-1 ) S (p 1 we need 

:il.::+ 

r.nd for -1 s P.", m = .e. Both transversalities are clear. 

We have established 

Theorem 6.4 There is an exact s_~quenc~ 

OSG 
(~ ,d2) 

OSG OG 
,xa, 

SG I' OG ' 0 , 
-t '> @ T-7"> \2 n-l' ... , 

n n n-d n-2d 

where a is the class of Sd-l vd th a twisted frami~. 

G G 
~ : Q 2d-t 0 with n- n Also, there exists 

Corollary 6.4.1 !frite ORG = 
n 

Then there is a split exact sequence. 

r,10reover , 

o --t 
G

O 
n 

the follovring se..9,.uence is exact: 

xa 
-> 

G 
0n_2d -) O. 

Here, I' is the forgetful map and i the inclUsion; the first sequence 

shows that I' fcctorises as I' = is, and the corollary is i=ediate. Moreover, 

on cOillparing the above with TheoreIU 6.3, we are led to the identification 

In fact yet another definition is sOffietimes more convenient: ORG is the 
m 

coberdism group of G-manifolds NfU provided with a homotopy of 

to a map into For the corresponding V is then mapped to P 
o 

and 

B to P -1' so B is empty, so such manifolds lie in Ker d 2• Conversely, if 

M is in Ker d
2

, an extension of oobQrdisms argument shows that B may be 

supposed empty. But then the image of I'll -t P 
k 

avoids p , 
1\:-2 

homotopio (by an obvicru.s projeotion) to a map to the oomplementary P1 • 

so is 



The object of this chapter is to give a progra.:ume for reducing 

the calculation of equivariant cobordism grou?s to that of the bordism 

grou~)s of certain classifying spaces. It will first .be necessary to develop 

thoroughl;') the foundations of the theory of smooth group actions. 

Let H be a compact Lie group, hi a smooth manifold (perhaps with 

bOLmd~J, or corner) and let 

define a smonth action of H on 11. For each P lE M, wri te 

Hp = [h EH: 9(P, h) = pJ. 

Then Hp is a olosed subgroup, called the isotropy group of P. 

-ile have 
-1 

~(p, hlh2 ) = P 

<=> ~h2-1 E Hp <=> Hphl = H¥P2' 

It follows that ~ induces a bijeotion ~ of the space of right cosets 

H/B onto the set of pOints)!(P, h) Ch E H) - w:'1ich is callea. the orbit 
P 

of P. It also follows that H~(p, n) = h-~:rP' Thus the isotropy grou,-,s 

at the pOints of an orbit form a complete conjugate set of closed subgroups 

of H. Such sets are oalled orbit types, and the set containing Hp is 

the type of the orbit of P. 

The orbit of P is a smooth submanifold of H, and ~ is 

a diffeomoF~hism. 

Proof (1) Since H/H:£, is oompact and if; injective, we know that if; 

is a topological ililbedding in l,I. 

(2) Since cp is a smooth map, so is 0. 

(3) It is now s ui'f'icient to shovl t1:.at dlj; is everywhere injective. 

(4) N",w if; is an e'lui variant map for smooth H-actions: translating by 

elements of H, 'we see that if dip is injective at the unit element, it is 

injective everywhere, and conversely. 

SUFPose then wj; not injective anYl.,here. By a result of A. 3ard 

'Images of critical sets', Ann. of Math. 68 (1958) 247-259, if r is the 

topological dimension of' H/1ip, the Hausdorf'f r-dimensional measure of 

1j;(H/Hp), the orbit of' P, is zero. By Theorem VII. 3 of W. Hure'17icz and 

A. '.'Tallman, 'Dimension theory', the dimension of t,uCH/Hp) is ,. r - 1. This 

contradicts the fact that if; is an imbedding, and proves the lemma. 
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Now let V be the set of points of M with isotropy group }L --p' 

~ the set of conjugates of Hp, and W the union of the orbits with type ~'_, 
,,-

so that we have 1l/Q, = r:p Cv x H). Let Np be the normaliser of Hp in H: 

then V is invariant under the induced action of Np• 

Theorem 7 .. 2 V a~W~ are smooth submanifolds of M and r:p induces 

a diffeomorphism of V x No H onto WJ.... 

We do not assert that all components of V (or of Wo.) have the same 

dimension. 

Proof We f'irst assert that M admits a Riemannian metric vvhich is 

invariant under the action of H. Indeed, by we have a metric f-1 now 

the action of H on M induces an action on the Riemann bundle, and we 

will 
r h 

use v = J H f-1 dh, where integration is with respect to Ha:T measure 

on the compact group H. Since positive definite syr:IIlletric matrices form a 

convex set, vIe obtain a positive definite scalar "rOd"clOt on each tangent 

space, and the oross-section v is cleE..rly smooth. 

Now oonsider the exponential map eXJ? Since V'le have an 

H-invariant metrio, and H- cH 'p operates in an induoed vla;J on is 

equivariant for the aotions of Hp. In particular, the aotion of h E Hp on 

1I is determined 1002.11y at P by the aotion on Mp -;[hich is liner..r - and, 

indeed, orthogonal. So -the acti,:m of Hp on 11 near P is locally 

isoillOrphic to the action on Euclidean space given by an orthogonal 

representation r:p of Hp. In particul2.r, the set VI of fixed points of 

any subgroup .rs. of Hf' oorresponds to a linear subspace of Mp' and hence 

is a smooth submanifold. 

Write 0;, for the tangent llpace at P to the orbit of p. , let Sp 

be its orthogonal complement, SIp a small enough t"-nbd of ° in 3p, 

and S = exp S 'po iuW element of H._ leaves 0p invariant (it is invariantly 

defined), hence also Sp, S'p and S. Non since by (7.1) dJj; is onto Q-p, 

it follo1'ls that orbits of S fill up a neighbourhood of P. Also, r:p induoes 

a map 

which, by the above, is a smooth immersion. Since the orbit of P is imbedded, 

so (by 0, 2.7.1) is some nbd of it. Thus if t" is small enough, X is an 

imbedding. 



We deduce first that the orbit types of' all pOints near p- \7hich are 

the types of' orbits of points Q of' S - h~ve HQ C Rp: the)- are the 

isotropy groups of' the action of' Hp on S. Since dim S < dim M we 

deduce by induction on dim M that there are only a f'inite number of' orbit 

types near P, and hence that the set of points with isotropy groQP El 
is an open subset of' the set f'ixed by 11.' So V is smooth. It is immediate 

that ~ induces a bijection of' V x H onto W 
IIfp 

it f'o1101'/S f'rom Lemma 1 

that we have a dif'f'eomorphisw. 

Now ';fe have laid the founciations of' the theor:? of' smooth actions of' 

compact groups, we Can return to our oobm'dism problem. Observe that any 

point of' the we-un of' V is f'ixeu. und.er Hp' rhus to ensure that V is 

a closed submanifold (or equivalently, that W is), it is sufficient to 

require that 0_ is maximal in the orbit tYVes rf' the given action. 

The f'ollowing speciul case is easily solved, and will be a pattern 

f'or the general result 7.5. Let A = ill contain the unit subgroup only. 

Then the aotion of on ~ must be f'ree. Thus 

a principal bundle with group and f'ibre H, and base 

M has the struoture of' 

.m-h X ,say (the orbit 

spaoe of' the aotion): by the results of' 7.1 and 7.2, X is also a smooth 

manifold. Let X: X ~ BH classify the i)undle, '.Then the bordism olass of' 

X belongs to 

Lemma 7.3 

o ( \ 
Om_El. BH). 

lOCH; [ID: 0° h(BH). 
m m-

Proof If W is a cobordism on which H acts freely, the orbit s.J:lace 

W/H is a oobordism, mapping into BH: thus the two ends of' 71 determine 

the same bordism class in BH, and ';le h~ve a well-defined mal) 

I~ CH; [1J)~ O~_h (BH). 

The map is surjective, for given f : X ~ BH, we consider the induced 

t 
principal bundle over X with group H: this is a smooth m-manifold on 

which H operates freely, so defines an element of 1° CH; [ll) which 
m 

maps to the bordism class of' f. Similarly it is injeotive, f'or if 11 and 

, , 'I.- M fL~, M I/H if! are such tHat /". def'ine the same bordism olass, we let 

g : W ~ BH denote a cobordism, and note tha.t the induced ~)rinoipal H-bundle 

over W gives the required cobordism of III to l'"n " . 
t Note Since BH can be, replaced by a smooth n:anif'old (see 'ZJr above) and f' 

by a smooth map, we need only consider smooth bundles. 



We oontinue our investigation of wa~: our main aim is the exact 

sequence of (7.4). -.ve will suppose that the orbit type C\..- is maximal. for 

the given action (L e. that if H E CL. H is not strictly contained p 'p 

in any H~). Let No.. be an if -nbd of Wo... in the invariant metric. Then 

the usual projection (r, 2.5) which e,ives N the structure of disc bundle 

over WQ.. is an equivariant map. ire are thus let to consider the fo~owing 

objects: 

1T : N is the projection of a smooth disc bundle; we identify 

Wo... with the zero cross-section. The SroUjJ H acts on N0v and WC>..- ; 

1T is equivariant, and the orbit type of a point ofJ ..... is u_; at other 

points of N~, the orbit type is diffel'ent (hence is less than L-I.-}. Vie 

h~ve dim N~ = m; the components of '7 CA.. may have diff e:cent dimensions. 

For our exact sequence we incorpol'ate one further element of 

structure. Let G be a stable group satisf3Ting (E), CA) and (S), and T,ff 
!.il 

have a G-structure (on its stable tangent bundle). Suppose the compact Lie 

group H operates smoothly on M. 'Ne will say that H respects the G-struclm'e 

if the following condition is satisfied. For some n, we are given an 

action of H on the principal G -bundle P which defines the G-structure, 
n 

lifting the given action of H on M. This defines actions of H on the 

associated bundles; in partictuar, on the principal G I-bundle, so the 
n+ 

condition is independent of n. 

Write rG CH; A) for the group of cobordism classes of manifolds 
m 

If' with G-struc .;ure and an H-action which respects it, and suph that each 

orbi t type belongs to the set h. 'Ne choose a maximal element Cl.... of A, 

Write AG (H; AI, .... -<-) for the E;'-"OUP of oobol'disUl, claRRes of' man:i.J'()ld:,l 
m 

W with a smooth disc uundle 1T: rfll--+ W such that rf1 is as above, 1T 

is equivc.riant (vlhere W is identified with the zero cross-section), and 

the orbit type at a point of 'H is CL; at other points of N belongs to AI. 

The following illustrates (2.3) and the remark following it. 

Theorem 7.40 There is an exact sequence 

Proof First we define the maps. Set et the natural. map induced by 

taking the same representative. Next, if j,j adwits an action with orbit 

tY1JeS E A, form 1,'iG- and N:>.. as above to define {3. As to y, take the 



Ca, p) is exact {3a :::: 01 f'or if' the orbit types of' M belong to AI , 

we have WQ.. = rp. Conversely, let '.V,),. bound X and L be the 

~orresponding disc bundle over X, so that a L 
c 

No... and a L is the 
+ 

sphere bundle over X. Attaoh L to 1\1 x I by gl ueing a L to R:-',.x 1-
o 

The resulting cobordism l' (With corner rounded) clear3.y admits the 

desired structures, andc.... no longer occurs as orbit type in (M - Nq) x 1 

or in a L. Thus Lt is a cobordism of' M to a L representing a class 
+ + 

in rG (H; A'). 
m 

({3, y) is exact Starting with M as above vie f'orm Nq, then a~ 

But this bounds the complement of' Ne.... in M, so represents zero in 

rG (H; A I). 
m-I 

Conversely, given N with aN Dourrling c, we attach 

C along the boundary to obtain a closed manii'old M, and the orbit type 

Cl.. oocurs in M only at the centre of' N. 

(y, a) is exact Starting with H N ~ -/V, we need only observe that 

aN bounds N -to check that ay = O. The converse is perhaps the most 

interesting Pai't of' exactness. If' V represents an element of the kernel 

of' r
G (H' A I) ~ rG (H' A) l't bounds a ll1an~ "old )1' say m-I' m-I" L.J. 'I, • Since Q", is 

not an orbit type of V = aM, we can perforll1 our construction in the usual 

way to obtain Wo.. and Ne:..., in M. The complement of' N noVl gives a 

to 

coboraism of' V to aN~, as required. ~he exact sequence is thus established. 

To complete our programme, we must give some means of calculation of' the 

groups We f'irst observe that given a representative H: rf-4W, 

we have f'or each PEW an induced orthogonal representation p of' on the 

f'ibre. As all isotropy groups are conjugate, we have an orthogonal 

representation of Hp defined f'or eaoh P E '.v. Clearly, these vary oontinuously 

with P. But since H~ is compact, neighbouring representations are conjugate. 

Thus eaqh conneoted component of W' corresponds to a single conjugacyclass of' 

representations p of' HFo 
Now it is clear that p can occur if' and only if' eaoh isotropy group of 

p (~Hp ~ H) has olass belonging to AI, except f'or the isotropy group of'the 

origin. We call such p (A I,:,) - allowable. 

Since the same decomposition applies to cobordisms, we find that 

AG (H' AI.) 
m ' , is expressed as a direct sma over allmvable representations 

p of H
P (of' rank ~ m): say 



=: e A G (H; A r ,""-., p). 
p m 

Thus we are reduced to ctJ.culating the A-group for a fixed allowable 

representation p. Here, vve follow the method of 7.3. 

1et q be the rank of p. 1et P be the principal o -bundle 
q 

associated to rr. On P we have the natural action of 0, also an 
q 

induced action of H "hich commutes with it, hence an action of HxO. 
q 

1~is action (as is easily seen) has only a single orbit type, with M 

(say) as an isotropy grou.fJ. We nOR use a sto:.ndard method for reducing this 

action to a free one, to w11ich -:le c an apply the bundle classification theorem. 

In fact, let Q be the submanifold of P consisting of points with 

isotropy group equal (not merely conjugate) to M. Then the normaliser N(M) 

of M in Hx 0 acts on 
c.:. 

Q, via Cl. free action of 1 =: I'J(i.1)/iIi. 

Ih the present case, Vle can be even more explicit. Since P is the 

set of isome-cries of JR
q 

on fibres of rr, ec.ch element of P determines 

an eXjJlicit orthoconal representation of the stabiliser of the corresponding 

fibre. Fix a particular ~ E Cl.. and representation p of F T in the 

desired equivalence class, and let Q be the subset of P inducing the 

representation p (not merely some conjugate) of the subgroup ~. 

Then hi is the set of elemtns fQ.1-l, p (h») : h E 1b J in H x 0, and 
.. -' q 

N(M) = f (n, r) : p Cn -\n) =: r -1 p (h) r for all h le HJl is an extension 
" ... 

of the centraliser 

the representation 

c 
p 

p of 

in 0 q by the subgroup of ~ which takes 

into some conjugate (this will in any Case 

p(~) 

11" 
contain the component of the identity in ~). We write 1 for N(iVI)/M, 

p 

and X for Q/1. The dimension of 1 will aepend on properties of p; 
p p 

hOVlever, se see at once that 

x=dimX dim Vi - dim H + dim Hri. 
~' 

.Alao, -,'{ is determ;Lned by the closed manifold re, and the principal 

over it, which in turn is determined by the classifying map X -+ B1 • 
p 

Thecrem 7.5. 1et p be an CA r ,0.. )-allowable representation. Write 

c =: dim H - dim C"t-. Then A
O (H; A', Ct .... , p) :::: 0

0 
(B1). 

1ft m-O- p-

1 -bundle 
p 

For, as was just }jointed out, if the G-structure is ignored, the hOillotopy 

class of X -+ BL determines the isom0rphism olass of W witl1 all its struott~e. 
p 

Since the identical argllillent applies to bounded manifolds, we can pass to 

cobordism olasses. 

It is nat at present clear hoVl to modify the above to tnke account of 

G-s truc ture. 



,. ... 

\ 



A (RIG·w.c.}TRANSFORUATION GROUP is a set X ,- a group G + a function 

(or ACTION) if; g X ::( G -l) X such t.he, t ~-

T10 \b(x,l) ""x 
v Z E X. gvh E H 

T20 ~(Xpgh) 6 ~(~(XDg),h) 

Sue:'} Q transfonnat:ion group will bG d.moted by if; 

the actiono VIe sp~ak of G ACTI;'J'G ON Xc 

1'3'0 xol '" x 
~' X E X9 g h »'. E G 

T? ~o x(gh) g::; {:l:og)h 

Denote by r:!>y g G -;> X the map g "<"} yg~ for Y EX» and d.enote by 

g ; X ~i> X 'che lllap x """>, :Keg for g E Go Note tha.t g g X =~ X. i3 a "bijectio!1s 

. =1 
with inverse g X -l) Xo 

'I'he action i<' EFFECTTVE if for each g E Gv g ~ 1~ "3 x E X So t XD&; ~ :It 

Note that the. act:l.on is free "'> the e,ction is effective. 

The sat Gx "" [g EGg xg '" xj ~.s a aubgJ:1Oup of G, called the 

ISCTROPY GROUP OF 1~o 

Define an equivalenoe relation. ."", onX by g x "" Y <"""'J> 3g lE (~ sot 

J:: o g ., yo The e quivalenoe classes are called OPJ3TI S ; the equival en.a .. ) 

016.38 of ::v.: E Z ~ the ORBIT 'I'HROUGH x =:is r x G", xog ~ g E Gj 0 The set 

ol' 3qulvalen(:e cla5ses~ denowd X/G J 113 ce~led the ORBIT SEI'c Further 

A P.E. t.ural bi~ aotion e 

G· og x 
=1 

:Ko hg 

QED 



A TOPOLOGICAL GROUP is a group G endowed vd th a. topologiocil 

apace struoture su~h that g= 

=1 
TG 10. The map G =b G@ 8 -::. g v is continuouso 

TG 20 ThE) map G x G =i? G~ (g~h) "",>gbl) is oontinuous o 

If G is a topological groUP9 then a subset He G is a (TOPOLOGICAL) 

SUBGROUP of G if H is an abstract subgroup of the abstract group G9 and H9 

given the subspaee topolo8Y9 satisfies TG 1 and TG 20 

A TOPOLOGICAL TRANSFORMATION GROUP (TTG) is a topological 

space X -It- El. topo1ogimll group G -It- a continuous actio EA I/fi ~ X x G =b X 

Notice that g g X =i? X is Et homeo 0 

i 
Take x E Xo ~xg G =b X is the composite G =/J> X x G =b. X9 where 

1(g) § (x!)gL, and in therefore continuoU8o X Hauadorff ""> ax: ~ is cl@sed "'''' 

~; (x) 1s closed ; amd ~;1 (x) "i Gxo 9.!2,o 

As remarked abovEl 9 we have a canonical proje@tion p g X =b X/G" We 

give X/G the identification topology given by P{ ie U ia defined to be open 

in X/G ~~ p=l(u) is iOpen. in X)o X/G with this topol@GY9 :'-8 @allad the 

ORBIT SPACE 0 Further 9 p is continuous o 

~. Propos1tiotl8 

Proof' g --
Lat V be CpOOl in Xo We want to prove that p(V) is open :in X/G~ ia 

that p=lp(V) 8l'> open in Xo We have g= 

p=lp(V) ~ gx e X g p(x) § p(v)p for some v e V~ 

2: U:It e X % ~ vg~ for some v E V and some g e G ~ 

geG 



e g G
x 

\G =~ x:G!l GxoY -»~. is a oontinuous JU . .;Ject1ono 

Pro©lf' g ==== 
We haws only to show @ is continuous" W@ have the oommutative 

cfIx 
Go =E> xG 

n L /6 
G~G 
.~ 

Gx~ has (by def~itio~) the idantifi@etion topol@gy given by no Th~~ 

~ is ccantinuou~ !i>7f'Q] is ooutinUQUS o x 

1:f G is a topClllogical group and H El (t@pol@gica1j s~bgroup~ than H 

a@ts oontinuouWly on G by rlght traMlatiOllS@ is ~ g G ~ H =E> G~ (geh}.,;Y g'll\o 

The orbit through g e G is BR and the @rb1t spa@@ G/H = the spa@@ @f left 

OOSi,l'l;;8 @1: G by 11 = 18 @ill(f!a an HOlfOOENOUS SPACE! 0 

1'ba map G x G =!> Gv {8Dh)"",}!hD is 1J/mooth 

A DIFFERENTIABLE (or 111];) TRANSFORMATION GROUP CDTG-):1.3 a 

smooth manifold M ~ a Lie group G? a smooth action ~ g M x G~M 

aat1sf'ying 1"1 a..rMl 'f2o M b @Wllsd a Go 0 loW'ITFOID or a SMOOTH G = SPAG» 

~er multipli©ation ; the elaBai©al groups 

G1n< JR.)e GLn (C)9 SLn( It)eOn?,SOnBUnsSU/ilii 

diSflr~t9 gro ups f eg 7J 



having the compact 0 i')en topology 0 

Spheres 'fil=l § 0 /0 " 
Xl li1=d!. 

Stiefel manifolds ~ ~ 0 10 ,_ 
A n no&\, 

Graaamann manifolds G~ § 0a1(On=kx 0k)o 

See Chewally 8 Introduotion 1;0 Lie Groups Ip for (1) = (3)0 

(~ Diffar~nt1ablp transt@rmation groups g 

X a RiG.ll!8Mian manti'oldp G the group of' all isolllatrie$ 

If X ie a ©ompa@t l3.!II.Ooth ma.nif'old am i.P is a. ve©t(i)Y'" 

f:1@ld O1n X., then f!!, unique a~tion ~ g X x :R ""'" X 2oto fer €laM x e Xv 

the tangent at x of the ourve t 'lfl!(xe t) is a{x) co is I gj.1P 0 ~o (Se@ 

Lallllg g Intl:'@cWction to DUf'@rentiable Manifolds Chapter IV) 0 

(5) T$@l@m.caJ. transtormat:lon groups g 

Go a tCpt:»l@gica1 spa~e9 H a subgroup ot G9 then G acts @n 

the oolll@geoous space H\G by I[; g H\G x G""", H\G9 (~~g2) ""'» ~ 820 



20 AnalYtic Topol~gy of Topological Groups and Tbpological 

Transformation Groupso 

2010 Proposition 

(1) H an abstract subgroup of a topological group G!!!> H 18 a 

(topological) subgroup of Go Further H is nomals> H is normsl Q 

(2) 11 is a normal subgroup of Gill> G/H i8 a topological groupo 

(1) Deoote by I} 8 G x G =!> Go the map (x9;y) ... > x;y=1 0 Take gd~q e H 
~ =1 ~ =1 

. and oonsider g (5 0 Let U be aD3 neighbourhood of g g 9 then by the 

oontinuity of €J (whioh follows from the definition of a topological 

(5ro~) 3 ll'ileighbourhoods .VpVu of (5" g U respectively; soto ~ \1'=1 c Uo 

Sin©a g@ 8~ £: f:i. 3 h eV n H and h ~ E ,r.fl HO!<> h' h =15 (Vrl ",,=1) n He 

N©w SUlpp@80 H is. normal o Take % e It and ooXls1der a x a=l v where 

a e Go Let U ba a llie:!\.ghbouroood ofax a ... 1 9 then since the map. y"",> 

. fA =1 ;y a is a homeo 9 a =1 Us is a neighbourhood of xo HeMa 

a=1 Us. (\ n ~ ~ whi©h implies a =1 (U () H)a ,i tj> (siDce H is normal)".~ 
jf =1 = = =1 = U n H 1" 9)=> a x a e Hg ieo e. He.· c Ho 

H open 15l" JIg open v V g e G ~ H "" Go = U Hg ie . ol©l/Sedo 

g~H 
Any point :m G/H ia both open and 010 sedo ~o 

Separation 

FrOOl now onwards 9 a topological gll'Ollp will always be assumed to ba 

'l'o(ie if x'i);Y are two distinot points then either 3 a neighbourhood o-rx 

not containing y or :3 a neighbourhood of y no't containinG x) 0 



2830 E&?Rgs1t!gg 

Topolcgi©eJl groups are Tl !(i@ po:l.nt~ ere closed)o 

Sin©e G is T 3 a neigh~ 
@ 

=1 bourhood B of 1 w 3'&&©h that a e B and henc@ a d 'B 1'1 B = ©ontradiction,. 

S@· (n 'g [1 ~,) i(1,! P ~ is 01@ sed "'~ all points of' G ar.e closed (. sin@@ for 

(1) If' H is n ~ubgroup of the topological subglroup Gp then G/R 

ia TJL ~-;, H i&: closed in Gc 

(2) Tl h@lOOger;.ouB spa©es are l'egruara 

(1) G/R haB the identifl©&tion t©pol@gy given by the oanoni~al 

proje©tion p g G- =lo G/Ho Ht1!l\©® His, ol©aed in G ';;;~J> ~lG/ff2 is ©leHH'Jd 

in G/H ~,jc iill p©inta of G/lt are cl@sed <85;' G/H b T10 

(2) I,et G,/a b~ a Tl homogenous spa@6o Let C be cloBfOO in Glr:'! axllll 

Let tit. e G/H = Co Sin©1f} q; g G x G/H =<> G/H {~" g2 !()"",:p~'l g2 H~ is 

@©ntinuQus& O\,~~) has ru1\ open 1tM~ighbourhood U Jt IT mappl!)d 1n:'(.o G /H = G 

~a 

Hausdorff «.: ~ H 12 olosed in Go 

J?:roof g --



=1 . 
neighbourhood W of gl 82 sot W n H g ~ (which ls possible since H 1$ 

. =1 
closed) ~ :3 neighbourhoods U of ~ ~ V ©fg2 So t uv c Wo 

Now p(U)& p(V) are open neighbourhoods of Si H9 8
2 

H respectivelys 

where p g G =i> G/H is the projection9 and further p(U) and p(V) are disjoint o 

For if pU (\ pV,f ~ then 3 u E U, v e V Sot uH 8 vH <:;r;B> uv-1 e H-

=1 
contradicting UV c W and W n H ~ ~o 'So G/H ls Hausdorffo 

G/H is Hausdorff al) G/H is Tl !!';O H closed, by Proposition 20 4. ~o 

2 0 6 ·CorolloI'.! g 

H is closed subgroup of G <_> G/H i8 T, (1080 regular and Hausdorff) 0 

Using Proposition 20; and putting H al {lJ in 206 p we have := 

207 'Corollor,t, g 

Topological groups are T;o 

~ g204~ 2oS~ 206 did not use the fact that G was To. 

compactness 

208 Proposition 

Let a topological group G act on a locally compact space Xe sot X/G 

ls Hausdorff 0 Then X/G is locally compact and for 8n.Y compact KO c X/Gg 

3 a compact Kc X Sot p(K) ~ KOp where p g X ~ X/G is the projectiono 

Prpof g 

Take xG e X/Go X is locally compact 8» x has a compact neighbourhood 

Aop open and continuous ""> peA) is a compact neighbourhood of p(x) :.l! 

xGo So X/G is locally compact. 

Let KO be compact in X/Go For each y e KO B let Vy be a. compaot 

neighbourhood at some point of p"'l(y) in X (R:» f(Vy) is a compact 

neighbourhood of Y)o There area finite number at y i e KO sot the' 

f(VYi) cover KO. 

Let K1 be the compact set U Vy i in Xo We have KO C f(R]) and hence 
i 

K $ El (\ f=l (Kg) is compact (sinca X/G Hsusdorff $) KO 1s closed a> 

IS, n f-1 (Ko) i.s closed in KJ.} and f(K) .... KQ 0 



We quote the next two results 9 which can be found in Hewitt am 

Ross g Abstract Harmonic Analysis I 

209 Proposition 8 

(1) If H is a subgroup of the topologioal group G9 then H and G/H 

are oompaot (locally compaot) 8) G is oompact (locally compact) 0 (See pc39) 

(2) A locally compaot topologioal gzoup is paraoompaote and hence 

normal 0 (See po 76)0 

Connectedness 

If G is a topological group p deaote by G the component of G which 
o 

contains 10 

?olO Proposition 

If G is a topologioal group then G is a closed normal subgroupo 
I) 

Go is closed by definitiono 

for some a e Gg are homeos leaving 1 fiXed §:t> they map G into G 0 The o 0 

G connected g> G x G is 
<» 0 c 

connected g;:~ f(G
o 

x Go) is connected; and f(Go x Go) contains la So G@ 

is a normal subgroupo .9!£,o 

2011 Proposition g 

If H is connected subgroup of G and A is a oonnected subset of G/Hs 

theo p=l(A) 1s a connected subset of G~ P 8 G·~ G/H being the projectiono 

Suppose p -l(A) '" PJQs where P gQ are disjoint and open in p =l(A) 0 

Sinoe eaoh orbit is conneoted (because H 1s), eaoh of PpQ is a union of 

orbits, P = p~1(B)9 Q $ p-l(c} aayo ~~ A '" B U C , B ~ C ~ ~ and B~ Care 

open in B VC'" Ao So one of P,Q must be emptyo 

2012 Coroll!$Y g 

If' H is a subgroup of the topological group Gp then. &." 

(1) Hand G/H are conneoted ",~, G is conneoted 



= 10 = 

(2) The only connected subsets of GIGo are points (in G/Ho is 

TOTALLY DISCONNECTED) 0 

2013 Proposition: 

Let G be a oonnected topologioal group and U aqy open subset of Go 

Then U generates the abstract group Go 

Proof': -
Let H be the subgroup generated'by Uo Then H oontains a neighbourhood 

(1n G) of each u e U and hence contains a neighbourhood of each of its 

pointso H is thus an open subgroupo By Proposition 202, G/ff ls discrete9 

and is connected~ ~~ G/H has only one pointo 

2014 Proposition: 

Let G be a connected topologioal group and D a discrete normal subgroupc 

Then D is contained in the centre of' Go 

=1 The map x -~ x dx, for some din G, is a homeo G~ Go If' de D then 

, f d} is a neighbourhood of d and SO 3 a neighbourhood U of 1 sot 

U~ld U c Id}g i 0 6 x=lax s d V x e Uo Using 20 13, we see that 

=1 
y ay 's! d ~ V y e Go 

froper Actions 

For this sectiong the reader is referred to BOUFbaki General 

Topo1ogyp Part 19 Chapter I §lO and Chapter 111 §4Q 

A continuous map f g X ~ Y is PROPER if' f' 18 closed and f~l(y) is 

compact f'or each Y E Y. 

An action tjJ g X x G =I> X of 8 TTG is PROPER if' (19 ~) 

X X G=I>X X Xp (xpg) -> (xpxg) is a proper mapo 

We will assume the following result (proved in Bourbald Chapter I 

~g 

The compost te of two proper maps is propero 



=11= 

~Jt(O FNposi~io:n ~ 

A map t g X ~ Y is pI'@per~> for any c'Ompact set Kc U9 f=l(l\:; 1,2, 

The map t K g f'~'l(K) ~ Kp :f'k >5 :flf=l(K)~ is proper (true for rmy sat 

Kc Y)9 and 80 is the map K --+> PI) where P is a. l"1)oint spa.ce (since K i8 

=1 ) f~ =1; ) ©lOmpact)o Hence the composite f (R: =!>A -I!> P is proper t!SJ>t \\K is 

g:l>' f/J ia @losed and all isotropy groups of' X are oompac:to 

~;oo£ 8 

The olosed oondition on ~ is obvious o 

If cp is pz~per then the map (i p ~) g X x Go =%> X )( X~ {~9g) "'"~ (x~::r.g)" 

1£1 proper 8» (i~~rl (:II:"y) § ~ (:i:~!) e hd x G g 8 X8 15 y] 2< G 12, 
'1f.~y 

©ompact 'if <~9Y) e X >( Xo In parti©w.ar G "" i le ~ ~ G.,.. i8 oompact 
X9X .... 

Exam~)1.e 8 If' if; z X x G =+ X is a proper a~tion of a TTGj) atWl, G:s :'R or 2'l ~ 
"T-

thsn W ~ e X9 Gx § [l~o 

~lZo Prcpgsiti0Il g 

Let G be a topological group acting on a Hausdorff space X and let 

KeG be a compa.ot seto Then p g X x K =%> X~ (x.s)."",) x'os~ is propel"o 

et is a homeoo K oompact $ proj g X x K =+ X is proper!> and hence p is propero 

With the notation of 2017~ 

(1) A b a c16sed (compact) subset ot: X !l!!;;;AoK is a closed (oompaot) 

subset of X 



=12= 

(2) P g X ~ X/K is preparo 

We also deduce g = 

¥o19g Theorem g 

It' Go i8 a oompact topologioal group acting on a Ha:usdorff space X9 

then the action is prepero Further, p g X ... X/G is preparo 

2820 Corolloq g -
If' Go :la a compact wpological group acting on a Hausdorf'f apa~e XI) 

then X/G is compact (l@oally compact) o:_~ X is compact (locally compact) Q 

It a topologi@al group Go acts properly on a space ID then X/G is 

Hausdorff'e FurtP.er" X :is Hausdorft' 0 

Proof' 0 
~o 

Let fj; g X x Go ~ X be th@ action!) tjI proper ~> (ill~) 8 X x G =!> X X X i!£ 

proper!) and in particular closedo Se the set C §l ~ (%9XS) e X x X g 

'!!J x e Xo g e G~ is ol@sed in X :< Xo But C &: (p x pr1 (A)9 where p x p 

X x X =!> X/G x X/G and & 18 the diagonal in X/Go Heno~ A §l (p x ];I). (C) 

is olosed (ain©e X/G has the identification -oopology detexmined by p)§~ X,/G 

18 Hsusdorf'fo 

Since G is Tl a the map @ g X =!> X x G!) x ->(:11:91) 9 is a. homoo onto Et 

olosed subset of X x Go and is thereffJJ%'e prepero Composing e with the 

map X x G=!>X X Xl) (xpg) {X!)XS)9 which is proper by ~othe$is9 we get 

a proper map X ~ Xx ID ~(X9X)"'> l\(X) is olosed a~X is Hauadorffo 9JR. 

Let G be a c~@t topol@gioal group aoting on a spaoe X9 and let 

I be a. G = invariant subset of Xo ~n ~ neighbourhood of I contajns 

a G = invariant neighbourhood of Io 

Proof 8 -
Let V be an open set conaaining 10 Thm W '" X ~ p=l (p(X = V» is 

G = invariant and W c VD wheN p g X =i> X/Go is the proJectiono By ThefJJrml 

20199 P is propS)" ""> VI is open; f"urrther~ ! c W 0 

The follewing di"esw.t will be vexy useful g= 
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2023 Theorem : 

Let G aot property on Xg '" I X x G ... X, then the fbllowing hold ~= 

(1) lsotrophy groups are compaoto 

~ 

(2) "'x : G ... ·X, g .... > xgp is a proper map, for each x e Xo 

(}) Orbits are closedo 

(4) The natural map 11 8 GxfG ... xoG, G~ .... > Xog, is a homeo, for 

eaoh x e Xo 

(1) App~ Theorem 2021 to Theorem 2016. 

(2) If y e X9 "'x "'ICy) "" {g e G : xg = y} - which was proved to be 

compact in the proof of Theorem 20160 

Theorem 2021 ~> X is Hausdorff o Hence~ F is Closed in G => {x} x F is 

closed inX x G -> (x, ~x (F) ) = (i p ~) (X9 F) is closed in X x X and so in 

{x} x X. So ~x (F) is closed in Xo Thus ~x 18 propero 

(3) {x} x G is closed in X x G => xoG is closed in Xo 

(4) We have the commutative diagram := 

G "'x --~> xG 

/-
e has already been shown to be a continuous bijeotion, so it is 

sufficient to show that it is closed. F closed in GxiG <-=> v=l (F) closed 

in G -> ~x (7=1(F) ) is closed in xoG => 11 (F) is· closed in xGo 

2023 Corolloty 8 

If G acts properly on a oompact space Xg then X/G and G are ~mpacto 

Proof: -
p ~ X ... X/G is continuous -> p(X) ;: X/G is. compact ('this is true for any 

action). BY' part (2) to Theorem 2023, ~x : G ... X 1s properjby part 0) ,Xli- is 

... 1 
closed in X and is therefore compaoto G • ~x (xG) and is therefore compacto 



Vie now quote two useful results; proofs will be found in T3ourbald. Chp HL 

2025 Theorem g 

Let G be a locally compact group acting on a HausdorN' space X. Then 

G aots properly on X. . 

<=> .for each pair of points x, y e X, and neighbo~hoods Vxl of X t Vy of 

y So t {g eGg Vy f\ Vx8 ,..} has compact closure (see §404 Prep 0 7) 

<:;,;:,;> V compact X, L c l,,( 8 g Kg n L ~ tf>} has compact oloauI'So 

(See § 405 Theorem 1) 

If G is a locally compact group acting on a Hausdorff space Xp then 

:xcX is a WANDERING POINT if it has a neighbourhood Vx sot (g EGg V 08 n V x x 

.p </>} has compact closure» or equivalently~ if' 3 a oompact subset ;~YcG Sot 

g tl K.w> V ogn V :: tpo 
. X X 

. It follows that the aotion is proper <=n all points of X are wandering 

POintSD The set of all wandering points is clearly openo 

An action tp g X x G ~ X is called a PRIN:!IPAL BUNDLE if tp is free and 

proparo It</> g X 'x G ... X is a proper aotion and G is a disorete groupp tp ia 

said to be PROPERLY DISCONTINUOUS ( ==> isotropy groups are finite)o 
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30 G-Veotor Bundles 

Let V be a real (or complex)9 finite - dimensional vector space, and 

let tf1 8 V x G ~ V be -a TTG sot V g e Gp the map g g V ... Vg v -> v og,1s 

linear (and hence a linear lsomorphism)o The action tf1 is called a LINEAR 

ACTION atld V is called a REP~BSENl'ATION SPACE OF G (or G-MODULE)o 

In the case ~ g V x G ... V is a DTG p ~ is called a SMOOTH LINF.AR ACTION 

and V is called a SMOOTH REPRESENTATION SPACE OF Go 

Let G be a topological groupo A G-VECTOR BUNDLE is a real (or complex) 

vector bunde p g E ~ X with.finite = dimensional fibre, together with TTG9 s 

(1) The following diagram is commutative 

.E x G 1# ) E i 0 8 ~(p(e)p g) = p tf1(eog) Ve e Ep 

J, J, 
g e G which is written p 

pxl p 
p(e)og I1Il p(eoS) 

X x G 
~ 

) X 

P is thuf\ a morphism of G-~aces (or EQUIVARIANT MAP) 

(2) The induced action of I on each fibre 1s linearp ioeo given 

.. 1 . 
x E X, vpw e p (x), then (Ji,V + lAW) g • A(vog) + /8(Wog)9 V g e Gp A liE It 

(or. C) 0 

EX8!ll21e 

Let." g M x G .. ),f be a DTGp then we have a canonical action ~ g TM x G 

-i> TM given by «xpv)p g) -> (XSp dgx(v»o It is easy to see that the 

projection 111 g TM ... 14 together with the DTG9 s ." g M x G -i> M and d4> g TM x G 

.... TM is a 8IIlOotb G-vector bundleo 

Let p : E ... X be a vector bundleo Denote by E ~ E the set 

{(vpw) e E x E g p(v) = p(w)Jo In the case X 1s a topological space p 

. E ><x E ls a subspace of E x E; in the case X il.> a manifold, E Xx E is a sub ... 

manifold of E x E (see for instanoe tang. )0 

A veotor bundlle p : E ... Xp w1 th finite ... dimensional fibre, Is said to have 

. RIEMANN STRUCTURE if. 38 continuous map <, :> : E ~ E ... lR; (v.w) -> ~VQ "'>9 

sot for eaoh x e X <p :> Ip-l(x) X p=l(x) : p~l(x) x p-l(x) ~ JR 
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is an inner product; the Riemann struoture is said to be SMOOTH if' 

<9 " g E ~ E -+ Jl is smootho ::'ote that if X is paracompaot (which is 

the oase if X is a manifold) then any veotor bundle rfJ g E -+ X has a 

Riemann struoture (see Husemoller)o 

One object of' this seotion is to prove that if p : E -+ X is e. 

G-vector bundle with Riemann structure, where G is oompact, then 3 

a G-invariant Riema.nn structure on the bundle; that is, :3 a Riemann 

structure <, > g E ~ E oo§> lR sot V (vow) e E Xx E Vg e G, <V8 m> § 

We need the f'ollow:log result (for the proof' see Hewitt and Ross 

Abstract Harmonic Analysis I and Chevalley' g Theory of Lie Groups I ~ 

201 AJOtomg 

(a) If G is a compaot topological groupp then 3 a linear map I G g 

C (~. lR) -oB> lR (where e (G, :m) is the spaoe of' oontinuous maps G ~ ,JR ) 

such that g= 

Il If f g G -+ Jl is non-negativeD then fG f ~~ 0 

12 If' f G -+ :m is non-negative and not identically zero, then 

IGf' " 0 

13 If' f g G -oB> It is identically 1, then I sf' el 1 

I4 Fer any g e G9 f se(G, m), IG f' OPg gg IGf' gg If' ©li\.gp where 

pg G -+G, i!. g~ G 0+ G are the right, left translations of' G by go 

15 For a.ny fee (Gd' m) I sf' 5l I Gt01~ where i g G =t> Gp g-) 8=1 

(b ) Further~ if' G is Lie group J then I G g c( G, m.) =I> :m. 'is the 

usual integral defined on compaot, oriented mani:folds (recall that eJLl 

Lie groups are oriented)o 

io2 Prpposition~ 

It' G, is a compact groupp then f' : MxG ~ lR continuous (respoBmOoth) 

Ii:liIiIQ F8 .M -+ :m» X ~ I G f (x, g) dgp is continuous (respoBmooth). 
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(a) The continuous case o For each (x, g) E bixG and rg; ?' o~ by the 

cont:Luui ty of f 3 neighbourhoods V of x in X and U of g in G Se t 
x, g x, g 

(Ys h) E V ,( U !l;j~ i r(y, h) = f(xv g)! « it. 
x~ g x~ g . 

Dorl.O 1;8 by fy G· =-I) :m y the map g ~ f (y ~ g) and. let !l 11 be the imp l1o:·m 

on C (~, JR)o 

(.t> (rr) = ~'" CO''I ) ,""g i .' r II'f ~1" III dg '" J" a A". ~. '" J~ ,."" ~"" :.c A.,. 
\ J~ Y 0 ' .. X 0.,' I u.n n -.:.: J G. y' "':rE I • >.., g~ ' . ." \A{.} -'" 'G ~ G v..t;; - "---' 

Y E vxg,,:?l JG f(y, g) dg ~ JG f(x~ g) dg 1 -< il p Leo F is CQnthm0l23, 

(b) The SIDCOt..J.:l casea We onl.y b..a.ve t.o prove the result in 'the cane 

M '" U~ an open set in SOL'lS 'Euclidean ope.ce o If (V~ ift) :ls a ohart of Gc 

and f3 g U x V"",,, IR is a smooth ma.ps thaT). the map B : U -f; :m.\I1\"W:?>fw p(u$g)dg 

"" Jif;(V) fJ CUr W"l(X)}dX '? the usual L$besq119 integral~ is mnootht for 

the proof see Dieudonne Po172 (1eibnitn 3 s rule)o 

Let 1 Cv i'1) g 1 "" 1 •• 0 p j be a finite collection of charts of G 

Bot the Vi cover G2 and let ~Wi g i &l 1 00. p }be an associated. smooth 

partition of uniiWo The maps U x Vi ",,0 TIt, (xG g) ~) ~i Cg) f (Xl' J:f':'i:' 

i '" 1. 0 •• p, 8...'l;'eJ smooth~ and 'by -I:;he result above so are the maps 

p 

I 
!..:l. 

IG ~ ~i (g) f(x, g) dg 
i.,.,l 



Note that the group propert:'l.as of G were not used. in the pro())f' 

of this theorem o 

The 0xistance of partitions of unity folloW's from the paracornpactne21B 

of manifolds (See Lango) 

'03 Prow sit ion:. 

Let V x e;. -£> 11 be a oontinuous (reapo smooth) linea:t' action, where IJ il3 

compact and V is a finite-dimensional, real vector space o Then 3 a continU01J.8 

(rel'lB:'Bmooth) G-invariant inner product on Vo 

~£Oof' ~ 

Let <, ~* be an inner product on '10 We have a oontinuous (resp c 5ffiOoth) 

amp V x V x G...»> IR, (v, 'IV, g) _~ <vg, wg>*; it follows from Pr0po302 

the:refore thatiM map <, ~ : V x Y -;, IR g:i.ven by (v,w)"",> Ie;. <: vgp wg>$r.'Ig :i.S 

continuous (rasposmooth)o 

We show that <~ ~.is an inner product o The bilinearityof <;> ;;. follows 

from that of <: p >* and the linear! ty of the integral.; <:, ;. is symmetric since 

<, ~* 180 For any v E VD 

,;;V, v> ~ 0 <=~ J G<VB, vg>* dg :. 0 <=> <vg, vg>* > 0 for some is EO G

<~~ vg f 0 <~> v ~oO 

So <~ > is an inner produoto It is G=invariant since for any v, w E 

k E Ge 

~o!t Thao:remg, 

Let p: E..., X 'be a. (smooth) G - veotor bundle, where G is compa~t, ir.l.til 

a (smooth) Riemann strtl.ctl.lre; then :3 a (smooth) G-invariant Riemann. 

stru.oture on p: .E -,~ XO 



Proof: 
~ :;:::; 

Let the given Riemann structure be <, ~$ g E x E ~ IRc We havo a 
:le 

continuous (s.mooth) map E x E x G,"" :m., (V,I> w,g) ~{<> «vg, wg>*o By 
JJ;: 

Prop 3022 the map ~, > ~ E Xx E ~ lR, (Vg 'Wll ) _:? JG <vl5$ wg'> * dg, is 

continuous in the continuous case and smooth in the amooth case;: by Prop 

p:roducto 

canonical projection ~ 

'bm1d1e 'ff 

expoi i expo 

M ")M 
g 

Using thb result we can dedu©et s 



Assume U is 5Ii1a]~ enough So t U is the diff'oomorphiQ image of a dise V' ~ 

~entre 0, in ftp undor expo The aotion of dIP g T M xG"", '1'11 rest:r'ic'i;eB. to 

M. x G is sot«p,v)g g) -» (p~ dgp (v) )8 sinoe P is a stationary po:hrto 
p 

M has a G=invariant metric ~ d 4>iMp x G sends V x G- onto V 9 we then have the 

commutative diagram 9 

v x G .,_.....:#::z:-____ rr) V 

U x G -----+3> U 

d4>lflF x G:?sf xG --> 'M., is a linear action and thus M is a linea1i' 
p p ~ :p 

representation space of' G; the above commutative diagram .9]!J2. 

assures the resulto 
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40 Local Trivi~ 

Firl!lt we state the Rank Theorem; proofs oan be found in Dieud.onne 

Foundations of Modern Analysis p and in Flett g Modern Ana1ys:l.so 

401 The Rank Theorem (Veotor Spaoee) : 

Let E be an m-dimensional 9 and F an n-clim.ensional., real vector spaoe 9 

A an open neighbourhood of a e Ep and f : E..;) F a C
q

", map SQ t "I x e Ag d.fx 

has rank pp fbr Bome fixed integer po Then 3p 

(1) An open n~ighbourhood U C A of a and a Cq 
= diffeo u 

U co%o m (the m = cube). 

(2) An.open neighbourhood V ~ f (A) of f (a) and a Cq 
- diffeo 

v g :f1..;)v, sot flU = v 0 i 0 u 9 where i g m ... J!l is the map 

(X1' 0.0 9 Xm) -~ (X1' 00. 9 Xp ' 0, ••• 0) 

From 401 we deduce := 

fr02 The Rank Theorem (Smooth)&anifo1ds) : 

Let M be a. smooth m = manifold and N a. smooth n "" manifold 9 A an open 

neighbourhood of a e M~ and t g M -!Io N a smooth map So t V :x: e Ap dfx has 

rank pg for some fixed integer po Then 3 a neighbourhood Wof 0 in M and a 
$ 0 $ 

dit'feos u W ~ u (W) C Mg where u (W) is a neigbbourllood ol' a 

v· g fu*(W) ~ dfa (W). 

such that : dfalW ~ v· f u· Iw 

Proof: -
We can assume A is sot (As4» is a chart of M around a 9 for some <PR 

and that f(A) C Bg where (B9~) is a chart of N around f(a) for some ~o 

We have the commutative di88Z'6Ing 

f 
A---~}B 

Ut 
~ (A) ) $(B) 

? !<i f/tf!/J~l 

and we can apply 401 to ? on t/1(A) 

Hence 3 an open neighbourhood UU c rt>(A) of rf>(a) an apan neighbourhood 

VO ~? ~ (A) of f ~(a)g and (smooth) dif"feos u B : UO .... f"g ".0 g tt -!Io Vo 

soto 11ue ~ vOo i 0 uo. where i g rm .... rn (~.oo xm) -~ (Xi' 000 OXp90000)0 
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It ;:'01l0W8 that :3 open neighbourhoods UcA of Aa and VcB of r(e,) 8ue:!.; tha<;; 

the following coImllutea, 

f 
U >V 

'@j, "'£ ~ j \l 

fl----.,.::.,. fA 

;-Ience, Ma § dW(iu(a» 0'10 dUB, where dllB M ~ lR,m 
a 

i JRm"",lR n 

dv (iu(a)): lR n ,.". Nf(a) 

1 J 1 """'~ Ma "" d'l {:l.u(a)?ov= ofi'JU)o u =, 0 due., on the open set (duaf' (In) 

le ai'a i w ~ V$ f U$ ~ W 3 where W is an open neighbourhood of 0 in M an.a. 
a, 

u*g W ~ U$ (W) h a neighbourhood of a in M 

Let f : X =!) X 'be a continuous mapo We say 1..' is LOCALLY TRIVIAL if 

for each x E X 3 a. set U C X containing x Se t f' ~ U g U ~f' 1"(U) j.B a 

hemeomorphisll1 @nt@(a neighbourhood of f(,,) in Yo U 1s called. LOCAL CROSS 

SECTION AT )Co 

hl.'.£heorem~ 

Let cp g M x G =!) M be a DTG and let x E M have trivial isotropy group 

Lat Pg G ~ G deoote the ri~t "translation of G by g~ Leo Pg(h) '" 

'if h E G, and recall that we denote by g : M ~if 1"1 the diffeo given by "~ ""'}) 

whioh gives rise to the commutative diagx'3lil) 

=~ rank of d tP g 112 the same V g E G 
x 



404 CorollarY 

1 . Let G be a Lie group acting smoothly and properly on the smoo·th 

manifold If, and let x e M have trivial isotropy groupo Then the map 

~x g G -r. Mp g -> xog, is an embeddingo 

~: 

The action of G on M is proper ::> I/>. g G ~ M io proper, by Theorem 2023; 
:le 

in partioular ~ is closed o Theorem 40.3 ""> </> is an injeot1ve immersion. x x 



j 

Hence by the ram theorem, ifJx is locally equivalent to d 4>xl (ie 3 

suitable differs u* 9 ~~ Sot ~x ~ u* d~xlo V$ on a suitable neighbourhood) 

But rpx is injective and hence 130 is d q,xg , '1 g e: G~ ie 9x is an irnmers:i.orJ.o 

We now come to the main result of this section g= 

402 Theorem..!. 

Let ~ g M x G~ M be a DTGp where th~ action of ~ ia free and propero 

Then p : M =I> Mi G, the canomioal projection, is locally trivialo 

For each x e Mp we have an immersion ct>x g G -G' M (by Thmo4o';)$ and so 

d rp 1 ~ G
1 

~ M is injectiv80 (in fact» 4>"" is an embeddi1'l8 by Cor 4o~.) 0 

le:It .... 

Thus Mx .., Tx (t d rf>x 1 (G1 ) 9 where Tx is the orthogonaJ. oompliment of 

d ct> 1 (G
l

) in id ; note that d 9' 1 (G
1

) is the :tangent spE'.oe of the orM.t x x x 

through x~ at Xo Choose a disc (is olosed ball) v.:T sot D is a 
. oX 

neighbourhood of 0 in T ·and sot D is so small to be mapped diffeo
x 

morphically by exp into a char'l: neighbourhood of x; thus we can assume 

exp D is in Euclidean space. Net f:I that x e exp Do 

We claim that :3 a disc Dojo c D (1)$ a neighbourhood of 0 in T) SO t rP! exp D~ 

maps exp D* homeomorphically onto a neighbourhood of p(x) in Mii G~ 

which will prove the theoremo The action is pro'per ~> Mi G is Hausdorff (by 

Thmo 2 0 21)0 Hence since D* is compaot, p! exp D* is closed» and it is 

therefore sufficient to prove g= 

(1) pi exp D'~ ia injective 

(2) p (exp DJ') is a neighbourhood of pCz) in !if i G 0 

(1) We shall show that 3 El diso D",c D Sot q, I (expoD$) x G is injective~ 

from which it f011ow8 that Xl G §i x2G -» XJ. § Jf.2 , 'It '1' x2 E 8"-'"P D*» and 

130 that p (~) 8 p (x!=!) ""'""> ~ ,.. X29 V x~ X2 E .~ D*o That is, we she.1l 

show that :3 a disc D* cD Bot orbits which intersect exp D* only intersect 



By ThIn. 2025~ tM sat K '" ~g E G: axp D n (exp D) g + q,J is compaot; 

so we know that yg '" ZJ> y, Z E exp Do -> g E K. The Bet J 

'" [(y, Z,g):le exp Dx exp D x K ; yg '" £~ is a closed ( and therefore 

compaot) sUbset of exp D x exp D x k ~ since it is the inverse image 

~ ;the diagonal in exp D x exp D under tlw map exp D x exp D x K ~ exp D 

x exp D, (y, z, g) ~~ (yg, z) Further J does not meet (xl x Ix} x 

(r: = III ); by the Hauedorff' property of M, it follows that J is 

disjoint from some neighbourhood W of (x} x {xl x (K={lj) in exp D x 

exp D x (K - !lj ) (and therefore in M x 111 x K). We oan assume Vi '" 

exp D* x exp D fB X L, where D * fr D is a small enough disC'. Then cp 

(2) Since p is an open map (Propol03), it is sufficient to prove 

(exp D*) G ia a ne:l.ghbourhood of x in Mo By taking partisJ. 

d.ifferentials, we have that et q; (x, 1) 3 111 x G
1 

-i> M is given by, 
:le x . 

d cp (x~ 1)(6$ V) '" a -+ d iflx l{V)o 

So the restriction d. <I>(x, 1) ID'" x G-1 g D* x G1 -i> D* ffJ d cfJx 1 (G1 ) is an 

isomorphism, since d ~xl i~ injective and D* lies in the orthogenal 

compliment of d <Px 1 (G1)o D*1s El neighbourhood of 0 in Tx => D* @ 

d cfJ
1 

(G
1

) is a neighbourhood of 0 in Tx ® d ~ 1 (G
1

) g MxQ So the 

rank of d q, (x, 1) I D* x G1 is dim Mo 

d cp (x, 1) i ~! x G1 has maximal rank",,> ~ (y,g) I D* x G1 has 

ma:rlma.l rank, for (y,g) in some neighbourhood N of (x, 1) in M x G, ana. 

since D* is compaot, we can assume (exp D* x U~9 where U is some 

neighbourhood of 1 in G, By the Rank ~eoremv it follows that !f; 

(expoD$ x U) is a neighbourhood of x -> (expo D=!I) G is a neighbour-hood 

of xo 

406 Corollory: 

If G is a 1ie group and H 6 closed Lie subgroup, then the 

canonical projection p : G ~ Gl If is locally trivial. 

Proot:.. 

The action G x H 0+ G, (g, h) -> gh9 is smooth and freeo Ww show 

it is proper; the result then follows from Theorem 4050 
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The map (i, tf» g G x G ~ G x Gt (g1' 82 )"",) (~, ~ g2)' is a homeD and is 

therefore proper. H is closed in G =fJ> G x H is closed in G x G """'> (i~ ~) 

i G x H : G x H 00+ G x G is alao proper, <_> the action Gx H .... G, (g, h)",,~ 

gh ~s proper (by' definition). 

1!.J1 If U ia a local OroS3 section of p : G"* GIH at 1, then H n U :g {l! 0 

Remark : !riff has 8. G-manif.£ld structure,. 

First, we put a mani:rold structure on GI Hp For each x E Gp 3 8. 

set Ux' containing x sot plux g Ux o~ p (Ux ) is a momeo onto a 

neighbourhood of p(x). Let (V ,e) be a chart of G around X9 then (p(V) n 

p(ux ) t e~) is defined to be a ohart of GIH around p(x) whare ~ 3 

p(u ) .... U is (p Iv )'=1 and t is 8. listraightening" map from the relevant x x x 

Euclidaan space to itself (recall that p is an open map) 0 Glearly the set 

of all such charts forms a smooth atlas for G~Ho 

F:I.nally, we have the commutative diagram, 

GxG_ @: 

)G 

pxl ! . 
~p where a (g19 g2) :;g g2~ 

G/HxG 
~ 7 G/H ..", 

(8:tH ~, g2) 1>< g2 ~ 8: a H 

The manifold structure defined on GjH => p 1'3 smooth; and. in fact, is a 

local diffaomorphism --> a is smooth; and we have already shown in 

i'?.7 Theo~: 

Let if; g 'Ni )( G -E> M be a DTG and let x E id have (closed) isotropy gt'Oup HQ 

Then the map e g Hi G ~ M, Hg .,...'p xogD is a.."l immersiono 

H being a closed subgroup; is thus a Lie subgroup (sse Gh6valley~ 

Introductbza to 1,16 Groups I~ P13S=5)o Hance p : G ~ l{~G is a local 
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p a local diffao s ~x smooth => e smooth" 

Let f[gJ RiG .... HiG be the right tra.nslation of RiG by [15] :;:l P (8) 

dp [1] 
(H!G)[l]~[g;:....;.]-..,) (H!G)[g] 

%J 

M[l]l 1 d9[g] 

, M 
xog 

We have t.he 

Hence the rank of d fJ rs ] is the same 'If [15] E Hi Go By the rank theC(t:'&!il c 

d8(g] is locally equivalent toe p \if (g) E HIGa fJ inject1ve ~ d6[g] 

injecti~e V[g] E H!G p 59 e is an ~mmer5iono 

Let et> g M x G ~ M be a DTG, where the action o£ f/J is proper, and let 

x'S 'M have isotropy group Ho Then e ~ Hi G -+ Id, Hg RQ>xg, is an embedding 0 

,20 Slioes 

Let r/J 8 M x G =+ M be El. DTG, and H a. closed subgroup of Go A (SMOOTH) 

H = SLICE IN 'Ai is a subset S of 1f So t 8= 

(1) S is invariant under H. 

(2) Sg n s ~ ifJ ~ g E 11 

(3) If U is a local cross-section at 1 of the projection p ~ G ~ HI Gv 

then !f; s x U : S x U -+ M is a diffeo onto some neighbourhood 

in Mo 

In the case of' lit Ti'Gp the concept of an H - slice can be defined 

analogously ~ "diffeomorphism" in (.3) being replaced by "homeomorph1sm"o 

Note: BY(2), s E S =ib G C Ho 
-- 8 
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Further, if :le e M, then a SLICE AT x is a G - slice S whioh contains x, x 

and sot., with the notation of' 0), cf;i S x U-+M is a diffeomorphiem onto 

fA neighbourhood of x in M (tfJ (s x U) automatically contains x)o 

Leti' V x Z -+V be a continuous map, where V is a metric space and Z 

a topological spacs. Let K be a compact subset of Z and let v e V; then 

given 'I > 0, 3 ~ :> ° Sot diet (v, w) <: S::g::> diat (f (v, z). f(w,z) ) «; 

<l~VzeK. 

Proof: -
By the continuity of f I 3 3(z) :> ° and an open neighbourhood Nz of z 

f: B(u, SCz) ) x N -+ B (f Cv, z) tI2), where B (8, J\.) 
Z 

denotes the open~= disG centred at a. Note tha·t if SO eN, then diet z 

(v, w) < a(z) -> dist (f(v, 21°), few, l) ) <: «0 

The open sets N form a cover for K and K compa.ct _> 3 8 finite 
1'1 

sub cover IN ••• N } for K. Put 8 = min i~ (Zi) : i = 1 ••• kJ. Then 
I'll zk . 

V ZB e K, diet Cv, 'If) -< S~> dist.(f (v, 1'1 0 ), f(w,zl) ) <: (to .m. 

501 The,orem (Exi s"tfUlce of §lie ea l : 
Let et> _: M x G -+ M be a DTG9 where the action of 4> is proparo Then 

3 fA smooth slice at each poillt of' M. 

Take x e M and let x have isotropy gw up H. The action of CfJ 1-s proper 

-:. H is compact """'> we can give M an H-invariant metric, By Theorem 40 7 ~ 

me map a g H~ G .... M~ Hg :Kg» is an immersion (it is in fact an 

embedding by Cor 4 0 8) => d 9 J~ : (H!G)l =t> Mx is injectiveo 

d. e 1 ( HI G'1 1a the tan.,gant space to the orbit of x a~ xo 
Note that 

Let T be the :x 

orthogoruU SUbspaC6 of d. e 1 (r-I!G)l in Mx &ndtake a. diso D in Tx Sot D is 

a neighbow;-hood of 0 in T:x and. 80 t D is 80 small tha.t i,t is mapped 

diffeomorphica,lly by expQ Pu.t S !I$ expoD. We shall show that by 

restricting D if necessary .. S is a slice at x. As in the prObI' of: 

Theoram 405, we can assume S is contained. in some chart neighbourhood of x
h 

1e that S is in Euc1idean space o 



(1) Since M has an H=invs.clant metric~ for h E: Rp we have tb.a 

dhx 
lA: ,. 14% x 

expJ, J.up Mx "" T e it e 1 (H!G)l x 

Id: h )M 

Recall that the differential ofaxp is the identity map» from which 

it follows that axp maps cl e 1 (RIG)l = the tangent space of xG at 

x = onto xGo Hen@6, xG is invariant under h ~> d ~ 1 (RiG)l i8 

invariant under dhxo Since M has an H=invarient metric 9 Tx is theref'ore 

invariant under d.hx ~> dhx (D) IS D ~> S g: eX'.\? 0 dhx (D) "" hi('S) '" 

(2) We want to show that Sg{'j S + et> -> g E H 

Let U be a local cross-seotion of p : G~HiG at 1, sot p(U) 
c.l 

open (which exists by Cor ho6)o Then p - p(U) :ill HO, and since p(U) is 

open in HiG~ lID is open in G (sirwa RIG has the identification topology)o 

HU is thuB an open neighbourhood of H; and G - HO is cloaedo rp is proper 

~> ~ g G -+ M is proper andhen@0 closedo So x (G .. HU) is closed in M 
. ;It 

l~e action of ~ ia proper ~> 3 a neighboa~hood Vx of x sot K g 

{g EGg V g n V ~ ifJ"-r is compact (Theorem 2 0 25) 9 and we can aSSU!lle D x :it 

is amall enough 3 0 t S C V2l:' (Note that H C K) 

It follows from Lemma 50 0 that given ~ > 0, 3 i ~ 0 Sot diet (x~y) 

< ~ ~) diet (xg, yg) < ~~ ~ g E: Ko 

Let dist (x, x (G-HU) ) ~ ~. then by restricting D if necessary we 

can assume that -1;h e radius of S is .( ~ ..: q; i 2, vmere @ is 13 0 t 

ai.st (x, y) <: ~ -> dist '(xg, yg) <: t"'12)} 'f g E Ko 

Suppose S g ns ~1jJ~ than 3 s'!>t E S, g E K sot Sog'" to Now 

di~t ex, xg) ~ diet (x o t) and dist (tp xg) ~ dist (x. t) 

~ diSt(Sg9 xg) < (/2 + f/2 ~ € 



Hence g ~ G = HU 9 i o9o g e HU9 S@ g s hU 9 for some h e H, u E Uo We 
1 . 1 

have that t g sg = shu = s up where sh = 8 e S - since S is H invariant. 

If u + 1 (~> u ~ H, since un H ~ (ll - sea NoBo (2) to Coro40 6)p then 

x·:u ~ .x and BO 3 a neighbourhood W of x So t wu () W !!3 t/Jo Restricting D if 

necessary» we can assum S c IV m» Su f\ S ~ t/>o 1 1 
Hence t = a Up t, s e Sp 

U E U ~~ U = 1. so g ~ ho 

(3) We want to fihow that if U ie e. local croS8-s-eot:1on of p ~ Go ooj) Hi Go at 19 

ther'. 4>i g x U ~ S x U ..,. s. U is a diffeomorphism onto a neighbourhood of x in Mc 

(a) rf> ~ S x U g S x U -& SD U is a homeomorphismo Since I/> is continuous and. 

closed (sinoe it is proper) we only have to show it is injectiveo SUppose 

au = tv~ where 3 9 t E S, Up V E Vp then uv=l e H (by (2) )'9 uv=l = h sayo 

So u ~ hv ~~ p(u) ~ p(hv) = p(v) <~> u=v since piu g u~ p(u) is a homeo 

(b) I/>~ s x U g S x U..,. SoU is a homeo onto a neighbourhood of Xo 

Let ~ g S x peu) -t SoU be the map ji~fined by ~ (s, Hu) :: au (which is well= 

defined since un H ~ ill ), 30 we have the commutative diagramg 

s x p(u) -.;~ __ _ 

s x U 

~I S x U is injeotive !m~ ~ is injeotlve Q <t> is amOoth» p !Ug u «of> peu) 

is a diffeomorphism g >8» ~ is sno oth 0 

Recall that the tangent spa.ce to S at x is T (since the. x 

differential of: exp is the idm tity) d l «xe1) : Tx x P(U)l -<> If: b 

given by~ d ~ (x9 1) (a. s b) = a + d ~ 1 (b), where ~ : p(u) -<> 80U0 9 Hu ~~ :z: :z: 

ux 9 ioeo ~x ~ e!p(u) 
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p(u) c Ri~ ~~ T lies in the orthogonal compliment of d ~ 1 (peU) ) ~~ x % 1 

d ~ (Xg 1) is injectiveo p(U) a neighbourhood of 1 in RIG ~> P(U)l = 
(RIG)l => d e (%,1) : Tx x P(U)l ~ Tx e d ~x 1 (P(U)l) = Tx $ d e l(HiG)l 

'" Mxo So d ~ (x p 1) is surjective» and is therefore an isomorphismo 

d 4> (y~ Hg) is therefore an isomorphism for (y p Hg) in some neighbourhood 

N of (x, 1) in S x p(U). The-rank theorem => ~ (N) is a neighbourhood of x 

.in M => ~ CS' x U) !l& SoUo is a neighbourhood of x in Mo 

(0)' ~ i s x U ~ SoU is an immeraiono By (b)p 3 a neighbourhood N of (~p 1) 

in S x p(u) Bot (Y9 as) e N => d ~ (y, Mg) is an isomorphismo S compact 

=> we can take S so small So t S x (lJ c No 

We have the commutative diagram» 

s x P (U)H -.9~,-s ,:;....Hu-:.)~~ s u ') Msu 

~ i dU8 
Itv -> Hvu, and u e U 

~ 
S x p(U) .. --:----_~) M 

8 ? ~(s,l) 8 

Hence d ~ (s, Hu) is an isomorphism'" and in particular injective = 

'if (sp Hu) in S x p(U). ;p is thus an iImneraion "'> ~ is an imnersion (by "ihe 

commutative diagram of (b) ). 

lY. 
(1) In constructing a slioe at point x e Mg we have thrown away the 

original metric Ol'll M and replaced it by a. G,. - invariant oneo Thus the 

exponential map used in constructing the slice, will not necessarily be the 

aa.me as the exponlMtial map used to oonstruct a slice a.t another point y when 

M has a Gy = invariant metrico 

(2) The slice th~orem shows in effect that points with iso~py gl'CiUP8 of 

the same dimens:ion «-> their orbits have the same dimension) are 

locally equivalent, in the sense that they have neighbourhoods diffeomorphio' 

to D x U 9 where D is a disc of dimension :: dim M -dim (orbit) and U:Is a 

local'cross~aection of p:G ~ HIG at 1, of dimension = dim (orbit) 

(since piu ~ U ~ p(u) is a homeo onto a neighbourhood and 9 g RIG ~ x G)o 
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A continuous map f : X -+ X~ between G - spaces X, JC1l is EQUIVARIANT 

if V x E Xp g E G, we have f (x.g) ~ f(x) g. 

202 Theorem: 

Let f : X -+ X~ ba a continuous (resp.smooth) equivariant map between 

G-spaoes (resp. G-manifolds) X, X~, and let S~ be an H - slice (resp. smooth 

H - slice) in XU 
0 

=-1 
Then S ~ f (SO) is an H - slioe (reap.smooth H-slice) 

in Xc 

~: 

. We verify the. t condi tions (1) - (3) for slices, hold for S. 

(1) If' s e S, h E H then f (sh) "" f(IS).h E $., since SQ is H-invarian~~;} 

eh E S ==> S ls H = invariant. 

(2) If s "" tag, where S9 t e S pg E G, then f(s) = f(t)g =->g E H since 

f(s), f(t) E So. s~ Sg n S~ c/J =-> g e H. 

(3) (a) In the continuous case, all we have to show is that ~ = ~Is x U g 

s x U -+ SoU :l.s a homeo onto a neighbourhood of X, where cfJ X x G ... X is 

the a~tion of ·-G on X, and U is El local cross-seotion of pG.,. Hi G at 

10 Let . ifJQ : X~ -x G -+ xq be the action of G o~ Xu 0 

Note that S.U. c;;: f=l (Sf, oU). We have the commutative diagramg 

s x U 
f x 1 So x U ') 

~J, ~ .14>0 I S9XU = the conunute. tivity follows from the 

f=l(SQ .u) 
f 7 s~ .u equivariance of f. 

Clearly ~ is onto r=1 (sa U) i060 S.U ~ f=1 (SoU). ~ is also injectlve, 

since if B:!. U::t ~ 8 2U2 where ~,82 e S, ~ u2 e U, then B:t "" s2u2ul =~ <=> 

«>1 ( i ) 1.-1.12 ~ .. 1 since U () H "" t 1 J )<-=> ~ ::: u2and 81 >"= ~2. <p continuous and 

olosed =:> ~ is a homeo. SflU is a neighbourhood in XU => f=1 (S"tU) is et 

neighbourhood in X, and f=l (SOU) ~ S.Uc 
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4l s x U -+ S U is thus a. homoo onto a. nei~bourhood in X. 

(b) In the differentiable case we have to show further that; is a. 

d.1f'feomorphism. ~ ia smooth; we &how that ~ =1 is smooth. Consider the 

two maps 

aU .... »u 
V 8 e Sp u e U 

and s U + S 

proj 
So ~l is the composite": 

f 
SoU-~ SR U ~ gu X U_~ u 

and is therefore smooth; and 1/1
2 

:Ls the composite. 

lxq,l 1x inv. 
SoU--;. SoU x U ~ 

..1 
SoU x U --~> S 

'7 =1 ( ) and so q,2 is smooth. And 9-' g SU -+ S x U is given by au _)J all ~ is 

ell ""I}l (t/12 (au), '1 (au)) """"> ~l is 3IIlOoth. 

Theorem 502 is the first step in extending the slioe existance theorem to 

the topological case, but before we oan continue we need the following 

Lemmas := 

2 0 2 ~elmna .: 

Let G be a compaot Lie group and IT a. olosed subgroupo Then:3 a linear 

representation spaoe, V, of G &1d ~~ element v e V sot the isotropy group 

of v ~ G , is equal to Ho 
v 

Por the proof see Borel Seminar on Transfo:rmation Groups, Chp. VIII (by 

Let f/> g X x G -+ X be a. TTG, where G is compact, a.nd let x e Xo Then:3 o 

an equivariant map of X into a linear representation spaoe of G, which is 

injeotive on Xo Go 

Proof: 
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Gv "" Gx i hence the map f g xoG -t>vG g Xog ""~ vg, is well defined, continuous 
o 

a~d equivariant. Since xoG is a compact subset of X, end X is Hausdorff, we 

, can apply Tietze! s E~ension Theorem to obtain a continuous extension f'g: 

X =N off; n9te that l' is inj active on xG. 

The map G ... Vp g _>1 (xg) g=l is' continuous (since it is the composite g "'-':} 

(~~ g-l)_> (1' (xg) g=l) .... > l' (xg) g=l) 0 G is compact t:'!ol:> (seePropoBition 30 2; 

the map F : X =-!> Vis continuous p where, F(x) ~ f G 'ft (xg) g=l dgo 

We show that F is equivariant and is inject1ve on Xo G. 

(1) F (xh) ~ J G £I (xhg) g""1 dg l<l f G l' (n:) k=l h elk, where k =: hg 

~ <IG 1 (xk) k=l dk)h § F(x) h, V x e Xp h e Go 

(H) F(xoh) "" I G ? (Xohg) g -1 dg "* lG f (xohg) g=1 dg "" fG f(xo h) dg 

§ <fG f(xo) dg) h "" <fG v dg) h ~ voh p V h e G 

~> F is injective on x G, since G "" G 0 o v x 

We are now in a position to extend 501 tu the case of topological transformation 

groups, where the group of the action is a compact Lie group. 

505 Theorem (Existence of SlioeaL= 

Let </J g X x G ..... X be eo TTG, where G is a compact Lie Group. Then 3 a slice 

at each point of Xo 

Proof: 

Take :le e Xo By Lemma 504, 3 an equi variant map F g X -i> V, where V is a lUM"ar 

representation space of G, sot F is injective on ~ and sot G% ~ GF(x)O V is 

a amooi:h G-epaca and so 3 a (smooth) GF(x)- slice g9 at F(x)o By Theorem 502~ 
=1 . 

F (8 U) is a GF(x) = slioe at x j but Gf(x) = Gxo .9Jm., 

~o • ,Rrb~t Types and principal Orbits 

Let G be El groupo We define an equivalenoe relation on the subgroups of G by:'" 

=1 H:!. ..", H2 <-> 3 g E G So t \ =: g H~o 

Ths equivalence classes of this equivalence relationo (i09. the conjugacy classes 

of the subgroups) are called ORBIT TYPES 



Let 1> : X x G -+ X be a TTG, The ORBIT TYPE OF A POINT x e X is defined 

to ba the orbit type of the isotropy group of x. Note that if x E X has 

=1 
isotropy group H, then ~ e xG bas isotropy group g Hgj so the points on 

a particular orb! t have the same orbit 1:;)--peo The (ORBIT) TYPE OF AN ORBIT 

IN X is the orbit type at any point that lies on the orbit. 

Two orbits, of perhaps different G-spaces, are oalled EQUIVALENT if 

3 an equivariant homeomorphism (loB a continuous equivariant map with 

continuous inverse) mapping one orbit onto the other. 

60 1 Proposition; 

Two orbits have the same type <""""> they are equivarie.nt. 

Proof,:, 

Let f be an orb! t in the G-space X, and let f U be an orb! t in the G-space 

XQ. If fa t have the same orbit type, then 3x E r~ it! E r u sot 

G
x 

"" G:!C' 0 T"lle mapp::i.ng f : r .... fU D xg .... >Xl g, is well defined, biJective a'nil 

equivarinnt" It is continuous with a continuous inverse because of the 

commutative diagr~p 

x x G ---~> xG 

This proves the first parto 

Now suppose 3 an equivar:l.ant homeo f: r -'> r\j 0 Then f'or each x g f 9 the fact 

F :is an equ:ivar:l.ant bomeo 
't 

that f ::leg .... "" f(x}g assures that Gx C Gf(x)O 

=1 => f is an equivariant homeo ~> Gr(x) C Gxo Hence Gx '" G:f(J!:) -;;> r ~r 

have the same orbit typeo 

We now come to our main result for orb! t types 

2£.? Theorem 

Let cfJ g M x G .... FA be a DTG, where the action of rp is proper. Then M 

has locally a finite number of orbit types o 
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In the case fA is O-dimensional, :ror each x E M, lxl is a neighbourhood of :le and. 

{xl, since it contains just the one point, contains just one orbit t,ype. So 

the theorem is tre in this caseo 

Now suppose it is true in the case M is a k .., manif'old, V k Se t 0 ~ k ( no This 

imPlies that if M is compaot, M has a finite number of orbit types => if' 

M :g Sk: 0 ,.; k ~ n, L1 has a finite number of orbit ~eso Vie shall show that 

this last reuult ==> the theorem is true in the case M is an (n + 1) - manifold. 

This will prove the theoremo 

Let 11 be an (n+ l) = manifold, and let x E M., Let H be the isotropy group of' 

:It and give M an H = invariant metric (recall that the action is proper ~> 

isotropy groups are oompact) 0 We can construct a slice S at x (as in Theorem 

Sol) ~x has a neighbourhood (e.g S.U where U is a 10oE~ cross-section a.t 1 

of p : G -l> Hi G) Bo t every orbit in the neighbourhood meets So So it is 

sufficient to show that there are only El finite number of orbit types in S~ 

Reoall that s e S -> G c If, so we only have to consider the action of H on S, s 

ioe we can restriot our attention to the DTG = ~IM x IT : M x H .... M. 

x is a stationary point of IT, and further S is IT - invariant a By Theorem 30 6 .. e 

=1 see. that S is isomorphio, as an H-space, to the disc D = exp S, where exp: 

Mx -!> M. Recall that. D is a neighbourhood in Nx~ where N
x 

is the normal 

space to xG at x. ft leaves 0 E D fixed, acts linearly and isometrically on 

D» and leaves D in N ; 50 H acts orthogonBlly on Dq Clearly, all points on 
:le 

the same open radius (ioe a radius excluding the centre ~oint) of' D have the 

same isotropy group, so the different orbit types occur on the boundary' 'Of D 

and at O~ 
k 

The boundar.y of D is S , for some k sot 0 ~ k ~ n, and the 

inductive hypothesis assures that tilere are only a finite number of orbit 

k 
types on S ; further, there is just one orbit 'l:\Ype at 0 - namely the one 

determined by Ho D has thus a finite number of orbit types, => S has El. 

fini te number of orbit typeso 

In order to introduce the oonoept of e. Ilprinoipe.l orb! tl'l, we need. the 

following proposition g e 

60" ProE.0ai~ion8 " 

Let G be El. compact Lie group and let H be e proper Lie subgroup. 



Than either (1) dim H " dim G-

or (2) dim H '" dim G, and H ha.s fewer components than w 

Proof: 

First note that the compactness of G ~> G has a finite number of components. 

Also, He G ==> dim H ... dim G. 

Suppose dim H "" dim G. Then H contains a neighbourhood of linG l'!II:> H 

H is a proper subgroup of G -> HI G 1s a proper subgroup of GI G o 0 

(reoall that Go is a closed normal subgroup, by Prop. 2010)0 GIGo is compaot 

discrete (since Go is open and closed), and is therefore finite. But the 

components of G are the cossts of Goo gED..:. 

Let ~ g M x G~ M be a DTG, where the action of ~is proper. Since the action 

is proper, the isotropy groups are oompacto In the class of ill isotropy grOUpf 

of the action, we can therefore npeak of a particular isotropy group H being 

"minimal" in the sense that ~ = 

(i) dim H is a s 5Iilall as possible. 

(2) subject to (1) the number of components of H is as small as possibleo 

An orbit of the action is oalled a PRINCIPAL ORBIT if there is a point on. the 

orbit whese isotropy group is minimal in the senae desorib$d above. Note that 

condi tion (lhimplies the dimension of the prinoipal orb 1 t is as large as 

possibleo 

Proposition 603 assures that prinoipal orbits always exist. 

Fotation: 

I~ ~: M x G~ M is a DT~J where the action of ~ is proper, the set of points 

in M lying on the principal orbits of the action is denoted by p(!.!,G)o 

60;' Lemma: 

Let ~ g Xx G ..... X be a 'l'TG and let S be an R - slice in Xo Then the map 0: 

siR..... SGIG, flH ... ~ sG, is a homeo" 

f3:pof: 

We have the following two restrictions of ~9 and their associated projections 

from the oorresponding restrictions of X to their corresponding orbit spaces :~ 

~ : SG x G ..... SG; l1. SG~ SGIG$ sg _> a~ 

~2 g S x n ..... s ; P2 ~ S ~ siR, s ~> sR 



Note that Pl (S) = StrlG 

For sI' 32 E S, S1 G '" ~G <-~ 61 '" 521!»> for BOme g E G <=> 2:t "" 32g f'or 

some g E H (condition (2) for slices) < .. ;> ~}f "" 82H. So 0: is injectiv60 

We have the commutative diagram, 

s 

p1i~ 
SGiG <. siR 

Cl 

Pll s, p 2 onto => Oi is onto; PI ~ S~ P2 open and continuous => t'l is open and 

continuoU3o Thus IX : SiR =l> SGiG-:ls a homeo. 
£lED. 

VIs now come to the main (and rather surprising) resuJ. t of this section : = 

Let <p g M x G- -~ 111 be a DTG p where 111 is co~~cJ~ and the action of if) is 

proper 0 Then P(lli,G) is an open deuse set in Mr whose image in M~ G J.B 

connectedo Further, all principal orbits are of the asm6 type 0 

Proofg 

In the caBe M is 0 - dimensional, :M has just one element and the theorem 

follows triviallyp We assume the reawtt is true in the case 1ft ia a cor..nectoo. 

k = manifold 1 V k sot 0 ~ k ~ n~ and show that this i~plieB the result is 

true in the case tr:is El. connected (n + 1) = manifold. This will prove the 

(1) Ei!IR G) iLopem 

Take x E P(M9G) and let S be a slice at x. Then SGis a neighbourhood of :le 

and ever,y orbit in SG meets S. For 8 E S, G c G j but G ~ G 'because G is s- x El X X 

minimal 0 Hence Gs '" Gx ~> S E P(M o G)=> SG c Po 

(2) P(Mp C) ia denfl6 

Since M is conneoted, it is enough to snow that P{M, G) is open. Take 

x e P(Mp G) and let S be a slice at x. Recall that SG is a neighbourhood of x 

and eV6r'J orbit of: SG meets S, hence S meets P(Mp G) say .in Y<> Put G '" If and 
x 

consider the action of If on S. i.eo <1>1 S x If: SxH.... S, f()~ s e S, G c G.: .. H 
a y 

~> G '" If 0 Hence s e S lies on a principal orbit of the action cfol SG x G: s. B 

SG x G ~ SG <=> 1:1 1ie8 on a. principal orbit of the action rpJ S x H o_} Sv ::L(~ 
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S E peS, H) <~> S e p(SG p G) n s <~~ sg E p(SG, G) Vg E G 

(a.) 1..11 the case dim SI + Op we have that S <=0 :x: ~ exp=l (&>ox) :: (exp=lS) = 0 ~ 
"k 
S x ]0, l]~ for some k So t 0 ~ k ~ n9 where El:l!."P8 M <-i> Mo We have the 

x 

commutative diagram, 

ff x ]0, 1] 

q x 1 
q 

{( exp =18 ) = 0) x H -==-> (exp .. ls) = 0 

~ 

exp x 1 

(s = x) x H ~> S "" :le 

where ~»rfJ* are the aotions induced by cp, and the map q, is '!he homeo 

1 _11: 
(exp"" S) = 0 cot> s-- X JOg 1] 

As remarked in the proof of Theorem 602 H acts orthogonally on D ~ which 

implies the induced action of H on "the cylinder Sk x )0, 1J is one of rotation 
- k 

about ita axis, ioeo H acts orthogonaJ.ly on S but does not a.ct on ]0, 1) 0 

We' 'are saying in. faot that 

CP* ~( ~*, 1) : (sk x ]O~ ~)x H4 Sk x 
o 

'if 3 E sk, t E ]0, 1], h E H, for same orthogonal action cp 01: 
. 0 

The prinoipal orbits of' cp*' : Sk x H -I> Sk a.re, by the inductive h;ypothes~ts o 

danse in sk, for k ~ 0; whan k :: 

:ia otropy group of both points of' 

FIan©a the principal orbit IS et' ~ 

Ot there is either just the one oroit or the 

SO ia H ~~ P(SOg H) g So~ in either cass o 

(SE. x ]Os 1]) x H -!> Sk x ]Op 1J are dense 

=> the principal orb! ts of ~i (8 = x) x H : (s ~ x) x H~ S ~ x are dense 

in S = x and henoe in fJ >=i" p(SG, G) n S is dense in S (by above) :.5l> P(M~ G) 

n S ia dense in So Hence Se P(MpG) and so SG c P(MpG}o'o ThufI P(MDG) iE opez), 

(b) In the case dim S "" 0, xG has the same dimension as lA (aince dim S ~ 0""" 

is a diffao (Gor~ 4 0 8) "'-'=> xG is open, by the inverse funotion theCirem~ S:trme 

the action of ~ is proper1 xG is closed' (Theorem 2023)0 Thua the oonnectedness 
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(3) pi¥. G} IG is connected 

Su~pose P(MgG)~G ~,U U V~ where U, V are disjoint open sets in p(MpG)iGo Then 

-P(MpG) ~ p ~l(U) u p=l(v), where p: M ~ MiG 18 the canonical rrojectiono 

~' 

By (2) ~ M go P(MpG) :s p=l(U) u p =l(V) => 3 x E p =l,{U) f\ p=l('V)J since M is 

connected. 

Let S be aaiee at x. If dim S ~ 0, it follows from (2)(b) that 

P(MgG} ~G is a one point set and is thus connect~do So we can suppose dim 

From (2), we have that p(SG,G) n S = P(SsH); and if PI : SG~ SG~G is the 

oanonical projection, the relation PI (sg) ~ PI (&l) = G G, V !3 E S, g E Gp 

assures (p(SG,G) n s) IG ~ p(SG,G)!Go Applying Lemma 604~ we have that 

peS, H)IH ~ (p(SG, G) n sHG "" p(SG~ G)IG; in particular p(SG - xG,G)!G ~ 

peS =x, H)!H and we know that p(S = x, HHn g (p(~~ H) x ]0. l } iE '" 

pCskp H)~H x ]0, I]. The inductive hypothesis implies p(~, H)jH is oo~~eoted 
which implies p(ro. = J::G D GHG is connected, and s[) p(SG,G)iG is connectedo 

SinceP(SG,G) "" P(M.G) () SG end SG and P(M,G) are neighbourhoods in tIt 

p(SG- 3 G) iG is thuB a CO!ll'l6cted neighbourhood of p(:x:) in MjGo Now p(:x:) E Un v, 

but p(SGpG) ~ G c p{M~GH G '" U U Vs eo p(SG9 G-) ~ G lies entirely in U or enUre1.y 

in V ==> either U or V is emptyo So P(M~ G) iG is connected., 

(4) The prlnc~p~a1 orbits are of the s~e tYReo 

The proof' of (1) --> each point 01.' p has fa neighbourhood, in Mt in which 

.:l11 the principal orbits are of the same typeo Henoe the orb:!. ts of a given 

type form an open set in M snd therefore its image in M i G, and thus in 

P(M, G H G is openo Thus P(M, G)i G 113 the disjoint union of open sets 9 each 

open sat being the image j,gj, M! G of the open set in M COJ.1sisting of points in 

P(Mg :'!-) of a particular orbit typeo P(MpG) i G connected"''» all but one of these 

disjoint open sets is emptyo So all the principal orbits have the same type,," 
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